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1. INTRODUCTION

Archaeologists define eras of human development in technical terms, namely the Paleolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic — i.e. the Stone Ages — and the Bronze Age and Iron Age — the Metal Ages (*aet*). This categorisation does not measure up to the most important of all resources used in construction: wood. Its omission can be attributed to its omnipresence; it is simply taken for granted throughout all periods. However, particularly for seafaring cultures the availability of certain wood species, the management of woodlands, timber conversion techniques and workmanship, and its culmination in artisanry and artistry is of most central importance. This is nowhere as well reflected as in Viking Age shipbuilding, where ships were not merely utilitarian, but became a strong expression of cultural identity in its own right — artefacts of a genuine “wood culture”. Wood continued to play a great role after the decline of Scandinavian Viking Age and woodland products — such as timber, tar, pitch and ash — were exported as bulk commodities from the Baltic Sea region into central and western Europe and beyond. The Hanseatic League is credited in opening up a vast mercantile network through which Baltic bulk commodities were shipped to central and western Europe, but another underlying factor is often forgotten, which can be seen as precondition for the export of central European urban culture — on which the Hanseatic League was footed — into the forested wilderness of the East: The crusading movement in northern Europe, colloquially known as the “Northern Crusades”. The study of the maritime past in general and conflict at sea in particular has been almost exclusively the domain of historians. With an ever growing database of shipwrecks and other archaeological finds, however, archaeologists are increasingly able to complement or even transcendent the ‘big picture’ drawn by historians. This study aims to bridge the two fields with an archaeological driven subject — primarily shipwrecks — embedded in the historically defined period of the Northern Crusades. Several case studies are “outsourced” and have been published as papers in their own right. Therefore this study is submitted as cumulative (i.e. publication-based) thesis and the results of the respective papers are alluded to in the text.
1.1. Principal aims of this study

The principal aim of this study is the evaluation of maritime organisation in medieval frontier zones for which the Northern Crusades provide an inspiring spatiotemporal setting. Rivers and seas are often perceived as frontier zones, forming a natural border not only in the geographical sense, but also a cultural boundary dividing different world-systems. This was indeed so decisive in human perception that the boundary between land and sea has attained a liminal metaphysical symbolism, which could even demarcate the worlds of the living and dead (Westerdahl 2005, 10ff). Yet, at the same time, maritime and fluvial environments could be also important arteries of communication and trade. Whether preventing or facilitating cultural contact solely depends on a society’s degree of maritime organisation. The implications of this duality — both in terms of shipbuilding and navigation — are a recurrent theme of this thesis to be explored from a historical and archaeological perspective. This study addresses the question how this boundary was transgressed, how geographical information was compiled and organised in order to reach foreign shores, and how a maritime network was put into place to sustain and support new overseas enclaves, which were surrounded by pagan — often hostile — territories. In many respects, several allusions can be drawn to the Age of Discovery and the colonisation of the Americas, with the decisive difference that large ships suited for long-distance voyages were just emerging on the scene around the time of the crusades and that the navigational methods — or ways to organise geographical information — were rudimentary. The major focus lies on an assessment what requirements navigation in frontier zones put on shipbuilding techniques and equipage, for which reason shipwrecks as distinctive archaeological find category is highlighted in the following section. Aside from this technical focus, another major focus lies on the question how mariners perceived foreign landscapes at a time, in which mundane geographical information were intervowed with mythical and ecclesiastic views of the world.

1.2. Scope, limitations and some research history

The Northern Crusades were chosen as chronological frame in order to characterise a period of naval warfare and colonisation with a distinctive frontier zone dynamic. This time frame spans about four centuries, roughly from 1150 to 1550. Or to be more precise, from 1147, the date when a third major crusading front was opened up against the pagan populations of northern Europe (paper A), to 1561, when the last northern European crusader state — the Livonian Confederation — was dissolved (section 6). The primary geographical focus is on the Baltic Sea and some of its major river-systems, and to a lesser extent the wider North Sea area (paper D) and the Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea (paper E), in order to set the developments in the Baltic Sea into the wider geographical context. The latter is also in so far relevant, as this case study draws parallels to the maritime logistics of the two other major crusading movements: the Reconquista — on the Iberian Peninsula — and the crusades in the Holy Land across the Mediterranean Sea.

The subject title reflects an archaeological focus viewed through a historiographical lense by invoking a historically defined period. This bipolar focus is intended, and to merge both poles it is considered important not to just focus on shipwrecks per se. Since there are no shipwrecks from this period, which could be explicitly associated with crusading missions, it is important to infer general patterns of how ships were operated, navigated, maintained, built, and how expeditions into unfamiliar or even hostile waters were planned, equipped and provisioned. Although case studies of individual shipwrecks are the most integral part of this thesis, which study affords a discrete methodology, it should not be the actual object of study that is the determining eponymous factor, but what could be inferred by their study, i.e. the maritime logistics. The following sub-sections provide the research historical context to elucidate what the concepts of ‘Maritime Logistics’ and the ‘Northern Crusades’ entail, as well as their respective scopes and limitations.

1.2.1. ‘Maritime Logistics’ — A better way to contextualise shipwrecks?

It has been often stressed that not only a precondition for the study of shipwrecks — namely Underwater Archaeology1 — but also its method of examination requires a distinctive approach. Like any other archaeological object, a shipwreck or a ship-timber can be measured, recorded and described, yet it seems that the scientific value cannot be fully

1 Underwater Archaeology is not really a discipline, but a set of distinctive methods suited for a subaquatic site. It is often used synonymously to Maritime Archaeology, which is a more adequate term, as it is not restricted to sites below the waterline — an arbitrary boundary — but to all human interaction with the sea.
unleashed, as its study is very technical, descriptive and barely comparable to a wider context, thus too disparate to be meaningfully integrated into the wider field of archaeology, as noted by several archaeologists (e.g. Cederlund 1995, 103ff., Maarleveld 1995, 3). In order to come to terms with this underlying problem, it was suggested that Maritime Archaeology in general and the study of shipwrecks in particular ought to be no longer perceived as discrete subdiscipline, but rather as integrated discipline to understand wider socio-economic factors (Gibbins & Adams 2001, 287). But how exactly can this be achieved?

Christer Westerdahl once pointed out the unique value of shipwrecks for the study of communication and landscapes by alluding to the absence of an equivalent on land: cargo-bearing carts and wagons (Westerdahl 2006a, 60). The cart load would have been retrieved — like in de-commissioned vessels — and the cart itself broken up or perished. Due to favourable preservation in an anaerobic submarine milieu, wooden shipwrecks and other organic materials, however, can survive for many centuries, and thus have the unique potential to represent ‘fossilised mobility’, a snap-shot in time of a transport and communications network. There is no comparable source category on land. A more integrated approach can be achieved by embedding shipwrecks into the wider context. Rather than plotting shipwreck-sites as dots on the maps — as their isolated nature inadvertently suggests — they should be conceived as dots on trajectories, corridors of trade and communication, coined by Christer Westerdahl as “tradition of usage” or “zones of transport geography” (Westerdahl 1992, 8ff.). Both concepts differ, in that the first describes the — over many generations — collectivised knowledge of a maritime landscape, and the latter defines the way how a landscape — or seascape — is segmented into different transport zones. These segments correlate to different environments, such as fluvial and coastal, and thus both required different modes of transport. But transport zones are not only defined on the basis of environmental parameters. There was no equivalent version of a medieval GPS, so ships barely ever chose direct routes, not only because the navigation methods were limited, but also because holistic geographical knowledge was limited too. As will be stressed in section 3, maritime transport networks evolved on the basis of access to information, rights and maritime organisation — e.g. a pilot system — rather than on objectively quantifiable spatial parameters. Ships did not simply sail into the blue, but their route — unless coming off course in adverse weather conditions — was conditioned by a number of factors, which illuminate the wider context in which ships became deposited.

Therefore an attempt is made to introduce ‘Maritime Logistics’ into the debate on a conceptual level to assess the circumstantial factors (Fig. 1-1).

A few groups are overlapped by two fields, such a major harbours, which can be archaeologically excavated and directly compared to historical records about the harbour. One might argue that this should also apply for shipwrecks, which can be often identified by name in recordings. The latter was termed type A and B categories in Matthew Harpster’s (2013, 592f.) analysis on shipwreck identity, in which historically known ships can be re-discovered (type A) or — in reverse — a ship can be identified through archival records after it was archaeologically investigated (type B). These categories are very much constraît to periods in which the particulars on ships, their cargoes and crews entered the archival records, which applies to the post-medieval and early modern period (as observed in paper B, 60f.). This approach can be almost completely ruled out for the medieval period, for which sources are vague, although general trends on trade and shipping can be inferred too. Thus in the case of this study, a type C affiliation (cf. Harpster 2013, 593) is undertaken, in which shipwrecks are linked to a broader historical narrative and can be associated to a culture or state, but not identified as a specific ship. Although many medieval-style technical solutions in shipbuilding survived until the recent past in rural shipbuilding, there is a great discrepancy in the nature of written sources, which necessitates a thoroughly distinctive approach between a medieval and post-medieval perspective.

Shipwrecks are not self-explanatory and linked to a shipbuilding-tradition, which are to a certain extent a cultural expression, and therefore plotted in the two intersecting circles of Maritime Archaeology and Maritime Culture. Ocularly, no source group is within all three intersecting circles. Thus, the concept of ‘Maritime Logistics’ does not refer to a tangible source category, but “intercepts” wherever the categories can be brought into relation to each other. For instance, a wreck-cluster along a trajectory or route may be indicative of a “tradition of usage”, which in turn raises the question whether this route overlapped with a known sea-route, such as recorded in itineraries (cf. section 3.3).

---

2 Global Positioning System
Fig. 1-1. This venn diagramme reflects an attempt to contextualise shipwrecks in a more holistic sense, combining the three disciplines of Maritime Archaeology, Maritime Culture (principally ethnological) and History. The source categories or concepts and their latent relationships are plotted in. The pins indicate the case studies — either a section (numbers) or paper (letters) — in which the corresponding relationships are explored. ‘Maritime Logistics’ are conditioned by all three disciplines, but conditioned by the relationships between the same. Three major parameters were identified: The importance of the spatiotemporal context for the study of ship-types and shipbuilding traditions, meaning that one type of ship may have meant something different at different places or different times. Although navigation and seaborne trade are often mixed together, it is considered important here to distinguish basically between a communications and a mercantile network. The first involves the geographical knowledge, access to a pilotage system, and the aptitude to communicate geographical knowledge, and the second defines the maritime transport system, the stream of goods and people.

1.2.2. The ‘Northern Crusades’ — An ahistorical construct or legitimate term?

Since Pope Urban II’s call in 1095 for the liberation of Jerusalem, crusading has normally been exclusively associated with Jerusalem. This exclusive definition has been relativised in the 1970’s by Jonathan Riley-Smith, who fundamentally changed the perception of how we regard crusades today. He laid the foundation for an inclusive definition, which included also crusades in Spain, not only against Muslims, but also against pagans or heretics in north-eastern Europe, where a just war against the enemies of Christendom played a superordinate rule to conventional warfare, not only in terms of an ecclesiastical mission, but also the concerted nature of papally authorised warfare. According to Riley-Smith, the precondition for warfare against pagans being defined as crusade outside the Holy Land was that it received legitimate authorisation by the pope, was proclaimed in the name of God, included a kind of vow of ‘pilgrimage’ by the participants of the crusade, and that the participants were granted indulgence, i.e. the remission of sins (Riley-Smith 1977, 74).

However, the definition of a crusade is still discussed and unclear. It is so ambivalent that even some
historians do not make the effort to narrowly define it. In fact, even in medieval times there seemed to be no consensus of what a crusade actually was, due to the contradictory and self-referential rhetoric of the organisers and chroniclers, so that a crusade can have lots of meanings at different times (Tyerman 1998, 125). Although the vagueness of the crusading concept is at odds with its perceived prevalence in medieval history, it is not really surprising, as there was no contemporary term for 'crusade' originally, neither in Latin nor the vernacular. Although the term crozada was used in southwestern France and Spain in the early 13th century, it remained unusual (Constable 2008, 350) and it was commonly referred to as expeditio or peregrinatio by 12th and 13th century chroniclers — the first can refer to a war campaign in general and the second refers to a voyage or a pilgrimage (cf. J. M. Jensen 2000, 288; Lind et al 2006, 18). A pilgrimage is often implied in 'voyage' like in the Old Norse term jorsalaferd — a pilgrim voyage to Jerusalem (Nørøxe 2009, 15), or the term reys3 was used for the annual raids of the Teutonic Order into the Lithuanian territory in the 14th century (cf. Paravicini 1989).

To this day, the use of the crusading terminology is contested. Yet, the central role the papacy played as an intergovernmental instance is well documented. Its uniting and moderating influence on — often disaccording — Catholic factions is reflected by the surviving letters which the Pope sent in reply to (unpreserved) correspondence from various actors of the Baltic crusading movement (Jensen et al 2001). The papacy can be almost perceived as a clerical precursor of the European Union, which exerted its influence into the periphery of the Catholic world — monastic outposts in frontier zones. Nils Blomberg found an elegant way to avoid the problematic 'crusade' term while at the same time acknowledging the central role of the papacy and the significance of the Scandinavian kingdoms as new members of the Catholic entity: He equated the Catholic World-System with a “Europeanisation process” (Blomkvist 2005). This defines Europeanism in terms of a religious common denominator, undoubtedly a — if not — the unifying factor of western and central European medieval identity, but obviously not above criticism either. In his benchmark monograph “The Northern Crusades” — first published in 1980 — Eric Christiansen makes use of the crusading terminology with little attempts to provide a tighter definition. In one instance, he generically defined it as cultural transformation process which brought about a common 'Latin' civilization. He points out that the originally colonial societies in the Baltics are historically still linked to western Europe, even after the fall of the Iron Curtain (cf. Christiansen 1997, 3). Christiansen viewed the ‘Northern Crusades’ in a very inclusive sense, as an umbrella term for many different campaigns conducted by almost all middle and northern European Catholic factions against non-Catholics in the Baltic Sea area, starting with the Wendish Crusades (1147-1185) conducted by Danes, Germans and Poles, the Baltic Crusades (1198-1290) conducted primarily by the Danes and Germans and to a lesser extent the Swedes, the Prussian Crusades conducted by the Teutonic Order (1230-83), as well as the latter’s warfare against the Lithuanians (1280-1435) and against the Greek Orthodox Russians who did not qualify as “real Christians” in the eyes of Catholic Europeans (1242-1500). In the wider sense, the Swedish campaigns (ca. 1142-1293) against the pagan Finns, Karelians and Russians and the Norwegian campaigns against the Sami, Karelians and Russians (1323) can be also regarded as part of the Northern Crusades, although the early Swedish campaign under King Eric IX of Sweden is of legendary character and its status as crusade is contentious.

Also the time frame is very inclusive, beginning in the year 1147 and ending with a crusade against the Russians in 1505. Both war campaigns have been expressly authorised by the pope. The first was issued in 1147 by Pope Eugenius III in the bull Divini dispensationes, referring to the wars “contra Selavor ceterisque paganos habitantes versus Aquilonem ir, et eos Christiania religiæ subjugare”, setting a precedent, in which a third major crusading front — after those of the Holy Land and the Iberian Peninsula — was opened up in northern Europe. The mandate remained inexplicit about its actual aims, aside from the conversion of the Slavs (Fonnesberg-Schmidt 2007, 37).

Can the precent call for a crusade in 1147 be seen as a “blank” papal authorisation to conduct warfare against pagans in northern Europe in successive years, or did each major campaign require individual authorisation? In recent years, historical research on the crusades in northern Europe has flourished in Danish academia. This basic question, however, divided Danish historians into two camps, continuing the crusades in a battle of words ever since.

One group of historians has a very inclusive view — arguably even more so than Riley-Smith — in that all wars fought with papal authorisation against the enemies of the church were promised indulgence and could be therefore considered crusades (cf. Lind et al 2006, 22). This group also stressed that the motives of many of the participants of a crusade were genuinely religiously motivated and not merely a smokescreen for secular and material gains (J.M. Jensen 2007, 14), which may be indicated by the fact that no colonisation or lasting conquest ensued after the first campaigns (Wille-Jørgensen 2003, 27).

---

3 similar to the present German word for voyage, i.e. Reise
This notion has been criticised by members of the
other group: Anders Bøgh scrutinised the — in his
opinion — too liberal use of the term crusade
regarding the Danish wars in the Baltic Sea following
the 1147 crusade. He pointed out that the papacy was
not actually involved in authorising any war
campaigns until 1204, with the exception of a
campaign to Estonia around 1171 (Bøgh 2008, 176).
Thus, he sees no reason to equate 12th-century
Danish warfare in the Baltic Sea with the crusades in
the Holy Land, even though conducted against pagan
Wendish populations, notably the conquest of Rügen
in 1168 (Fig. 1-2) and the subjugation of the Duchy
of Pomerania in 1184, which Bøgh sees primarily in
the context of territorial expansion rather than a
religious war (Bøgh 2008, 176). It was also pointed
out that there is no evidence that King Valdemar I of
Denmark sought papal approval for his campaigns
against the Wends, by having them officially
legitimised as crusade. This may be a reflection that it
was part of his expansion policy, rather than lands to
be won in the name of the church (Norøxe 2009,
110ff).

Nevertheless, a permanent colonisation was insured
by systematically baptising the pagan population,
which bears the mark of a crusade, especially if
compared to Pope Eugenius’ original authorisation
— *eos Christiana religioni subjugare* — of the 1147
crusade. Was this papal authorisation “stretched out”
to include all campaigns against the Wends in the
following years, or even decades?

The notion of a perpetual crusade may be reflected in
the characterisation of King Valdemar I of
Denmark’s reign, who has been described as *paix
conservator*— the preserver of peace — upon his death in
1182. But in order to have it — the peace — preserved,
it needed to be defended against the pagan Wends in
a perpetual war (Jensen 2009, 141). Although one
may disagree about the ambivalent meaning of this
term, the notion of a perpetual crusade is also
corroborated by more tangible evidence from the
German crusading movement to the Baltics, namely
by the letters sent by Pope Innocent III — especially
*Etsi verba* of 1204 — addressed to the archbishop of
Bremen. It bears the notion of a “perpetual crusade”
against the pagan Slavs in a sense that it became
unnecessary to ask the pope for the remission of sins
for each crusading campaign to the North (Unger
2006, 272). At that time, Hartwig von Uthlede was
the archbishop of Bremen and was the main initiator
of the Livonian Crusade together with his nephew
Albert von Buxhoeveden, who had become the
Bishop of Livonia in 1199. In December of the same
year, Albert was signing on participants for the
Livonian crusade in Magdeburg in the presence of the new king. On this occasion the question was posed whether the pilgrims to Livonia received the same protection as those travelling to Jerusalem, specifically a remission of sins, which was confirmed, as reported by Henry of Livonia (HCL III.5). However, the bishop may have overplayed his authority at this point, as is exposed by his later continued efforts for official papal recognition. Pope Urban II eventually acquiesced to grant Livonia the status as the homeland of the Virgin Mary, which was officially concluded at the 4th Lateran Council in 1215 (Johansen 1961, 231; Brumme 2010, 286). As such, Livonia became officially a place of pilgrimage, and – as noted above – a crusade was basically an armed pilgrimage. This association is even supported by archaeological evidence: A very uncommon type of a pilgrim’s badge has been unearthed in 13th-century contexts from Lübeck and Gamla Lödöse, respectively, with the circumscription *Signum S Marie in Livonia Remissionis Pecatorum* (cf. Andersson 1989; Gassowska 2006, 151; Wittstock 1984, 16f.) (Fig. 1-3).

Peter Schmidt points out that it was very uncommon to have a whole region as destination for a pilgrimage, rather than a shrine or holy site, and on this basis he doubts that these were pilgrim badges and re-interprets them as devotional objects (Schmidt 2009, 99). However, the aforementioned papally approved decision to grant Livonia "homeland-status" of the Virgin Mary clearly underlines the effort to elevate the Baltic Crusade in Livonia to a status akin to a conventional pilgrimage, which is emphasised by the *remissionis pecatorum* apposition in the badge. Paradoxically, the association to a pilgrim’s badge was even made by Schmidt (2009, 99f.) himself, who observed that the Livonian badge emulates the design and figurative representation of the pilgrim’s badge from Rocamadour, France. Rocamadour seems to be spiritually closely linked to the Baltics, as a late 13th century pilgrim’s badge from Rocamadour was unearthed in Tallinn (Johansen 1961, 230) and in 1312 three Rigaen citizens were sent to a pilgrimage to Rocamadour – the site of St. Amator’s shrine of the Virgin Mary – in redemption for the killing of two Rigaen prelates: (...) tres aires Rigenses ad s. Marie ecclesie de Rupe amatoris, pro redemptione animarum dictarum destinentur (Bunge 1855, no. 637). The use of the Rocamadour badge (Fig. 1-4) as template clearly reflects the intent of having the Livonian badge recognised as pilgrim’s badge as well.

Fig. 1-3. Pilgrim’s badge unearthed in Lübeck, bearing the inverted circumscription *SIGNUM S MARIE IN LIVONIA REMISSIONIS PECCATORUM* (transcription on the right). Cast in iron, measuring 6.5cm x 4 cm. Inventory number: 1953-36 (Photo: St. Annen-Museum, Lübeck, edited by the author).
Was this a shrewd make-believe assurance that a crusade to Livonia would meet the same "remission of sins" requirement as a more conventional pilgrimage? Albert von Buxhoeveden’s ministry points into this direction.

Fig. 14. A 13th-century pilgrim’s badge from Rocamadour, France, unearthed in Tallinn, Estonia. Its circumscription reads SIGILLUM BEATE MARIE DE ROCAMADOR. This badge is believed to have served as template for the Livonian badge above (Photo: Johansen 1961, fig. 1).

As the case may be in the specific circumstances, what is clearly demonstrated here is that some of the major initiators of the Baltic Crusades were eager to apply the crusading-label to their war campaigns by using the symbols, institutions and the spiritual leverage of a "pilgrimage industry". So the underlying question whether the term “crusade” can be rightly applied to the Wendish or Baltic campaigns is not necessarily conflicting, as religious and secular motives will have undoubtedly overlapped. Written sources — most of clerical origin — certainly do not reflect a true balance between religious and secular motives, at least not in any representational way (cf. Nedkvitne 2005, 47; Nørøxe 2009, 115). The political gains for territorial expansion at the expense of an old foe on opposite shores might have been the primary driving force for Danish conquests, but the promise of penance and the honour to have fought in the name of God might have made it possible to redirect streams of crusaders into a local conflict, in which the Danish crown had a stake in. The same could be said for the German crusaders fighting for the Order of the Swordbrothers in Livonia and the Teutonic Order in Prussia and Lithuania. This may have even included the visiting English, French and other European nobles of the 14th and 15th century, who were partaking in the ritual-like campaigns of the Teutonic knights against the Lithuanians as some kind of "nostalgic adventure tourism" with a Christian touch; at a time when chivalry became gradually outdated but – as a consequence – romanticised (cf. Paravicini 1989). Many of these crusaders would have otherwise partaken in the crusades in the Holy Land, from which northern European sovereigns had nothing tangible to gain from, while it meant a less strenuous and costly alternative for a voyage to the crusaders themselves.

The absence of papal support in documented history for some of the earlier Danish campaigns does certainly not foreclose that these campaigns were advertised to its followers as something akin to a crusade. The attempt to narrow down the definition of an already ambivalent concept is somewhat ouroboric, especially if one is willing to acknowledge that the Baltic Crusades are an almost seamless continuation of the Wendish campaign in terms of a Danish long-term expansionary policy during the Valdemarian period. The links between the Wendish and Baltic campaigns have been stressed in this author’s paper A.

Thus, in this thesis, a very inclusive definition of the term ‘crusade’ is taken. The ‘Northern Crusades’ is used in a similar way as laid down in Eric Christiansen’s benchmark publication (1997), although in an even more inclusive sense, as the time frame is expanded to the year 1561, which marks the dissolution of the Livonian Confederation as the last remaining crusader state.

The period of the Northern Crusades was not chosen, because it is considered important to distinguish between different forms of penitential warfare and their legal status, but as a convenient umbrella term to characterise a historical epoch, in which several middle and northern European factions sent large fleets across the Baltic Sea, not only for conquests in the name of Catholicism, but also for the foundation of new colonies, the “export” of middle European urban culture into the “pagan wilderness”, and the establishment of new arteries of trade in its wake. What is deemed important here is the frontier zone aspect of the crusades in the north, the clash of different world-systems divided by the sea, and human ingenuity to overcome the challenges of this element, to put it into abstract terms.
1.3. Methodology

The requirements of navigation in remote waters are distinctive to seafaring in domestic waters. Shipwrecks are often primarily interpreted by applying a ‘cultural lens’. Although shipbuilding traditions may indeed reflect a cultural imprint, more or less, there is also a case to be made for an entirely different approach, in which the requirements of seafaring are evaluated in a socio-economic context. There are two major studies, where this approach has been implemented, namely Jan Bill’s study on *Small Scale Seafaring in Danish Waters AD 1000-1600* (1997) and Anton Englert’s study on *Large Cargo Ships in Danish Waters 1000-1250* (2015). The first highlights aspects of the domestic — often informal — coastal trade, and the latter — in stark contrast — the early professional long-distance trade of large vessels. Ship-construction reflect not only a culturally inherited shipbuilding tradition, but were also built and fitted out to operate in a designated environment. Such an approach shall be taken in this work with regard to long-distance seafaring into frontier zones within the context of the Northern Crusades.

This dissertation contributes to the field of Historical Archaeology, and as such, two major fields are involved, which are methodologically very dissimilar. Although historians and archaeologists often deal with the same subject matter, the research questions, use of sources, avenues of interpretations and scopes vary considerably.

The angle of enquiry is primarily archaeologically, and only secondarily historical. Historical literature – chiefly secondary – are adduced for the interpretation of archaeological contexts, except in cases where primary literature is of direct relevance to the theme, like Henry of Livonia’s chronicles written between 1225 and 1228, believed to have witnessed many of the events as a member of the clergy involved in the Baltic Crusades (Reisnert 2009, 54). However, historical scholarship is treated in this work as an auxiliary discipline, thus it cannot be purposed that this work contributes an original debate to the historical field. Nevertheless, the archaeological record puts selective spotlights on historical questions, in some cases corroborates, in other cases dissents from historiographic narratives.

Given the extensive time frame and geographical scope, this study will have to be constrained on individual case studies where the archaeological record is meaningful enough to illuminate aspects of the general theme of maritime logistics in the age of the northern crusades. Thus, the northern crusades cannot be presented as an exploration of a single coherent theme, but will assess a number of aspects with a varied relevance to the general theme. The method of enquiry varies with each respective case study, which is geared to answer trends of contemporary maritime developments on the one hand, while being dependent on the highly different availability of written sources and data from archaeological sites on the other hand.

A core concern is to highlight the interpretative potential of shipwrecks by not solely breaking them up into discrete case studies on constructional and technical details on the one hand, and cargo carriers on the other hand, but to consolidate that all aspects – including their location and circumstances of their deposition – need to be understood in order to fully comprehend maritime logistics.
2. THE BALTIC SEA AS A MARITIME LANDSCAPE

The Baltic Sea region is the theatre of the Northern Crusades. Its eastern and southern shores were inhabited by the last pagan nations of the European continent, against whom Pope Eugenius III opened a third crusading front in 1147. Many of the principal initiators and participants of the Northern Crusades, as well as the colonists and merchants that followed in their wake, were of Middle European descent however. This raises the question of how they gained access to the Baltic Sea (section 2.3). But more fundamentally, what were the environmental particularities imposed by the natural physical landscape (section 2.1.) and how were these appropriated in terms of transport geography (section 2.2)?

Maritime logistics cannot be discussed without an understanding of these aspects. On the one hand, the natural physical landscape determines the usefulness of navigation techniques. These are influenced by topographic features, such as landmarks, as much as by hydrographic features, such as shoals or different sediment regimes, which reveal an approximate position even with no familiar landmarks in sight. On the other hand, transport history was not only influenced by the natural physical landscape, but also anthropogenic factors, which influence the evolution of transport corridors by the control of strategic bottlenecks. Urban archaeology often illustrates the longevity of places by identifying settlement horizons that could reach back centuries and even millennia. It is no different with routes or transport corridors, which often predate the towns they link, or caused their foundation or re-foundation in the first place. This can be said of Lübeck, built on the ruins of Lubice, or Stockholm as successive settlement to Sigtuna.

The street pattern in the inner cities with a medieval foundation date seem often random, yet they often followed former river courses that silted up, and other topographical features that are no longer preserved in the landscape. The same applies to the transportation networks connecting the cities although its archaeological potential is much less apparent than settlement horizons, especially those at sea, which often only come to light where they articulate with land, and are often only preserved in toponyms indicating portages (e.g. draget), landing sites, shipbuilding sites or sites of naval conscription (e.g. snekke as leding-typonyms). For this reason, maritime logistics cannot be studied in isolation from terrestrial archaeology – especially settlement or urban archaeology – as these were the nodes where transhipment occurred. For this very reason, a study of the economic histories of port cities as centres of production and transhipment will be taken into account whenever discussing the cargoes of shipwrecks.

2.1. The physical landscape

The Baltic Sea region is a unique landscape in many respects, shaping human interactions with its environment in ways directly owed to the particularities of the landscape. For this reason, the physical landscape shall be briefly described as maritime archaeological find contexts cannot be interpreted without the bigger landscape picture.

The Baltic Sea is a semi-enclosed sea with a surface area of about 386,000 km², giving access to a vast catchment area of 1,745,000 km² (Håkanson et al. 2003, 127; Tuuling et al. 2011, 5) (Fig. 2-1). It is noticeable, that no western European river discharges into the Baltic Sea, which abbetted its genesis as a fairly isolated and self-contained transport zone, as shall be stressed in section 2.3. Rivers have formed important transport arteries throughout time, and this is particularly the case for the logistics of the northern crusades.

The Baltic Sea is comparably shallow. One of the shallowest areas is the Danish straits with depths of 12 m, the Gulf of Riga with a modest depth of 26 m and the Gulf of Finland with a depth of 37 m. Although there are exceptions, like the Gotland Deep and the Landsort Deep reaching the maximum depth of 459 m, the Baltic Sea is comparably shallow with average depths of 50 m (Tuuling et al. 2011, 5f.). This is owed to the fact that it is geologically not an ocean that divides continents, but an inland sea "lying" on top of a continent. Therefore, it would be akin to a large lake, if not for an intricate system of straits – the Little Belt, the Great Belt and the Oresund – connecting it with the North Sea. Its short geological history of only a few thousand years after the last glaciation is the reason for the formation of the largest archipelago in the world (Håkanson et al. 2003, 121).
Fig. 2.1. Baltic sub-regions and drainage basins, including depth and elevation information (Source: Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute).
Due to the semi-enclosed state of the Baltic Sea, the water body is brackish, meaning that it is neither fresh nor marine water, but a salt concentration in between. This is principally caused by 660km³ of fresh water inflow from over 250 water courses – the largest being the Vistula, Neman, Daugava and Neva – as well as the limited water exchange at the Danish Straits. The same act also as tidal node together with the wider region of the Skagerrak and Kattegat, preventing tidal waves from entering the Baltic Sea. Thus the tidal range is almost non-existent and negligible (Håkanson et al. 2003, 123). This had a considerable effect on harbour architecture and navigation. The first could be accessed at all times and not only high tides, and the tidal range did not have to be taken into account in the jetty construction and other coastal infrastructure, such as dykes. Tidal currents are also negligible in the Baltic Sea, although currents are still formed by prevailing wind patterns. However, these were not as powerful as in the North Sea, so the Baltic Sea is a less challenging – if not benign – maritime environment compared to the North Sea area when it comes to the practicalities of seafaring.

The Baltic Sea was formed by glacial processes of the Quaternary, which shaped the surface of Precambrian rocks of the Fennoscandian Shield by glacial erosion, while the lowlands of the Russian Plate and West European Platform are covered by glacial sediments (Harff et al. 2005, 442). This is largely owed to the post-glacial rebound (alternatively also referred to as glacio-isostatic rebound or post-glacial uplift) in which the land mass formerly under the weight of the ice shield becomes an uplift – a regression – zone, while the periphery counters this formation by a land decrease – forming a transgression zone (Fig. 2-2). Thus, ancient coastal settlements sites in – broadly speaking – Fennoscandia, are moving further away from the coastline, while ancient coastal settlements sites in the south-western Baltic Sea are becoming gradually inundated. Naturally, this affects the archaeological record drastically.

Another factor important for navigation is the coast type, with great differences between the topographical and hydrological characteristics node (cf. Håkanson et al. 2003, 136). The Baltic Sea’s western and northern coastline is predominated by archipelagos, while the southern and eastern coastline by open sandy coasts and lagoons in the estuarine regions (Fig. 2-3).
Fig. 2-3. The four principal coastline types of the Baltic Sea: (1) Open sand coast, e.g. Karklė, Lithuania, (2) Archipelago, e.g. Järflotta, Sweden, (3) Klint coast, Møn, Denmark, (4) Bodden, e.g. Schaprode Bodden, Germany (Graph: Daniel Zwick, partially based on Voipoi 1981 with own modifications. Photos: 1,3,4: Wikimedia Commons, 2: Daniel Zwick).
Particularly the Baltic and Silurian klint lines formed by Cambrian-Ordovician escarpments are the most remarkable, extending from Gotland, via the north-western part of Saaremaa to northern Estonia (Fig. 2-4) (Tuuling et al. 2011, 7f.). The western part of the Baltic is flanked by chalk cliffs on the islands of Møn, Sealand (Denmark) and Rügen (Germany). As will be discussed in further detail in the following section, the different coast types, particularly klint coast, were of imminent importance for terrestrial navigation.

![Fig. 2-4. The Udria cliff forms the eastermost extend of the Cambrian and Ordovician North Estonian Klint (Source: Tuuling et al. 2011, 24).](image1)

Basically, three principal coast types prevail: The north-western coastline is characterised by archipelagos, the central part is characterised by cliffs or klints, and the south-eastern coastline is characterised by low coasts and lagoons. These principal zones in the visible topography are to a certain extent reflected – or rather continued – under water, as indicated by a concurrent alignment of the predominant sedimentary cover (Fig. 2-5). Leaving aside the insights the sediment cover can give on the geological history, the noteworthy aspect in this context is the fact that some of the sediment types could be easily distinguished by the eye, e.g. sandstone sediments stained red by oxidised iron minerals in the southern Baltic Sea (Tuuling et al. 2011, 16f.). The significance of visibly different sediment types will be taken up in the following section. Moreover, sediment covers and transport are also affected by the abovementioned post-glacial rebound. As the land rises, new bottom areas are exposed to waves, washing out nutrients contained in the old sediment layers (Håkanson et al. 2003, 123).

Another aspect of sediment deposition concerns a modern development. Due to the human-caused eutrophication of the Baltic Sea since the intensified industrialisation since the 1940's, the deposition of anaerobic sediments is no longer confined to stagnant and deep bottoms, but a much more extensive area (Håkanson et al. 2003, 144). While these oxygen-free sediments are toxic to all higher life and present an ecological hazard, this negative influence has a positive side-effect as far as organic archaeological finds are concerned, now preserved by an anaerobic environment, halting biological deterioration. However, once cleared of the sedimentary cover, archaeological finds are gradually more under threat, as the _teredo navalis_ population (i.e. the naval shipworm destroying wooden constructions such as shipwrecks) is spreading in the Baltic Sea. Due to increased salinity levels in the Baltic Sea, which are a precondition for _teredo navalis_ habitats, wooden constructions are being under threat, particularly the underwater archaeological record.

![Fig. 2-5. Distribution of rocks of varying ages in the Baltic Sea (Source: Tuuling et al. 2011, 18).](image2)
2.2. The anthropogenic landscape

Many of the above described environmental characteristics can be directly linked to expressions of adaptive human behaviour, which in its sum has abetted a distinctive maritime culture of the Baltic Sea\'s coastal populations. Many of these cultural expressions have been observed as early as the 16th century by the Swedish Catholic ecclesiastic Olaus Magnus, who portrayed a compendium of folklore around the Baltic Sea in his *Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus* – the history of the northern people – published in Rome in 1555. It allows an invaluable glimpse of many customs that are corroborated by historical, ethnological and archaeological evidence. Factors with a maritime relevance that can be specifically linked to the Baltic Sea as geographical and geological entity shall be presented in the following.

2.2.1. Fishing

Due to the abovementioned post-glacial land rise, new bottom areas are exposed to waves, washing out nutrients contained in the old sediment layers (Håkanson *et al.* 2003, 123). These nutrient-rich sea-floors have lead to extensive fish populations in large parts of the Baltic Sea and made it a major source of sustenance and allowed the colonisation of bleak coastal lands with few arable areas. Due to the brackishness, the Baltic Sea is home to both salt and fresh water species. The most important fishing grounds were however not located in a region affected by land rise, but the greatest shoals of spawning herring were found near the towns of Skanör and Falsterbo (Fig. 2-6), but also in Bohuslän, Rügen (cf. Jahnke 2000). All these regions belonged to the Danish kingdom for much of the period discussed here. The environmental criteria – i.e. the rich fishing grounds – can be arguably only perceived as precondition, but not as actual driving force for the growing importance of the Scanian market. Long before the grand-scale commercial exploitation of herring for international trade, it supplied the Danish markets. In Hedeby – the Viking predecessor settlement to Schleswig – herring contributed to 38% of all nearly 14,000 identified fish bones from the settlement horizon from 800 to 1066 (Hoffmann 2008, 54).

**Fig. 2-6. The richness of the fishing grounds near Skanör and Falsterbo were legendary, illustrated – somewhat exaggerated – by Olaus Magnus, claiming that herring came in such numbers that a bald head would remain standing when stuck into the sea (Source: Magnus 1555, lib. XX, cap. 28, ed. Granlund 2010, 973).**

But what was the trigger for the growing international importance of the Scanian fisheries and markets? An explanation is provided by a contemporary, Arnold von Lübeck, who refers to the Scania market for the year 1183:

(...) *siquidem Dani usum Tonsioniorum imitantes, quem ex longa cohabitatione eorum didicerunt, et vestitura et armatura se ceteris nationibus cuoptant; et cum olim formam nautarum in vestitu baluissent propter navium consuetudinem, quia maritima inhabitant, nume non volum scarlatto, vario, griso, sed etiam purpura et bisso induuntur. Omnis enim divitias abundant propter piscationem, que quotannis in Scania exercetur, ad quam omnium circumiacque nationum negotiores pertinentiae assumet et argentum et cetera quaque necessaria illuc deferunt, et comparatis baleis eorum, que illi gratis ex divina habent largitate, quasi pro vili quodam commodio sua optima, nonnumquam etiam se ejus naufragando redingunt.* (Arnoldi Chronica Slavorum III. 5).

Arnold praises the cultural appropriation and self-identification of the Danes with the "other nations" in their clothing style and other customs, including their refined knowledge (not in this excerpt) of ecclesiastic matters and canon law. With this he could have only meant the Christian nations. Catholicism formed the common denominator of a shared value system, which was certainly regarded as a stabilising
factor – if not precondition – for a common market. This marks a drastic change in perception, as Adam von Bremen referred to the Danes – only a century earlier – as pirates or Widingos (Vikings), engaged in constant naval warfare with other barbarians (Gesta IV 6). This would have been a very destabilising factor for conducting trade and reflects that a landscape with rich natural resources alone does not automatically lead to thriving international markets, but that it can only occur in alignment to the mental landscape: a "common Catholic sphere" in this case, with a constant demand for fish during Lent.

The rise of the Scanian markets were abetted by other external factors, namely special gutting techniques (Hoffmann 2008, 54) and salt supply. While the rough marine climate of the North Atlantic coast allowed Norwegian fishermen to preserve their catch by air-drying it (called stockfish because it was dried on stocks) and sold as early as 1100 to exporters via Bergen (Neklvîne 1993, 195), the preservation of Baltic herring at the Scania market was dependent on salt supplies from Lüneburg, exported via Lübeck. The rise of the Scanian markets and of Lübeck were intricately intertwined, and accelerated the German influence in the Baltic Sea area via Lübeck, which will be further examined in section 2.3.4.

The extent of the fisheries is indicated by a visiting French crusader describing the Scanian fisheries as nothing less than a "wonder", estimating 40,000 fishing boats and 300,000 people engaged in the fishing industry (Etting 2004, 39). While this might be an exaggeration, the Scanian fish market remained of central importance for centuries, with 120,000 tons of salted herring in 1368 and 100,000 tons in 1537 (Postan 1987, 250). The historical inventory of the latter date – 1537 – highlights the validity of Olau Magnus near contemporary observation (Fig. 2–6), although this was certainly an exaggeration too.

2.2.2. Navigation

The prevailing navigation techniques can be directly linked to the natural physical landscape of the Baltic Sea. As noted above, the absence of a tidal range and thermic gales makes this sea a relatively unchallenging environment for seafarers. This seems to have halted the necessity for innovation in navigation techniques and can be understood in cultural evolutionary terms: It was observed that some archaic methods in boathbuilding are preserved in environments where the selection pressures are low, like inland waters and rural areas (paper B, 49). The same could also apply to navigation techniques, which remained rudimentary in the Baltic Sea, not only because of the relatively benign environmental conditions, but perhaps also because it was seen as the Hausmeer (home sea) of the Hanseatic League, where it kept its competitors at bay in the long-distance and bulk trade. Its long-lived regional economic hegemony might have abetted an unwavishness towards important progress in shipbuilding and navigation. As concluded in paper E, the Hanseatics lagged behind in adopting the carvel shipbuilding technique and continued to build large clinker vessels. The lagging behind in navigation techniques was also noted by southern Europeans. The Venetian Fra Mauro noted in his map of 1458 the Baltic mariner's particularity to use the sounding lead instead of chart and compass as local peculiarity (Fig. 2–7). This is also corroborated by an observation made by the Spaniard Francisco de Eraso in 1578/79, stating that Baltic Sea mariners had neither chart nor compass, but a small book instead (Sauer 1992, 269). The latter refers almost certainly to a compilation of navigation guidelines, of which two major manuscripts have survived, colloquially known as the Hansisches Seebuch (Hanseatic Sea Book). While the manuscripts themselves date around 1470, they are copies of a much older original. Contextual information suggest that the Sea Book was compiled between 1300 and 1346 (Sauer 1996, 52). It confirms the truthfulness of the southern Europeans' impression that the sounding lead was of utmost importance in Hanseatic shipping. The Hanseatic Sea Book contained 139 depth figures in manuscript A and 176 in manuscript B, covering depths between 1 and 80 fathoms (Sauer 1996, 119). A fathom corresponds to 1.83 metres, thus – theoretically – a maximum depth of 146.4 metres could be sounded. Given the overall shallowness of the Baltic Sea, with an average of 50 metres, almost the entire sea bottom could be sounded. Interestingly, the depth figures for the Baltic Sea are few, e.g noting that the island of Karlö off the Gotlandic shore should be passed at no less than 12 fathoms and Gotska Sandön at 19 fathoms (Hanseatic Sea Book, manuscript B, folio 27v, XII 41), arguably as a precaution to not run aground when passing the islands too closely. This seems strange at first glance, since these islands were prominent enough features to keep a save distance by eye-sight. A possible explanation could be haze, night or other obstruction of visibility conditions. Depth sounding became almost an art in Hanseatic shipping and was of such importance that the loss of fyne und lath (line and sounding lead) prevented a Danzig skipper in 1449 to leave the harbour, while an English inventory of a formerly Hanseatic ship from 1414 recorded – amongst other things – four sounding leads and a spare sounding line (Sauer 1996, 119).
There is also evidence from the time of the Second Crusade and the Wendish Crusade in 1147 that a German-English crusader fleet on the way to the Holy Land determined its position off the Bretagne coast at a sounding depth of 75 ells (45m) and the colour of the water (Sauer 1996, 119). Water colour changes in estuarine regions with the discharge of rivers with a distinctive sediment regime. Sounding leads from the time must have had an opening or an adhesive (like wax) with which a sediment sample could be brought to the surface. The Hanseatic Sea Book indicates that the position was determined not only by sounding the depth, but also by determining the sediment type. Off the southern Brittany coast with various depth soundings between 40 to 70, there is a section where the position relative to the land and offshore island is given with reference to the colour and grain size of the sediment, ranging from fine-grained sandy mud, red sand, or coarse red sand and black gravel, or silty white sand with white shell fragments and small lengthy particles (Hanseatic Sea Book, manuscript B, folio 27v, X. 27-38). In some cases these positions were several miles off the coast, which might have been out of sight in hazy conditions. Although similar details on sediment types are lacking for the XII chapter of the Hanseatic Sea Book – i.e. the chapter covering the Baltic Sea – there is a distinct possibility that navigators took the peculiar sediment regime into account, as described in section 2.1. The north-easterly orientation of the bedrock boundaries are corresponding to the transport zones of the Hanseatic Sea Book and a Danish itinerary, colloquially known as King Valdemar's Itinerary, which will be both discussed in further detail in the following sections. For now, however, it seems noteworthy that both occasionally include compass directions. At first glance, this seems to contradict the impression that compasses were very unusual. As a matter of fact, a rudimentary type of compass was known in northern Europe at least since the 12th century, mentioned in 1187 or 1190 in English literary references as a "makeshift" instrument (Sauer 1992, 260). The compass appears in German sources of the 13th century for the first time, and one source from 1252/55 in particular is revealing, noting that in case the night breaks or the stars are veiled, a needle is put into a barrel filled with water. A (load)stone attracts the needle, and when the stone is taken away "so wirt diu naïde des meines daz niu sich dics unme drêt unde danne rehte bestet züeggei dem leiđesterne" – i.e. the needle turns to the "guiding star" (Sauer 1996, 128f.). This reveals that the stars and the sun were used as rough approximates and the Old Norse term leiðarstein (loadstone), which was used to magnetise the compass needle, seems to be derived from the similar sounding term leiðarsjärna (Falk 1912, 16), a "guiding star" as in the above German source, meaning Polaris. But references of an actual compass on board are rare. In 1462 a Danzig ship
owner filed a complaint that his ship was taken by the Danish king, listing an inventory, which included a compass and segelsteyne (HUB VIII, nr. 1160, 80). These kind of lists were filed with a hope of compensation, thus these devices must have been of some value and probably not very common, as compass references are extremely rare in Hanseatic correspondences or other contemporary lists. Although the impression of contemporaries that Hanseatic mariners in the Baltic Sea had no use for a compass and lagged behind the navigation techniques in the 15th and 16th century cannot be substantiated as exclusive claim, as compasses were known much earlier, it is certainly true that the compass would have been a rather uncommon device on board of a ship in the Baltic Sea. Nonetheless, the 13th century Liber Census Daniae, in which King Valdemar’s Itinerary was compiled, features an 8-part compass rose, while a conventional 32-part compass rose forms the basis for the content of the Hanseatic Sea Book from the second half of the 14th century (Sauer 1996, 134). However, for the Baltic Sea, the Sea Book effectively uses only an 16-part division, e.g. from Södra Udde – at the southern tip of Öland – to Stora Karlsö – an island off Gotland’s coast. It puts the course at NNE, i.e. north-north-east at 22.5° (XII, 43-44), which is fairly accurate with an actual deviation of ca. 2°. The deviation from the bearing point of Simpernäs to Osmussaar (Hothensbald) is much greater, given as ENE (67.5°) but is 62° (Fig. 2-8). Thus, the cardinal directions are only approximate values and were probably meant to be followed by a rule of thumb – by using the sun and stars as orientation – rather than a compass. The practicality of such rule-of-thumb navigation is possible due to the landscape features of the Baltic Sea, where there are few areas completely out of land-sight. This is highlighted by the fact that both the Hanseatic Sea Book and to a lesser extent King Valdemar’s Itinerary refer to points, which would have been ideally suited as landmarks, such as offshore islands and steep cliffs. Thus, scientifically advanced navigation with compass and portolan charts – as practised in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic coast and elsewhere – was not necessary. Even if a vessel got off course with a considerable deviation, the next landmark would have gotten within sight anyway and the steersman could have corrected his course. This can be demonstrated with a formula used to calculate the geometric horizon on the basis of earth curvature and the respective heights of the observer and the landmark (Fig. 2-9).

Fig. 2-8. This excerpt shows parts of the routes described in the Hanseatic Sea Book (blue pins) and King Valdemar’s Itinerary (red pins). The approximate horizon distance is calculated for some of the landmarks that were referred to in both sources from two hypothetical observer positions, the first at a height of 3m (h1) and the other at 18m (h2), as schematically shown in the following graph. The abovementioned places relate to the following pin numbers: (1) Södra Udde, (2) Hoburgen, (3) Stora Karlsö, (4) Simpernäs, (5) Osmussa. 
This formula is used to calculate the horizon distance (D) in km, i.e. the minimum distance when landmarks become visible at the very earliest. This is not only dependent on the height of the coast itself (hc), but also the height of the viewing point. For the sake of experiment, this was determined with 3 metres for the first ship (hs1) and with 18 metres for the second ship (hs2), using appropriated ship-depictions from the medieval seals of Winchelsea ("longship") and Damme ("cog") (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

As will be shown in the following sections, there were basically two principal types of vessels engaged in the long-distance logistics: Longships and cogs. Although there seems to be a clear visible distinction between both types in pictorial and iconographic evidence, there is still an ongoing debate amongst historians and archaeologists on the exact definition, which will be duly addressed in the last section of chapter 4. For now, however, we set the premise that a longship was a double-ended vessel, usually without superstructure or other elevated platform for a lookout. Thus, for the sake of a calculation example, an observer's height of 3 metres above the sea level is assumed, e.g. when the lookout stood in one of the raised ends of the vessel. As for cogs or large ships in general with a top or crow's nest (and pushing aside the question for now of how cogs could be actually defined), the Kiel reconstruction of the "Bremen Cog" was reconstructed with a mast length of 22m (Baykowski 1994). Considering that the mast-step was below the waterline and the fact that the crow's nest was not at the very upper end of the mast, an observer's height of 18 m is assumed. In the following three hypothetical examples, the horizon distance of three known landmarks are calculated. The island of Osmussaar off the Estonian coast was included in both King Valdemar’s Itinerary (as bothensholm) and the Hanseatic Sea Book (as Odenholm). The island articulates with a zone where the Baltic Klint emerges from the Baltic Sea (Fig. 2-3). The island has a modest elevation of ca. 6 m (Fig. 2-10). Osmussaar is in a zone where the annual land rise is about 2mm per annum (Ågren & Svensson 2007, fig. 4.3). Extrapolated to 800 years ago, the early phase of the Baltic Crusades, this would have meant an elevation of ca. 4.4 m above sea level.

The klint coast of Osmussaar (4.4 m) from an observer’s height of in a longship (3 m):

\[ D_1 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{h_{s1}[m]} + \sqrt{h_c[m]}) \]

\[ D_1 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{3m} + \sqrt{4.4m}) \]

\[ D_1 \approx 12.28 \text{ km} \]

The klint coast of Osmussaar (4.4 m) from an observer’s height of a mast top (18 m):

\[ D_2 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{h_{s2}[m]} + \sqrt{h_c[m]}) \]

\[ D_2 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{18m} + \sqrt{4.4m}) \]

\[ D_2 \approx 19.95 \text{ km} \]
As fig. 2-8 illustrates, the island was not visible from the previous landmark of Simpermäs, but it was also hard to miss it even when the vessel would have gotten off course by ca. 10° (for the longship) or 20° (for the cog). The klint coast of Hoburgen at the southern tip of the island of Gotland is mentioned in the Hanseatic Sea Book and was considerably higher than the previous example (Fig. 2-11).

The klint coast of Hoburgen (30 m) from an observer’s height of in a longship (3 m):

\[
D_1 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{h_s[m]} + \sqrt{h_c[m]}) \\
D_1 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{3m} + \sqrt{30m}) \\
D_1 \approx 25.74\text{ km}
\]

The limestone cliff of Stora Karlsö (52 m) from an observer’s height of in a longship (3 m):

\[
D_1 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{h_s[m]} + \sqrt{h_c[m]}) \\
D_1 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{3m} + \sqrt{52m}) \\
D_1 \approx 31.92\text{ km}
\]

Although no previous landmark is recorded, it can be assumed that it branched of the route between Södra Udde and Visby. This course barely forms a tangent to the visibility radius of Hoburgen and for ships bound to Visby, coming into sight of Hoburgen would have meant that they were approaching the island at a closer angle than necessary. This may sound trivial, but could have been an important piece of information, especially if eastern winds turned the Gotlandic shore into a dangerous lee shore and sailors had to keep the coastline at a convenient distance for as long as possible. The next landmark was the Island of Stora Karlsö with even steeper limestone cliffs of an impressive height of ca. 52 m.

The klint coast of Hoburgen (30 m) from an observer’s height of a mast top (18 m):

\[
D_2 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{h_s[m]} + \sqrt{h_c[m]}) \\
D_2 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{18m} + \sqrt{30m}) \\
D_2 \approx 34.70\text{ km}
\]

The limestone cliff of Stora Karlsö (52m) from an observer’s height of a mast top (18 m):

\[
D_2 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{h_s[m]} + \sqrt{h_c[m]}) \\
D_2 \approx 3.57 \cdot (\sqrt{18m} + \sqrt{52m}) \\
D_2 \approx 40.88\text{ km}
\]

Fig. 2-11. The cliff of Hoburgen, marking the southern tip of the Island of Gotland, Sweden (Photo: Wikimedia Commons).
Fig. 2-12. The limestone cliff of Stora Karlsö would have been sighted by vessels frequenting the Södra Udde – Visby transect of the Hanseatic Sea Book in good weather conditions (Photo: www.utsidan.se).

The visibility radius of Stora Karslø and Hoburgen overlapped and there was little chance to miss this landmark, as the visibility radius extends half way to the Island of Öland. However, what needs to be considered is that these calculation examples are solely based on the premise of geometric horizon visibility, which was usually limited by meteorological factors, such as rainfall, haze or fog (Fig. 2-13).

Fig. 2-13. Skuldelev 2 reconstruction Havhingsten sailing along a limestone cliff coast, forming an important landmark for terrestrial navigation. The geometric reconnaissance distance was limited by meteorological factors, as the coastline on the right hand side shows, which is not only further away, but also veiled by blue haze (Photo: Viking Ship Museum Roskilde).

Conclusively, it can be asserted that Baltic Sea mariners relied principally on terrestrial navigation throughout the period examined in this study, while dead reckoning and astronomical navigation can be almost entirely ruled out. This has several implications, as it put the mariners into the dependency of landmarks, both natural and anthropogenic, local pilots able to recognise these landmarks and – of course – the ability to safeguard and protect these coastal areas against enemy fleets, of which there were not few. Especially in the early phase of the Baltic Crusades, where a multitude of crusaders, merchants and settlers without local knowledge were making their arrival, these factors were of imminent importance. The limitations and avenues of navigation as presented above are important to keep in mind in order to understand the way geographical relationships were conceptualised (section 3.1. and 3.2) and why certain coastal transit corridors were preferred that would have made little sense from a modern point of view (section 3.3).

2.2.3. Seasonal logistics

Traffic arteries are bound to features of the physical landscape, abetting the formation of transit corridors on navigable rivers and coastlines with natural harbours, while restricting access in places where navigation is impeded by shoals, reefs, strong currents or other impediments. Aside from the natural physical landscape, logistics – both on land and water – are affected by another "layer" – the seasons. Monthly seasonal variability is wholly dependent on the respective climate zone. Even in a
sub-tropical and temperate climate zone like the Mediterranean, the year was divided into two main seasons – summer and winter – separated by the "gates of the year" which to miscalculate was perilous for traffic, future harvests as much as health and was in many places perceived as a "winter standstill" when the rules of the game were drastically changed, often leading to a complete shutdown of all warfare and trade (Braudel 1992, 183). Maritime statutes and codes from Pisa in 1160, from Venice in 1284 and from Ancona in 1387 stipulated compulsory maritime inactivity between St. Andrew's Day (30th November) and the Kalends of March, precautions and prohibitions dictated by experience and in some places even extended to the period between the October and April months (Braudel 1992, 186). Although the Mediterranean had mild winters, there were other climatic obstacles for shipping, such as river floods due to strong rainfall, blizzards, or strong winds like the mistral occurring in winter or spring, which can be directly linked to the Mediterranean's mountainous topography, when cold air is drawn from the foothills into the sea with great velocity due to pressure differences, which led to many ship losses. The Baltic Sea is not exposed to similar kahatic winds, and winds do not usually reach gale force, due to the mild influence of the North Atlantic climate and the Gulf Stream. The Baltic Sea is a temperate zone during the summer, so the sailing period does not differ much to that of the Mediterranean, astonishingly. Yet due to its northern location, encompassing a portion of the continental subarctic zone in its north, the winters are long and harsh, which restricts navigability, as great portions of the sea are regularly frozen over, especially in the north-eastern parts where salinity is low, which facilitates a much earlier formation of ice than water with a high salinity. This is a particularly important aspect for the maritime logistics, as ice shields would have not only made navigation impossible in some winter and spring months, but would have also posed a threat to water-craft, as drifting ice floes or the pressure of the ice shield could have threatened frozen-in watercraft, if not moored or anchored in a sheltered location.

There are a number of historical references from northern Europe on what was considered a viable sailing season. The Norwegian Konungs Skuggsjá — the King's Mirror — of ca. 1260 notes that overseas voyages should not be undertaken after early October (Larsen 1917, 158). At Eastern in 1211 (3rd April) merchants who stayed in Riga during the winter and would have normally sailed to Gotland at this time of the year delayed their departure to defend Riga and wait for the arrival of the crusaders, when they learned about imminent attacks of the Estonians (HCL XIV, 12.; cf. Bauer 1975, 127). This reference contains a number of significant information: It shows that 10 years after the foundation of Riga the town was already save enough to stay during the winter, that sea voyages were undertaken in early April, and that the crusaders from Germany have not arrived yet. For the early phase of the Baltic Crusades, Henry of Livonia starts almost each chapter of his chronicles – synonymous to a year – with the shipment of a crusading contingent, which he raised during the winter months throughout the German Empire. This shows that these voyages must have taken place early in the year, although some arrived as late as September, as in 1204, when other crusaders where preparing their home voyage (HCL VIII, 2). The very same crusaders, who have started their home voyage in September were delayed by adverse weather conditions and sea battles against Estonian ships, as vividly described in Henry of Livonia's Chronicles. They ran out of provisions and were close to starving, picked up Christians who have suffered shipwreck, got into a storm and nearly wrecked off a cliff themselves, but eventually reached Visby on the 29th November. After having bought new provisions, they continued their voyage and approached Denmark's coast, but could not continue their voyage, as the coastal waters have already frozen, upon which they decided to abandon their ship and travel across the frozen sea via Denmark to their German homelands (HCL VIII, 3, ed. Bauer 1975, 35). This trouble-stricken voyage took about 3 months and was certainly an exception, especially with regard to the late departure from Visby.

This episode sheds not only light on the restricted navigability of the Baltic Sea in the cold seasons, but also the use of frozen waterways as crossings. The Swedish bishop Olaus Magnus refers in 1555 to a historical report of Albertum Crantz for the year 1323 and 1399, in which – allegedly – the Baltic Sea froze to such an extent, that one could walk across the western Baltic Sea – from Lübeck, Stralsund or Prussia – all the way to Denmark, which became a road at which temporary wooden lodgings where built (lib. 1, cap. 26). Olaus Magnus goes into much detail in this chapter, stating that when storms have devastated roads they are either cleared to make way for sledges, or if too laboursome, a new road is set up along the frozen seaboard with lodgings at regular distances, which offered stoves and protection against robbers, a practise particularly done in Livonia and Prussia due to its many trade missions (Fig. 2-14.1).

Since medieval times, the concept of a border was primarily defined by landscape features, like rivers, coast or forests, as is particularly well shown on the Carta Marina (Katajala 2011, 99f.). This is also reflected in this region's warfare, when former (watery) borders became solid frozen "land" and could be easily crossed with an army.
Fig. 2.14. Sledge transport across frozen waterways: This illustration compares Olaus Magnus’ Carta Marina (1539), of which an excerpt is shown in the background, and illustrations from his Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus (1555), of which two (book I, chapter 26 and 27) are superimposed. Chapter 26 of his Historica describes temporary lodgings built on the ice, marked with wreaths (1). These are actually plotted in on the map along the coast of Courland and (not shown here) along the entirety of the southern Baltic Sea coast. The next chapter 27 describes sledge travels across the ice. Some crossings are sketched in here, (2) and (3) are military campaigns (not with sledges) to Osel/Saaremaa, (4) represents the aforementioned route of the Flemish merchant between Polotsk and Dorpat/Tartu across Lake Peipus, and (5) describes the route from the Neva estuary to Novgorod. Interestingly, Reval/Tallinn is depicted as ice-free close to the ice border, which indicates its strategic importance as relatively ice-free port in the far north.

Henry of Livonia notes that the Baltic people – for the year 1205 the Lithuanians – had the custom to go to war in February and moved along the frozen rivers with an army on horseback (HCL IX, 1). Frozen rivers must have been perceived as a “medieval highway” equivalent. The crusaders soon adopted the winter warfare themselves, as they too had difficulty to cross the boggy and swampy grounds of the Baltic regions on horseback in the summer, so incursions were made in the winter, when the grounds and lakes were frozen solid (Benninghoven 1965; Jensen 2011, 258; Paravicini 1989, 53f.). This was probably even more advantageous to the crusaders: While the Baltic pagans had light and swift horses, the heavy-bred war horses of the crusaders would have had even greater difficulty to cross soft swampy soils (Jensen 2011, 258; cf. also HCL XI, 5; HCL XII, 2). The winter warfare also undid the strategic advantage of the
Osels, who were feared pirates and whose island lay protected in waters surrounded by shoals and rocks with no deep-water harbours. Although various sea battles between them and the crusaders have taken place, the decisive battle was fought by the crusaders with a conventional army, which crossed the frozen Moon Sound in 1227 (HCL XXX, 3) (Fig. 2-14.3), as vividly described in the Livonian Rhymed Chronicles: “Now Osel [Saaremaa] lay locked in the sea and this protected it so that it had never been attacked by an army. In the summers they needed little defence and so for many years they remained unbaptised and free of taxes. They were a treacherous people. In the summers they ravaged the surrounding lands with their ships, inflicting great damage. This greatly disturbed the Master and he earnestly inquired how they might cross the ice in winter to that land and subdue it. It was reported to him that in winter the sound, in which the island lay frozen solid. In summer, however, one had to sail twelve miles by ship, being careful to avoid the numerous rocks which lay in the water. Hence, whoever wished to attack the island with an army had to do it in the cold days of winter when the ice could bear a hundred armies. The Master rejoiced at the news and the crusaders came nobly to Riga, both noble and commoner.” (LRC 1614-1646, transl. by Smith & Urban 1977, 23). An earlier crossing to Osel/Saaremaa had been already made by another army from Cape Kolka (Domesnäs) in 1218 (LRC 1424-1552) (Fig. 2-14.2). Winter provided also an opportunity for the relatively landlocked Lithuanians to wage war against other Baltic tribes which were normally protected by the sea, when Livonians and Lithuanians crossed the frozen Moon Sound in 1270 (LRC 7847-7944). Arguably, the most famous instance of the winter warfare is the Battle of the Ice on the 5th April 1241, in which the Teutonic knights conducted a joint crusade with the Danes against the Russians (Fig. 2-15).

![Fig. 2-15. Arguably, the most iconic representation of the Teutonic Order’s winter warfare is captured in Sergei Eisenstein’s ‘Alexander Nevsky’ movie (1938) (cf. screenshot). This Soviet propaganda movie shows an epic scene of the Battle of the Ice on 5 April 1242, ending with the victory of the prince of Novgorod over the Teutonic knights, who break into the ice and perish in the icy waters of Lake Peipus.](image)

However, the frozen “medieval highways” were not only used for military operations, but also for trade and communication. In 1413 a Flemish nobleman reportedly took the route from Pskov in Russia to Dorpat/Tartu in Livonia (present-day Estonia) across a frozen river and Lake Peipus (Mickwitz 1938, 143) (Fig. 2-14.4). Also the waterway (waterwech) to Novgorod via the Russian river and lake system (Neva-Lake Ladoga-Volhov-Luga) was replaced during the winter with an alternative sledgeway (sledenwech), as indicated by statutes of the Hanseatic kontor in Novgorod (Kreem 2011, 264) (Fig. 2-14.5). The transport costs for the waterway in summer and the sledgeway in winter were roughly similar (Mickwitz 1938, 150).

In summary, it can be stated that warfare in the Baltics followed a unique seasonal pattern, in which the troop transport across the sea occurred in the summer months and land warfare in the winter months in an alternating fashion. This necessitated a permanent presence and fortified bases, from which war campaigns could be launched and which were inhabited during the winter. Thus, this marked a stark contrast to the seasonal merchant colonies in the lower reaches of the Daugava River in preceding decades. The two main bases for the Baltic Crusades were Riga, founded by the Germans in 1201 (section 4.1), and the castle of Reval/Tallinn, which was constructed by the Danes right after their victory in the Battle of Lyndanisse in 1219 (section 3.3). Although the latter was not located at an important river, like Riga, the location of Reval/Tallinn seem to have been nevertheless strategically chosen: Reval/Tallinn was considerably longer ice-free than the Neva. 16th century account books from merchants in Reval/Tallinn indicate that the navigation period was from April to late November (Mickwitz 1938, 156). On 11th April of 1440 a fleet bound to Reval/Tallinn could not reach the town due to ice and had to anchor in a nearby bay. However, it took not long after the ice has melted and the fleet arrived in Reval/Tallinn only 5 days later (Kreem 2011, 262). This narrow time gap is indicative of a seasonal regularity, which was probably taken into account for the decision when to leave the port of departure.

2.2.4. Ship-finds as remnants of fossilised mobility?

As demonstrated in the three previous sections, environmental and climatic factors of the Baltic Sea had a great impact on the use of marine resources, as well as maritime logistics in times of trade and war. A principal emphasis of this study lies on the archaeology – especially watercraft – and the question of whether their location or place of abandonment, their state of preservation and their constructional characteristics also relate to the landscape parameters at large? How can abandoned watercraft as a somewhat more tangible category of past human behaviour and mobility contribute to the big picture? The location, deposition and survival of ship-finds is definitely meaningfully related to the landscape, as
has been already stressed in one of this author's cumulative papers (paper A, 330ff.). A slightly more detailed and – indeed – revised look is taken on this issue in the following part.

For a systematic approach, different types of ship-finds need to be categorised to appreciate the site-specific differences and limitations. The study of lost watercraft is often epitomised in the "shipwreck bias", based on the popular premise of catastrophically lost ships. Due to the abruptness with which shipwrecks usually occurred, shipwreck sites have been often referred to as "time capsules", frozen in time and equated with a "Pompeii premise" in order to underline the relative importance of such underwater sites (Gould 2000, 12). It is true that such sites often represent a closed find context with a higher inferential status, warranted not only by the dramatic circumstances of the loss, but also the fairly complete – thus representative – find assemblage (cf. Adams 2001, 296). By putting too much focus on a "shipwreck lens", however, another important category of ship-finds cannot be studied adequately, namely deliberately abandoned ships (cf. Richards 2013, 2). Their study require a separate framework as they entered the archaeological record differently. In fact, some of the most important discoveries were that of deliberately abandoned rather than shipwrecked vessels. This is particularly true in a northern European context, where ceremonial ship depositions are predominantly represented for the Iron and Viking Age, most notably by the Nydam, Sutton Hoo, Gokstad and Oseberg ship burials. Already in the 1970's a total number of 422 separate watercraft burials from 290 different sites have been recorded in northern European countries (Müller-Wille 1974, 199ff.). A recent discovery of an Iron Age ship burial of Scandinavian warriors on the island of Saaremaa, Estonia, has put another spotlight on ritually deposited find from this period (Peets 2013). The life span of such a visibly abandoned vessel was not actually over, as it was reassigned a new mission, albeit metaphysical in nature: carrying the slain into the realm of the dead (fig. 2-16).

Such burials are a prime example how metaphysical beliefs enter the physical landscape. Although there are no such burials for the time of the Northern Crusades, many religious and mythical beliefs had a real-world impact in the way the maritime landscape was perceived and navigated, as will be demonstrated in chapter 3.

Besides re-use in a ritualistic context, watercrafts or parts thereof are also reused in articulated or disarticulated form (Richards 2002, 60ff.). Although some of the original context is blurred and partially lost, the aggregated value within the re-used context may be in no way less interesting. In order to gain a more precise understanding of the different types of deposition, Nathan Richards' systematic approach is adopted, subdivided by this author into three discrete analytical levels: The first takes the circumstances of the abandonment into account, the second determines the degree of intentionality and the third assesses the survival of the watercraft in terms of constructional integrity, with the entire hull as the highest and disarticulated planking remains as the lowest.

This hierarchy is necessary to apply different enquiries to each category, which are subject to different limitations in their interpretation value. In the following, different categories are identified and ship-finds (assessed in further detail in consecutive sections) are assorted accordingly.

2.2.4.1. Catastrophic abandonment

Starting with the "shipwreck bias" and what presents the typical and often most spectacular case of a ship-find, is watercraft that wrecked as a result of a total loss of control with loss of life. Water-craft which entered the archaeological record as accidental loss represent the stereotypical idea of shipwrecks, by a distress at sea situation. Their position can be very meaningful for the study of transport routes and mobility, like the 14th-century Engelskär wreck, which sank in the Finnish archipelago most likely en route, because the presence of ballast indicated that is sank immediately, while a great portion of the cargo was clustered 20m away, which indicates that the vessel might have "turned turtle" (Wessman 2007, 143). The nature of the wreck-site indicates a full loss of control. This notion is important in terms of its location, as the latter might point to an en route transect, which correlates to that described in a 13th-
century Danish itinerary (cf. section 3.3), i.e. on a direct line between Jarno (Iurima) and Kyrkosund on Hítis (Örsund). Thus the find location of accidentally wrecked vessels can be very meaningful for the overall interpretation and allow hypotheses on navigation routes, trade networks as well as the possible ports of origin and destination.

This is neither the case in intentionally deposited or re-used wrecks, where the vessel’s equipment, cargo and personal belongings would have been salvaged. This potential for time capsules, however, is site specific, as parts of the assemblage — particularly if not covered by sediments — could have swept away in currents, scattered in a high energy environment, or biologically deteriorated, as only the thick sediment cover would provide a genuine anaerobic milieu ensuring a long preservation period.

Although the vessel was neither lost nor intentionally deposited in this instance, it highlights that a vessel in distress would not always immediately sink, but could be brought to a sheltered location, where the crew can disembark and goods and equipment salvaged. Although the vessel was not manoeuvrable anymore and took on water, it stayed afloat even in a wrecked state. When the ballast or heavy cargo is jettisoned timely, wooden constructions tend to stay afloat in advantageous circumstances. The real threats were lee shores, where the surf posed the most serious threat. For this reason, the ship of the above excerpt was moored to stop it from breaking up. Thus, intentional depositions following the wrecking should be found close to the coast, maybe even in reasonably sheltered conditions like bays or estuaries, where a foundering vessel was brought in to initiate a controlled grounding. The Kuggmaren wreck from ca. 1215 in the Stockholm archipelago could be such a case. It was discovered in sheltered conditions in a lagoon of an island just 1.5 m below the present sea level (Adams & Rönny 2002, 174), so about 4.7 m below the reconstructed sea-level of the early 13th century if the post-glacial land rise is taken into account (Ågren & Svensson 2007, Fig. 5.1).

Its secluded location makes it unlikely that it was the intended destination for the vessel’s last voyage. Its sheltered location would have facilitated the save unloading and even salvage of parts of the rigging and so forth. Thus, the Kuggmaren wreck it is no longer a "time capsule" in a true sense, as one cannot expect a closed find context of a fully fitted out vessel. The find assemblage is obviously also restricted due to decay and deterioration, as only the bottom construction survives, while loose artefacts would have swept away from the wreck site over the centuries. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated in chapter 4, an investigation of the wreck is not limited to technical details, but cargo remains and thus trade patterns can be inferred by a macro-botanical analysis.

2.2.4.2. Consequential abandonment

A situation where similarly a catastrophic situation is the main reason for abandonment, but where at least some control was retained, has been introduced into the debate as "consequential abandonment" by Nathan Richards (2002, 7ff.) to indicate that some measures were seized to prevent the loss of life and to save some parts of the cargo. In archaeological terms, this would have meant that the archaeological assemblage is less complete — thus the "time capsule" aspect somewhat infringed — but that the site where the ship was set aground or scuttled under the limited control of its crew. This scenario is particularly well illustrated in Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum, in which a distress at sea situation is described, probably for the year 1158:


"[Waldemar] set sail with his followers at night, after he had been supplied with arms and provisions [...] but a storm suddenly blew up and he met unusually heavy seas. His warriors were soaked in the spray of enormous waves, and even they were filled with such fear that their bodies were altogether numbed, and were unable to manage the sail. And the storm strained the mast so violently that it snapped and sank under the waves, and the ship took on as much rain as seawater. The steersman let ocean rule; as he had no idea where to steer, he abandoned the rudder and let the wind take her at will. And the sky blazed with continuous flashes of containing lightning and echoed with the mighty thunder of the clouds. Finally they were driven off course by the terrible raging of the elements to some island, and since their anchor would not hold, they dragged the ship from the water and made it fast by twisting the branches of the surrounding trees through the port-holes, to stop her sliding and breaking up” (Translation: Christiansen 1981, 410).
2.2.4.3. Deliberate abandonment

Aside from intentionally deposited vessels following an accident, a vast majority of wrecks are also ships put out of commission, thus were deliberately abandoned. The most impressive medieval ship cemetery of the Baltic Sea is in Kalmar, where a variety of different types were found (Åkerlund 1951). While such vessels ought to occupy a major part of all shipwrecks, it seems questionable whether this is adequately represented in the archaeological record, because many decommissioned ships were also converted or scrapped for a secondary purpose. The survival of the Kalmar ship cemetery could perhaps be attributed to the abundance of wood in this part, where breaking up a decommissioned ship for timber re-use would have meant more investment of labour than going into a nearby forest. At least, it seems hardly imaginable that a similar collection of medieval era wrecks would have survived archaeologically in densely urbanised parts of Central and Western Europe, where secondary use was frequently practised. Secondary use can be subdivided into three categories:

(1) If left intact, an old worn-out ship in bad repair would have still been an important asset, as the loss of seaworthiness did not mean that the vessel was no longer afloat. In the post-abandonment stage many of such vessels were converted into "hulks"\footnote{beware the disambiguation: This section does not refer to the ship-type “hulk”, but to a decommissioned vessel in secondary use.}, dismasted and used as floating warehouses or dwellings. Such "hulks" are primarily present in the collective memory in a post-medieval or early modern context. Some hulks were filled with sand and rocks and used as caisson for land-reclamation (Richards 2002, 63), which was also practised in medieval times, but primarily as underwater barriers to obstruct a navigable channel. This was done as defensive measure, as exemplified by the 11th-century Skuldelev ships in Roskilde fjord (Crumlin-Pedersen & Olsen 2002) or for creating a strategenic bottleneck situation, like a collection point for customs duties, as the late 14th-century Helgeandsholmen wrecks in Stockholm suggest (Varenius 1989). In other cases, the reason for abandonment can be still unclear, but the deliberate act reflected by archaeological traces, as in the case of the Bossholmen wreck. Its keel was half cut through with an axe from one side, which would have been even fairly inaccessible when the vessel was heeled over on land. This cut has been interpreted as a purposefully abandonment of a vessel, severing the keel to make it uneconomic to repair in order to ensure that it never sailed in anyone else’s service (Adams 2013, 19). This can be seen as maritime equivalent to the practise of razing fortifications to the ground, which could not be permanently occupied and garrisoned, lest to fall into enemy hands. The lack of seaworthiness mattered little if floating constructions could be used in hostile circumstances, scuttling them to obstruct navigable channels or used as a fireship, as vividly described by Henry of Livonia – probably from an eye-witnesses perspective – for the year 1215, in which 9 German crusader cogs sought shelter in a bay on Saaremaa and were met by a hostile Estonian army, which scuttled some vessels at the entrance of the bay and set alight three structures made of huge trees drenched in animal fat. These were launched and propelled by the wind towards the trapped cogs: *Alii quoque ex eis ducebant ignes maximos tres ex siccis ignis et pinguedine animalium incensos et super structuras arborum magnarum compositos. Et primus ignis, qui erat super alos magis ardens, pellebatur supra mare et appropinquabat ad nos* (HCL XIX, 5) (section 11.2). The categories of catastrophical and deliberate abandonment overlap when it comes to traces of fire. Some wrecks to be discussed in the following sections – i.e. Riga 1 and 2 (section 4) and the Maasilinn wreck (section 6) – all show scorched marks, yet the question of whether the fire was caused by a hostile act or accidentally cannot be easily established by the archaeological finding itself, for which reason a comparative historical approach can be beneficial.

(2) Intact sections of an abandoned wreck – but not the entire hull – are referred to as articulated parts of watercraft. It is especially slabs of planking that were frequently re-used, as they provide ready-made covers, often used as cladding for wells or pits, as roofs or causeways, most frequently as waterfront revetment (e.g. Allen et al 2005, Bleile 1998, Goodburn 1997, Sorokin 2006). As such, the Beluga wreck might have served (cf. section 5.3 and paper C). Re-used articulated sections are usually found in urban contexts.

(3) Fragments of a watercraft like individual planks or ship-timbers are referred to as disarticulated parts of a watercraft. The interpretative value of these elements is considerably lower than that of an intact or articulated find, as the original or even secondary context is almost completely lost. Nonetheless, the way how planks were worked, timber dimensions, fastening and caulking methods can give enough cues to be associated with a building tradition, and thus discrete constructional elements can contain a surprising amount of diagnostic features, which makes it possible to conduct a comparative analysis. This will be demonstrated in the Matsalu case study in section 4.4. and – again – the Beluga case study in section 5.3.

2.2.4.4. Abandonment implications and deposition circumstances

There is a case to be made for quantifying abandonment patterns. As mentioned before articulated slabs of planking are primarily found in an
urban context. This is not surprising, as historical city centres are more consistently studied as most of the development projects requiring an archaeological pre-investigation occur in these urban nuclei. But is their relative over-representation really a distortion solely caused by modern monument protection policies?

There are certainly also other factors at play, such as that river side arms often filled up with waste and debris, which would have sealed off any organic remains such as ship-timbers, and abetted its preservation in a fairly anaerobic environment, if below the ground water level. Whether or whether not we archaeologist unearth a historical watercraft depends on a number of factors, which forms an intricate web of decision-making of those who abandoned the vessel, under which circumstances and which environment, how the site continued to be used and exposed to environmental and anthropogenic development, up to modern heritage protection policies. It would be far beyond the scope of this work to make an attempt to entangle this web, let alone trace and quantify patterns. Therefore, only a few aspects shall be addressed, which might have influenced abandonment practice and representativeness in the archaeological record. The late Ole Crumlin-Pedersen pointed out that most ship-finds are that of loadbearing medium and large sized vessels, while the thousands of small fishing and work boats are almost absent from the archaeological record, as much as leding-ships, who were normally pulled onto the beach rather than abandoned in the water (Crumlin-Pedersen 1983, 229f.). Anton Englert observed a similar pattern, concluding that large sized vessels were primarily abandoned near prominent ports and markets (Englert 2015, 284). He also noted that there are no German and Slavonic provenances for large-scale ships in Danish waters (Englert 2015, 285), which raises the question of whether the archaeological record of abandoned ships could be biased by the tendency of ship-owners to decommission and scrap their vessels in the home port. The way ships were abandoned is considered to demonstrate a cultural aspect in the relationship and status of ships, directly reflected in the way they are discarded (Richards 2002, 6).

In this context, Jan Bill ascribed the decision where ships were broken up to a social practice which may discriminate between different types of ships (Bill 1997, 111f.). He pointed out that this might explain the absence of ship-timbers with diagnostic Hanseatic features in the rich maritime archaeological material from the Bryggen excavations in Bergen, Norway. Does this reflect the general preference of ship-owners to have their old vessels scrapped in their homeport? Possibly so, but not necessarily, as Hanseatic ship-owning merchants often had a share in a greater number of vessels and could have relied on their fellow tradesmen to find a transport back home. The preference of scrapping ships in homeports can also be linked to legal reasons, as the salvage rights were often infringed. This is illustrated in a letter of complaint, sent in 1352 by the Hanseatic League to the King of Sweden and his magistrates:

```
"Item cum aliquis mercatorum patitur naufragium in regnis et domininis dicti dominii regis, non potest bona et res suas salvare (berghen 6 et ipsis pacifice frui, prout ipsi ab antiquo in privilegiis est indultum. Sed advocati dicti regis ea sibi arripient et usurpant." (HR I.2, 175.12).

** **

Also, when a merchant suffers shipwreck in the kingdom and dominions of the said king, he cannot save (salvage) his property, which in peace to save had been his privilege since ancient times. However, the magistrates of said king seize and take possession of it. (own free translation).
```

The King of Sweden replied with a counter-complaint in the same year, detailing instances in which merchants from Lübeck also disrespected property rights (HR 176.12). Thus, decommissioning and scrapping a ship in foreign waters would imply a degree of uncertainty on property rights, which could have induced the ship-owner to have a ship – even in a wrecked state – repaired in a rough-and-ready way for a last voyage to a port in home waters.

Thus, it can be presupposed (but not quantified) that the archaeological record could be somewhat biased towards locally owned and built ships in terms of ship-timbers found in a re-used context. Whenever this is not the case, however, this places a special significance on the timbers, indicative of divergent practises, which could imply that foreign-built vessels were locally owned, hired, captured or broken up, following a hostile incident. The Beluga case study (section 5.3) examines a slab of articulated planking of a deliberately abandoned ship with signs of re-use of some timber-elements and the Matsalu case study (section 4.2) examines disarticulated ship-timbers, which classification is possible by dimensions idiosyncratic for the bottom-based shipbuilding tradition. In both cases, a foreign origin can be assumed on the basis of constructional as well as dendrochronological evidence, yet both seem to have played a special role in their new respective environments.

While consequentially and deliberately abandoned ships, as well as re-used articulated and disarticulated ship-parts can be found in an urban context, the find of an catastrophically abandoned shipwreck is exceptional and can be often attributed to fire outbreak or — in the case of the ‘Bremen Cog’ —

---

6 In the original document the term *salvare* was crossed through and replaced with Low German *berghen*, probably because the Latin term *salvare* can be also generically translated as “save” and does not necessarily imply that the salvager can keep the salvaged goods in his possession, thus *berghen* arguably reflects salvage more adequately.
major natural disasters: The hull was not tarred yet, but as part of the find assemblage a barrel of tar and some tools were discovered, indicating that the wreck must have been torn away from its slipway in a storm flood before it was ready to be launched, drifting about 4 km downstream before capsizing, which can be partially ascribed to the fact that the ship has not been ballasted yet (Fliedner 2003, 51). Although the ‘Bremen Cog’ fits into the category of accidentally lost ships, it is not a closed find assemblage in the sense that it is representative of a cargo vessel, as collateral finds to be expected in such a vessel are lacking. It is, however, a perfect example of a ship-in-construction, as indicated by its unfinished state and the tool assemblage, and thus the ‘Bremen Cog’ represents a special case.

Generally speaking, however, the study of abandoned ships or ship-timbers excavated in urban settings will be mainly focussed on technological questions, for the lack of cargo and equipment remains. In several cases, planks, frames or other compass timber contain diagnostic information on the woodworking and building technique, so even fragmented remains have the potential to contribute significantly to the field of nautical archaeology.

In the case of consequentially abandoned — like intentionally grounded — vessels, one can similarly expect that circumstantial finds are not entirely representative of the entire shipload, since people, cargoes etc. could be salvaged from the ship. However, in several cases salvage is difficult, especially when the shipwreck occurred in a breaker zone in unsheltered conditions, as in the case of the Kollerup or Vejby wrecks, so one can expect at least some remainder of the original inventory. And when the wreck was grounded in a controlled setting, where salvage took place without haste and in a well-organised manner, some residues of the cargo can be still trapped in the sedimented bilge, as the Kuggmaren and Bossholmen case study (section 4.3.) illustrates. More often than not, only the bottom-

section of intentionally abandoned vessels survive, not only because only the bottom gets silted up, but also because worn-out vessels were run aground in shallow waters where they could be effortlessly scrapped and salvaged above the water-line. The richest find assemblage of a ship’s inventory could be expected in accidental losses. The dramatic circumstances, however, often result in a scattered shipwreck site, as in the case of the Egelskär wreck (section 4.4.), which makes it difficult to excavate: Often only a few timber-samples are taken, due to the inaccessibility of the site, or the high costs involved. However, such wreck sites bear the greatest potential for being ‘time capsules’ in the sense of a closed find assembly, with plenty of collateral finds, which facilitate the inference of a whole spectrum of contextual information.

Why is it so important to point out the differential potentials of the way ship abandonment occurred?

It is so important, because the deposition process leads to a highly different dataset. This, in turn, determines the permissible methods of enquiry and interpretation. This ambivalence puts some limitations on the comparativeness of the material and results in case studies with different foci.

7 The North Sea coast was afflicted by a number of storm floods in the 14th century. There has been previously little published about the dendrochronological methodology and result, which was carried out several decades ago and indicated the year 1380+-1 (cf. Fliedner 2003, 50). This author would not be surprised if this result would have to be re-adjusted by a couple of years, as the number of dendrological samples taken in the early days of dendrochronological science where much lower than today, as scientists realised that ships were not built from timber all cut in the same year, but that timber used in shipbuilding could originate from a great variety of sources, and thus also different years. Perhaps it would be possible to link the loss of the ‘Bremen Cog’ to a historically recorded storm flood, once a more reliable dendrochronological dataset is established.
2.3. Maritime transit zones and transshipment points

Up until the 12th century, the Baltic Sea was regarded as peripheral sea from a Catholic European vantage point, at least as far as the literate class was concerned. Around 1075, Adam von Bremen observes in his *Gotthe* that the Baltic Sea was almost unknown in his earth circle and that no writer other than Einhard has ever mentioned it (Henning 1928, 82). This arguably refers to Einhard’s description in the *Vita Karoli magni* as “*sinus quidam ab occidentali oceano orientem versus porrigitur*” – a bay that extends to the east from the western sea (Fraesdorff 2005, 105). Another 9th-century reference to the Baltic Sea ascribed to Einhard’s authorship is found in the *Annales regni Francorum*, where it is described in the words of the Danes as *Ostarsalt* – the eastern salty sea:


This excerpt is preceeded by a Danish maritime raid on the Abodrite town of Reric while a Saxon army was marching towards the Danish border, reflecting a tripartite geo-political balance that resembled that shortly prior to that of the Wendish Crusade in 1147. Notwithstanding casual raids, the tripartite border between Saxons (Germans), Danes and Abodrites (Wends, or Western Slavs) can be regarded as a stalemate situation, in which none of the factions had an interest to grant regional supremacy to either one of the other two factions, which encouraged the Danish king to invest into a defensive infrastructure – the *Dannevirke* – sealing off the southern land border with a defensive earthwork. This tripartite frontier zone remained stable until the precedent for a northern crusade was set in 1147, when the Germans and Danes were formally united under the auspices of a papally authorised crusade, overriding subliminal German-Danish rivalries to such an effect that they conquered, converted, or indeed killed the pagan Wends in a number of concerted terrestrial-maritime expeditions, in which wake the Danes conquered the island of Rügen in 1168, while the Saxons made the greatest territorial gain in Holstein and Mecklenburg, consolidating their – for a long time – only Baltic Sea port of Lübeck, which was already founded in 1143 by Count Adolf II of Holstein on the ruins of the 1128 destroyed Abodrite town of Liubice. Lübeck became the hub of the German crusader movement to Livonia, and – as will be stressed shortly – its role in providing access to the Baltic Sea cannot be overestimated.

Up until then, the kingdom of Denmark had something akin to a logistical key position for facilitating transport and trade between the North and Baltic Seas. Certain landscape features abet the formation of transport arteries and nodes of transshipment, while others are restricting access, forming logistical bottlenecks. As such, southern Scandinavia – especially the Jutland peninsula – has been described; as a threshold between the Baltic and North Seas, not unlike Ancient Greece between the Black and the Mediterranean Sea, as the late Ole Crumlin-Pedersen (2010, 15) puts it (Fig. 2-17).
This transport-geographical 'threshold' was also perceived by outsiders, as this detail from a 1156 map drawn by the geographer Muhammad Al-Idrīsī shows, who was in the service of King Roger II of Sicily. The map is upside down and depicts Jutland as a peninsular, not only forming a threshold to the Baltic Sea, but also featuring a "bottleneck" at the juncture between mainland Denmark (centre bottom) and the continent described as snishus − arguably Schleswig (Source: Jahnke 2009, fig. 2, cf. also Ruthke 2007, 323).

The 'Ancient Greece' comparison is not unreasonable, both in terms of geography and epic connotation. The Danish kingdom has cast off the cloak of its Viking pagan past, became part of the Catholic family of nations and sought to embrace its new awakening as Christian nation in the light of an epic written in Latin by Saxo Grammaticus, the Gesta Danorum. Like the Greeks, the Danes had a pagan past of their own. In its preface, written sometime between 1208 and 1223, Saxo gives an account of Denmark's geography, which reflects not only the view of a contemporary, but also that of a native and scholar of how much Denmark was perceived as a maritime landscape:

Huius itaque regionis extima partim soli alterius confinio limitantur, partim propinqui maris fluctibus includuntur. Interna vero circumfasus ambiti Oceanus, qui sinuosis interstitiorum anfractibus nunc in angustias freti contractior, nunc in latitudinem sinu diffusiore procurrens complectit insulas creat. Quo fit, ut Dania mediet pelagi fluctibus interisca panes solida continuique tractus partes habeat, quas tanta undarum interruptio pro varia freti reflectionis obliquitate discriminat. (Gesta Danorum 0.2.1.1-3)

Interestingly, Denmark is not seen as being dispersed over many different territories, but as a heterogenic entity which seem to have existed before it was "cut into pieces by the intervening waves of the oceans". There is good reason to believe that this was not merely poetic licence on Saxo's part, but that the constant environmental change influencing the course of navigable channels was consciously perceived by him and his contemporaries, as is highlighted in section 2.3.2; truly the hallmark of a maritime society, enforced by the belief that the continent and the edge of the world was divided by a peripheral ocean, which was the common perception of the world as expressed in orbis terrarum maps, which relevance to the overall theme shall be addressed in section 3.1. In the following, four major sea and transhipment routes are briefly discussed in terms of their logistical relevance in facilitating communication between the Baltic Sea region and Western Europe (Fig. 2.18). As pointed out earlier (section 2.1), no major Western European river discharges into the Baltic Sea. Since river systems have always been important arteries of trade and communication, however, this can be certainly regarded as one of the factors why the Baltic
Sea remained relatively isolated up until the 12th century. Naturally, trade contacts to the west existed long before that time, as early medieval emporia like Birka, Hedeby, Lubice, Reric, Sigtuna or Wolin suggest (e.g. Jahnke 2013, 40). But large scale colonisation, population movements, urban foundations and the development of new markets and trade networks for bulk commodities did only occur in the wake of the Wendish, Baltic and Prussian crusades.

Fig. 2-18. The Jutland Peninsular (hachured in turquoise as geographical rather than territorial entity) as logistical bottleneck for four major routes into the Baltic Sea: (1) Skagen route, (2) Limfjord, (3) Hollingsted-Schleswig, (4) Lübeck. Some routes and places mentioned in the following text are schematically sketched in blue, but do not represent the entirety of the transport network. The Ummeland route through the Skagerrak and Kattegat – i.e. round Cape Skagen and past the logistical bottleneck of Helsingør – is marked with blue pins, which correspond to landmarks mentioned in the Hanseatic Sea Book. The leg between Lindesnes (Norway) and Walcheren (Flanders) is the greatest landfall distance in the entire Sea Book and may reflect that the Jutlandi west coast was avoided due to the lack of natural harbours along the coast, which could have offered protection in adverse weather conditions. In such situations, it was safer to stay at sea rather than run the risk to sail along an open lee shore (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

2.3.1. The Skagen route (Ummeland)

The earliest documented use of the route round Cape Skagen dates to 1251 in a form of a privilege issued by King Abel of Denmark, in which the rights of the Kampen merchants are protected, who sailed from Flanders to the Scanian markets around Cape Skagen. These merchants were called vmlandsfaræ or ummelanfarer – literally around-the-land-travellers (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 55; cf. DD. II.1, nr. 50).

The privilege was drafted by the Franciscan Order and copies were kept in the monasteries of Utrecht (Flanders) and Lund (Scania) (Ventegodt 1982, 60f.).

In the following, an excerpt of particular interest is reproduced, in which – aside from the toll – also the ship-type from partes occidentales – western lands – is named, which was expected to round Cape Skagen:

(...) Ad revocandas igitur contentiones litae et discordias necnon etiam pertieria super solutione thelonei in undinis Scanore que aliquando fiebant ab hiis qui vmlandsfarae dicuntur qui quidem sepius minime committit possunt sine discrimine et periculo non modico animarum taliter inter nos et eosdem accedente nostro et eorum consensu deliberatione suffitienti adhibita satis provide in perpetuum est statutum quod de quolibet coggone qui ad partes occidentales de Scanore redierit triginta duo solidi bonorum sterlingorum persolvantur (...). (DD 2.1, nr. 50).

(...) the law is to include (...) a toll payment in the Scanian fairs which is sometimes conducted by those whom we call vmlandsfarae who shall without restriction and without discord (...) in mutual agreement henceforth provide for each cog coming from western lands to Skanør 32 solid sterling (...). (own free translation).

*This reflects that monasteries fulfilled a notarial role in an age where literacy was restricted to mainly the clerical class. This important mediating role regarding navigation routes will be again stressed in section 3.3., but in a different context.
Notably, the privilege refers specifically to coggones (cogs) to make the sea voyages around Cape Skagen. Around 100 years later, when the Hanseatic League prepared to send a war fleet against King Valdemar IV of Denmark, it stipulated that each cog should be accompanied by a schnecke (sneck) longship, except the cogs sent from the North Sea cities of Hamburg and Bremen (Paulsen 2016, 107f., Paulsen 2010, 26). Does this imply that cogs were the only vessels fit to circumnavigate Cape Skagen and that the route was considered too dangerous for longships?

There are indeed abandoned ships on the Ummeland route, which have been referred to as cogs, as they relate to the eponymous Bremen-type in archaeological terms. In the following, ships with these characteristics will be neutrally referred to as Bremen-type vessels, as the question of whether the strict cog-association is correct has been doubted lately and will be discussed in further detail in chapter 4. For now, however, the possibility of them being cogs needs to be taken with a pinch of (sea) salt. One of the Bremen-type vessels is the Skagen or Hvide Fyr ship, over 17.5 m in length, which is dated into the 1190’s and was built of oak cut in southern Jutland. It was abandoned at the former coastline in direct proximity to Skagen, facing the Skagerrak (Daly 2015, 369; Englert 2015, 328). In this case, there cannot be a doubt that this vessel must have attempted to round Cape Skagen, but failed. This corroborates the impression of historians who assumed that the Ummeland route was used well before the first recorded instance, as German merchants — primarily from Lübeck but also the other Wendish towns of Wismar, Rostock and Stralsund — had already joined the Gotlandic gilda communi on their trade routes to Norway and England from the beginning of the 13th century at the latest (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 55; cf. also Johansen 1955, 92ff.). Moreover, contemporary chronicles report that in July 1198 crusaders from Saxony, Westphalia and Frisia prepared, armed and victualised their ships in Lübeck, which were bound for Livonia (ACS V, ed. Lappenberg & Pertz 1868, 215). And in 1200, a Frisian ship arrived in Riga (HCL IV, 3). Both excerpts, however, cannot be seen as evidence that ships from the North Sea region — especially Frisia — sailed around Cape Skagen, as these ships could have been acquired or hired locally.

Interestingly, there is another early ship-find that seems to have come from the North Sea: The Kollerup ship, dated around 1150 and discovered in a silted up area of Viggo Bay at Kollerup Strand, some 125 km southwest of Cape Skagen as the crow flies. Although it was built of oak which was cut in southern Jutland (like the Skagen ship), some parts of the cargo indicate that it must have previously called at a North Sea port, probably in the Low Countries, as indicated by pottery from Schinveld and Blussum, as well as large quantities of slates from the Rhineland (Khertz Andersen 1983, 16). Both the Skagen and the Kollerup ships may be testament that the Ummeland route was used well before it appeared in documented history. Its use must have had a significance, as this route was generally avoided: Cape Skagen was dreaded because of its mighty cross-seas and currents, which may also be reflected in the Ummeland privilege, which implies a sea route along the Norwegian coast rather than the Danish Skagerrak coast in a later segment (not included in the above excerpt). This is also reflected in the Hanseatic Sea Book, in which the access point to the Baltic Sea is likewise described via the Skagen route, but also along the southern Norwegian coast, with Lindesnes (today still location of a lighthouse) mentioned as daymark or bearing position for a course set from Walcheren in Flanders (XII. 1-2). As such, it is the greatest distance out of landsight in the entire Hanseatic Sea Book, which is very significant, as dead reckoning was not in use, with which this gap could have been bridged (cf. Sauer 1996, 160). This navigational “leap”, which was a risk in itself, can be explained with the even riskier prospects of sailing in landsight due to the perilous nature of the Jutlandic northwest coast, which was poor in natural harbours and was almost entirely comprised of sand dunes and beaches. So, an offshore wind could have turned it into a dangerous lee shore with no possibility to find a sheltered bay or inlet for anchorage. The increase of commercial seafaring on this route might also have been noted by the coastal population, making salvage rights an issue, as reflected in a privilege dating between 1146 to 1157, in which King Sven Grathre granted the townspeople of Ribe — amongst other benefits — half the share of recovered goods from shipwrecks (DRB 1.2.98). Ribe was for a long time the only Danish port to the North Sea. At other places along this coast water-craft was either unloaded offshore via lighter traffic or — if small enough — dragged onto the beach, a practice followed until the late 19th century (Ellmers 1997, 6). A further indication that the Ummeland route was considered dangerous — even though it became increasingly more frequented — is that valuable goods were still traded via Lübeck, while ships sailing round Cape Skagen were transporting bulk commodities. This basic trend can be quantified on the basis of the Sound Toll registers (Pjundrull) since the second half of the 14th century with some infrequent entries since the second half of the 13th century (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 55ff.). Thus, cogs were expected to serve the Ummeland route not necessarily because of their seaworthiness per se, but arguably more so because they were large ships. A strong case has been made for the hypothesis that cogs were unequivocally large vessels (cf. Jahnke 2011; Jahnke & Englert 2015, 37; Paulsen, 2010), although this characterisation is not shared by everyone (Ellmers 2010, 54). We will return to the cog-question later after having examined a greater number of Bremen-type ships. For now, it suffices to keep in mind that both — the historical record and archaeological finds — faintly suggest that the Ummeland transport zone was specifically linked to cogs, although not exclusively.
The *Ummeland* route was frequented by ships with home ports in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. A representative cross-section on the origin of a convoy is documented by the arrest of a number of Hanseatic merchants in the English town of Raveners in the year 1294/95, who had made an *Ummeland* voyage: Of the arrested ships, 23 were Frisian vessels returning to North Sea waters, and among those from the Baltic Sea, 16 were from Stralsund, 3 from Lübeck, 2 from Greifswald, 1 from Rostock and 1 from Riga (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 2). The *Ummeland* route became also an alternative route to cut costs, e.g. when staple rights for textiles and wine were exacerbated in Lübeck in the mid 15th century, which hit Cologne and other Rhenish merchants trading with these products the hardest. They had transshipped their cargo via Kampen with Hamburg-bound ships, from where the products were brought to Lübeck. Since Lübeck’s staple rights changed to their disadvantage, they started to use the *Ummeland* route too (Militzer 2001, 79). Conversely, when King Eric VII of Denmark built a castle in Helsingør, established a toll-collecting point and exerted total control of this logistical bottleneck, a war between Denmark and the Hanseatic League was provoked. In this time of instability, the revenues from the Stecknitz Canal between Lübeck and the Elbe River – connecting Hamburg – doubled, as merchants sought to avoid these unsafe water and chose the saver alternative route (Dollinger 1970, 199ff.).

The question of whether the *Ummeland* route was of any importance to crusaders bound to the Baltics or Prussia cannot be easily answered in the light of the archaeological evidence. As mentioned before, there are references of Frisian ships in the Baltic Sea in the early phase of the Baltic Crusades, who might have taken this route, thus five decades before the *Ummelander* privilege was issued. However, Lübeck was apparently successful in its attempt to keep Flemish and Frisian ships out of the Baltic Sea by way of the Skagen route, as documented in 1294 (HUB I, 1154). But this has to be seen in the context of economic competition and not the crusades. The *Ummeland* route will have gained in importance when especially visiting English crusaders joined the Teutonic Order’s *ryssen* into Lithuania. In fact, one could even ask whether the Prussian-built Vejby ship built in 1372 may have transported English crusaders? The ship was on the way back from England, as was in part determined by a mineralogical analysis of the ballast stones (Thomsen 2002, 69). The ship must have taken the *Ummeland* route and sank off the north Sea land coast with – amongst other things – 109 English gold nobles minted between 1370-75 (Thomsen 2002, 66f., 79f.) (Fig. 2-19).

While Mikkel Thomas evaluated the wreck solely within an economic context, noting luxury items such as dress assessors and other objects connected with high status (cf. Thomsen 2002, 71), one could ask whether the English gold nobles could have filled the war chest of an English nobleman going on a crusade with his entourage, rather than a merchant’s chest. This would also explain the elegant personal belongings. In the 14th and early 15th centuries – in a late revival of European chivalric traditions – the *ryssen* of the Teutonic Order into Lithuania (the last remaining pagan nation in Europe) were joined by members of the European nobility with prospective crusaders of Bohemian, Dutch, English, Flemish, French, German, Scottish and even Portuguese descent; many arriving by ship (cf. Paravicini 1989, 192). English noblemen and their entourages are known to have travelled to the Teutonic Order’s heartland of Prussia between 1328-1394 and 1408-1410, especially in peak phases in 1360-1369 and 1390-1394 (Paravicini 1989, 122). However, for the 1370’s – i.e. the time the Vejby ship foundered – no English arrivals were recorded by Teutonic chroniclers (Paravicini 1989, 182). It would be perhaps too speculative to imply that they never arrived because they suffered shipwreck. However, there are several aspects which corroborate the possibility that the Vejby ship might have been just that, a crusader transporter, as highlighted by the custom of crusaders to take gold coins on such journeys, which would have been an uncommon currency amongst German merchants (Paravicini 1989, 202). Moreover, it was not uncommon that an English nobleman embarked on a ship commanded by a Prussian skipper, as the voyage of the Count of Derby to Prussia on the *Ummeland* route in 1390 shows, who had the interior of the ship converted to accommodate stables, bed chambers, a pantry and even a chapel for himself (Paravicini 1989, 195f.). However, this is only circumstantial evidence not directly related to the Vejby ship itself, so this has to remain a hypothesis.
2.3.2. The Limfjord passage

The Limfjord – technically a sound – offers a safe alternative route to the dangerous route round Cape Skagen across a distance of 180 kilometres, today accessible from the west at Thyboron, and Hals in the east (Albrechtsen 2006, 40f). This was an important commercial and military transit zone in the Viking Age and even before, as early 7th century Frankish coins from Dorestad indicate, which were found at the western entrance of the Limfjord (Jankuhn 1986, 32). The Heimslokninga written by Snorri Sturluson around 1225 retrospectively refers to the saga of the Norwegian King Harald Hardråde and his escape from the Limfjord in 1061, which is described as accessible via a river. Persued by a mightier Danish fleet, which blocked an access point, the Norwegians managed to escape by dragging their ships over an isthmus, which divided the Limfjord from the North Sea (Heimslokninga, cap. 60). Undoubtedly, the exact details and whereabouts cannot be reconstructed, as Snorri recited a piece of oral tradition, but the reference to a river could be very meaningful, as this could be identical to the Sløjkanalen, which connected the Skagerrak with the Limfjord. The results of a survey with a ground penetrating radar suggest that it was 100 metres in width and runs from Kollerup Strand and entered the Limfjord at a point located 7 km to the west of Aggersborg – the largest ringfort of the Viking Age (Andreasen & Grøn 1994, 11). Great parts of Vendsyssel – i.e. the land bar north of the Limfjord – are covered in marine sediments from early medieval times, suggesting that the landscape was dramatically different and was characterised by a number of navigable channels and rivers, which are studied in an ongoing investigation. There were probably more than one western access points, which highlights the Limfjord's importance as a highly important Viking Age transit corridor and fleet gathering point. In 1085, for instance, King Canute IV ordered his leading fleet to convene in the Limfjord to obtain the consent of the nobles to attack England (Lund 2009, 39). However, the Limfjord's importance as transit zone appears to have changed in the course of the 12th century when the navigable channels silted up (cf. http://nordmus.dk/arrangementer-5/b4-forskningsogformidling/arkaeologi/94-sagagerak-4-fortsat). Through this process all western entry points seem to have completely sealed off by the early 13th century, as the following source suggests:

Ex his Iutia granditatis inchoamentique ratione Danici regni principium tenet, quae sunt positione prior ita sita portuator Thesloniae finitus admoveret. A suis complexus fluminis Eydoti interroratione diserta cum aliquanto latitudinis excremento septentrionem versus in Nortic freti litus excitat. In hac sinus, quae Lyminium appellatur, ita pianitus frequens extatit, ut non minus admirerorum indignis quam ager omnis excudere videtur. (Gesta Danorum 0.2.1 4-5).

Of all these [Danish territories], Jutland, being the largest and first settled, holds the chief place in the Danish kingdom. It both lies foremost and stretches furthest, reaching to the frontiers of Theslonia, from contact with which it is severed by the bed of the river Eydet. Northwards it swells somewhat in breadth, and runs out to the shore of the Noric Channel (Skagerrak). In this part is to be found the fjord called Lim, which is so full of fish that it seems to yield the natives as much food as the whole soil. (transl. Elton & Powell 1894, 6f).

In the above excerpt, Saxo Grammaticus refers to the Limfjord as sinus Limnicus, which indicates that the Limfjord was no longer a sound but a fjord (as the modern name implies) at the time when he wrote his Gesta Danorum in the early 13th century. It took more than six centuries until the Limfjord became a sound again, when in a series of storm floods from 1825 to 1862 the western sand isthmus called Agger Tange was breached lastingly and the Limfjord became accessible and a marine environment again (Albrechtsen 2006, 43; Pedersen 1976, 6). For much of the period discussed here, however, the Limfjord has lost its importance as transit zone for east-west communication, which will have abetted the rise in importance of the alternative routes described in this section. Although the abovementioned Kollerup ship is frequently brought in connection with an ummuland voyage, its finding location close to where the Sløjkanalen would have entered into the Skagerrak also points to a possible use of the Limfjord passage. It is easily imaginable that the ship's crew miscalculated the right approach to the canal's entrance and was driven ashore, or it has already silted up to unexpected levels and thus could not be traversed. Since it is not known exactly when the Limfjord's western access silted up, this would be a distinct possibility and would indicate – if confirmed by further geological study – that the Limfjord continued to be a transport zone for long-distance trade until at least the mid 12th century.

2.3.3. The Schleswig – Hollingsted isthmus

Schleswig was the successor settlement to Hedeby and its earliest settlement phase could be archaeologically dated to 1071, which is also marked – at the very outset – by a building boom phase with extensive land-reclamation into the Schlei Fjord, which continued until 1100. The reclamation could be interpreted as quay structures only at their maximum extent and last building phases, where they would have reached a water depth of a metre, whereas the initial land development is interpreted as
The pivotal role between the eastern and western economic spheres is well reflected in the excavated material, indicating Schleswig's far flung long-distance trade contacts. Commodities from western Europe included textiles from England, Iceland and Flanders, dried fish from the Atlantic, tuff and 11th/12th-century pottery from the Rhineland, mill-, whet- and soapstones from Norway. More importantly, however, was Schleswig's access to the markets in the east, as indicated by pelts from Russia, wax from the Baltics, silk from Asia Minor, drinking vessels and amphorae from Constantinople; many of these commodities were traded via transhipment ports in Russian lands, like Kiev and Novgorod (Müller et al. 2014, 31; Rösch 2014, 43; Vogel 2002), partially shipped by the Russians themselves, as the presence of a Russian trade fleet in Schleswig for the year 1156/57 suggests (GD XVII, 1; cf. also Sorokin 2006, 160). The 'exotic' commodities will have arrived by the old Varangian trade network via the Russian river system, which is often – but incorrectly – exclusively associated with the Viking Age. It survived at least into the early 13th century (Lind 2009, 32ff.). Even 400 years later, this old trade connection was apparently not forgotten, when Duke Frederick III of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorf sent his emissary Adam Olearius in the mid 17th century across the Volga and the Caspian Sea to forge a trade connection with the Shah of Persia (Olearius 1656).

The hagiography of St. Thomas of Canterbury of ca. 1170-1175 refers to a ship built by a Schleswig citizen in joint-venture with the Danish king, which was so extraordinarily large that the shipbuilders had problems launching it. The ship-owner appealed to the patron saint to help launching the ship and promised to donate 100 pounds of wax from each trading voyage, which indicates that this ship was built for the trade with the Baltics or Russia (Englert 2015, 13). The pelt trade with Russia may even be reflected in the Karschau ship's finds assemblage itself, i.e. 300 wooden pins found as part of the cargo were interpreted as fur pins, and fur freighters into the far east were indeed attested in Schleswig's municipal law (Radtke 2004, 19). The Karschau wreck is a particularly large transport vessel of 26 m in length and a beam of 6.8 m built in the Scandinavian shipbuilding tradition of locally cut timber from the Little Belt region around 1145 (Englert & Kühn 2015, 228). Another wreck of a medium-sized vessel built also in the Scandinavian shipbuilding tradition was found nearby the Möveninsel at the entrance of the port, which dates to 1163 and was also of local provenance (Belasus 2009, 93). Both wrecks have some features, which seem to suggest either foreign influences, or in the least, a gradual change in shipbuilding technology, which will be discussed in further detail in the closing section of this chapter.

The internationality of Schleswig is also testified by contemporary chroniclers; for the 1070's by Adam von Bremen, referring to ships leaving frequently to the lands of the Slavonians, Swedish, Samis and Greeks (Gesta IV, 1), while Schleswig's oldest municipal law of 1216-1241 refers to Saxon, Frisian, Icelandic and Slavonian visitors (Rüs 2010, 44). Adams von Bremen's reference to "Greeks" is often associated with the "Rus" due to the shared Christian-Orthodox religion, but he could have indeed referred to the Greeks, i.e. the Byzantine Empire, as the old Varangian trade route was still in use. A customs role from Utrecht dating to 1122 refers to Frisians coming from "Eastland", probably via Schleswig (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 80; cf. also Jahnke 2013, 42). Trade confederations seem to have played a pivotal role in promoting into distant markets, especially the Danish St. Canute guilds, which protected trade interests
along the Baltic route to the east, i.e. on Öland, in Visby and Reval/Tallinn; not only for Schleswig merchants however, but also for nearby Flensburg merchants, whose guild's statutes from 1200 stipulated a course of action in case guild members suffer shipwreck or are abducted in pagan lands, which clearly point to the Baltic region (Riis 2010, 44f.) where Denmark conducted several crusades at the time. This leads to the question of whether Schleswig also played a central role in fitting out crusader fleets to a similar extent as Lübeck? There is no concrete evidence to this author's knowledge, although the crusading epic may have been widely propagated, as indicated by Schleswig's 12th century cathedral's portal, which bears the inscription that the king received the order to baptise the Rügians from Christ (Radke 2007, 320). The Danish conquest of Rügen was completed in 1168 under King Valdemar I and Bishop Absalon, although it is disputed whether this conquest was indeed papally authorised and could be therefore regarded as crusade (cf. section 1.2.2). However, pilgrimage as such seem to have played an important role in Schleswig since the 12th century, as evidenced by a great number of scallop shells (pecten maximus), which were the badges for pilgrimages to Santiago de Compostella in Galicia, Spain (Köster 1983, 122f.). However, there are no finds of pilgrim badges in Schleswig that could be associated with the Baltic Crusades.

The period of Schleswig's prosperity and significance in the long-distance trading network was short-lived, which was explained by the power vacuum after King Valdemar II's death in 1242 and the disintegration of Danish hegemony and central authority in its wake (cf. Radke 2007, 331), as well as the presumption that Schleswig was superseded by Lübeck around 1200 (cf. Jahnke 2006). This decline is directly reflected in the town's topography with a new parcellation geared towards a regional rather than an international market and a standstill of port activities, while Hollingstedt lost its importance too and became a village (Radke 2007, 331). This trend is corroborated by a concurrent decline of maritime activities in Hollingstedt, as indicated by a steady decrease of sintel (caulking cramp) finds until the turn of the 13th century, which had been continuously present in the Hollingstedt find assemblage since the 10th century in all shapes and variations (Sieglöff 2004, 129f.).

2.3.4. Lübeck

In 1143, Lübeck was founded by Count Adolf II of Holstein as Low German city, and by appropriating the Slavonic name of Lubice – i.e. of the ruined predecessor settlement destroyed in 1138 – it was sought to continue the emporia's legacy and its trade network. At the same time, Gotland had freed itself from the Empire of the Svear between 1120 and 1140, and Novgorod has split off the Kievan Rus and became a republic with an elected prince (Hammel-Kiesow 2015, 26f.). These three sites are of key importance to understand the preconditions under which the long-distance trade network could develop, notably in the absence of central authority. When Henry the Lion – Duke of Saxony – re-established Lübeck in 1158, he consciously moved Saxon merchants from Bardowick to Lübeck, which inherited its salt trade route from Lüneburg (Jahnke 2013, 46).

There are several indications that Lübeck lacked a fleet and therefore sought to attract foreign merchants and ships, as indicated by messages sent out by Henry the Lion in 1159 to Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Russia, to offer them peace and access to free trade in his city of Lübeck (HCS, 86). This effectively meant that the merchants were exempted from tolls, and from this favourable free trade arrangement the gilda communis could have evolved – a trade confederation between Gotlandic and Low German merchants (Hammel-Kiesow 2015, 27). Two years later, in 1161, the Artlenburg Treaty was negotiated to insure peace between Gotlanders and Germans (Hammel-Kiesow 2015, 30). Gotlanders played not only a vital role in the city's early mercantile missions, but also in providing ships and other resources for the crusaders and colonizers arriving in Livonia. The need for ships in Lübeck seem to have frequently surpassed the supply. Even as late as 1224, Slavonic ships needed to be hired for the transportation of herring (HUB I, 174).

Lübeck's fleet became also the city's achilles heel, as King Canute VI of Denmark threatened vital mercantile interests by arresting the Lübeckian fishing fleet off the Scanian fishing grounds and freed it on the condition that it accepted him as patron, de facto becoming part of his kingdom (HCL II. 12.10; AAL III. 5.1., VI. 13). The decision to offer the Danish king the sovereignty over the city was certainly abetted by the disdain for Duke Adolf III of Holstein's rule, whose viceroy's government was perceived as "tyranus" (Pelc 2003, 45).

Since 1196 Lübeck was the port of the German-Livonian crusading movement, from which crusader fleets departed on an annual basis. A pilgrim's badge from Livonia was unearthed in Lübeck which is testament of this movement (Fig. 1-3). In general, Lübeck seems to have been played a pivotal role also for the crusades to the Holy Land (cf. paper E), and other destinations. This is symbolised by an early 13th century chalk painting in St. Nicolas Church in Mölln – only ca. 20 km south of Lübeck – showing a pilgrims' voyage across the sea and a pilgrim wearing a scallop shell as pilgrim's badge (Fig. 2-21).
When Valdemar II attempted to gain sovereignty over Livonia in 1220, this was resisted by the bishop and merchant community of Riga who saw their interests threatened. This induced the king to blockade the port of Lübeck, i.e. the only lifeline of the Livonian crusading movement, thereby obstructing the departure of the crusaders and supplies urgently needed to protect the Bishopric of Riga. This blackmailing attempt did not go unnoticed, as Pope Gregory IX realised Lübeck's importance for the crusading movement and forced King Valdemar II to lift the blockade by threatening to grant Livonian-bound crusaders the right to forcefully break the blockade, which would have de facto meant a war against a Christian king (Jensen 2001, 82f.). Not surprisingly, King Valdemar II relented at this prospect and lifted the blockade. In the ensuing period, the correspondences exchanged between the papacy and Lübeck's city council reveal the pivotal logistical importance for the crusades ascribed to the city by the papacy (cf. Herrmann 1995). Apart from this unfortunate episode, Lübeck seems to have greatly benefited from the pax waldemariana, as King Valdemar II did not only confirm all municipal privileges granted previously by Emperor Frederik Barbarossa and Duke Henry the Lion, but Lübeck merchants were also able to expand their trade connections under Danish protection (Hammel-Kiesow 2015, 51). The economic development of Lübeck was decisively stimulated by the king between 1203 and 1209, and its merchants received new privileges on the Scanian markets and the right to import and export goods without restrictions, thereby even gaining an advantage over native Danish merchants (Plec 2003, 48). The Danish rule in Lübeck has also left archaeological traces, as many construction and land-reclamation works in the harbour area and fortifications date from the Danish period, specifically brick-architecture, which was reasonably novel at that time and increasingly replaced wooden constructions (Gläser 2009; Mührenberg 2003). As pointed out by Carsten Jahnke (2015, 44), the economic ascendency of Lübeck was not a predestined expansionist inevitability, but depended on a number of factors, which can be identified with the access to both the Lüneburg saltworks and the Scanian herring fairs, which were the initial driving force for Lübecks swift economic growth. Another important factor was that Lübeck merchants suddenly entered into a novel and attractive situation during the pax waldemariana, as they enjoyed the rights of their fellow Danish merchants overseas and could join their confederatioenes on trading missions to Scandinavian and Russian markets (Jahnke 2013, 43ff.). Thus, the pax waldemariana would have opened many doors to merchants from Lübeck that would have been

---

9 section 3.2 discusses the way the local population crossed the travel plans of the Danish envoy commissioned to take over the magistracy of Riga, demonstrating the significance of local pilots and scouts and the support of the population providing them.
otherwise closed, and once Valdemar's rule over Nordalbingia and Lübeck came to an end in 1223 and 1227 respectively, apparently enough trade contacts have been established for most of the doors to remain open. The sequence by which Lübeck gained access to international markets has become fossilised in the harbour geography as well, highlighting the importance of the new markets in Scandinavia and the eastern Baltic region (Fig. 2-22).
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Fig. 2-22. The chronological sequence of trade routes is to a certain extent reflected in the spatiality of Lübeck’s harbour development. The pins indicate maritime archaeological finds: (1) 10 cm long hooked nail around /before 1212, (2) sintel, around/after 1209, (3) cradle associated with the rigging, ca. 1193-1204, (4) sintel, between 1250-1330, (5) 10 square-shanked nails for double-bending, several clinker-nails as well as 3 nails with round-shaft and 4 pegs at the underside of the nail-head, before 1184 (Map: Hammel-Kiesow 2002, figs. 6-7. The location of artefact finds is based on Ellmers 1985 and 1992. The map was modified by the author to include the pins).

Hitherto only a few maritime archaeological finds from Lübeck were studied (cf. Ellmers 1985a, 1992), although the most recent excavations have brought numerous ship-timbers in secondary use to light, which date to the foundation period. The finds assemblage include sintels from the early 13th century (Ellmers 1985a, 156) and hooked nails (= double-bend) from the late 12th century (Ellmers 1992, 8), as indicative of the bottom-based tradition and the Bremen-type (cf. fig. 5-11). Also clinker-nails preceding 1184 were found (Ellmers 1992, 10), which are – for earlier periods such as this – commonly associated with a Scandinavian origin. Given the efforts by Henry the Lion to attract ships from Denmark, Sweden and Norway to Lübeck, the finding seems little surprising. There are several indications that Lübeck was firmly integrated in the Danish maritime transport network, as — for instance — indicated by a privilege of 1220, in which King Valdemar II granted the citizens of Lübeck to have the right to salvage commodities from their vessels wrecked off the Danish coast (DRB 1.5.171).

Interestingly, even after the Danish rule in Lübeck came to an end, rights were still granted, like in 1229 to the Dominicans of Lübeck asking King Valdemar II for the permission to erect a beacon — *signum aliquod discretivum pro vitando periculo navigatium* — on Falsterbo reef to avert danger, which was granted (Ellmers 1976, 59). This reveals that Lübeck citizens continued to trade on the Scanian markets despite they cast off Danish rule and even felt confident enough to file a request with the Danish king. A *signum* was also erected at Travemünde (i.e. the Trave estuary only a few kilometres downstream from Lübeck) in 1226 (HUB I, 205) and in 1316 this *signum* was even lighted – thus has to be interpreted as lighthouse – as indicated by a reference to a *custos lucernae* (LUB II, 1080).

Not only the seaward connection was improved, but in 1241 the Duke of Saxony and Count of Holstein granted safe conduct on the road between Lübeck and Hamburg (Jahnke 2015, 49). This road may have been taken by *gilda communis* merchants – also known to have used the Skagen route – for trade between Gotland and England, as early as 1237 (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 68; Kattinger 1999, 251ff.). The count of Holstein issued charters for merchants from Riga and Gotland in 1251 and 1255 respectively, to attract them to use this route, possibly as direct reaction and in competition to King Abel’s *Ummeland* privilege of 1251 (cf. section 2.3.1) (Kattinger 1999, 308ff.). And since 1398 the Stecknitz Canal connected the Trave River with the Elbe River, thus connecting Lübeck, Lüneburg and Hamburg for river barge traffic, which became a save alternative route whenever the *Ummeland* route became even more hazardous than it already was, especially in times of war.

### 2.3.5. Jutlandic interfaces: Assessing transitions in shipbuilding technology

Judging from a preliminary impression, there seems to be a clear pattern of ship-finds that could be associated with their respective geographical contexts: Cogs (*sic*) or Bremen-type vessels seem to have been dominant in the Skagerrak region, while typical Scandinavian-built vessels were operating in Schleswig. Bremen-type or other North Sea vessels typically featuring *sintels* were operating in Schleswig’s western counterpart – Hollingsted. And the few hitherto studied maritime archaeological finds from Lübeck seem to suggest influences from both shipbuilding traditions (Fig. 2-23).
There is, however, an undercurrent of change on a componentry level, which renders a different dynamic to the initial impression. It has been noted that the Möweninsel wreck of 1163 features a deviation from the typical Scandinavian design, as the bizzi-system is omitted in the midship-section, thus similar to the Kyholm ship built between 1201 and 1207, which bizzi-system was likewise rudimentary and indeed the last ship to feature this system (Dubrowin 2009, 94; Englert 2015, 285; Crumlin Pedersen 1980, fig. 9). Both wrecks, however, have typical Scandinavian features like decorative mouldings, square-shanked clinker nails etc. The technological deviation in the case of the Möweninsel ship was ascribed to factors like the urbanisation process, population growth, differences in the societal fabric and rise in transport capacities (Belasus 2009, 97). It is difficult – if not impossible – to link any of those factors with such specific technological change, although there is a case to be made for a diverse societal fabric having a possible influence on different technological solutions. The Karschau wreck built in 1145 was (untypically for the tradition it was built in) repaired with a sintel-caulking (Englert & Kühn 2015, 228). Several isolated sinter-finds have been also made in Schleswig for the first half of the 13th century, indicating that the sintel-technology has apparently crossed the land-bridge from Hollingsted to Schleswig, arguably by visiting trades- or craftsmen from the North Sea region – e.g. from Frisia, Westphalia or Saxony – where the sintel-technology originated. Conversely, clinker-nails – originally associated with Scandinavians – have been found in Hollingsted since at least the early 12th century (Siegloff 2005, 129). The sintel technology has spread from a very early point to as far as Novgorod, with the earliest find dating to 1192, interestingly exactly corresponding to the year in which the first Hanseatic kontor in Novgorod was established (Dubrowin 1997, 453). Although the possibility that the sintel-technology was "exported" to Novgorod by merchants from Lübeck seems very distinct, it needs to be noted that sintels were also known and used in Schleswig and that its merchants were likewise engaged in trade with Novgorod. Sintels have been also dispersed in Prussia in the wake of the German colonization in the 13th century, primarily detected in Vistulian river-craft (Ossowski 2009, 182ff.).

While having stressed that the Scandinavian ships near Schleswig incorporated some untypical components, which might be indicative of external influences, the Bremen-type ship of Kollerup of ca. 1150 (i.e. the earliest dating "specimen" of this type) is also far from being a typical representative of its alleged type. As has been stressed by this author (paper B, 49), there is a methodological fallacy in regarding ships with deviating features as "imperfect approximations" to a standard type, as this would also imply a state of equilibrium, in which a type reached its most perfect expression at a – more or less – randomly defined point in time. This is certainly illusory for a medieval context, but often determines the way how ship-finds are assorted into typologies on a subconscious level. Therefore, it was emphasised to regard such ships not as imperfect "hybrid" types, but as intermediate forms or variants in their own right, which are not yet well represented in the archaeological record (cf. also paper A, 345ff.). These have the greatest potential to indicate greater transformation processes, especially ships with short-lived features marking a transitional phase in the development of ship-technology (cf. paper E). This could be achieved by stressing the deviations rather than the similarities; an approach quite counter-intuitive to the typologist, who is primarily concerned with identifying similarities and overlaps. However, in the case of the Kollerup ship, this opens an entirely new avenue of enquiry.

![Fig. 2-23. This reconstruction shows the visual difference between the largest cargo ships built in the Scandinavian/Nordic shipbuilding tradition – represented here by the Lynæs ship (after 1140) on the left side, very similar to the Karschau ship – and the earliest Bremen-type ships – represented here by the Kollerup ship (ca. 1150) on the right side (Reconstruction: M. Gøthche in Englert 2015, 178 (left), Westphal 1999, fig. 14 (right), graph modified by the author).]
Although many of its characteristics are in line with the Bremen-type, like the use of tangentially processed planks, the straight fore and after stem, the stern-rudder — as verified against contrary earlier claims and reconstructions (Hocker & Daly 2006, 192f.; Westphal 1999) —, the use of sintels and moss for caulking, as well as hooked nails (Khortz Andersen 1983). All these criteria have been brought in connection with the bottom-based tradition of which the Bremen-type was part of (cf. definition Hocker 2004). Nonetheless, there is a significant number of criteria that is not covered by this typology, starting with the narrow hull, the unusually forward position of the mast—step in the first third, the mast’s position in a floor-timber rather than a keelson, the special nails with which the plank shafts were fastened, i.e. featuring 4 pegs at the nail head’s underside (Fig. 2-24). Similar nails were also encountered in Lübeck (although with a round-shaft) from a context of 1184 terminus ante quem and a (effectively undated) ship-find from Skien, Norway (Ellmers 1992, 10). Another interesting anomaly is the reversed L-shaped strake at the transition between the clinker and carvel planking, which has been ignored, perhaps to make it fit better into a typology with other Bremen-type ships (cf. Crumlin-Pedersen 2003, 262)? It is the inverted L-shaped 5th strake, which is reminiscent of an old Norse feature known as meginhúfr, literally “strong strake”, which supports the upper end of the frame on which the knees rest (Falk 1912, 53). The meginhúfr traditionally facilitated the transition from bottom to side planking in Viking Age vessels, strengthening the vessel laterally and in some cases jutting out like a cornice at the waterline.

In the case of the Oseberg Ship of 800 the meginhúfr transition was sharp and — organically speaking — gives the impression that a broader construction was built atop a narrower hull, while the meginhúfr transition is less apparent and more organic in the Gokstad Ship of 890 (McGrail 2004, 216), and indeed the Kollerup ship (Fig. 2-25). Of course, it could be a coincidence if it was an analogous feature, but if it was a homologous feature — which is presently unknown — it could have been “inherited” from the Scandinavian shipbuilding tradition (cf. paper B, 50).

Because of all these anomalies, referring to the Kollerup ship merely as Bremen-type vessel would do gross injustice to the significance of this wreck, as the number of deviating constructional details clearly indicate that the shipbuilding tradition is overlapping with other influences. Thus, the Kollerup ship is not a "fresh slate", from which the Bremen-type has emerged and developed, but an appropriation of some older design. The crucial question is, who had a share in this development? The most logical vantage point is to start with the overwhelming evidence: The provenances of the early Bremen-type ships. There are extraordinary high t-values for southern Jutlandic provenances for Kollerup (ca. 1150), Skagen (ca. 1190s), Kolding (1188/89), and to a slightly lesser extent the Kuggmaren ship (ca. 1215) (Daly 2015), which will be discussed later. Is this suggestive of a powerhouse for innovation and shipbuilding? The Kollerup and the Kolding ships may have even been built at the same shipyard, as the strikingly similar construction of their stern hooks suggests (Hocker & Daly 2006, 192f.).

The provenance of the earliest three ships can be even narrower down to the Haderslev region (ibid.). Now the question arises whether these ships were actually built there, or whether the timber could have been transported to shipyards outside this region? We know that oak timber was exported from Prussia and the Baltic region already in the 13th century, i.e. almost immediately after they were colonised (cf. chapter 5). Thus, early timber transports cannot be ruled out, although this author has not encountered any documented evidence for timber exports from the Haderslev region.

Fig. 2-24. Square-banked nails with 4 pegs at the underside (with their tips hooked, i.e. re-entering the wood) were used to join the plank shafts of the Kollerup ship (Source: Kibrtz Andersen 1983, 30).

The southern Jutlandic provenance seems very meaningful within the context of both Schleswig’s and Lübeck’s rise as important ports for long-distance trading. As set out in the previous sections, there were merchant communities from Saxony, Frisia and Westphalia in Schleswig. Merchants from the town of Soest formed associations with the Danes in Schleswig, like the fraternitas Danicum in Cologne (Hammel-Kiesow 2015, 38). Already in the 1130’s a trading confederation was formed on the axis Cologne/Rhinelan—Schleswig/Denmark—Gotland—Novgorod as could be inferred from two privileges (Räike 2007, 323). Danish crusaders are known to have sailed together with German crusaders from Cologne and Bremen in a convoy to the Holy Land in 1224 (DD.1.6.16). And between 1201 and 1227, Lübeck citizens had privileged access to Danish markets and resources during the pax maritimiana.

Given all this evidence, it seems possible that the
mixed features in early Bremen-type ships can be explained in the light of Danish-German cooperation and cohabitation in port cities like Schleswig and Lübeck. This would explain the Jutlandic provenance and the Rhenish cargo in the case of the Kollerup ship (Kohrtz Andersen 1983, 16).

Strikingly, the emergence of the Bremen-type in the mid 12th century correlates with the earliest 'definite' cog-references, which emerged throughout Europe about the same time: To this author’s knowledge, the earliest reference in the North Sea area dates from 1163 (cf. paper E), in the Baltic Sea from 1206 (HCL X, 9), in the Mediterranean from 1217 (cf. paper E), the earliest instance Danish cogs were mentioned is from 1221 (HCL XXIV, 7), and the earliest Danish document referring to cogs dates to 1224 (DRB 1.6.16). It is quite tempting to skip academic rigor and apply the cog-label to all Bremen-type ships out of convenience, as there are additional concomitant factors which seem to suggest that Bremen-type ships were basically cogs. However, the reason for maintaining the division between a historical and archaeological type-concept – as even acknowledged by Detlev Ellmers (2010) lately who did not make this distinction until late – lies in the ambivalent meaning of historical terms, which varied in different spatiotemporal contexts. Moreover, type-concepts rarely align naturally with archaeologically traceable traditions, as has been stressed by this author (paper A, 335ff.; paper B, 49).

It can be asserted that Bremen-type vessels emerged on the scene in southern Jutland, as has been already concluded by previous authors (e.g. Daly 2015; Hocker & Daly 2006). However, there has been little debate why this type has emerged in the southern Jutlandic region. It has been often ascribed to the presence of Frisians in this region (e.g. Crumlin-Pedersen 2003, 268). Is this a subconscious homage to the popular belief that cogs originated in the Frisian area and were built in a Frisian enclave of Hedehy (cf. Ellmers 1972,2fE)? Interestingly, Ole Crumlin-Pedersen himself (2000) dismissed the strict association of the Bremen-type with the Frisian area – particularly the IJsselmeer – as the type’s native area – as postulated by Timm Weski (1999) – on the grounds that the earliest types were all from southern Jutland and that the relative over-representation of Bremen-type vessels in the IJsselmeer can be attributed to the more systematic research conducted in this area in the wake of modern land-reclamation.

Although a Frisian influence still remains a possibility, it is just one in many possibilities. Besides, the enquiry does not go far enough, if the expected outcome is merely to affiliate an ethnic group with such ships.

The previous sections have demonstrated that shipwrecks or components associated with the Bremen-type were unearthed in three of the four entry points to the Baltic Sea so far; or indeed all four, if the Kollerup ship was heading to the Sløjkanalen to make a Limfjord passage. All entry points fulfilled an important role in the long-distance transport and trade network, especially urban centres such as Schleswig and Lübeck, which were connected to Gotland and Novgorod. Is there a link between the emergence of the Bremen-type on the one hand and the long-distance trade networks on the other hand? Before an attempt is made to address this question, some further ship-finds from the eastern part of the Baltic Sea shall be examined in chapter 4.

But before doing so, chapter 3 discusses how maritime logistics across the Baltic Sea were actually organised and perceived on a conceptional level in an age, where geographical knowledge was communicated in a much different way than it is today.

---

10 Although this author is aware of attempts to trace cog-references etymologically back as early as the 9th century, there seems little concrete evidence that these were actually ship-references, let alone referring to a type of ship that would have been similar to its late medieval counterpart.
3. ORGANISING MARITIME EXPEDITIONS INTO UNCHARTED WATERS: THE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS OF THE BALTIC CRUSADES (1198-1290)

This section examines how landscapes and the world at large were perceived in the 13th century and how fleet movements were organised in unknown waters. Since the dawn of times sovereigns strove to gain knowledge of the realms they ruled or wished to rule over. Well before geographical relationships were adequately represented in pictorial form, kings understood how to compile knowledge on the extent of their territories, the taxable fiefs, bordering territories and the transport infrastructure like roads and rivers in order to exercise state power and holding together surprisingly large and diverse territories, often with overseas enclaves. This must have been a real challenge, given the limited and deferred means of communication in that time. For the accomplishment of this greater goal, seafarers were amongst those interrogated by royal representatives or even the king himself, as in the case of the legendary 9th-century Anglo-Saxon King Alfred the Great, who invited the seafarers Wulfstan and Othhere to his court to report about their travels (cf. Bately & Englert 2007, Englert & Trakadas 2009). The importance attached to their reports is reflected by the fact that he had their reports documented by his court secretary. As seafarers belonged to an illiterate class, most of their knowledge would have been transmitted orally and only in very rare cases—like here—preserved in written form. Thus, we owe the very circumstance of its preservation the fact that the king had this ‘protocol’ added to the Old English translation of Paulus Orosius’ Historiae adversus Paganos. Despite its late Roman origin in the early 5th century, Orosius’ book was still regarded as a standard work in the Middle Ages, which was more of a historical than geographical account of the pagan nations beyond the borders of the Roman Empire. Around 800 years later, paganism has not been rooted out from Europe. The southern and eastern coasts of the Baltic Sea were inhabited by Wends, Old Prussians, Lithuanians, Curonians, Semigallians, Livs, Letts and Estonians, who staunchly asserted their independence from Catholic Europe even after the Scandinavian kingdoms became part of the Catholic entity. The latter deviated from the customs of their Viking ancestors—seaborne raiding expeditions—and put themselves in the ministry of the papacy as proper Christian kingdoms, at least nominally, enabling them to continue the wars against their pagan foes, but with reference to a celestial authority: Denmark against the Wends, Sweden against the Finns and Norway against the Sami.

In Hanseatic research, the role of the Scandinavian kingdoms and the Catholic Church has only recently captured the attention of scholars to explain the fundamental changes in the Baltic Sea area beginning to manifest in the 12th century. These changes have been previously seen in the light of the entrepreneurial spirit of long-distance merchants from Lower Germany, followed by farmers and craftsmen colonising the Baltic region, thus a very Germanocentric focus, which unsurprisingly prevailed before WWII (Hammel Kiesow 2015, 16). This shift in approach is also duly accounted for in this work.

The Danish chronicler Saxo Grammaticus mentions numerous raids of the Wends on Danish coasts in the course of the 12th century. He was however not an impartial observer and his description of Wendish seafarers as pirates may have served the justification of Danish warfare against the Wends (cf. K. V. Jensen 2000, 7). Since 1147 this warfare was paternally authorised—at the initiative of Bernard of Clairvaux—to include the Wends (western Slavs) and other pagans of northern Europe to be forcefully converted to the Christian faith, legitimising a just war “contra Scavos ceterumque paganos habitantes versus Aquilonem, et eos Christianae religioni subjungam” (cf. Fonnesberg-Schmidt 2007, 37, 46). This has not to be seen solely from the perspective of the Catholic world-system, but an emerging Danish “thalassocracy” in the Baltic Sea, as the papal mandate arguably change little in the long-term expansionary policy of Valdemarian Denmark: In 1134 the Island of Rugia was already conquered from the Rani, and since 1147 the Danes—together with Saxon and Polish princes—subdued the Wendish lands with papal authorisation. In the beginning of the 13th century there was barely any coast left that was not somehow affected by the Danish thalassocracy: The now Swedish provinces of Halland, Scania and partially Blekinge were part of the Danish heartland, the Danes enjoyed considerable influence in Sweden through their support of the ruling Sverker dynasty—which may have also included the Swedish colonised islands and enclaves along the Finnish and Estonian coasts. Also the southern coast fell into the dominion of the Danish crown: In 1185 Duke Bogislaw I of Pomerania pledged fealty to the Danish king, in 1187 it was Borwin I of Mecklenburg, and in 1188 Bishop Valdemar of Schleswig—the later King Valdemar II—gained influence over Dithmarsia. Neglected by the German Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, who campaigned in Italy, several northern territories and cities of the Holy Roman Empire fell into the hands of the Danes: In 1201, the Nordalbingian territories of Count Adolf III von Schauenburg were ceded
after a Danish victory in the Battle of Stellau in 1201. After King Canute VI arrested the Lübeck fishing fleet at the Scanian fishing grounds and threatened the town's vital interests, Lübeck accepted in 1203 to be integrated into the Danish realm (cf. HCS II. 12.10; ACS VI. 13). In 1210, the Duke of Pomerania Mestwin I was subdued by the Danish king and had to pledge fealty. In the same year Danish campaigns took place deep into Prussia, almost advancing into Livonia (Riis 2003, 64). With the subjugation of the entire southern coast of the Baltic Sea, the power of Valdemar II was on a constant rise, not least because he effectively understood how to incorporate the new provinces in a way to accumulate his power, rather than to stretch it: He offered his subdued former foes to retain their rule, if they accepted his overlordship. This allowed them to retain their status, nobility and wealth, of which they gained arguably even more than before (Reinsert 2009, 63). In exchange, the subdued Slavonic princes had to accept their former lands back as fiefdoms. Valdemar's power was probably further strengthened by dynastic bonds, as there was "more Slavonic-Russian than Danish blood" in his veins due to intermarriages in his ancestry (Lind 2009, 30). The Slavonic nobles not only had to pledge fealty but were also to accompany Valdemar II on his crusade to Estonia, reinforcing his army with auxillary troops, while thus preventing his new vassals to ignite a rebellion against him in his absence. Important fleet gathering points for ships joining the crusades to Estonia were probably at harbours secured by royal and bishopric castles, such as Vordingborg, Hammershus and Åhus (Reinsert 2009, 56). Vordingborg had been already the major fleet gathering point during the Wendish Crusades, and ongoing archaeological research is occupied with the question whether Hammershus castle can be also seen in a crusading context (Engberg et al. 2015).

Interestingly, from the times of the crusade against Estonia (as part of the Baltic Crusades) a route description is preserved, which connected the Danish province of Blekinge with the crusader state in Estonia, originally compiled in the Liber Census Daniae. A re-interpretation of this route description — colloquially known as "King Valdemar's Itinerary", the 'Valdemarian Itinerary' or 'Danish Itinerary' — is this section's main focus (Fig. 3-1).

![Map of the Danish realm around 1220 and its important cities (square dot) and castles (crenellated symbol). The lightly hachured areas indicate territories that were held only for a few decades. The island of Saaremaa — albeit also claimed by the Danish crown — successfully withstood any attempts of a Danish permanent presence, thwarting a de facto rule over this island. King Valdemar's Itinerary is plotted in, evidently connecting the Danish territorial possessions in today's Sweden and Estonia. A more detailed map of the dense cluster of points in the Stockholm Archipelago (white square) is shown in a following section (Graph: Daniel Zwick).](image_url)

Only the island of Saaremaa presented an impregnable obstacle for the Danes. The island was invaded in 1170, and again in 1197 under Canute VI and in 1206 under Valdemar II, who however could not conclude the conquest, as he found no volunteer willing to stay in the newly erected wooden fort during the winter. So it was burnt down again, lest to fall into enemies hands. The exchange of hostilities was mutual: In 1203 a fleet of Estonian ships — called *piraticis* — was intercepted by a German crusading fleet anchoring off Visby: The Estonians were on their home voyage after having pillaged the
Danish coast, laden with church bells, garments and slaves (HCL VII 1.2). The Estonians from the island of Saarema offered the fiercest resistance to the Danes, and this has not even changed after the Danish victory at Lyndanisse in 1219, when the Estonian provinces of Revala, Virumaa and Harju fell under Danish rule, set in stone by the erection of a large stone castle at Lyndanisse, which became eponymous for the present Estonian capital of Tallinn, derived from the Estonian words *Taani* — “Danish” — and *linn* — “castle”, thus “Danish castle” (Lepp 1995, 144) (Fig. 3-2). *Linna* derived from *linna* or *lidna* can be also translated as “town” (Pullat 1999), but the eponymous factor was probably the castle, which was built on a limestone rock. Such formations are also known to have been called *linna* or *linda* and is ambivalently used for rocks and castles alike (Rußwurm 1855, 73). According to the *Annales Ryenses* King Valdemar II landed in 1219 with 1500 ships (Breide 1998, 46).

This raises the question how a sovereign like the Danish king could achieve such a monumental logistical feat with the rudimentary geographical knowledge, as is at least reflected in documented history. Naturally, the spatial knowledge of mariners of that age cannot be accessed, but there are still indirect means of assessing fragments of this tacit knowledge. Thus, the foremost aim of this section is to explore how sovereigns accomplished to compile factual geographical knowledge, how fleets were organised, how these information might have found expression in early maps and itineraries, and how this coalesced with more transcendent aspects of medieval life and world perception.

### 3.1. A sea of myths: Medieval maritime cosmography

The now outmoded term ‘cosmography’ describes the way how geographical knowledge was deeply intertwined with spiritual and mythical aspects, in contrast to the present ‘secularisation’ of geography to a fact-based, unbiased representation of the physical world.¹¹ At the very foundation of medieval cosmography is the perception of the world as *orbis terrarum*, the world as circle encompassing three continents and surrounded by a marginal sea. This is very much based on the definition in Isidore of Sevilla’s *Etymologies* from the 7th century:

The Isidorian description is cited in numerous chronicles and other historical and geographical medieval literature (Edson 2007, 236). In pictorial form these are called *orbis terrarum* or simply T-O maps, in which the “O” represents the earth circle and the “T” the water bodies dividing the three continents: The Mediterranean, the Tanais River and the Nile (Friedman 1994, 70). This division was deeply ingrained in the medieval mind and can serve for the interpretation of many spatial concepts of the time. Most T-O maps had an easterly orientation, i.e. with the east — Asia — on top and Jerusalem in its centre. Cardinal points were to a certain extent artificially constructed entities, augmented with symbolic connotation potent enough to displace sober real-world observations. This perception is reflected in the works of Adam von Bremen and Helmold von Bosau, for whom *aquilo* — the north — did not only include Scandinavia, but also the pagan territories of the east. Also the Baltic Sea was perceived as a northern sea — *oceanus septentrionalis* — which was the pivot of the northerly hemisphere (Fraesdorff 2005, 88ff.). This paradox can be explained in terms of the prevailing imagination of the world: In the same way, in which Jerusalem had to be *a priori* arranged in the map’s centre, *ores* had to describe the bright and sacred lands of the east, and *aquilo* the dark and pagan lands of the north (Fraesdorff 2005, 99ff.). The Northern Crusades and the crusades in the Holy Land were, however, not perceived as fundamentally different wars, but were both part of a global strategy against the “army of darkness”, as declamatorily expressed by Eric Christiansen (1997, 57), a war against “evil” embodied by different pagan tribes, which had to be combated at different transects of essentially the same front.

In modern times, maps are first and foremost a graphical way to communicate geographic knowledge, guided by strict norms of how physical and anthropogenic entities are presented that could be deciphered by anyone, irrespective of their linguistic or cultural backgrounds. With this implicit understanding, medieval world maps — *mappa mundi* — have been often judged from our modern perspective. The highly abstracted way geography is presented and displaced by biblical and mythological motifs however, has cast doubt on their utilitarian use and as a consequence their compilers have been given little credit in their ability to depict geographical reality (cf. Andrews 1925/26, 65; Arentzen 1984, 12f.). In more recent years, however, the approach has shifted in not applying the standards of modern-day maps to *mappa mundi*, but to appraise them as source in their own right, reflecting medieval cosmography with all its icoносyncrasies, a depiction of mental rather than physical landscapes, of medieval people and their irrationalities, which — after all — have informed decisions of movements and migrations. In *mappa mundi* mythical and religious motives dominate the world.

Such motifs were “planted” or relocated into landscapes of the far north. On the Hereford Map from the late 13th century a maze is depicted on the island of Crete (Fig. 3-3). Undoubtedly, this was a reference to the Knossos legend, but it is notable that the maze is of the very same type as that in the Cathedral of Chartes, dated to between 1215 and 1221. Aside from its mythological Greek origin, the maze has accumulated Christian symbolism: The walk through the maze is an allegory for a catharsis and pilgrimage, with Jerusalem in its centre (Wright 2001, 39, 210). It is notable that the maze’s pathways are arranged in a manner that its structure resembles the shape of a cross.

Stone maze symbols can be also found along the Swedish and Finnish coastlines, i.e. along the route of the itinerary (Fig. 3-4). Their meaning remains unclear and is subject to much debate. There are about 350 of them in Sweden and 280 in Finland (Westerdahl 1995b, 267).

Their interpretation is aggravated by the fact that they cannot be dated by using a conventional archaeological method, although it is assumed that they are of late medieval or early post-medieval origin. A lechenometric dating attempt on Norrlandic mazes has provided no date older than the medieval period (Norman 1995, 26). The clustering along the coastline is very suggestive and appears to have had a possible Christian connotation, as evidenced by maze depictions in churches (cf. Westerdahl 2013) (Fig. 3-5).
Fig 3-3. The Knossos maze: (A) Hereford Map (1285-90) with (B) an excerpt showing Jerusalem as the map’s centre and a maze on the island of Crete, which looks exactly the same as (C) the maze in the floor of Chartres Cathedral, dating to ca. 1215 (Graph edited by author. Image sources: A: Bevan & Phillott 1969, B: Folio Society, C: www.labyrinthos.net).

Fig 3-4. An undated stone maze symbol on the island of Blå Jungfrun in the Kalmar Strait, which was said to be cursed and avoided by mariners. Ships following the itinerary would have passed this island (Photo: Christer Westerdahl).

Fig 3-5. A maze and a ship depiction in a Gothic parish church close to Åbo (Turku), Finland (Westerdahl 2013, fig. 7).
If these mazes were understood to mark a ritualised landscape — a pilgrim’s route — they would certainly not be the only mythological element relocated from the ancient world into the northern world. Also Henry of Livonia referred to Livonia in his chronicles as **Terra Mariana** — the land of Mary — irrespective of the fact that Nazareth was not anywhere near Livonia. It seems almost, as though space and time played a very subordinate role in medieval cosmography (cf. Von den Brincken 1968, 124ff.), and this will inevitably have shaped the mindset of contemporaries.

Further insights in medieval cosmography are offered by taking a closer look on the Ebstorf Map, which date was reconstructed with 1208/18 (Hucker 1988, 535), 1239 (Wolf 1988, 84ff) or ca. 1300 (Wilke 2001, 285). This map presents a special case, as it was not merely a pictorial addendum to a chronological cosmography, but an attempt to integrate all narratives into a holistic map of legendary, mythical, salvific and historiographic scenes, in which we find embedded ancient literature like the Alexander and Troy romances together with encyclopedic works like Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, or Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta* (Simek 1990, 41f.). It is taken for granted that such work must be based on an extensive manuscript, probably produced at a monastic scriptorium or chapter on behalf of an important court (Wilke 2001, 21ff.). Although the land mass and relative distances are highly abstracted and barely recognisable, the sequence of places along rivers and coastlines are actually put in their logical position to each other, as several researchers noticed (Von den Brincken 1968, Woodward 1987, 290). What is more, itineraries of that time — with an emphasis on northern Germany, Flanders and northern Italy — were incorporated into the Ebstorf map, which indicates a mercantile interest of the originators of the itineraries (Wilke 2001, 146ff.).

A similar observation — or rather hypothesis — was also made by this author (paper A, 348ff.) who pointed to the possibility that merchants may have had a mediating role in conveying geographical knowledge from the Baltics, which inadvertently included subjective networks translated into a spatial hierarchy. The depiction of wild game at this time (cf. section 5) mingled with mythical and historiographic scenes, in which we find embedded ancient literature like the Alexander and Troy romances together with encyclopedic works like Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, or Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta* (Simek 1990, 41f.). It is taken for granted that such work must be based on an extensive manuscript, probably produced at a monastic scriptorium or chapter on behalf of an important court (Wilke 2001, 21ff.). Although the land mass and relative distances are highly abstracted and barely recognisable, the sequence of places along rivers and coastlines are actually put in their logical position to each other, as several researchers noticed (Von den Brincken 1968, Woodward 1987, 290). What is more, itineraries of that time — with an emphasis on northern Germany, Flanders and northern Italy — were incorporated into the Ebstorf map, which indicates a mercantile interest of the originators of the itineraries (Wilke 2001, 146ff.).

A similar observation — or rather hypothesis — was also made by this author (paper A, 348ff.) who pointed to the possibility that merchants may have had a mediating role in conveying geographical knowledge from the Baltics, which inadvertently included subjective networks translated into a spatial hierarchy. The depiction of wild game at this time (cf. section 5) mingled with mythical and historiographic scenes, in which we find embedded ancient literature like the Alexander and Troy romances together with encyclopedic works like Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, or Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta* (Simek 1990, 41f.). It is taken for granted that such work must be based on an extensive manuscript, probably produced at a monastic scriptorium or chapter on behalf of an important court (Wilke 2001, 21ff.). Although the land mass and relative distances are highly abstracted and barely recognisable, the sequence of places along rivers and coastlines are actually put in their logical position to each other, as several researchers noticed (Von den Brincken 1968, Woodward 1987, 290). What is more, itineraries of that time — with an emphasis on northern Germany, Flanders and northern Italy — were incorporated into the Ebstorf map, which indicates a mercantile interest of the originators of the itineraries (Wilke 2001, 146ff.).

A similar observation — or rather hypothesis — was also made by this author (paper A, 348ff.) who pointed to the possibility that merchants may have had a mediating role in conveying geographical knowledge from the Baltics, which inadvertently included subjective networks translated into a spatial hierarchy. The depiction of wild game at this time (cf. section 5) mingled with mythical and historiographic scenes, in which we find embedded ancient literature like the Alexander and Troy romances together with encyclopedic works like Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, or Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta* (Simek 1990, 41f.). It is taken for granted that such work must be based on an extensive manuscript, probably produced at a monastic scriptorium or chapter on behalf of an important court (Wilke 2001, 21ff.). Although the land mass and relative distances are highly abstracted and barely recognisable, the sequence of places along rivers and coastlines are actually put in their logical position to each other, as several researchers noticed (Von den Brincken 1968, Woodward 1987, 290). What is more, itineraries of that time — with an emphasis on northern Germany, Flanders and northern Italy — were incorporated into the Ebstorf map, which indicates a mercantile interest of the originators of the itineraries (Wilke 2001, 146ff.).

A similar observation — or rather hypothesis — was also made by this author (paper A, 348ff.) who pointed to the possibility that merchants may have had a mediating role in conveying geographical knowledge from the Baltics, which inadvertently included subjective networks translated into a spatial hierarchy. The depiction of wild game at this time (cf. section 5) mingled with mythical and historiographic scenes, in which we find embedded ancient literature like the Alexander and Troy romances together with encyclopedic works like Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, or Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta* (Simek 1990, 41f.). It is taken for granted that such work must be based on an extensive manuscript, probably produced at a monastic scriptorium or chapter on behalf of an important court (Wilke 2001, 21ff.). Although the land mass and relative distances are highly abstracted and barely recognisable, the sequence of places along rivers and coastlines are actually put in their logical position to each other, as several researchers noticed (Von den Brincken 1968, Woodward 1987, 290). What is more, itineraries of that time — with an emphasis on northern Germany, Flanders and northern Italy — were incorporated into the Ebstorf map, which indicates a mercantile interest of the originators of the itineraries (Wilke 2001, 146ff.).

A similar observation — or rather hypothesis — was also made by this author (paper A, 348ff.) who pointed to the possibility that merchants may have had a mediating role in conveying geographical knowledge from the Baltics, which inadvertently included subjective networks translated into a spatial hierarchy. The depiction of wild game at this time (cf. section 5) mingled with mythical and historiographic scenes, in which we find embedded ancient literature like the Alexander and Troy romances together with encyclopedic works like Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, or Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta* (Simek 1990, 41f.). It is taken for granted that such work must be based on an extensive manuscript, probably produced at a monastic scriptorium or chapter on behalf of an important court (Wilke 2001, 21ff.). Although the land mass and relative distances are highly abstracted and barely recognisable, the sequence of places along rivers and coastlines are actually put in their logical position to each other, as several researchers noticed (Von den Brincken 1968, Woodward 1987, 290). What is more, itineraries of that time — with an emphasis on northern Germany, Flanders and northern Italy — were incorporated into the Ebstorf map, which indicates a mercantile interest of the originators of the itineraries (Wilke 2001, 146ff.).
Even myths may contain a grain of truth, like the amazons (Fig. 3-6.2) in the northeast. Can this depiction be attributed to Adam von Bremen’s reference to “terra feminarum” (Fig. 3-7) — the land of the women — which is said to be near Estonia and Sweden (Gesta IV 17) and in the sea with many islands populated by “savage barbarians” (Gesta IV 19)? As learned man undoubtedly acquainted with classical literature, Adam may have implied himself that these were indeed the same amazons as mentioned in the Alexander Romance. But the question remains why specifically the region around the Finnish and Bottian Bay was linked to a population of amazons, rather than a Greek island? An obvious association is that the nearby Russians were often referred to as ‘Greeks’ in contemporary sources because of their Greek Orthodox faith.
However, another possible explanation is to be found in toponyms and ethnographic evidence. Particularly in the northern fringes of the Baltic Sea several places along the shore considered dangerous for navigation received female names, and female names were considered as taboo by superstitious seafarers on the principals of maritime cosmology (Westerdahl 2010, 104). The “land of the women” could have also originated quite literally, as Finland and other northern regions were predominantly inhabited by hunter-gather populations: When the men were on the hunt, bypassing sailors would have only encountered a population of women. Up to the latter half of the 19th century Karelians and Finns took part in the seasonal migrations, when the men went north to fish black cod and returned between June and September (Tegengren 1965, 440). Similar patterns were also observed in the Gulf of Bothnia, but began to disappear several centuries before (Tegengren 1965, 452). Since the male hunter population went north to inaccessible regions, they were “invisible” to bypassing mariners, who only encountered a population of women. Outsiders would have gained the impression of a pronounced female population (Tegengren 1965, 486). As much as hunters, mariners were also seasonal folks as shown in section 2.3.3. Assuming that merchants travelling into the Baltic’s northeast would have set sail considerably earlier to return to their home ports in time — before the stormy October month began — the mariners would have missed the homecoming male hunters and were left with the impression of a female-only population. Thus, the travel reports of Christian seafarers mentioning such a “land of the women” may have been associated by clergymen with the population of Norway, however, when I discussed my amazon-theory with him.

The new Christian kingdom of Norway, however, attained support by the papacy, when Pope John XXII called for a crusade in 1326 against “infideles pagani, Carelli videlicet et Rutheni” (DS III.1, Nr. 2573). Although this crusade dates few decades after the Ebstorf map was made, the tensions between the Christians with the Karelian pagans might have arisen earlier and found expression in the map in the depictions of the Amazons. This shows that several motives and myths that belonged into the ancient world and the Holy Land where “relocated” to a northern setting. As mentioned earlier, some T-O maps contained a grain of geographical truth regarding the sequence of places along traffic arteries like roads, coastlines and rivers. So a central question is whether T-O maps could have served the orientation of crusaders? Presently, there is no evidence to suggest this. Although — as will be argued in section 3.3.2 — T-O maps were probably also known in medieval Denmark and may have even informed the state doctrine, it seems very unlikely that such maps were used for practical orientation. The earliest recorded instance when a mappa mundi was specifically issued for navigation was in the year 1270, when the fleet of the French King Louis IX on a crusade to Tunis was hit by a storm and got out of sight of familiar landmarks (Kedar 2006, 161). It is assumed that the crusaders to the Holy Land were guided by Byzantine, East Christians and Franks who have grown up in Outremer rather than using maps, although their almost complete absence from documented history does certainly not exclude the possibility of their use (Kedar 2006, 161f.). Conclusively, the sequence of place names on T-O maps as the only near-reliable geographic parameter, the probable use of local guides as well as the reliance on familiar landmarks suggest that crusaders — at least in the 13th century — followed pre-defined routes, of which some have survived as itineraries.

12 I am very much indebted to Christer Westerdahl for bringing Tegengren’s article to my attention, when I discussed my amazon-theory with him.
3.2. Itineraries as linear networks

The principle method of conceptualising space was through itineraries, a sequence of places along a pre-defined trajectory, usually a road, river or coastline. They are in use up to the present day, as *itinerarium pictum*. The London Underground plan is probably the most iconic expression of this tradition to conceptualise travel routes (here: train tracks) and the sequence of places and nodes (train stations), where different routes articulate, while blending out the actual distances between the places. This way of conceptualising geography has evidently never really been rendered obsolete. However, the train-tracks already predefines a fixed route, which – in ancient or medieval times – might have been invisible or difficult to identify in the physical landscape, so an even closer equivalent to itinerary maps would be the London Underground map, which included the walking time between the tube stations when some connections where cancelled or delayed during a strike (Fig. 3-8).

![London Underground map](image)

Fig. 3-8. An excerpt from the London Underground plan released during a strike included average walking minutes to overcome logistical bottlenecks (Source: Transport for London).

The map does neither include a truthful depiction of River Thames and the course of train tracks, nor indicates cardinal points, real distances or the actual way from station to station above ground, which can be straight or labyrinthine streets. So it can be argued that this strike-map is best suited for people with local geographic knowledge. The distances are actually not distances in the metric sense, but time distances, thus subjectively predefined to a certain standard; in this case an average walking speed. While modern people are acquainted with itinerary maps for metros and other forms of public transport, where the actual course was predetermined by the train-tracks, it seems difficult to imagine how this principle could have been applied to the general geography, as seems to be the case for the period and region in question. The following sections explore what kind of information is included in written and graphic itineraries of the time, and what the implications are in terms of geographical knowledge and power.

Itineraries are something fundamentally different from sailing guides, also known as rutters. Itineraries were often written in Latin and treated spatial information in an abstract and conceptual way, often after a voyage, and was not designed for the practical use on board or in the field. While itineraries where used at least since Roman times, rutters are of high medieval origin. Unlike itineraries, rutters are normally written in the colloquial language and contained details for practical use, such as sounding depths, tidal currents, distances and landmarks. The earliest example for a rutter is the *compasso de navigare* from the Mediterranean and dates to 1248/56 (Sauer 1992, 255), while the surviving compilations of the Hanseatic Sea Book (*Hansisches Seebuch*) are regarded as the earliest rutter in northern Europe, dating between 1300 and 1346, although several details could be of much older origin and were added to the present version in a "successive genesis" (Sauer 1996, 52). Even in late and post-medieval times rutters were still widely used, despite the emergence of astronomical and scientific navigation, like the "Rouettier de la mer" printed in Rouen between 1502 and 1510 but probably based on an earlier manuscript from 1483/84, apparently also translated into English and published in 1528 as "The Rutter of the See". The "Grant Rouettier et Pilottage et Encrage de la Mer" was first published in 1520 and re-printed editions were in circulation as late as 1643. The structure and content of the latter reveals that it was based on the Hanseatic Sea Book (Sauer 1992, 258). The notion of a "successive genesis" for itineraries, rutters and indeed maps is important, as all these sources appropriated details from older examples, thus each particular source should not be seen as an independent observation, but rather as instances in which this knowledge surfaces, manifestations of a tacit knowledge much older than the source itself in most cases.
3.2.1. Written and graphic itineraries

Apart from the Christian T-O maps, based on a Roman tradition, another originally Roman method of conceptualising spatiality is preserved in the itinerary maps of the Middle Ages, which depict “vectorised” route transects in dependence to known landscape features like rivers, coastlines or mountain ranges, but in total isolation to cardinal points. This way of organising geographical relationships is also reflected in T-O maps.

The difference to itinerary maps is that these did not contain any mythical or religious elements, but were — strictly speaking — only based on the sequence of places on predefined routes. This was often amended with distances between those places. Not only medieval map making, but the perception of space as such was based on a Roman tradition, but not exclusively so: An itinerary map of Syria made in 1193 by an Arab called Al-İṣṭakhrī was transliterated into Latin (Kedar 2006, 166) (Fig. 3-9), arguably for the crusaders’ own use in the conquered territories.

From around the same time – either the 12th or 13th century (Lieb 1974, 31ff.) – the oldest surviving copy of the Tabula Peutingeriana (Fig. 3-10) was made, which was based on an itinerarium pictum, a Roman road map from the 4th century A.D. Like Al-İṣṭakhrī’s map, a sequence of places was strung along pre-defined trajectories, while the land mass was abstracted. Such details were normally communicated as itinerarium adnotatum, a written sequence of places, while the itinerarium pictum can be regarded as literal implementation of this into a graph (Hänger 2001, 104).

Fig. 3.9. Sketch of Al-İṣṭakhrī’s map of Syria, with the cardinal points inversed, with the Dead Sea on the left and the Levant coast to the Mediterranean Sea on the right. Notably, all towns are located along coastlines, roads and rivers, which courses are highly abstracted (Kedar 2006, fig. 9.2).

Fig. 3-10. Two of eleven tablets of the Tabula Peutingeriana, showing the eastern Mediterranean. This medieval copy of a Roman road map extended from Britain to India. The written template to such map would be an itineraire adnotata similar to ‘King Valdemar’s Itinerary’. To provide an example, the transcribed lower route in zoomed-in excerpt would read: Item Patara XVIII, item medocia XII, item Solonenica XVIII etc (Source: ONB Bildarchiv Wien, Cod. 324, edited by author).
In late Antiquity, such itineraries were regarded essential in warfare, as Vegetius describes in his De Re Militari (III, 6) where also distances between the camps were described. The lack of conventional indications required for orientation can be explained by the practise of following an already predefined route for making incursions (Hänger 2001, 96). De Re Militari was still omnipresent in Europe up to the Reformation (Allmand 2011, 139). Therefore the consolidation of royal power was deeply connected with the development of a road-system. An army-road also existed in Denmark since the Viking Age and it is probably not incidental that—as Saxo Grammaticus notes—King Valdemar I took great interest in a network of evenly spaced signposts covered in miraculous letters of an unknown language in the (now Swedish) province of Blekinge, the easternmost extent of the Danish heartland: *Verum apud Blekingium apta meanitibus napes mirandis litterarum notis interstincta conspicitur* (GD 0.2.5.2). The signs were worn off by the use of the road, hollowed out and washed away by water and mud. Saxo's description clearly suggests that he referred to an ancient road network, rather than runestones. It is certainly no coincidence that King Valdemar took great interest in this route, but probably not due to an archaeological interest, but rather in terms of army logistics. Significantly, Blekinge is also the starting point of the Valdemarian Itinerary from the province's southeasternmost tip—the island of Utlängan. The province of Scania—to the west of Blekinge—appears to have also played a central role in the maritime logistics. In the struggle for the crown of Denmark between Harald III and (since 1080) his successor Canute IV, the Scantians ostentatiously demonstrated their loyalty to Canute, and created fires along the coast to guide the way for his fleet. It is assumed that Canute was perceived as protector by the Scantians, as he has already lead many war campaigns against the Slavs and Balts (Hoffmann 1976, 42).

3.2.2. Communication monopolies: Controlling geographical knowledge

Army roads as depicted in the *Tabula Peutingeriana* or as is partially preserved in the Danish *Harrow* were the arteries of state power, but few of these routes—especially waterways—are still preserved in the physical landscape. Nonetheless, the absence of physical remains does not mean the absence of routes. The development of transport corridors can not only be achieved by built structures such as roads, inns or strongholds, but also by building up a knowledge base on geographical realities and mechanisms to protect this knowledge. There are several indications that there were well-established sea-routes strung along such trajectories that were essentially not dissimilar to land routes, as described in *itineraria adnotata*. This is highlighted by an episode described in the chronicles of Henry of Livonia, when the Danish king attempted in 1221 to extent his rule over Livonia and sent out a knight named Gottschalk to take over the magistracy of Riga. According to Henry, everyone — Livonians, Letts and Germans — opposed him and (here's the decisive hint!) the merchants denied him a pilot for his ship to come either from Gotland to Livonia or from Livonia to Gotland so that he was almost lost at sea, driven off course by contrary winds, as Henry put it (HCL XXV.2). His need for a pilot is very significant, as it highlights that the spread of geographical knowledge was intentionally restricted, and mariners foreign to a land often required the assistance of pilots. The hiring of pilots for sea voyages, not just near harbour navigation, was a common practise in Europe at that time, as the 13th century regulations of the Rôles d’Oléron demonstrate (Sauer 1992, 254). The excerpt emphasizes that not everyone had access to all sea regions, even when he was backed by royal authority. It seems paradoxical that King Valdemar II was able to land with 1500 ships in Estonia — a great maritime logistical feat — but did hardly manage to send his messenger to the neighboring Livonia, only some 200 km further south. This very much indicates that people moved along pre-defined trajectories with little knowledge of how these places were otherwise interlinked, highlighting the importance of controlling certain ‘nodes’, as transport and warfare occurred along these trajectories. These were often secured by castle building or by anchoring warships at important estuaries to control strategic “bottlenecks” of transport. In this case, Gotland seemed to be such a node for the Gotlandic and German merchant community, and the German crusading movement in the Baltics. Their pilot community had evidently a key role in deciding who had access to Livonia and it had evidently an interest in thwarting the hegemonic interests of King Valdemar II in the Baltic region, by denying the Danish knight a pilot. There are indications for close collaborations between the Gotlandic merchant community and the German crusading movement: Gotlandic masons were hired for the construction of the first stone castle at Iķīšle (German: *Ueckelh*) — the first German colony in Livonia — on a Daugava river island in 1196 (HCL I.6).

The important mediating role of the seafaring merchant community on Gotland may even be reflected in the first town seal of Lübeck from 1223 (Fig. 3-11). The hitherto widely accepted interpretation was that this was a depiction of a *coniuratio* scene between two equals; often even over-interpreted as a Frisian mariner and a Westphalian merchant underpinning the underlying — stereotypical — idea of Hanseatic cooperation (e.g. Ellmers 1986, 61). However, a more recent interpretation puts emphasis on the subtle — yet important — hand-gesture made by the *stýrimaðr* — the skipper — which appears to be an *see* gesture,
marking him to be in higher hierarchy to the *farþegi* — the guest, whose admittance on board was granted by the skipper through this gesture (Jahnke 2008, 20ff.).

While this re-interpretation favours a merchant as most likely embodied *farþegi*, another re-interpretation suggested that this could have been a pilgrim or crusader (Paulsen 2010, 93ff.). In both cases, however, the key role of the mariner is emphasized, if one is willing to accept the premise of an *eex*-gesture. So the seafaring merchant community may be represented by the *stýrimaðr*, reflecting their influence and power. This is also reflected by the special protection the Gotlander merchant community enjoyed in the Bishopric of Livonia, whose role was perceived of vital importance for the mission and crusading movement in the Baltics (Kattinger 2001, 22), most probably because they provided the ships for Bishop Albert’s annual crusading contingents embarking from Lübeck and arriving in Riga via Visby.

The seafaring community may have had an own hierarchical organisation, which is not yet well understood. At the siege of Silves in 1189, other crusaders observed the absence of noblemen on part of Danish and Frisian crusading contingent, whose skippers were apparently bound together in a formal association to arrive at important decisions and maintain discipline (cf. Narratio de Itinere Navali Peregrinorum Hierosolymam Tendentium et Sibrium Capientium, Noroxe 2009, 82). The absence of any high-ranking noblemen in the Danish-Frisian crusading fleet was explained by the likely preference of such noblemen to travel on horseback across land, while the sea-route would have been the choice of the poor, who could not afford to travel on horseback (Noroxe 2009, 84). This puts emphasis on the notion that seafarers often formed fairly autonomous communities, which did not fit into the conventional hierarchical order on land. Does this help to explain the influence of the Gotlander merchant community in allowing access to the Baltic?

This may at least explain the attempt to tap the source of information and by drawing out an itinerary without the interference of middlemen, as the following section will suggest.

### 3.3. King Valdemar’s Itinerary revisited

In the following, the Latin route description colloquially known as ‘King Valdemar’s Itinerary’ (Swedish: *Kung Valdemars segelled*) is discussed. The itinerary is an *itinerarium adnotatum* and describes a sequence of places along the coastline of Sweden and Finland, connecting the island of Utängan, at the south-eastern tip of the province of Blekinge — a part of medieval Denmark — with Tallinn, the capital of Estonia. The latter fell under the rule of King Valdemar II in 1219.

The term ‘itinerary’ has already a historiographic connotation in that it is used for travelling often in relation to a pilgrimage or *peregrinatio* (Constable 2008, 349). As shall be demonstrated in the following, this is quite an adequate transcription and therefore the colloquial use is endorsed here, despite there is little evidence that the itinerary can be specifically linked to King Valdemar II. It has been nevertheless implied, however, as its original composition is likely to fall into his reign — from 1202 to 1241. The codex included also a papal list ending with Pope Gregory IX, who died in the same year as King Valdemar II — in 1241 (Varenius 1995, 193). The problem with this is, that the census in which the itinerary was included was a heterogenic compilation without one publishing year.

As a matter of fact, *periphus* — as the maritime equivalent to an *itinerarium* — would be perhaps a more adequate term to refer to this route description, but not necessarily, as the use of the term *itinerarium* is also applied — at least in the historiographic tradition — for pilgrimage and crusading voyages across the sea like the *Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gestae Regis Ricardi*, describing the seaborne voyage of King Richard I of England in 1189. The *Narratio itineris navalis ad Terram sanctam* — describing the navigation route of Lower German and Flemish crusaders in 1189 to Marseille with the Holy Land as ultimate destination (Chroust 1928, 179ff.) — is a title given by the historian himself (Chroust 1928, C) but may have been also
chosen by a contemporary writer due to the apparent connotation of *itineraria* with pilgrim or crusading voyages, as pointed out in section 1.2.3. A primary association of *itineraria* was arguably that of itinerant kingship, rather than pilgrimage in its own right. As the case may be, the generic term of ‘itinerary’ is kept here, not only for simplicity, but also for comparative reasons, keeping the problematic etymological deduction in mind.

Just like medieval *mappae mundi* and Roman road maps, this itinerary has been given little credit for utilitarian use, simply because the Latin transcription would make little sense in the brawny hands of an illiterate mariner. Although this is certainly true, a present-day bias of how geographic information is communicated has led to the underestimation of this uncommon source.

The next two sub-sections will shed light on the research history, and how the source was underestimated in the context of the compilation, while a new interpretation is offered in the following.

### 3.3.1. Rediscovery and research history

The itinerary from Utlängan to Tallinn was originally part of the Danish Census Book (*Liber Census Daniæ*) which was mostly compiled in King Valdemar II’s reign. It is however not a book in the conventional sense, but a compilation of different — primarily administrative — documents, which were written down at a time spanning mainly between 1215 and 1265 (Breide 2006, 26).

A palaeographic analysis has suggested that the writing can be associated to that of a monk who has lived in the Sorø Monastery — on the Danish Island of Zealand — around 1300, although this can be a copy of an even older original (Modér 1937, 90). In the wake of the Reformation, the monastery’s library was dissolved and its works became disseminated. In an attempt to seek “göthiske monumenter” to shed light on early Swedish history, the Swedish nobleman Johan Gabriel Sparwenfeldt acquired the transcript collection from Sorø Monastery in 1682 and — on request of his friend Gripenheim, director of the *Läntmäteriet* (Swedish Survey Agency) — sent him a part of the collection. Upon receiving it back, he forgot to unite both parts of the collection and donated the now separated part to the *Antikvitetarkiv* (Swedish Antiquities Archive) in Stockholm. In 1783, the itinerary was filed under the historistic Latinised title *Navigatio ex Dania per mare Balticum ad Estoniam* (Langebek 1783, 622). Only in the latter half of the 18th century one became aware that the document collection has become separated and that it must have been — in its entirety — the *Jordebog* or the *Liber Census Daniæ* — often colloquially referred to as King Valdemar’s Earth Book (Danish: *Kong Valdemars Jordebog*).

The nature of the itinerary cannot be understood in isolation to the other documents compiled in the census book. The latter contains a census of Denmark’s overseas provinces, Halland, Scania and Blekinge in Sweden, as well as Reval, Harju (German: *Harrien*), and Virumaa (German: *Wierland*) in Estonia.

Both parts are connected by this itinerary, and the latter three Estonian provinces are registered in the *Estlandiste* ("Estonia list") written down in 1230, which can be perceived as a terrestrial continuation of this itinerary. The sequence of the places named here was interpreted as marching route of priests through Reval, Harju and Virumaa, who baptised the local pagan population between 1219 and 1220 (Johansen 1933). Moreover, the lands were estimated for taxation. This list was taken as basis for a revision in 1241 for Danish land tenure, after the Order of Swordbrothers withdrew on behest of papal intervention after having de facto occupied Danish-Estonia in the wake of suppressing the pagan uprisings (Riis 2003, 67ff.). Without a doubt, the most interesting addendum is another itinerary. It describes the route from the Danish town of Ribe to Acre in the Holy Land. An identical version of the Ribe-to-Acre itinerary is also found in Adam von Bremen’s *Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum* and Albert of Stade’s *Annales Studenses*. A similar route was taken by Frisian and Flemish crusaders in 1189.

The *Liber Census Daniæ* has never been coherently studied by historians (Carsten Jahnke, pers. comm.) and therefore the itinerary cannot be evaluated in its full context. Nonetheless, enough circumstantial knowledge can be inferred from the itinerary and the general knowledge of what kind of documents were compiled in the *Liber Census Daniæ*. Given the contextual information, it seems strange that the Valdemarian Itinerary has been frequently dismissed as important source. It was argued — for instance — that the itinerary merely presented an alternative “save route” in times of political instability, as it presented a detour (Breide 1998, 47ff., Ilves 2012, 98). Others have argued that the route description from Utlängan to Tallinn cannot be seen within the context of the Baltic crusades, because the route from Ribe to Acre cannot be associated to a crusade either, because the latter was compiled in Adam’s *Gesta* who died in the early 1080’s, thus antedating the First Crusade of 1095 by more than a decade (cf. Morcken 1983, 127; Varenius 1995, 192; Ventejodt 1982, 71; Westerdahl 1995a, 25.). This however, is based on two false premises, the first being that crusades were essentially seen in the tradition of pilgrimages (cf. section 1.2.3). What is more, the route description from Ribe to Acre is in verify a recording made by a Danish crusader dating around 1200 and 1230, which was posthumously added to Adam’s *Gesta* (cf. Sauer 1996, 66; Schmeidler 1917, 228). Thus the objection is rendered obsolete and an earlier association with
the crusades made by Christer Westerdahl (1978) can be endorsed. In the following, both itineraries are evaluated in the medieval cosmographic context.

### 3.3.2. Two routes — one doctrine?

We probably owe the existence of the Ribe-Acre itinerary King Valdemar’s II pledge towards the end of his reign to go on a crusade to the Holy Land. Although he did not fulfill his pledge, he may have prepared a voyage by having this route recorded (Ventegodt 1982, 58f.). Thus, both itineraries should be seen within the context of the crusades (Fig. 3-12).

This raises the question why King Valdemar II concentrated his crusading activities on Estonia rather than the Holy Land? Was Estonia a gain for the Danish crown?

The crusades in the north were evidently used to pursue also economic interests. Although a basis for taxation was laid down with the Estlandlisten — the ‘Estonia lists’ (cf. Johansen 1933), it can be doubted that Estonia itself was a real economic gain for the Danish crown, as its new provincial capital Tallinn was not situated at an important river, a vital artery of trade into the Russian hinterland. Moreover, the costs involved in pacifying the Estonian territories must have been considerably higher. This was quite different in Riga, founded in 1201 by Bishop Albert von Buxhoeveden near the estuary of the Daugava River.

![Fig. 3-12. The two itineraries of the Liber Census Daniæ in the context of medieval Denmark and the three major fronts of Catholic occidental Europe. The old Varangian routes on the Russian rivers into Black Sea and Caspian Sea are shown in green (Graph: Daniel Zwick).](image)

Even the Livonian Rhymed Chronicles — where no opportunity was missed to glorify the deeds of the Teutonic Knights — roundly admitted with disarming honesty that the incentive for the Christian colonization of the Daugava river valley were rooted in mercantile interests and that trade was conducted with the pagans (Meyer 1848, 7). It is apparent that even an organisation like the Teutonic Order, whose primary mission was to convert pagans, if needed with the sword, recognised the positive economic side-effect of a “pacified” land. The coalition of ecclesia and mercatura in Riga and the Daugava River valley is historically well documented (Blomkvist 2005, 524ff.). But what was the incentive for the
foundation of Tallinn? Tallinn too was located at a strategic location, a location from which the trade with Russia via the Narva River could be controlled. However, the fortificatory interest seemed to prevail, as the erection of the large fortress — Castrum Danorum — right after the victory at Lyndanisse in 1219 was of pre-eminent importance, serving as bridge-head for further conquests in the region (Riis 2003, 67). What made this region so interesting?

A possible — but highly hypothetical — explanation can be inferred by applying the orbis terrarum concept. It is notable that T-O maps tend to depict the Baltic region in the immediate vicinity of the Tanais River (Fig. 3-13).

Although the above T-O map is of English provenance, there is also indirect evidence that the Danes were likewise acquainted with such T-O maps, as indicated by indirect evidence: A now lost mappa mundi was compiled in the Codex Resenianus and copied on behalf of the Icelander Arni Magnússons in 1728. Its detailed nature is reflected in Arni’s reference to “Dranes, stóf þad í því gamla landtöru a pergament, sem og um gat, stendur, er þrómon trom Celticum í Spanien strax við þad nes, sem skipspölk kallar Cabo d’Ortega, enn því þad kemur saman við Orkneyinsu, þar í, þær þó stundur að sá afrit, þar þók þótt er allirvitið bai Worm” (Kålund 1916, 33 acc. to Simek 1990, 61). The old map on pergament depicted recognisable places like Cape Ortegal in Spain. Although Iceland was ruled by Norwegian kings at the time when the Valdemarian Itinerary was written, the copy of the mappa mundi was made when Iceland was part of the Danish realm, so the original might have come from a Danish source. There can be no doubt, however, that the contemporary Danish perception of the world was in line with the common medieval belief of a tripartite world encircled by an ocean (GD 0.2.1-3, cf. section 2.3).

Was Estonia really meant as final destination of Danish expansionary policy? On the basis of the T-O concept, both itineraries can be conceived as being essentially eastwards bound — to orien. This abstract notion is corroborated by the fact that the Tanais is the Greek term for the River Don, which together with the Volga and Dnjepr belonged to the extensive
Russian river system used by the Varangians to trade with the Orient. The Varangian trade route to Constantinople never really ceased to exist and did not end before 1204 and the route was known in the early 13th century, as Saxo Grammaticus referred to Erik Ejegod’s visit in Constantinople (Lind 2009, 32ff). With the conquest of Kiev in 1240 and other lands in the eastern Russian river plains by the Mongols, parts of the trade network and access to Oriental merchandise collapsed (cf. Hammel-Kiesow 2015, 34). Were the Danish conquests in the Baltic meant to establish a base for an alternative route to the rich and holy lands of the East? This question has to remain hypothetical, but in the context of medieval cosmography it would not be too far fetched.

3.3.3. Initiator

Justifiably, there is a general consensus that the itinerary did neither serve as practical guide on board of ships — as the Hanseatic Sea Book — nor documents an actual voyage — like that of Oththere and Wulfstan. The Latin transcription in itself should be proof enough that this was not a document designed for the brawny hands of an illiterate sailor. The origin appears to be the Cisterciansian monastery of Sorø (Breide 2006, 74). Although a palaeographical analysis indicates that this particular transcription was made by a Sorø monk who lived around 1300, it could be a copy of an even earlier original (Modéer 1937, 90). However, it was doubted by one scholar that this document was drafted in Sorø, attributing it instead to the Franciscan Order which was more active in terms of travelling and establishing new monasteries in this area (Gallén 1993, 28ff). This objection has to be seen as little convincing, as it is based on the wrong premise that monasteries made clerical work on their own behalf. Monks belonged to a literate class when this was not a matter of course, and thus had a key position in the communication and the drafting of privileges, often on behalf of the king. This is reflected in the way how the Livonian crusading movement was coordinated, which was very much dependent on the foundation of Cisterciansian monasteries for creating an information network (Tamm 2009, 341 ff.). This is also reflected in the volume of papal replies to — no longer preserved — correspondence received from the Baltics, indicating that a great volume of information reached Rome from the periphery (Jensen et al. 2001, 8 ff.). This is also reflected in the case of the Romlandsfære privilege, where the crown commissioned a monastery with the drafting for a privilege: Issued in 1251 by King Abel and drafted by the Franciscan Order for the protection of merchants sailing between Flanders and Scania. A copy of this privilege was kept in the monastery of Utrecht (Flanders) and Lund (Scania) (Ventegodt 1982, 60f.). A similar constellation of a royal client and a monastic writer could be also assumed in the case of the itinerary from Útlangan to Tallinn. However — as will be stressed in section 3.3.5 — the writer must have relied on the experiences of the seafaring population, which used to communicate geographical knowledge orally. Thus, this itinerary is a unique source, as a kind of knowledge was tapped, that was normally considered too profane to be recorded.

3.3.4. A maritime equivalent to a marching route?

The document consists of a laconic sequence of place-names, of which most were be already identified by their modern names (Härlin 1942). Most place-names did not relate to settlements, but geographical places like islands, sounds, capes and bays. Compared to other itineraries it was common that the place-names were not hierarchical and did not differentiate between topographical features and settlements (Harwood 2006, 37). ‘King Valdemar’s Itinerary’ mentioned only three urban centres: Kalmar, Stockholm and Tallinn. At Bräviken (Bräwik) the route is divided into two parallel routes — one inner and outer — and at Malmösten (Malmsten) the outer route is divided again into an middle and outer route. Most intervals were defined in ukastio-units. To provide an example for a segment, the inner route from Bräviken to Stockholm (Fig. 3-14) reads:


And across Bräviken to Femirsund 2. From there to Orshaken, to Rågo 1 and past Rågo 1. From there to Stenderen. From there to Sävsundet 1. From there to Hägo 1. From there to Fijang 1. From there to Svårsund 1. From there to Ekkobenen 1. From there to Yclässund 1 and through Yclässund 1. From there to Vigsarsund 1. From there to Gåló 1. From there to Dararinsund 1. From there to Baggenastaket 1. From there to Sverger Holme 1. From there to Stockholm 1 (own translation).

The description is very laconic and if converted into a graph it would look very similar to the Tabula Pentinggeriana (section 3.2), where places are put in a sequential order in a pearl-necklace-like manner in total isolation from cardinal points. No notable geographical formations or landmarks are described, just place-names, not unlike the plan of the London Underground. Answers can be only found in comparison to sources which illuminate army logistics.
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Fig. 3.4. This map represents the zoomed-in part of Fig. 3-1. It shows how the route splits up in several parallel segments in the Stockholm Archipelago. The segments where ukæsio-units were provided are represented as continuous line, and where just a sequence of names was provided as dotted lines. It is striking that only for the inner (black dots) and partially the middle route (dark red dots) ukæsio intervals are indicated, but omitted for the outer route (red dots). This could indicate that the outer route may have had another function. Given the exposed location, these islands were probably not directly headed for, but may have served as landmarks for taking bearings, as is suggested in this graph. The place-name identification is based on Härlin (1942) who almost completely managed to associate the names mentioned in the itinerary with modern places, with the exception of Wiræsund or Windø which remain ambivalent (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

And an apt comparison can be drawn to the ‘Litauische Wegeberichte’, i.e. Lithuanian travel routes. These represent a compilation of reports commissioned by the Teutonic Order between 1384 and 1402, carried out by scouts in the area literally called ‘Great Wilderness’ in a depopulated area marking the borderlands between the Teutonic Order and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. These
information were gathered to plan incursions (Hirsch 1863, 663ff.). Similar to the Stockholm Archipelago, this was a peripheral area with no road network. The route was chosen in relation to places important for army logistics, e.g. taking into account possibilities to replenish provisions, setting up camps for the night, and where likewise distances between these places were noted (Striegler 2012, 212). The scouts were normally Lithuanians acquainted with the localities, as indicated by the names used, often referring to homesteads named after the owner. Thus the place-names were very subjective and referred to knowledge that would have been impossible to acquire for strangers to the land.

Therefore the Lithuanian scouts were also accompanying the Teutonic knights on their war campaigns, as the recorded place-names would not have sufficiently served the orientation of nonlocals (Striegler 2012, 212). Thus the place-names were very subjective and referred to knowledge that would have been impossible to acquire for strangers to the land. Therefore the Lithuanian scouts were also accompanying the Teutonic knights on their war campaigns, as the recorded place-names would not have sufficiently served the orientation of nonlocals (Striegler 2012, 212).

Similar conclusions can be drawn for King Valdemar’s Itinerary, where most place-names referred to small local sites, like islands, bays or inlets that could have been only recognised by the local population well acquainted with the localities and place-names. To deepen the analogy further, certain places in the Lithuanian travel routes were recommended for setting up the camp. The maritime equivalent would be sheltered anchorages, and just that seems to be indicated in the Valdemarian Itinerary: An important anchorage in the itinerary was used up to the early modern period and is situated on the itinerary’s middle route, called Ålensnabb (Alæsnab). It was pointed out that in its northern extent the Danish toponym Jutnabb (Jutnab) is documented, which appears to be a clear indication of the Danish presence in this region (Ankarberg 1995, 105). Was the division into three parallel routes owed to the itinerary’s genesis, involving several route descriptions merged into one, or were different routes purposefully included? The split-up routes converged again at Gåló (Gardo) and Arholma (Arhoholm). If this was intentional, it could by hypothesised that a part of the fleet was meant to replenish provisions by following the inner route, which was leading to Stockholm, and re-join the fleet at an appointed node, such as Arholma. Only the inner route is continuously divided into ukæsio-units, on which the total distance from Utłangän to Tallinn would sum up to 113 ukæsio-units. Which purpose did this information in its Latinised form serve? As mentioned earlier, such a list would have certainly been misplaced in the brawny hands of an illiterate sailor, thus it can be ruled out that it was a practical navigation guide. Besides, the itinerary could not be used independently. Pilots with a knowledge of the local waters would have been still needed to identify the place-names, since there is no description thereof in the itinerary itself.

In order to answer this question, a closer look needs to be taken of the ukæsio. This does not seem to be a unit of length, but rather a distance-per-time unit, which roughly corresponds to 4,2 nautical miles (Breide 2006, 181), although there is no indication within which time-frame this distance was to be covered. Its etymological origin was the Norse term vika (sig) and refers to the change of rowing-crews (Heide 2008, 26; Prenzlau-Enander 2003, 180). This is a highly subjective measure. On a sailing expedition in 2010, carried out in the author’s firearming, one ukæsio was covered on a day sailing from Ékholmen to Yxlösund. A much greater distance — possibly 3-4 ukæsio — could have been covered, if my crew would have risen earlier, abstained making a stop-in-between in Nynäshamn, and if there was a suitable wind. As there was a calm, most of this leg was covered under oars. Although it is hard to say what the average distance was covered by a 12th century fleet, it is fair to suggest that it could have been used as guideline of how many ukæsio could be covered in a day. As such, it could be arguably seen as equivalent to army logistics on land: In Denmark of the late 14th century, royal inns were set up along the Hærvej — the army road — at an interval of 30 km, which corresponds to a day’s march (Westerdahl 2006a, 62ff.). Does the ukæsio-system likewise imply what distance could be covered within a day at sea?

It is notable that ukæsio-distances were only provided for the inner and partially middle route, but not for the outer route. This may reflect the etymological origin of ukæsio as being a system primarily geared towards rowing-crews (Heide 2008, 26; Prenzlau-Enander 2003, 180) and thus primarily applicable to the inner archipelago. The importance of the class of watercraft with regards to the environment in which it is operated is reflected in Roger of Hoveden’s account of a northern European crusading fleet in the Third Crusade in 1191 in the Mediterranean made up of oared vessels had to remain close to land, as they could be swamped easily in the open sea, which Richard Unger associated to English snêkhe (Unger 2006, 265), although it may also have referred to Danish snekker, the typical longship of the leading. In 1187, the Danish King Canute VI had ordered explicitly snekker for the impending crusade (Bill et al. 1997, 111), but the problems described by Roger of Hoveden may have led to a rethinking process, when in 1224 King Valdemar II of Denmark pledged to join the crusades to the Holy Land with snekker and — for the first time — kogger (cog) as well (DRB 1.6.16). So the inner route described in the itinerary may have been a designated route specifically for oared vessels like snekker, ships of the leading-system, and the itinerary took this into account by
continuously including ukæsio units. The reliance on both cogs and longships may have been a common strategy for fleets to penetrate deep into the coastal areas with the latter, which would have been inaccessible ships which were propelled only by sails like the cogs. This practise is also testified elsewhere, where the town of Wismar provided in 1311 a kogge and a snicka (HUB II, 201). The etymological link between snicka and snekker does not leave any doubt that the same class of vessel is referred to. The importance of having smaller and more agile oared craft in the fleet which could penetrate coastal areas more difficult to navigate is also supported by toponymic evidence, as highlighted in section 3.3.8. (Fig. 3-15).

3.3.5. Successive genesis of a formalised route

The mediation of sailing routes often followed — what has been termed — a “successive genesis” with regard to the Hanseatic Sea Book, which surviving manuscript was compiled around 1470, but based on earlier information dated between 1300 and 1346 (Sauer 1996, 50ff.). The same book may have even been based on templates also used for the Valdemarian itinerary in the Liber Census Daniae. This is indicated by the use of weke ses starting at Falsterbo, replacing the — for the Hanseatic Sea Book — much more common unit of kennyng. Like toponyms, measuring units are also indicative of function and origin, and the kennyng unit seems to have originated at the Frisian coast near the Rhine estuary and based on the visibility range, a measure that made sense in the context of the English Canal with the opposite shores not far away. The first mention of kennyng in the Lübeck Ship Rights Act of 1299 was within this context, in which it was stipulated that passengers had to pay only the full freight charge when the ship has moved one kennyng seawards, which is taken as synonym for out of land sight (Sauer 1996, 145). While this reflects the influence of Frisian seafarers in Lübeck, route transects containing weke ses units are indicative of a Scandinavian origin. The etymological similarity to vika sig and thus ukæsio is unmistakable. This unit was so ingrained that even in the year 1612 the salary of pilots was calculated by the veckesiö eller mil (Härlin 1942). Not only such units of measurements, but the sailing routes had a long ‘tradition of usage’, as Westerdahl (1992) expressed it, and such anomalies as a different unit-system may indicate the advancement into a different transport zone, which boundary is not necessarily a feature in the physical landscape, but probably more so in the cognitive landscape, often dividing different culture zones. Such anomalies also exist in ‘King Valdemar’s Itinerary’, which reveal its heterogenic character. While the route description along the Swedish coast was mostly laconic, a more detailed instruction is provided along the Åland and Finnish coast:

Note, that the course from Arnholm to Lemböte follows a northeasterly direction, and one may, if there is a favourable wind from a westerly direction, sail on a direct line from Arnholm to Hangö, which is called Cumiupe in Finnish (...). Note, that one could — if one desires — sailed from Hangö to Odensholm with a northern wind to the southeast. And these are 8 ukæsio at sea (own free translation).

Et notandum est quod de arnholm usque lynæbøte itur medio inter orientem et aquilonem et si prosper est uentus ab occidente potest uelificari directa linea de arnholm usque bangeth ele de bangeth que finnune dictur cumiupe (...). Pretera notandum est quod si pluet potest uelificari de bangethe usque bathensbolm cum nente aquilionenis versus australem plagem et orientalem. Atque ibi habet mare VII ukæsio (Breide 2006, 29).
This excerpt describes the precondition for a direct landfall, in Hangö (Hangelø) and Odensholm (Hothensholm), respectively. The right conditions for making such a landfall were emphasised, revealing that the author recognised the significance which suggest that he was a mariner and well acquainted with this region. In terrestrial navigation it was highly important to keep within the sight of known landmarks, and sailing across a wider stretch of water whereby all landmarks came out of sight, bore the risk of being driven off course and landing on shores unknown.

Aside from reflecting the tacit knowledge of a sailor, the route description from Sweden to Finland is altogether distinctive to the rest. This can be seen as indication that the itinerary was merged together from at least two different descriptions. Was the Swedish-Finnish already used on the crusades under Eric IX against the pagan Finns? The Finnish Crusades as described in the Epic Legend are little understood and it is questioned whether these crusades actually took place, or could be defined as such. There are, however, slight indications that the Epic Legend was near-contemporary, written as early as the 1160’s and therefore may contain some factual events (cf. Bengtsson & Lovén 2012). A more tangible manifestation of Swedish discovery and development of a maritime infrastructure in this region is suggested by some written sources: Several Swedish enclaves in Finland were freed from taxation in exchange for pilot-service (Westerdahl 1995b, 270). Often the requirement for a reliable pilot-system appears to be the main incentive for the establishment of Swedish enclaves along the Finnish and Estonian coast in order to safeguard the control over sailing routes: A Swedish colonization of the Estonian island of Odensholm/Osmussaar (Itinerary: Hothensholm) is documented since — at least — the 14th century (Peil 1999, 6), and in the year 1341 the Bishop of Courland permitted the apparently Swedish-populated island of Runö/Ruhnu to practise Swedish Law (Ruòvurm 1855, 189). It can be conjectured that the colonization of these islands started well before the presence of a Swedish population was noted in recorded history.

The cesura in the itinerary from the laconic sequence along the Swedish coast, and the annotated description along the Alandic and Finnish coast from Arholma (Armbohn), suggest that this segment was described by a set of different people — perhaps emigrated Swedes. The Danes understood to tap this regional knowledge and its transcription may reflect a similar purpose, as that of the Swedes more than half a century before.

3.3.6. Links to the leding-organisation

The use of the ukasio-system may have been owed to a superordinate incentive. It provided a basis for estimating travel time. This would have not only been important for fleet logistics, but also important for the knowledge with what delay messages and be sent and received from the Estonian overseas enclaves. This would have been of preeminent importance even after the victory at Lyndanisse of 1219, as the aftermath was characterised by several rebellions, which needed to be quelled in led to a discord with the Order of the Swordbrothers — the military arm of the Bishopric of Livonia — which assisted the Danes in defeating the rebelling Estonians, but refused to vacate their new-found positions of power once they gained de facto rule over the Danish possessions in Estonia. At a meeting probably held in Vordingborg in the year 1237 with King Valdemar II, the papal legate and a German delegation of the Swordbrothers — now united under the banner of the Teutonic Order —, the Danish king is said to have hinted at to let action speal if his claim on Estonia is not respected, by showing off with his fleet as a blatant threat directed to the German delegation (Skyum-Nielsen 1981, 112). And this was certainly impressive, given the maritime capabilities of the Danish crown at that time. The calculation basis of the itinerary’s ukasio-system would have enabled him to time an attack fairly exactly, and another calculation basis, which was also part of the compilation of the Liber Census Daniae, referred to the geographical division of his provinces into bæne and skipaer.

The latter included 42 of the first, and correspond to a leding-ship with 42 crew-members and a styrasmaund — literally steersman, but synonymous to skipper. The Danish leding was not only a system for naval conscription for coastal defence, but also also in offensive combat since the Wendish Crusades of 1147 (Hoffmann 1976, 25; Lund 1997, 195). Interestingly the leding — or leding — was the vernacular term for the Latin expeditio, which was used by Saxo Grammaticus almost exclusively for naval campaigns from 1130 onwards, i.e. 80 of 93 times (Jensen 2009, 149). In his Gesta Danorum Saxo Grammaticus covers Danish history from the dawn of times, presenting it as a continuous national epic. Yet, the prominence of the term expeditio in — from Saxo’s perspective — the recent past could mark a consciously perceived shift in the way warfare was conducted. On the basis of the interchangeability of the terms expeditio and leding, Kurt Villads Jensen argues that the latter — despite being primarily seen as defensive in nature — can be synonymous with the crusade, as defence could also refer to a pre-emptive attack, just as the promoter of a perpetual crusade could be perceived as pacifier (cf. section 1.2.2).

Thus, with the leding organisation the king disposed over data on the anticipated fleet size, and once the leding was mobilised and summoned, he could time almost exactly an attack on opposite shores by using the calculation basis of the itinerary’s ukasio-system: a powerful instrument for ruling over the Baltic Sea.
3.3.7. The significance of a detour

It is noticeable that the Valdemarian itinerary would have presented a detour. On the basis of that, it was concluded by some authors that its ordinary use could be ruled out and only kept as backup option for safe navigation (Breide 1998, 47ff; Ilves 2012, 98). However, the detour can be explained by the requirements of fleet logistics as outlined in the preceding section.

Another possible explanation can be based on a strategic factor: The route — especially the inner one — was sheltered by a chain of islands. Was this a route to conceal fleet movements to Oselian pirates — Estonians from the Island of Ösel/Saaremaa — to sail undetected to hostile shores and launch a surprise attack? As a historical event in 1215 suggests, the Oselians were able to summon within a very short time a considerable fleet, when nine German cogs were trapped in an anchorage (HCL XIX 5) (section 11.2). In previous years, the Danes launched three seaborne but unsuccessful attempts to conquer Ösel/Saaremaa, indicating that the Oselians were considered a respected foe. Given the strong maritime resistance, it is perhaps no surprise that the island could be only taken by an army crossing the frozen sound in winter (HCL XIX, 9). Although there is hitherto no archaeological evidence for shipwrecks which can be associated to piratiae, as they are described in the sources, these were probably open boats, large enough to transport booty and slaves, but which freeboard was considerably lower than that of cogs (cf. section 4.1). However, they could be apparently trimmed in a way that their prow could project above the skiffs of the crusaders — the navicula (Heinisius 1986, 53). Ösel/Saaremaa was already exposed to seaborne attacks before the Viking Age, as demonstrated by the recent spectacular find of a boat grave from around 750 A.D near Salme with 40 Scandinavian warriors (Peets 2013). Given the long history of seaward threat, it is not a surprise that the Oselians were renowned seafarers and feared pirates, whose vessels may have matched the longships of the Danish leading.

A reference in Henry of Livonia’s Chronicles may be key to understand the Oselian naval system, which appears to have a similar standardisation as the Danish leading. In 1203 a fleet of German crusaders intercepted an Oselian fleet of 16 ships off Gotland, boarded two of them and killed their crews of 60 men. One of the crusaders even boarded single-handedly a third ship and managed to kill 22 of the Oselians with his double-handed sword, but was eventually captured and killed when the remaining 8 crew members managed to set sail and close up with the rest of the fleet. This does not only indicate that each Oselian pirate ship carried 30 men, but that 8 men were not really enough to crew this ship, for which reason it was abandoned and burned (HCL VII 2-3).

Of further interest are archaeological finds on Ösel/Saareemaa, which indicate a close cultural contact to Gotland, indicating that it may have had a similarly egalian society like the “peasant republic” of Gotland (Mägi 2011, 331). When the papal legate William of Modena called the Gotlanders in 1226 to wage war against the Oselians, they refused (HCL XXX.1). Was there an informal friendship between the populations of both islands? And was this the reason why Estonian ships laden with booty and Danish slaves thought it safe to sail under the Gotlandic coast, as mentioned in the previous excerpt? This seems to be confirmed in the chronicles of Henry of Livonia, who notes that the Gotland merchants and citizens sought to maintain peace with the Oselians, which was considered disgraceful by the German crusaders (HCL VII 1). If there was an informal friendship, the Oselians could have been warned early about Danish fleet gatherings. Although a route via Gotland would have been shorter in terms of travelling distance, this may indeed serve as an explanation why the route along the Swedish and Finnish coast was chosen in the itinerary.

3.3.8. Toponyms as manifestations of real and imagined associations

As stressed in section 3.1, place names that make objectively little sense may have had a deeper meaning that could be only unlocked by pursuing an ethnological approach in combination with the awareness of biblical and mythical themes, like the “amazons” of Fennoscandia. Christer Westerdahl (1978, 39) has suggested that the study of toponymy in interesting transects of the route may reveal more about the itinerary’s nature — an advice that will be followed here.

The itinerary’s first node is the island of Utlängan in the province of Blekinge. Blekinge literally translates as “great calm waters” and there are many ship-toponyms in its archipelago (Stenholm 2009, 61ff.).

This might be a reflection of the fact that the archipelago offered good anchorage grounds in sheltered and calm waters. The island of Utlandän was chosen in the itinerary. Although the island itself offered an anchorage, it was argued that it may have had a similar egalian society like the “peasant republic” of Gotland (Mägi 2011, 331). When the papal legate William of Modena called the Gotlanders in 1226 to wage war against the Oselians, they refused (HCL XXX.1). Was there an informal friendship between the populations of both islands? And was this the reason why Estonian ships laden with booty and Danish slaves thought it safe to sail under the Gotlandic coast, as mentioned in the previous excerpt? This seems to be confirmed in the chronicles of Henry of Livonia, who notes that the Gotland merchants and citizens sought to maintain peace with the Oselians, which was considered disgraceful by the German crusaders (HCL VII 1). If there was an informal friendship, the Oselians could have been warned early about Danish fleet gatherings. Although a route via Gotland would have been shorter in terms of travelling distance, this may indeed serve as an explanation why the route along the Swedish and Finnish coast was chosen in the itinerary.

Of further interest are archaeological finds on Ösel/Saareemaa, which indicate a close cultural contact to Gotland, indicating that it may have had a similarly egalian society like the “peasant republic” of Gotland (Mägi 2011, 331). When the papal legate William of Modena called the Gotlanders in 1226 to wage war against the Oselians, they refused (HCL XXX.1). Was there an informal friendship between the populations of both islands? And was this the reason why Estonian ships laden with booty and Danish slaves thought it safe to sail under the Gotlandic coast, as mentioned in the previous excerpt? This seems to be confirmed in the chronicles of Henry of Livonia, who notes that the Gotland merchants and citizens sought to maintain peace with the Oselians, which was considered disgraceful by the German crusaders (HCL VII 1). If there was an informal friendship, the Oselians could have been warned early about Danish fleet gatherings. Although a route via Gotland would have been shorter in terms of travelling distance, this may indeed serve as an explanation why the route along the Swedish and Finnish coast was chosen in the itinerary.
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This might be a reflection of the fact that the archipelago offered good anchorage grounds in sheltered and calm waters. The island of Utlandän was chosen in the itinerary. Although the island itself offered an anchorage, it was argued that it may have had a similar egalian society like the “peasant republic” of Gotland (Mägi 2011, 331). When the papal legate William of Modena called the Gotlanders in 1226 to wage war against the Oselians, they refused (HCL XXX.1). Was there an informal friendship between the populations of both islands? And was this the reason why Estonian ships laden with booty and Danish slaves thought it safe to sail under the Gotlandic coast, as mentioned in the previous excerpt? This seems to be confirmed in the chronicles of Henry of Livonia, who notes that the Gotland merchants and citizens sought to maintain peace with the Oselians, which was considered disgraceful by the German crusaders (HCL VII 1). If there was an informal friendship, the Oselians could have been warned early about Danish fleet gatherings. Although a route via Gotland would have been shorter in terms of travelling distance, this may indeed serve as an explanation why the route along the Swedish and Finnish coast was chosen in the itinerary.
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For instance, Kuggaviken could be translated as “Cog Bay”, although the kugg-toponyms cannot be safely associated with cogs, but could also refer to hills. Although this goes against the grain of scholars interested in maritime studies, this is arguably the more likely interpretation, as kugg-toponyms have been so far only dated to the early post-medieval period when cogs were no longer present in the sources (Westerdahl 1992, 10f.). Kuggaviken interpreted as “Bay of the Hills” would make sense nonetheless, as hill formations were landmarks, serving the mariner as orientation.

Even though not all toponyms are necessarily connected to ship-types, some definitely are, like busse-, knarr- and snäck- names. These names marked the points of levy fleet organisation, i.e. a gathering point for leading fleets, and may even date back to the Viking Age (Westerdahl 1992, 10).

The spatial clustering is suggestive of a pattern, which may reflect the different seagoing capabilities of vessels. It is notable that the kugg-names can be found only in the outer reaches, or the wide open bays. If the “cog” is denominated by the kugg, which is still a possibility, this would reflect the limited maneuverability of a heavy sea-going vessel not able to access the inner archipelago (cf. section 4.1), and if it referred to “hill”, it would reflect the first impression of an undulated landscape from an approaching distance. Other ship-toponyms are found in the inner archipelago and may point to their capabilities to operate under oars. This explanation is of course highly hypothetical, as other interpretations are possible too. Different classes of ship-types might have gathered at separate places, even when they were part of the same fleet. For instance the cargo-ships — i.e. knarrs — might have gathered at a predefined point to take over additional supplies. Thus, from a utilitarian perspective, it would make sense, as the local supplier would know exactly where he has to deliver provisions. These toponyms may well be reflections of what Christer Westerdahl defined as harbour sites of a ‘ritual landscape of the seabord’, where names are associated with a function (Westerdahl 2011, 261ff.).

Another function is ingrained in the toponym Draget. While Draget itself is not mentioned in the itinerary, it is an isthmus directly located between Svärdsund (Svether Sund) and Ekholmen (Ekiholm), which are both mentioned in the itinerary. Today, this isthmus can be crossed through a canal, which had to be deepened in the mid 19th and in the course of the 20th century due to post-glacial landrise (Fredholm 2006, 7 ff.). Vessels following the itinerary’s inner route had to cross this isthmus, as it was the only passageway between Svärdsund and Ekholmen. In medieval times there will not have been a canal here,13 but the land would have been much lower in relation to the water-level due to post-glacial landrise. For this region the land-rise was reconstructed with 3.5 mm per year (Ågren & Svensson 2007, fig. 5.1). Despite of this estimate, an exact reconstruction of the historical coastline has not been made yet, as the water-level depends also on a number of other factors. But to get a rough impression, an annual rise of 3.5 mm extrapolated over 800 years would result in a difference of 2.8 m. The author crossed this channel with his fireåring on a sailing expedition in 2010 and from an own estimate of the canal-wall height this would not have been sufficient for the isthmus to become inundated (Figs. 3-14, 3-17).

13 The construction of canals in the rock was probably solely facilitated by the invention of dynamite. At least in the early 17th century an attempt by Norwegians and English to cut a canal through an isthmus near Spangereid was aborted immediately, when they hit rock (Westerdahl 2006b, 15 ff.).
This impression is corroborated by the contour lines (Fig. 3-14). A possible explanation for this navigational bottleneck can be inferred from the toponym: Dragon is a common toponym in the Scandinavian world, which is composed of drag — the same meaning as in English — and e(i)d — which is an isthmus. Both terms in combination denote portages, i.e. sites where ships were “dragged” or hauled over land (Westerdahl 2006b, 78). The central importance of this site may be reflected by the cluster of drag- toponyms in the direct vicinity, like Dragsund and Dragsbergen. Naturally, such portages could be only crossed by relatively light vessels, as could the itinerary’s inner route in the maze-like inner
archipelago only be navigated by easily maneuverable vessels that could also operate under oars.

This environment may have abetted the development of a distinctive class of water-craft, moderately sized vessels, small enough for traversing portages and suited to navigating in these narrow waters under oars and sails, perhaps similar to the Helgeandsholmen V wreck from around 1300, which is very slender with a high length-to-beam ratio and built in a way to suggest that oars were the main propulsion (cf. Varenius 1989, 38ff.). A great number of rowers would have also been required to haul the vessel across a portage. The interdependence between a certain type of craft or propulsion and its “habitat” was taken up in terms of an evolutionary analogy (paper B, 55), to allude to an “ecological niche” and the way it affects evolutionary convergence, i.e. appropriations or technical responses to a certain environment throughout time and space that appear similar in analogy, but do not necessarily belong to a some homologous tradition. 400 years later, an emphasis was still on oared craft in the Swedish archipelago fleet. But ship-construction may not have been the only environmentally-conditioned appropriation, but it may have been also taken into account in the itinerary itself by only including the ukasie-distances for the inner route; the route that was supposed to be rowed, as argued above.

Apart from Draget, there is archaeological evidence for a landing site and a tar-pit in the nearby Ekholmen (Ekiholm) (Fredholm 2006, 8) (Fig. 3-18). Although tar was also used for land constructions, the vicinity to the water is very suggestive: May the local tar-production been geared to supply bypassing ships with this product, which was required for maintenance works of the hull and rigging? Tar was a typical Swedish export products, like other forest products as pitch, potash, but also osmund iron and copper, which were part of the cargo assemblage of two 15th century wrecks near Danzig/Gdańsk (Ossowski 2014) and Skaftö (von Arbin 2012, 67). Not far away on the island of Úto (Uitw), but on the outer route, iron was mined since the 1100s (Byström 1996, 13 ff.; Norman 2006, 91). The Danish itinerary adapted mostly the local Swedish and Finnish place-names, with rare exceptions. One exception is a Finnish island which was referred to with the Danish place-name Heste—meaning “horse island”’. The excerpt in question reflects particularly well the conveyance of geographical knowledge, expressed in the otherwise laconic document thus inde Hurinares quod danice dicitur Heste — i.e. “then Hurinuse, which is called by the Danes Heste”. This emphasizes that the writer acknowledged that the Danes knew already these places already well enough to give them own names. This corroborates the interpretation in section 3.3.3 that the route description should not necessarily be seen in direct relation to King Waldemar’s II campaigns in Estonia, but that it may have been written later as guide to estimate travel time to the new Danish territories in Estonia after the conquests have been largely completed.

Aside from this notion, the toponym is very interesting in itself. Although a transcendent explanation for horse-toponyms in the northern maritime context was offered by Christer Westerdahl (2009, 315) — who pointed out that they could have marked dangerous localities for navigation in allegory to precipitous rocks where lame horses were rushed over to perish — there is also much to be said for a utilitarian background. Many toponyms reveal a subjectively perceived association and this island must have been deemed important enough by the Danes in terms of horses that they used their own toponym instead of the Finnish one. Was this a place where horses were bred and acquired for their Estonian war campaigns? This seems possible, as islands were ideal grazing grounds for horses and other animals due to their isolated nature, obviating the construction of fences.

Even in the 16th century there are many other horse-related toponyms in this region, also on the Estonian side of the Gulf of Finland, as testified by the Swedish toponym Hesting (probably originating from häst-äng, i.e. horse meadow) or Hestholm (horse island) (Rußwurm 1855, 74). As will be stressed in section 4.3., there may be indirect archaeological evidence for the transport of horses along the Swedish coast of this route, which might have served for the establishment of horse breeder colonies along the coast or for warfare in the Baltics.

3.4. The significance of the re-interpretation

Having illuminated the medieval context – or at least some aspects of it – in which itineraries and rutters were drafted, embedded it into the mental landscape of the 13th century influenced by both cosmographic beliefs as much as reports of actually travelled routes, and finally, set up hypotheses based on practical aspects reflected in the itinerary, this author arrives at a significant different interpretation of the Valdemarian Itinerary than previous authors, who doubted that it was an actually frequented route, interpreting it as an alternative “save route” in times of political instability (Breide 1998, 47ff., Ilves 2012, 98) and dismissed the claim that it could have been connected to the Baltic Crusades on the basis of an anachronism (cf. Moreken 1983, 127; Varenius 1995, 192; Ventegodt 1982, 71; Westerdahl 1995a, 25., cf. section 3.3.1).
Although not all aspects of the itinerary’s compilation history within the *Liber Census Daniae* is known, its importance becomes immediately apparent through the general geo-historical context as much as by the nature of the source. Before Denmark gained a permanent foothold in Estonia after the battle of Lyndanisse in 1219, a number of attacks have already taken place beforehand on Estonia in the years 1194, 1196, 1197 and 1206 on Saaremaa, and even in Finland in 1191 and 1202 (Reinsert 2009, 54). The crusades against Finland may have even ultimately served the purpose to gain a bridgehead from where to conquer Estonia (Lind et al. 2006, 151). In this context, the detour (as compared to the more direct route of the Hanseatic Sea Book) of the itinerary makes sense, as much as the abovementioned Danish toponym Hestø at the Finnish coast.

An important distinction has to be made between King Valdemar’s Itinery and the Hanseatic Sea Book, the first being an *itinerarium adnotatum* and the second a rutter. Although they could be effortlessly compared in a graph (Fig. 3-19) and seem to adhere to the same principles, they are fundamentally different in the purpose for which they were made. While the Hanseatic Sea Book was for practical use on board of ships, the itinerary remained in the scriptorium or library of a monastic or royal institution, as already anticipated in section 3.3.3. This does not mean that a rutter following the same route did not exist. In fact, it is very likely, as the itinerary from Sweden to Finland is "contaminated" with navigational notes, which made little sense in a conventional itinerary and must have been copied from a rutter or – at least – from an oral route description. Although the possibility that ships may have actually followed this route is alluded to in the following chapter, the principal purpose of the Valdemarian Itinerary should not be lost out of sight.

It represents the intellectual component of a communication network, which made it possible to exert central royal authority in dispersed and peripheral areas. This is nowhere as well reflected as in an incident described by Henry of Livonia, which illustrates that not only people, but also information were subject to travel time. When a German crusader fleet encountered an Oselian pirate fleet off the coast of southern Scania near Listerby, laden with plunder and prisoners from an earlier raid on a Danish coast, the crusaders were disposed to avenge the losses of their Danish fellow Christians. But they did not attack, as the Oselians managed to convince them that Riga (where the crusaders were heading to) has made peace with them in the meantime. This however, proved to be a lie, and the crusaders were thoroughly outsmarted (HCL VII, 1, cf. Bauer 1975, 25). This perfectly illustrates that manpower, weapons, resources and ships were not enough to win wars, but that information was essential to exert state power as not to lose oversight in the complicated patchwork of medieval diplomacy. As anticipated already in section 3.3.6, the itinerary would have made it possible to calculate travel time for fleets, and has to be seen in the context of the leading organisation.

Fig. 3-19. King Valdemar’s Itinerary (red pins) in comparison to the route description of the Hanseatic Sea Book (blue pins), and the territories held by Denmark (red) since the second quarter of the 13th century and Livonia, subdivided by holdings of the Swordbrother Order (white) and the bishops (purple). Navigational notes regarding course directions, minimum depths etc. – as typical for rutters – are marked in yellow (Graph: Daniel Zwick).
Another aspect – not yet addressed – could be legitimacy. The Danish king, the archbishop of Riga and the Swordbrothers were often engaged in disputes amongst each other for the stewardship of the lands conquered in God's name. All sides were making an effort – more or less successfully – to appeal to the popes for support of their respective territorial claims. This underlying conflict amongst the crusading factions has escalated in 1220, when King Valdemar II claimed Livonia, which was resisted by Bishop Albert of Riga, who conversely claimed that Riga has established a Christian mission in Estonia several years before the arrival of the Danes (DD 1.5, nr. 165; Reisnert 2009, 57). In this conflict, the pope sent William of Modena to mediate and settle these conflicting territorial disputes. It could be anticipated that a Latinised itinerary from Denmark to Estonia in combination with the Estlandlisten, showing the marching routes of the priests who baptised the local population, would have credibly documented the missionary efforts of the Danish crown. This may have ultimately underpinned the Danish territorial claims in the eyes of the papal legate. Although there is no evidence to this author's knowledge that the itinerary was drafted for this purpose, it is a distinct possibility with regard to the historical context.
In this section several ship-finds are revisited, which seem to have played a role in the transport network of the northeastern part of the Baltic Sea, where new trading posts as well as colonies in the wake of the crusades emerged. As such, it forms a counterpart to chapter 2, which examined the evidence from the ports of departure as well as access points into the Baltic Sea. In this chapter, the 'arrivals' are examined, and of course the 'non-arrivals', i.e. ships that were abandoned or lost in waters far from their crews' homelands.

4.1. The Riga 3 ship and its port

To this date, three medieval wrecks have been discovered in Riga's earliest harbour in the Rīga River (German: Rising / Latvian: Rīzene), which probably all date into the 13th century: The first discovery was already made in 1554 and was described in the alderman book of the great guild of Riga as being located at the former waterfront between the sand and lime gates. No further information is provided in the source (Caune 1994, 482). The second wreck was unearthed during archaeological excavations in 1938, about which little is known, except that it was heavily built with treenails measuring 5 cm in diameter and – as an in situ sketch indicates – a stempost notched to the keel in a sharp angle, and that it probably fell victim to a fire, as indicated by scorch marks (Caune 1994, 484). Henry of Livonia describes frequent attacks on Riga and ships moored in the Riga River outside the town wall could have become a vulnerable target. Only the third discovery of a ship – Riga 3 – was in a relatively well-preserved state and for the standards of a 1939 excavation well documented. The wreck was carefully disassembled and prepared for preservation and further study, but fell victim to a fire through artillery bombardment during WWII and was lost. Fortunately, many details can be still inferred from the in situ documentation and shall be evaluated. But before looking at the ship-remains, the location and early harbour development shall be addressed, as these factors are not incidental for the interpretation of the ship.

4.1.1. Foundation and fortification

After Lübeck was founded in 1143/1158, Riga is the second German town foundation in the Baltic Sea area, established in 1201. This is remarkable, as it is located on the opposite shores of the Baltic Sea and predates even the town foundations in the Wendish Quarter, i.e. of Wismar, Rostock, Stralsund and Greifswald. This is even more remarkable in respect of the presumed shortage of ships in Lübeck (cf. section 2.3.4). An explanation for this paradox has been offered with regard to the pivotal role of the Gotlandic merchant community whose economic mainstay was maritime long-distance trade. The foundation of Riga (Fig. 4-1) was preceded by merchant activities in the Daugava River valley, in which the Germans may have been involved since 1161 (Benninghoven 1961, 28).

The economic motive for settling in this area is even acknowledged in the late 13th-century Livonian Rhymed Chronicle, a source predominantly concerned with portraying the deeds of the Teutonic knights in a heroic light with reference to a higher celestial mission, rather than mundane trading activities. Nonetheless, no pretence was made for the primarily economic interests, which laid the foundation for German colonization in Livonia:

"Established merchants, rich and prominent in honour and wealth, had decided to seek profit from trade, as many still do today. God led them to employ a man who knew of foreign lands and straightaway he brought them by ship to the Baltic Sea. (...) The Daugava is the name of the river which flows out of Russia. (...) They went home and returned again often to Livonia in large numbers. Whenever the natives observed their arrival, they were received as welcome guests, and they spent many days buying and selling. So well did it go that they travelled thirty miles into the interior where many heathens lived with whom they could trade, and they remained there long enough to build a settlement. With native permission they built a worthy place on a mountain by the Daugava, a castle so large that these traders could remain there in peace and conduct trade for protracted periods of time. It was named Ückkill and stands even today in Livonia" (Smith & Urban 1977, 3f.).
Although Henry of Livonia ascribes the foundation efforts mainly to the mission activities of Meinhard, the first Bishop of Livonia, this can be doubted on the grounds of the shares of the merchant community in the financing and building the castle. It is one of the few instances when Henry's otherwise trustworthy and sober reporting may have been tinted by his bias as member of the clergy (cf. paper A, 358). The castle of Üxküll (Latvian: Ikšķile) was the first stone castle in the Baltics, founded in 1188, and situated near a Livonian village at a river bank, which articulated with an important north-south road, connecting the interior with the coastal regions (Lind et al. 2006, 165) (Fig. 4-2). Significantly, the most crucial logistical support was made by the Gotlanders, who not only provided ships but also the stonemasons to erect the castle (HCL I, 6).

However, Üxküll became redundant as headquarters of the episcopal see, when a direct bridgehead was required for arriving crusaders. Seagoing ships could not reach the castle due to rapids, which could be only traversed with small river-craft. This lead to problems in landing the crusader contingents in 1198 and 1200, which had to disembark at the Dauagava estuary several kilometres downstream from the castle (Benninghoven 1961, 22f.). Thus, a new site for the episcopal see and capital of the Livonian crusader movement had to be found. As Henry of Livonia notes, it was chosen with the possibility for a portus (HCL IV, 5 and V, 1) and in 1201, Riga was founded as the second German city with access to the Baltic Sea. However, the city was not founded at the main stream – the Dauagava River – but its side-arm called Rige River, which served as first harbour and in which also the three ships were discovered. The community of mercatores Guttenses – i.e. Gotlandic merchants – had a vested interest in settling in the city, thus changing their status from a travelling (frequentates) to a residential (manentes) merchant, and claiming far-reaching autonomy within the city in 1211 (Benninghoven 1961, 37).

Fig. 4-1. The location of Riga in the context of territorial rule (not yet established in this form in the foundation phase in 1201) and sea routes. A hypothetical route (dotted green line) is added, which was probably used by the German crusaders who sailed via Visby. The municipal area around Riga (red square) is magnified in fig. 4-4 (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

Fig. 4-2. Artist's impression of Üxküll Castle and its enclosed church on the basis of the archaeologically excavated foundation walls (Source: Caune 1996b, fig. 1b).

The joint commitment and mutual benefit between ecclesia and mercatura is well documented for the Dauagava River valley, where merchants facilitated maritime logistics with their ships, provided transport and supplies, pilotage and know-how, while the clergy
offered protection by unleashing the crusading movement in this region, in which wake new territories and resources became accessible and markets could be established in the baptised and "pacified" lands (cf. Blomkvist 2005, 529f.).

The 13th century is marked by numerous building activities of both stone castles and fortified watermills; the latter being strategic points not only because of their economic value, but also because watermill sites were often combined with bridges, which to control was of eminent importance to safeguard access to the city and its hinterland. The castles of this period were built with large courtyards (Caune 1996, 19), probably to offer protection and a camp space for the new arrivals. Not all castles were of stone, however. In order to protect trade against Osilian and Courish raids – and arguably the estuarine islands, which seem to have had some economic value as they were enfeoffed in 1211 (Benninghoven 1961, 20) – Bishop Albert founded the fortified Cisterciansian monastery of Dünamünde in 1205 (Caune 1996, 24). Additionally, a cog was anchored in the Daugava (also known as Dvina) estuary in 1216 to safeguard access to the river, described by Henry of Livonia as follows:

"The members of the bishop's household and the Brothers of the Militia who were in Riga heard of the Estonians' design and bought a cog and strengthened it all about, like a fort. They put fifty men in it with ballistas and armour and they stationed it at the mouth of the Dvina River to guard the entrance of the harbor, lest the Oselians come and block it up as before." (Brundage 2003, 184f.)

One may question whether this "strengthening all about" refers to the crenellated superstructure, as seen in several seal-depictions (Fig. 4-3) from the new German towns founded along the southern Baltic coast?

These would have offered raised fighting platforms for the *balistarii* — the crossbowmen — who have played a vital role as marksmen and in defensive combat on land and at sea (cf. Mäesalu 2011, 267ff.). It is often implied that these superstructures became a permanent feature on the ships in the wake of trade wars (cf. Ellmers 1986, 65f.). But this seems impractical, as they would have decreased the sailing capabilities considerably, offering such a massive wind-cover that they would have dramatically increased the leeway and reduced the hydrostatic stability due to top-heaviness. Henry of Livonia's description of a cog converted into a floating castle should be considered a decisive hint, at least with regard to the development of early for- and aftercastles.

For Detlev Ellmers, ship-depictions on Hanseatic seals symbolise two major aspects: The cross on the mast-top marks them as merchant vessel and the vessels themself emblemise the most important mode of transport (cf. Ellmers 2005, 416). If, however, ship-depictions with elaborare castle-structures are interpreted as floating fortresses to protect a *portus*, the meaning varies slightly in that the ship itself was not a merchant vessel but a ship to protect the save conduct of trade, which could have been advertised in the seal. This would have been a particularly important aspect in the Baltics and Prussia, which were not pacified. Besides, the monastery of Dünamünde fulfilled also the role as a waypoint where ships could anchor to wait for favourable winds (Benninghoven 1961, 23). The fortified cog could have protected an anchoring merchant fleet from seaside attacks.
Riga’s waterfront revetment at the Rige River was probably built shortly after the foundation in the first decade of the 13th century. The revetment had multiple purposes: It was an erosion cover, extended far enough into the river that ships with a greater draught could be moored (Fig. 4-4) for a more convenient unloading and disembarkation, and by backfilling the former sloping river-bank behind the revetment wall, new land was created onto which storehouses could be built (Zunde 2015, 150).

An exactly similar – but far more extensive – development occurred in Lübeck between 1210 and 1250, where the land reclamation advanced about 100 metres into River Trave between 1210 and 1250 (Gläser 2009, 89).

The Rige harbour still existed hundred years after its foundation (Fig. 4-5). In 1297 the City of Riga intended to build a draw-bridge across the mouth of River Rige to transport building material faster to the other side, where a revetment was constructed in order protect the town wall from being undercut by ice-drift. The opening was to measure 33 foot, i.e. 9.46 metres, so that – as the correspondence explicitly states – not only other ships like prams and pyraticae could pass through, but also liburnae (Benninghoven 1993, 242), which is a term synonymously used to cogs (cf. Heinsius 1986, 92; Paulsen 2016, 132f.), indicating that after almost a century after the city’s foundation, the Rige harbour was still in use for large ships. It would have arguably also offered better protection against the ice-drift. This is reflected in the addendum to Riga’s municipal statutes of 1300, which stipulate that a fourth of the ship’s worth has to be relinquished for towing assistance into the Rige when the ship is rendered disabled by adverse ice-drift (Benninghoven 1993, 243). In 1304, a dispute was settled, after a complaint was made by the Teutonic Order that it cannot reach its estate – St. George Court – at the Rige River bank by ship, upon which the City of Riga had to grant free passage also to small and large ships of the Order brothers: naves dictorum magistri et fratrum parvae et magnae (Benninghoven 1993, 246).

Fig. 4-4. A Bremen-type reconstruction moored at the revetment quay of the Middelaldercentret near Nykøbing Falster, Denmark. This photo gives a rough idea how the Rige harbour could have looked like in Riga’s foundation phase, except that many of the early buildings and the town wall were constructed in brick-stones from the very outset (Photo: J. Engelbrecht).
Fig. 4-5. Top: The Daugava estuary region in 1226, showing Riga (est. 1201) in relation to Üxküll (1188). Key: (1) Castle of the Swordbrother Order, (2) Monastery, (3) Bishop’s Castle, (4) Vastsel Castle, (5-7) fortified watermills, (8) roads, (9-11) boundaries of the Order’s, bishop’s and municipal areas (Source: Caune 1996, fig. 3). Bottom: The City of Riga 1230-1330; the area marked in red corresponds to the city’s foundation phase until 1210. The three ship-find spots referred to in the text are indicated by the blue pins. The bridge (built 1297) at the mouth of the Rige River was built as draw-bridge (Source: Benninghoven 1993, 241; cf. also Benninghoven 1961, map 6, modified by the author).
4.1.2. The Riga 3 wreck

The wreck was dated stratigraphically into the 13th century and was excavated in a 7 m deep pit beneath a 15th/16th century waterfront revetment (Caune 1994, 485f.) (Fig. 4-6). A number of associated finds corroborate this date; one of them being a hollow bronze arrowhead with three holes – possibly for inserting burning matter – thus indicating a possible use as flaming arrow (Caune 1994, 492). Scorch marks in the Riga ship 2 and 3 indicate that these ships may have fallen prey to one of the many attacks launched against the city, particularly in the early phase. For instance, in 1210 the Cours launched an attack and in 1297 the line of dispute even ran right through the city itself, when the citizens of Riga rebelled against the Order of the Swordbrothers and destroyed their castle within the city precincts.

The wreck was tilted to its starboard side – i.e. the largest surviving portion – with 12 surviving strakes on the starboard side and only 4 on the port side (Caune 1994, 485f.). The original dimensions are based on a reconstruction, according to which the ship was 14.3 m in total length, with a beam of 4.9 m and a height of 2.4 m amidship and 2.8 m at the bow, thus indicating a sheerline (Caune 1994, 488). As such, it would have been a medium-sized vessel. On the basis of the stem-shape, Andris Caune (1994, 493) associates the Riga 3 wreck to the cog-group (sic!) according to Ole Crumlin-Pedersen’s typology (1983).

These characteristics are basically the characteristics of the Bremen-type, of which the Riga 3 wreck had the following (after Caune 1994):

- hook-scarfs connecting keel and stem and sternpost at sharp angles, 120° (stem) and 110° (sternpost) respectively, joined with iron bolts
- greater sided (12-17cm) than moulded (8-9cm) height of the floor-timbers
- great plank widths (34-45 cm) and thickness (2.5-3 cm) indicating tangential conversion

Characteristics non-specific to a building tradition include:

- assembled frames joined to planks with wedged treenails of 3cm diameter
- stringers, or probably rather ceiling planks (widths 11-18 cm, thickness 2.5 cm)
- T-shaped keel, with a length of 9.19 m, height of 15 cm and an upper width of 20 cm amidships, tapering to 11 cm towards both ends
And, finally, characteristics that can be brought in connection with a Scandinavian tradition – although not exclusively – include:

- use of clinker-nails
- animal hair treated with tar, as well as cords and cloth

The ship was entirely constructed of oak, with the exceptions of several repairs made with pine and birch (Caune 1994, 488). These makeshift repairs are characteristic for ships travelling into the far north where oak was not readily available. Andris Caune also notes that the tool-marks indicate that all works were carried out with the axe, with no indications whatsoever for the use of a saw or a plane. This is not surprising, as the earliest ship in the Baltic Sea featuring sawn planks is the Gedesby ship of 1320 (Bill 1997).

The stem and stern posts are preserved to a height of 1.58m and 1.95m, with rabbets for 8 and 9 hood-ends, respectively. The stem and stern posts must have been prolonged by additional pieces, as there were at least 12 strakes (Caune 1994, 488). Thus, there is no way of knowing whether all hood-ends were rabatted into the stem and sternposts, or – as in the case of the Kollerup ship – only the planks below the water-line.

Considering that the Latvian archaeologist Andris Caune wrote his article on the Riga 3 in German – not his native language – and submitted it to a journal not specialised in maritime affairs, the use of terminology is in one section ambivalent, although most descriptions make sense for this author and could be translated effortlessly. One aspect in particular is interesting: Caune (1994, 490) writes that the oak planks were geschlossen (stripped?) and smoothened with an axe, while the 'sides' and 'ends' were clinker-fastened. Does this mean, that some portions of the midship section were not clinker-fastened, but rather – like in bottom-based constructions – had flush-laid planks? Neither the reconstruction drawing of the cross-section nor the photos indicate this. But why were specifically the 'sides' and 'ends' mentioned as being clinker-fastened, when indeed the entire ship's planking ought to be fastened this way? This detail was lost in translation, but it would be save to assume that the occular evidence – the photos and the drawing – should be the determining factor in classifying this wreck as a "pure" clinker-construction.

In the excavations no gudgeons for a stern-rudder were discovered, so the excavator concluded that the ship must have had a side-rudder. Andris Caune rightly pointed out that neither a fitting for a side-rudder was detected and that possible traces for gudgeons may have been detected in a later investigation (1994, 492). This reminds of the Kollerup case, where initially also no traces of a stern-rudder were found (Khortz Andersen 1983), but iron concretions were detected many years later (Hocker & Daly 2006, 192f).

4.1.3. Hybrid, intermediate form or variant in its own right?

The mixed constructional features bring us back to an old question: Which criteria are crucial for determining the principal influence? In a case like the Karschau ship, where only a later repair was carried out in a technique from a different shipbuilding tradition, it is obviously still addressed as a Scandinavian construction. In a case like the Bossholmen ship, which has all Bremen-type features except for the untypical beam-keel, one would still feel inclined to see it as part of the Bremen-type. This has been the case even with the Kollerup ship, despite having many deviating features, for which reason it was suggested to refer to the wider tradition as Kollerup-Bremen type, as suggested by Anton Englert (Englert 2000, 46). This, however, implies a pre-determined line of development from the mid 12th to the late 14th century, which may not do justice to other vessels with Bremen-type features, but which development might have taken an entirely different trajectory. As such, the Kronholm wreck from the first half of the 13th century can be seen, which likewise displays an amalgamation of features,
interpreted as mixed Scandinavian and German influences by the excavator. Bremen-type or "German" features include the flush-laid bottom planking and the characteristic straight stem, while the slenderness of the framing system built of pine was thought to be reminiscent of a Scandinavian influence (Rönnby 1996, 70). The Kyholmen wreck from the early 13th century presents a similar case, but the other way round (cf. Crumlin-Pedersen 1980): Here the Scandinavian features prevail and only the straight stem might be referred to as a feature analogous to the Bremen-type. In fact, all Bremen-type features have been referred to as cog-features by most of the above authors, which brings us back to the way the "cog" was mis-appropriated for the use in archaeological typologies. Its definition is solely based on the ship depiction on the Stralsund seal of 1329, which was referenced in a 1483 document as "unser Stad Sigel genomen den koggen" (our seal reproduced from the cog) (e.g. Fliedner & Pohl-Weber 1968, 24) (Fig. 4-8).

As pointed out earlier (paper B, 61), the deduction and inference of further criteria was biased by the sequence of discoveries. Although the Riga 3 wreck was excavated in 1939, well before the "Bremen Cog" excavated in 1962, the "identification" of the Bremen wreck as "cog" through Siegfried Fliedner (1964) was based on Paul Heinsius' groundbreaking study first published in 1956, which tentatively associated ship-depictions with ship-types (cf. Heinsius 1986).

The observations on which the "cog-typology" is based are not wrong in itself, as they describe a consistent set of features frequently observed as "cluster". But these are not necessarily relating to a historical type, but a shipbuilding tradition. For this very reason, it makes more sense to replace the term "cog" in the archaeological usage with Bremen-type, as has been practised throughout this work.

This does not mean that Bremen-type ships or the Riga 3 ship might not have been referred to as cogs by contemporaries. It is even very likely that most Bremen-type vessels were called cogs, as Bremen-type vessels tend to be comparatively large. Although the historical sources are mute on constructional details, they overwhelmingly indicate that cogs were large vessels (cf. Jahnke 2011; Jahnke & Englert 2015, 37; Paulsen 2010).
4.2. The Matsalu ship-timbers

Several ship-timbers were recovered in the Matsalu Bay in Lääne County, Estonia (Fig. 4-10). This is historically an interesting region and the ship-timbers may be a small piece in the puzzle to illuminate the history of conflict. Maili Roio kindly made available the recordings and agreed to send some dendrological samples to Dr. Aoife Daly, who was commissioned with the analysis by this author.

4.2.1. Date and provenance

Five samples from the Matsalu timbers were analysed by Dr. Aoife Daly, all of oak (quercus sp.), and it was possible to date three of them. Only the heartwood is preserved, thus the actual felling date could be considerably later than the last tree-ring (Fig. 4-11). In terms of provenance, the highest correlation occurs with the South Jutland region, Denmark, with a t-value of 8.14 to the accumulated group of the Kollerup, Kollund and Skagen wrecks from the 2nd half of the 12th century (Daly 2013, 2). Both, the date and the Danish provenance, are striking and may testify early expeditions from southern Jutland to this region. In the following section the constructional features shall be evaluated in the light of shipwrecks from that time.

4.2.2. Construction

The ship-timbers are hitherto unpublished and only recordings have been made and included uncommented in a catalogue (Ratas & Ratas 2012). On the basis on the recordings alone, however, it is possible to infer some constructional principles (all interpretations by the present author). Most elements have only survived in fragmented form. The most heavily fragmented pieces from which no details can be deduced are omitted here.

All frame fragments consistently indicate that the moulded width is about half of the sided width (cf. timbers 1, 2, 3 6, 8, 9, 10, 11), with moulded...
dimensions of about 15-20 cm and sided measures of about 35 cm. Most of these timbers feature a joggled side, which indicates lapstrake planking. Judging from the distance of the joggles and allowing for lands (overlapping planks), the plank would have had a width of approximately 35-40 cm. Each strake would have been fastened by two treenails to the frame, which are diagonally arranged. Timber 1 shows of how the frame was scarfed, i.e. diagonally, measuring ca. 40 cm and held by three treenails, two of which will have arguably also protruded a strake.

A very fragmented piece of a frame — timber 2 — features a recess with an iron oxide layer (Fig. 4-13.), which appears to be a limber hole. The high iron oxide content in the bilge-water can be explained by the corrosion of iron nails or even caulking cramps (sintels), which however are not present in the archaeological assemblage.

Timber 10 appears to have only one recess for a lapstrake at its upper edge (Fig. 4-14), and the remaining face smoothed as to accommodate flush-laid planks. There is even a slight bend at the position where the seam of the two flush-laid planks would have been. This almost definitely points to a bottom-based construction, as already indicated by the floor-timbers, unless the edges have deteriorated or where adzed off, or belonged to a frame of an extended dugout, like the Schlachte wreck from 1170 (cf. Zwick 2012). However, the latter possibility is diminished by the fact that the timbers appear to come from one find context and the presence of a V-shaped frame element clearly indicates that this must have been a vessel that was entirely planked.

Such V-shaped frames were located at the tapering ends of the hull, either at the stem or stern section. Unfortunately, this frame appears to be too fragmented to infer further details. Another interesting element is a slightly curved beam, slightly trapezoidal, with a maximum width of ca. 17 cm and a thickness in a range of 9 to 12 cm (Fig. 4-15). Judging from the curvature, this is likely to be a stringer, a longitudinal reinforcement. The curvature more likely represents the ship’s tapering sides rather than its sheer. The 9 holes — arguably treenail-holes — are arranged in an alternating fashion. The first and last three holes are horizontal and the the three remaining holes in the central part are vertical. Thus, only the ends must have been notched to the frames, whereas the vertical treenails in the central could have been notched to cross-beams. They are spaced at an interval of about 110 cm (not counting the gap, where evidently a cut section was cut out as sample). The stringer features a recess on both ends, which possibly served as scarf for the elongation of the stringer.

Another possible interpretation of timber 7 is that of a channel, with the three vertical holes representing the points through which the shrouds were redirected. This would have kept the shrouds clear of the gunwale by merely redirecting — not bearing — the tensile force, which would explain why the timber was only fastened at both ends to the hull. A further fragmented element — timber 5 — can be identified as a knee, which would have been most likely positioned on a cross-beam or thwart and reinforced the upper side planking (Fig. 4-16).

A rough estimate on the vessel’s size can be based on timber 7, measuring almost 5 m in length. Judging its moderate curvature, this could have been part of a very large vessel in the above 20 m length range. The impression is corroborated by the large dimensions of the frames. The significance of such a large vessel in this remote bay can be arguably explained in historical terms, as shall be attempted in the following section.
Fig. 4-12. Matsalu timber 1: joggled frame with futtock-scarf (Ratas & Ratas 2012, tab. 1)

Fig. 4-13. Matsalu timber 2: floor-timber fragment with timber hole (Ratas & Ratas 2012, tab. 2)
Fig. 4-14. Matsalu timber 10: frame element (Ratas & Ratas 2012, tab. 10)

Fig. 4-15. Matsalu timber 4: V-shaped knee (Ratas & Ratas 2012, tab. 4)

Fig. 4-17. Matsalu timber 5: knee (Ratas & Ratas 2012, tab. 5)
Fig. 4-16. Matsalu timber 7: beam / stringer (Ratas & Ratas 2012, tab. 7)
4.2.3. Floor-timber dimensions as diagnostic feature?

Due to the fragmentary state of the Matsalu wreckside, the possibilities for comparison are limited. The most notable feature is that the sided widths of the frames are almost twice the ratio to the moulded depth; a feature well apparent in heavy timbered early Bremen-type constructions. Timber 10 with its partially joggled outline for both flush-laid and lapstrake planks could indeed be the decisive cue to categorise the Matsalu timbers as Bremen-type construction. This is corroborated by all frame dimensions and — to a lesser extent — the high iron content in the bilge water — as evidenced by the iron oxide at the timbers' ends — which could be an indicator for the presence of caulking clamps in the interior part of the hull, unless one is willing to accept that the high iron content stems from the iron nails alone.

The timbers are comparable to the earliest ship of this type — the Kollerup ship of 1150, which similarly has a Jutlandic provenance. The latter's maximum frame dimensions are about 40 cm as sided width and 20 cm as moulded depth (cf. Khortz Andersen 1983, pl. 2), thus very similar to the Matsalu frames. On the basis of the shared Jutlandic origin, it has been hypothesised that the Kollerup (ca. 1150) and the Kolding wreck (1188/89) (Fig. 4-18) may have even been built in the same shipyard, as the strikingly similar construction of their stern hooks suggests (Hocker & Daly 2006, 192f.).

With the Matsalu wreck, there is yet another potential find that features similarities to this group of Bremen-type finds. The comparability of ship-timbers of course limited, but frame dimensions can be a diagnostic feature. In the following table, quantitative characteristics of the Matsalu timbers are compared to corresponding features of major vessels from this period and the entire Baltic Sea region. As the dimensions vary greatly — e.g. the frame and plank widths towards the hood-ends — only maximum dimensions of floor-timbers, futtocks and planks for the amidships section are provided in order to assure comparability.

What can be concluded from the table is that “flat” frames — i.e. where the sided width surpasses the moulded depth — occur only in bottom-based or Bremen-type constructions. Moreover, the greater plank width is characteristic for these constructions. As could be inferred from the frame’s joggled outline, the plank width of ca. 35-40 cm would be consistent with this finding.

While the Haderslev Ship built around 1220 bears no similarities to the Matsalu Ship, a loose heavy V-shaped floor timber typical for Bremen-type constructions was found on top of the wreck: Timber 1 with 27 cm sided width and 15 cm moulded depth. Unlike the Haderslev Ship, where all frames were connected to each strake with one treenail, this floor-timber was held by a double row. It dates to after 1188 and appears to be of local origin at the Møllestrømmen site near Haderslev (Englert 2015, 239). Haderslev is also the presumed site where the oak timber for the Kollerup, Kolding and Skagen ships were cut in the second half of the 12th century (cf. Hocker & Daly 2006). It is indeed striking that all early Bremen-type constructions — now including the Matsalu ship-timbers — share a Jutlandic origin. This implication will be discussed further in this chapter’s conclusion.

What seems important for the time being, is that the finding location in the Matsalu Bay at a small distance of only 5 km to the historical town of Lihula (German: Lejl) could be significant with regard to the wreck’s interpretation, not least because it is situated at the mouth of a creek leading to Lihula. This might have been navigable for smaller vessels in medieval times. Given the absence of sapwood, the Matsalu timbers could be also considerably later in date than the terminus post quem of 1150 suggests, possibly in the range of decades rather than years. With this assertion, the Matsalu timbers date right into the “Theatre of War” when the province of Lääne was a highly contested zone of conflict between Danes, Germans, Swedes and Estonians at the end of the 12th and the early 13th century.
While an attempt to link the Matsalu timbers to specific historical events that occurred in this region would be too speculative and unwarranted in the absence of an exact date, the timbers should nonetheless be seen in the context of other Bremen-type constructions presented in this chapter, which can be linked to long-distance routes into the eastern Baltic region from the Danish and German heartlands.

4.3. Revisiting the Kuggmaren Ship in the Stockholm Archipelago

The early 13th-century Kuggmaren wreck is situated in a lagoonal inlet of the Jungfruskär (Fig. 4-19), an offshore island to Nämö, listed in the Itinerary as nesö. It is situated at a distance of 40 km to Stockholm as the crow flies.

The wreck is well visible from the surface, as it is only at a depth of 1.5 m (Adams & Rönby 2002, 174) (Fig 4-20), which would correspond to a depth of approximately 4.7 m in the early 13th-century, if the post-glacial land rise is taken into account. According to the Swedish land survey of 2003 with the RH 2000 system, the post-glacial land rise amounts to 4 mm in this region, extrapolated to 800 years this would be 3.2 m (Ågren & Svensson 2007, Fig. 5.1).

That is not to say that the land rise occurred equably, but approximation by extrapolation is the closest estimate and demonstrates how much the hydrological conditions have changed over the centuries. The site was investigated in 1998 and it was described as the earliest “cog-find” in Swedish waters (Adams & Rönby 2002).

While the term “cog” is avoided here for reasons expounded in section 2.3, the implication of being perceived as ‘foreign’ vessel in Swedish waters remains.

Upon considering the finding location, the dendrological analysis and construction, a possible connection of this ship with the Valdemarian Itinerary and the Northern Crusades was suggested during the initial investigation (Adams & Rönby 2002, 179). This connection shall be explored further in this section on the basis of new research data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wreck</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>L/B (m)</th>
<th>Floor</th>
<th>Futtock</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Plank</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eltang</td>
<td>1138+</td>
<td>W-Jutland</td>
<td>18/5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynæs I</td>
<td>1140+</td>
<td>Västergötland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karschau</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>Little Belt / Fyn</td>
<td>26/7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skanör</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td></td>
<td>21/5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kollerup</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsalu</td>
<td>1150+</td>
<td>Jutland</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schleswig M</td>
<td>1169</td>
<td>SW Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erritsø</td>
<td>1180+</td>
<td>S Jutland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roskilde 2</td>
<td>1185+</td>
<td>SW-Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolding</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skagen</td>
<td>1190+</td>
<td>S-Jutland</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korsholm 3</td>
<td>1201+</td>
<td>N-Jutland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuggmaren</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>N-Jutland</td>
<td>15+ / 8+</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyholm</td>
<td>1201+</td>
<td></td>
<td>13+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronholm</td>
<td>1223+</td>
<td></td>
<td>15+ / 5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 4-1. Comparison of frame and plank dimensions (L = length / B = beam / M = moulded / S = sided). The Matsalu timbers are highlighted in dark blue and Bremen-type constructions in light blue. Maximum average values are certainly not representative, but should be only regarded as approximate values. Dates indicated with a “+” show that no sapwood is preserved and that the felling date can be considerably later. Some “spikes” in the maximum dimension — which may occur at the heayy rudder-frame or a scarfed section for instance — have been omitted. All values are rounded and in cm, unless otherwise stated.
Macrobotanical samples retrieved from the bilge as well as caulking material were kindly made available by Prof. Dr. Johan Rönnby (Södertörns University) and analysed by the author under the guidance of Prof. Dr. Wiebke Kierleis and Dr. Helmut Kroll (University of Kiel).
4.3.1. Date and provenance

Initially, three dendrological samples (group 1) were taken from the planks and analysed by Olafur Eggertsson at the University of Lund. As the samples included no sapwood, it was only possible to date the wood roughly into the early 13th century with the highest correlation for Jutland, Denmark (Adams & Rönnby 2002, 176). Two additional samples (group 2) were taken from the frames and corroborated the earlier finding to the extent that the highest correlation occurred with Danish master chronologies. The analysis provided also a precise felling date — i.e. spring/summer 1215 — as the sample contained sapwood (Daly 2007a, 88). However, the analysed samples were quantitatively not representative enough to infer an exact regionally specific provenance (Fig. 4-21). The relatively low t-values are due to the few samples taken, rather than the remote possibility that the wood originated from far outside the periphery of the dataset (Daly 2007a, 90).

The fact that the t-values of group 2 are the highest for master chronologies from the Netherlands, rather than Denmark, reflects that the provenance determination of the Kuggmaren wreck cannot be regarded as entirely resolved. The disparity could be explained in terms of separate sources for the framing and the planking (Daly 2007a, 92). As crooked frame elements were usually cut locally (Daly 2007a, 195), this would imply early timber export from Denmark, but unlike in later centuries (paper D), there appears to be no historical evidence for significant timber export at that early time, especially from Denmark. There seems to be a greater disparity overall in group 2 if compared to singular measurements (Fig. 4-22).
Aoife Daly notes that one of the reasons for the greater variability in group 2 could be also conditioned by the pith inclusion, which naturally has a higher variability. This alone could explain the disparity as has become manifest in group 2. Thus, it does not seem unreasonable to “blend out” the Dutch maximum t-values from the master chronology comparison for group 2 and one could assume — for the sake of experiment — that both groups originated from the same region. By treating both groups as one group — and by the fact that the rings of the younger tree cannot be compared, as the group 1 samples contained no pith — the correlations as expressed by the t-value are actually somewhat higher (max. 8.45), which strengthens the earlier finding that the timber originated from Jutland (Daly 2007a, 94) (Fig. 4-23).

Although the provenance determination would benefit from the analysis of further samples, the probability of localisation was increased by Aoife Daly’s re-analysis, which encompassed not only new samples, but also a statistical approach in which the limitation of dendrological data was duly taken into account.

4.3.2. Grain residues

The grain samples kindly made available to the author by Prof. Dr. Johan Rönby were analysed in November 2011 and yielded the following result:
The main mass consisted of barley fruits and pericarps, which indicates that it must have been pre-cleaned. The cleaning procedures conformed to the main product — barley — while oat husks are relatively frequent as side product. The most weeds were relatively heavy seeds and fruits which cannot be easily separated from the harvest (Helmut Kroll and Wiebke Kierleis, pers. comm.).

Quantitative estimates on whether this was part of the cargo or provisions is of course not possible, as only the bottom of the wreck survived and most of its cargo has dispersed, except for some residues that have fallen into the bilge and covered by sediments. It is also not possible to determine whether the grain was shipped on the vessel’s last and final voyage, or from an earlier shipment.

It was argued that grain-carrying vessels ought to have a ceiling, as for instance displayed on the depiction of the Brösen wreck near Danzig from the first half of the 13th century, in order to separate the cargo from the bilge-water, implying that grain was transported as bulk good (Heinsius 1986, 132). While there is little evidence for ceiling planking, the wide sided frame dimensions of Bremen-type constructions would have made it possible to insert temporary de facto ceiling planks laid across the heavy timbered frames.

4.3.2. Grain and horse transports along the Swedish coast: a hypothesis

Although there are still many unknown parameters, it is already possible to make a preliminary attempt to interpret the find assemblage. In order to do this, the — yet unproven — premise is set, that the grain in the Kuggmaren samples originated from the last voyage’s shipment. It needs to be kept in mind, that the following conjecture stands and falls with this premise.

A possible use of the grain could have been for beer-brewers. But the pre-cleaning usually takes place after the transport and shortly before the malting process and requires dry storage for a period of dormancy (Guido & Moreira 2014, 52). Would it have made sense to pre-clean the barley before transporting it in the humid conditions of a ship’s hold? While this question has to remain unanswered, an interesting comparison can be made: About 240 km further south as the crow flies is another 13th century shipwreck with a similar cargo: The Bossholmen wreck near Oskarshamn likewise carried barley, but mainly rye. Some of the seeds also contained hops and juniper, which might indicate that this was shipped as commodity for beer-brewers in the north (Lemdahl et al, 1995, 170).

The barley, however, could have also served as fodder for transported animals. Amongst the insects found in the Bossholmen samples were also carrion beetles that could be found in horse dung (Lemdahl et al, 1995, 171). This is indeed a strong indicator for the transport of horses, at least at one point in the ship’s transport history. There are several contemporary references, which confirm that barley

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Hordeum vulgare</em></td>
<td>rachis</td>
<td>barley</td>
<td>Gerste</td>
<td>main mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. vulgare</td>
<td>rachis</td>
<td>barley</td>
<td>Gerste</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arenaria tinctoria</td>
<td>husk</td>
<td>oat seeds</td>
<td>Saathäfer</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellaria media</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>chickweed</td>
<td>Vogelmire</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthriscus arvensis</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>corn chamomile</td>
<td>Acker-Hundsksamille</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctium patula</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>halberdleaf orache</td>
<td>Rutenmelde</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arena tinctoria</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>oat seeds</td>
<td>Saathäfer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conium maculatum</td>
<td>mericarp</td>
<td>poison hemlock</td>
<td>Gefleckter Schierling</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthemis arvensis</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>burr</td>
<td>Klette</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctium patula</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>spear-leaved orache</td>
<td>Spielmelde</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenopodium album</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>white goosefoot</td>
<td>Weißer Gänsefuß</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corylus avellana</td>
<td>pericarp</td>
<td>hazel</td>
<td>Haselnuss</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallopia convolvulus</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>black birdweed</td>
<td>Windenknöterich</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumaria</td>
<td>mericarp</td>
<td>fumitory</td>
<td>Erdrauch</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galinspis bifida/ G. tetralob</td>
<td>mericarp</td>
<td>hemp-nettle</td>
<td>Hohlzahn</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapsana communis</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>nipplewort</td>
<td>Rainkohl</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsatella (rezent)</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>sweet grass</td>
<td>Süßgras</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranunculus</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>crowfoot</td>
<td>Hahnenfuß</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taraxacum japonica</td>
<td>mericarp</td>
<td>common hedge parsley</td>
<td>Gewöhnl. Klettenkerbel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viola</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>viola</td>
<td>Veilchen</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 4-2. Macrobotanical analysis of a grain sample from the Kuggmaren wreck.

---

14 The ceiling planking in the drawing of the Brösen wreck might have been included as 19th century bias of how ships were constructed. One should not forget that the Brösen wreck was never properly recorded, and the sketch could have been amended by further details after the wreck was broken up.
was used as horse-fodder on sea voyages. According to the chronicler Albert von Aachen, participants of the First Crusade from Cologne carried barley as horse fodder (Glazheen 2006, 122). Also Mediterranean ships bound to the Holy Land were laden with barley as *en route* horse fodder, which consumption rate for seaborne voyages is detailed in documents from Venice for 1268, from Naples for 1278-80 and from Marseilles for 1318 (Pryor 2006, 16f.). Historical sources from the later half of the 13th century reveal that the estates of the Hospitaller brothers in southern Italy actively supported the crusader logistics to Acre with wheat, barley, legumes and horse shipments (Bronstein 2005, 98). A similar case could be also made for the Northern Crusades.

Both grain and horses were also exported from Denmark since the 11th century (Riis 2010, 43f.). In his characterisation of the Danes, Arnold of Lübeck noted in the year 1183 that Denmark is not only renowned for its naval warfare, but also for its horseback warriors and horse-breeding, made possible by its fertile meadows (ACS III.5). War horses were not only bred by knightly orders, but also by ecclesiastic institutions like the Cistercians since the second half of the 12th century, specifically for the Baltic Crusades (Jensen 2011, 256). This implies that horses must have been transported across the sea at this time. This is confirmed by the Danish chronicler Saxo Grammaticus, who retrospectively noted that the Danes transported in the year 1136 for the first time horses on board of their vessels:

*“So he forgot the troubles of his friend and attended his own. He assembled a fleet against Rugen, and in order to conduct a brisker campaign, became the first to embark horses on a seaborne Danish expedition. He made every ship carry four, and posterity has carefully followed this practice. When the fleet had taken this complement aboard, it numbered eleven hundred ships.”* (translation: Christiansen 1981, 352).

Of particular interest is Saxo’s notion that it has become common practise that each ship carried four horses, which in *“posterity”* was *“carefully followed”*. Since his book was written in the beginning of the 13th century, Saxo thus indirectly emphasises how important horse transport must have been considered at his time, and that it must have continued to play an important role. As shown above (section 3.3.8.), the itinerary also included a toponym *Hesto* — literally: horse island — which must have been somehow connected to maritime horse-transport, possibly as grazing ground. Its location on the opposite side of the Gulf of Finland nearby the Danish possessions in Estonia is certainly not irrelevant. Horses will have undoubtedly been shipped across the Baltic Sea, as much of Valdemar II’s army relied on horseback warriors. In 1234 the castle’s arsenal of Reval/Tallinn listed 250 warhorses and 200 riding horses (DD 1:6, 199; Reinsert 2009, 61), i.e. only 15 years after the Danes had gained a victory at Lyndanisse and laid the foundation of Danish sovereignty in Estonia with the construction of a stone castle. These horses could not have been bred from a small stock within this short time span, so it can be assumed that the great majority of these horses were shipped to Estonia. On Saxo Grammaticus’ premise that 4 horses could be transported in one ship, this would mean that at least 113 horse shipments must have taken place in the 15 years after the Battle of Lyndanisse — between 1219 and 1234 — for the Reval/Tallinn arsenal alone. Since this was not the only Danish castle and arsenal in Estonia, the shipments would have been even more. From this period there are also several other written sources indicating horse-transport, often in connection with the Northern Crusades. In 1226 a possible horse transport occurred when the papal
Fig. 4-24. The stone door – porta lapidum – named Hariestic in the Valdemarian Itinerary (near Boggenstäket) viewed from the north. Stockholm is depicted on the right side. Not necessarily owed to perspective, smaller vessels are shown entering the southern passage (here: above) and larger take the passage north (here: below) of Wärmdö (from Olaus Magnus Historia - 1555, book II, ch. 28).

Olaus Magnus describes this in 1555 as bight that becomes increasingly narrower and with numerous shoals, leading to the porta lapidum (Swedish: steendor, English: stone door) (Fig. 4-24) at which thousands of Germans and Danes have lost their lives (Magnus 1555, 90). This notion might be testament that indeed German and Danish mariners not well acquainted with these waters might have tried just that, and met their untimely end here. Larger ships normally chose the save route north of Wärmdö (Windö), as Magnus added.

If Stockholm was not the destination, a port in the Baltics like Reval/ Tallinn might have been a possible destination. In the case of the Bossholmen wreck there is a cue that it operated on a route that led up north past Stockholm via the Åland Islands: Some moss residues — probably from the dunnage material — originate from a rare moss sub-species only found on the Åland Islands (Lemdahl et al 1995, 171). Grain transports into the Baltics have been previously recorded, when Riga in its first years — shortly after its foundation in 1201 — went through famine in 1206 and needed to be supplied with grain carried by two cogs (HGL X, 9 and 12). Shortages in provisions will have probably also occurred in the newly conquered Danish part of Estonia after 1219, so a post-conquest supply of grain is plausible. Even long after this period, rye was exported to Tallinn, as in Herman Kolwagen’s cog in the year 1382 (Wolf 1986, 110). However, grain was also exported from Estonia, as in 1283/84 to England (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 71). Even before the arrival of the crusaders, the Estonians had an advanced system of agriculture and grew winter rye in a three-field system (Reisnert 2009, 54), so if grain shipments occurred to the Baltics — of which there is barely any evidence — it would be only to overcome temporary shortages.

Having speculated on the destination, there are also some indications which point to possible origins for a grain cargo, as there were not many areas in the Baltic Sea area in the first half of the 13th century from where grain could be exported from on a large scale. Before Prussia became the breadbasket of northern Europe from 1280 onwards, grain exports chiefly occurred from the southwestern Baltic Sea coast, i.e. Holstein, Mecklenburg and Ratzeburg, traded via Lübeck (Hammel-Kiesow 1999, 89f) or Rostock, Stralsund and Greifswald. A list from 1275 indicates that rye, wheat and barley were exported via the latter, but mainly to Flanders and England (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 70f).

While the dendro-provenance of both wrecks suggests that they have been built somewhere in the
western part of the Baltic Sea – probably within the Danish realm – the principal grain exporting ports where also located in the western Baltic Sea at this time, i.e. the former Wendish territories in Holstein, Mecklenburg and Pommerania.

Amongst the Kuggmaren samples were also a few ceramic shards of greyware, too fragmentary however, to infer a shape or type. No petrological analysis was conducted, so these fragments can be only assessed in the most generic sense. Greyware was very commonplace for its introduction in the formerly Wendish territories beyond the Elbe River, in the new German populated urban centres at the Baltic Sea. Hard greyware vessels became in fact the most preferred product in north-eastern Germany at that time (Müller 2002, 17). While there is a lack of hard evidence regarding the provenance of the wreck, the grain residues and the pottery fragments, all lightly point in one direction: The south-western Baltic Sea area. Is this just coincidental?

If the Kuggmaren Ship was abandoned in the archipelago not long after it was built (ca. 1215), there is a possibility that it foundered at a time during the pax valdemariana, i.e. when Lübeck and other towns along the Mecklenburgian and Pomeranian coast were under the rule of King Valdemar II (cf. section 2.3.4). However, there seem to be no indications (at least to this author’s knowledge) that regular grain transports occurred from these towns along the Swedish coast, which could – in this context – either mean that the grain residues in both wrecks are the remnants of a much earlier cargo and had nothing to do with the present find locations, or that grain was transported in another than mercantile context and thus did not enter regular transactions.

Although there are several indications which allow to speculate on probabilities, this question cannot be solved on the basis of the presently available material and therefore has to remain hypothetical.

4.4. The Egelskär Ship in the Finnish Archipelago

The Egelskär wreck (elsewhere also referred to as Nauvo wreck) sunk en route, as evidenced by the circumstances of the wrecksite. The cargo is scattered on a precipice at a depth between 4 to 15 m. The ship appears to have capsized and thereby lost much of its cargo, as a bulk of the latter is concentrated at a spot 20 m away from the actual wreck (Wessman 2007, 143). Interestingly, the loss occurred between two islands named in the Valdemarian Itinerary, namely Jurmo (Iurima) and Kirkosund on Hitis (Orsund). Jurmo is named as the southernmost island of an archipelago, where the open sea begins — et iurima iacet ultima ab eis versus australen plagam et proxima mari.

![Fig. 4-25. The location of the Egelskär wreck (Basis data: Openstreetmap, modified by author).](image)
4.4.1. Date

As no dendrological analysis was carried out yet, the cargo – particularly the pottery – give the decisive hints on the date and provenance. A preliminary date was established by David Gaimster on the basis of two examples from the stoneware assemblage roughly from the 1310’s to the 1330’s, with a provenance from Bengerode in Lower Saxony (Wessman 2006, 143). However, a more thorough investigation that included over 500 additional pieces of ceramics lifted in the years between 1996 and 2007 indicates a date in the second half of the 13th century, most likely between 1250 and 1270 (Tevali 2010, 9f.).

What is more, the stoneware assemblage’s provenance was more precisely identified with the production centre of Fredelsloh-Bengerode in the Solling mountains. They correspond closely with similar stoneware from destruction levels from 1265 in Corvey, from ca. 1271 in Höxter and from ca. 1270 in Nienover in Lower Saxony (Tevali 2010, 10).

The new date refutes an earlier hypothesis made by this author, in that the church bell may have been destined for the rebuilding efforts of monasteries in Estonia (Zwick 2014, 214). These had become the primary target of destruction in the St. George’s Night Uprising of 1343-1345, in which the native Estonian rural population renounced Christianity and rebelled against Danish and German rule. Nonetheless, the church bell would be – if indeed the ship was bound for Reval/Tallinn – a testament to church building in the wake of Christianisation which ensued after the Battle of Lyndanisse in 1219, thus antedating the wreck assemblage by about 30-50 years. Together with the remaining cargo the bell may give interesting clues on the origin of the assemblage and the trade network within which the ship operated, which will be discussed and speculated upon in the following sections.

4.4.2. The ship’s cargo and its origins

Aside from the aforementioned bronze church bell, which belongs to the oldest surviving examples in Finland (Alvik & Haggrén 2003, 21) (Fig. 4-26), the ship carried also 3-4 bronze cauldrons (Tevali 2010, 4). The cargo encompassed also about 100 whetstones schists. According to a mineralogical analysis these most likely originated from Norway, but could also come from Germany, France or Scotland (Wessman 2007, 143). The vessel carried also a large amount of limestone, most likely quarried on the Danish island of Sealand, or possibly even on Rügen or Scania (Tevali 2010, 4; Wessman 2007, 143), which chalk cliffs formed part of the same geological formation (cf. section 2.1). The whetstone and limestone was probably loaded as paying ballast, i.e. part of the merchandise, but heavy enough to make the additional loading ballast stones redundant. Other parts of the cargo included a wooden barrel filled with little iron bars. The stonewares formed the greatest quantity of the cargo assemblage, which was imported from Lower Saxony and the Rhineland area. Most wares were from Fredelsloh-Bengerode in Lower Saxony, including 26 globular jugs and 19 cylindrical jugs (Tevali 2010, 60ff.) (Fig. 4-27).
These can be dated confidently, as the production phases of the Fredelsloh-Bengerode workshops are well dated historically and archaeologically, thus the estimate of 1250 – 1270 is fairly reliable. Aside from the Lower Saxon stoneware, a mug and some sherds of Siegburg ware was also discovered (Tevali 2010, 68), i.e. stoneware from the Rhineland. This is a very mixed cargo and beyond any reasonable doubt the Egelskär ship has to be seen in the context of a long-distance trading voyage. It is difficult to ascertain a port of departure on the basis of the cargo due to its heterogeneity. Nevertheless, there are several suggestive characteristics about this ship and its cargo, as shall be discussed in the following section.

4.4.3. Contextualising ship and cargo: Cues on origin and destinations

Although the constructional characteristics of the shipwreck itself has not been studied yet due to the nature of the site, it was confirmed to the author that some of the observed characteristics point to a Bremen-type construction (Stefan Wessman, pers. comm.).

An interesting question is from which port this ship may have departed. The answer could be narrowed down by several exclusive factors. Part of the cargo assemblage had a western Baltic Sea origin – i.e. the limestone – thus a North Sea voyage and the Skagen route can be confidently ruled out, as it would have made little sense to ship this unwieldy commodity out and then in again. In her interpretation of the wreck, Riikka Tevali (2010, 5) seems to imply that all the different cargo items may have been picked up at their respective production centres, i.e. the whetstones in Norway, the pottery in Germany etc. This may have applied to small-scale bartering trade, but this would be uncharacteristic for long-distance trade, where different commodities were taken aboard at a transshipment point.

What is more, it were largely Hanseatic merchants that were responsible for the distribution of German stoneware to the north (cf. Gaimster 1997, 65), which would suggest that the other commodities from the Scandinavian world were transshipped in a Hanseatic port, where Norwegian whetstone schists and stoneware from the German hinterlands were exported. A possible harbour of departure could be Rostock, which was founded in 1218 and maintained trade with Norway. As opposed to Lübeck, which main Norwegian trade was conducted in Bergen, Rostock merchants visited Norwegian cities in the Skagerrak and Kattegat region, primarily Tønsberg and Oslo. This corresponds to the area where whetstones were quarried, i.e. in the schist mines of Eidsborg, which were distributed via Skien since the Viking Age. This export trade continued throughout the Hanseatic period (Mehler 2009, 100).

Interestingly, another Bremen-type vessel dating between 1298 and 1313 sank with a cargo of Norwegian Eidsborg whetstone shists off the Mecklenburg coast (Förster & Jöns 2003) only about 35 km away from Rostock as the crow flies, which corroborates the assumption that this commodity was transshipped in Rostock. What is more, in the period between 1270 and 1330 stoneware from Siegburg and Lower Saxony dominate the archaeological find assemblage in Rostock (Gaimster 1997, 75). All these factors combined strengthen the hypothesis that the Egelskär ship's port of departure was indeed Rostock.
What could be the possible destination? Late medieval pottery trade in the Baltic is dominated by the competition between stoneware producers in the Rhineland, Lower Saxony and Saxony. The stoneware’s robust body enabled it to be transported in bulk over long distances and this ware is often regarded as “type-fossil” of ‘Hanseatic’ urban culture, linking consumers of diverse social strata between London and Reval/Tallinn (Gaimster 2005, 415). Reval/Tallinn was — in fact — the third major importer of stoneware from Lower Saxony, after Visby and Stockholm (Gaimster 1999a, 103, fig. 4). A cross-section of the bulk of imported German stoneware from the 14th and 15th centuries is presented by the excavated pottery from the Kalmar harbour excavation, of which 67% were Siegburg ware and 21% stoneware from Lower Saxony. Many of these vessels remained intact, which can be associated with wharfside loading operations, thus direct evidence of trade (Gaimster 1999b, 63).

Riika Tevali explores the hypothesis of whether the Egelskär ship’s cargo may have been destined for the nearby Finnish town of Turku, but has to soberly admit that German merchants were not present in Turku before the early 14th century (Tevali 2010, 41), although stoneware appeared in Finland in modest quantities since the late 13th century (Tevali 2010, 13), with some higher concentrations of Rhenish stoneware in Hanko in the turn of the 14th century (Tevali 2010, 16). Hanko is also included in the Valdemarian Itinerary as the first-named location on the Finnish mainland, which was referred to as port by Olaus Magnus. Thus, the higher concentrations of stoneware fragments in this location can be explained by bypassing long-distance merchants, but was probably not a trading destination per se.

Given that Reval/Tallinn was not only the destination of the Valdemarian Itinerary, but also the third largest importer of stoneware from Lower Saxony, as well as the fact that the Egelskär wreck has sailed already past the only towns which imported more Lower Saxon stoneware — i.e. Stockholm and Visby — the accumulated circumstantial evidence points to a trade connection between Rostock and Reval/Tallinn. Given the location of the wreck, the ship followed apparently not the route as described in the Hanseatic Sea Book — unless driven off course by adverse weather — but seem to have followed a route transect as described in the Valdemarian Itinerary.
5. WOODLAND EXPLOITATION IN THE WAKE OF THE PRUSSIAN AND BALTIC CRUSADES: ASSESSING MARITIME TIMBER TRADE AND ITS IMPACT ON SHIPBUILDING (14TH - 15TH CENTURY)

This chapter approaches the general theme of maritime logistics from an entirely different angle. It takes a closer look on one of the most important resources of the Baltic Sea region: oak. Its export was an important factor for the economy of the crusader state of the Teutonic Order, for shipping routes, and for shipbuilding—amongst many other uses. Thus, a range of particular subjects are addressed, which are all critically important for the overall theme of the maritime logistics. As opposed to the previous section, this chapter only examines one ship-find as case study, while otherwise focussing on the broader trends of timber trade and shipbuilding.

5.1. Wood as managed resource

Forests should be considered the most important source for raw materials, as virtually every industry depended on it in some way. Timber was needed for rural and urban settlements, ships, tools and dyke construction, while having also an agricultural use for fences, forest feed and fruits for livestock owners. An essential part was used as energy source, as fuel for charcoal production, which was in growing demand for the metal, glass and brick industry (Paysen 2009, 9). Given the versatile use of this resource, conflicting interests had to be mediated. Since the late 12th century, regulations on woodland use have become increasingly common in Germany and the Netherlands, which most often concern rights for the collection of fire-wood. While softwoods or broken off branches could be collected, construction timber like beeches and oak were off limits (Endres 1888, 36ff.; Tossavainen 1994, 17). This reflects that certain tree populations were preserved and that an awareness of the limitations of natural resources was present.

Fig. 5-1. This 18th century naval architectural manual exemplifies how to make best use of branches for compass timber. The trees were apparently pruned to control their growth. While these specimens would have been perfect sources for structural timber, most of them would have been very poor choices for planks (Source: Panckoucke et al. 1786, pl. 103).
Although the more densely populated areas of central and western Europe were not depleted of woodlands, they were however managed, e.g. through coppicing. Coppicing refers to a traditional method of woodland management, in which young stems are cut down at ground level to facilitate the growth of multiple branches. This form of woodland management was very common in regions with a high consumption of wood as fuel, such as for making charcoal for iron production, where quantity and not growth patterns were the decisive criteria.

There is, however, evidence for regions where shipbuilding was given the highest priority. Around the year 1300, oak forests in the Basque region within 2 miles from the sea were reserved exclusively for shipbuilders (Loewen & Delhaye 2006, 100). The woodland management is arguably reflected in framing-style of a late 15th century shipwreck of Basque origin, where growth pattern have been apparently 'trained' to a specific curvature (Loewen & Delhaye 2006, 102f.). Shipbuilders had an exact notion what kind of timber was required, even long before growth patterns were controlled.

This is also highlighted by a list in which different categories of compass-timber was sketched with rough dimensions provided, for the estimation of costs for the building of a 16th century ship (Olechnowitz 1960, appendix Nr. XLIII). It can be taken for granted that such specifications existed well before that time, even if only as mental templates in the heads of shipbuilders. Naturally, historical recordings on the wood-selection process for shipbuilding are scant, as neither lumbermen nor shipbuilders belonged to a literate class. Thus, an archaeological approach — combined with dendrochronology and other environmental sciences — takes primacy in studying the links between woodland management and shipbuilding deep into historical times.

Ironically, shipbuilders may have become their own fiercest competitors when it came to strategies for woodland management. Trees suited as sources for compass timber — i.e. crooked timber elements suited for the framing — were often not well suited as source for planks (Fig. 5-1). Here the shipbuilders had conflicting interests in the management of woodlands, particularly in densely populated urban regions, where wood was in high demand for other industries. The Baltic region, with its pristine untouched woodlands with long straight-grained trunks and few knots must have been a shipbuilder's paradise in this respect.

5.2. Baltic timber trade

An old English poem from 1430 notes that the Easterlings, Prussians and Germans are shipping osemund iron, copper, staff-wood, steel, wax, pelts, pitch, tar, pine wood and oak boards to Flanders, and also venture into the Bay of Biscay to obtain salt. Yet, he added that they could not so without permission of the English as the “Masters of the Canal” (Anderson & Bamberger 1773, 136). The precondition for the English to become Masters of the Canal, however, was very much dependent on the availability of high-quality timber for shipbuilding. Until the mid 13th century England imported timber from Scandinavia, but this shifted thereafter to an import of timber from the Baltic region. An obvious reason is that Scandinavia predominantly exported softwoods — suitable for masts and spars — while oak was the main export product of the Baltic region. Another reason was the stark price differential for timber between the Baltic and the West (Jahnke 2015, 223).

![Fig 5-2. Natural distribution area of pedunculate oak (Quercus robur). While western and central Europe has become either largely deforestationed or covered by managed woodlands, great wildwoods of oak trees were still to be found in the east. This map does not reflect the density, but only the vegetation (Source: EUFORGEN 2009, www.euforgen.org).](image-url)
Oak surpasses all other European woods in terms of solidity, strength, elasticity and durability, and can be therefore seen as standard species used in shipbuilding and also many other constructions (Wagner 1984, 132). But it is not only the species that matters, but of similarly high importance for the rigidity is the absence of knots and straight-grained growth. Such qualities could be typically encountered in wildwoods, vast unmanaged woodlands in sparsely populated areas.

Although England could rely on different sources for timber, like Ireland or the Basque region (cf. papers Wir brüder Conrad Czolner von Rotinsteyn, homeister Deutsch ordens, syn mit unzirn mitgebürgen syntrechtlich czu rate wurden, das alle die gene, die durch unzirn willen tan und lassen wolten, ez syn getu adir ywunere dis landis, von disen tage mee keynerei gewatt adir ander-ware von England czu schiffe adir obir land brengen adir furen lassen, ly buze derselben waren, dy sie brengen; auch das von disen tage mee keyne aschhe, pech, teer, meste, knarholtz, wayzschus, koggenhorte, ywenholtz noch andirs keynerleye holtz us dem lande czur ee sullen furen, utgenomen clappirholtz, das mag man ewischin by und senthe Michlis tagi usfuren und nicht lenger, Wer dis unzir gebot tursticlich und mit freyly bricht, der sal unzir lande ewiglich emperin, und do czu al syn gut ban vorlören (HR I.2, 329).

Most of these items included products used in shipbuilding, like pitch and tar, used for caulking and for the maintenance and preservation of the hull and the rigging. Masts were seperately itemised. Yew — suitable for bows — was also unsurprisingly a major export commodity, given the long tradition of archery in England. The other wood species were regularly — although not exclusively — used in shipbuilding, like wainscot. Can this category be identified in the archaeological record? There is a certain potential that this is possible, as there are several specific indications in the written records. The case studypresented in section 5.3 deals with an articulated slab of planking — excavated by this author — which was partially built of Baltic wainscot planks and which sparked the author’s interest to pursue the question of imported timber further. The significance of this finding is twofold, as it reflects not only a choice made by the shipbuilders, but also a maritime trade-network for timber, which reached deep into the hinterlands via the extensive river-systems of the Vistula, Daugava and other streams.

5.2.1. Standardised timber products

Amongst the many different timber-standardisations, wainscots are among the most relevant in the context of shipbuilding. There are several references to wainscot from 19th century sources, a time when timber was still traded in the “medieval” fashion of floating log-rafts down the river. One dictionary defines them as knot-free oak boards (Lübben 1888, 550). In another work of the mid 19th century it is similarly defined. In there, wainscots had a length of roughly 3 to 5,5 m and a width of ca. 26 cm. These were taken from logs up to a girth of ca. 80 cm, which was halfed or quartered, cut along the grain at a right angle while removing the soft pith (Hirsch 1858, 215; Kapfenberger 2003, 24). This is a sure indicator for radial cleaving (Fig. 5-3).

The author notes, that the English used the term wainscot only to — what was locally known as wainscot-logs — i.e. quartered timber (Hirsch 1858, 215). This would have been a semi-product and the advantage would have been that the customer could customise the timber to his specifications, e.g. by working in ridges. Thus wainscots were less wide than tangentially sawn planks, because their width would have been less than half the diameter of the trunk, as pith and sapwood was removed. Kapfenberger (2003, 24) assumes this description does not apply to timber products before 1700 and bases this on a definition made by Mager (1960, 7), possibly based on the notion of ‘quartered wainscot’.

D and E), one major supplier of timber were said Prussians. At that time, Prussia was a province of the Teutonic Order, and the latter — as only territorial power to be member of the Hanseatic League — had tremendous influence within the same and direct control over its trade deals.

At the peak of the English-Prussian conflict in 1386, the Grandmaster Conrad von Rothenstein enforced a trade ban, which included the export of specifically listed items, of which many were used in shipbuilding:

We, brother Conrad Czolner von Rothenstein, Grandmaster of the Teutonic Order, have decided in unity with the council, that all those, who are guests or inhabitants of this land, shall of this day, no garment or other good bring, from England by ship or across land, at the peril of forfeiture of the goods which they import. Also from this day, no ash, pitch, tar, masts, knarr-timber, wainscot, log-boards, yew or other kinds of wood shall be brought outside the land across the sea, apart from clappir-wood, which could be exported until St. Michael’s Day, but not thereafter. Whoever breaks this order with intent and iniquity, shall be expelled from our land in eternity and shall loose all of his possessions. (free own translation)
This, however, appears to be a misinterpretation by Mager, as trunks could be quartered without using a saw, but by using wedges instead to break up the trunk along its grain. Moreover, quartering does not imply working off the curvature of the trunk either. The notion that wainscots were radially cleft oak planks is consistent to the archaeological findings, as will be demonstrated in the following.

The comparative analysis of clinker-built ships from ca. 1300 to 1540 in the extended North Sea area has shown that indeed most wrecks had planks with such modest widths and many were cleft (paper D, table 1). It would be however too early to imply that these were all wainscots, as there are also other categories of wood that may have been radially cleft and used in shipbuilding, such as *knarrholt*, literally knorr-wood (Ellmers 2006, 67). There were also not sufficient information on maximum plank lengths. However, there is by now tangible evidence for wainscots in the cargo holds of shipwrecked vessels. Two groups of timber could be tentatively identified, and one of it is wainscot (paper D, table 2, and an updated table further below, tab. 5-1).

### 5.2.2. Trade patterns emerge

The earliest archaeological evidence for the use of oak in shipbuilding that was imported from the Baltic Sea region for London dates to the early 14th century (Marsden 1996, 117, 188) and for Flanders from the late 14th century (Haneca et al 2005, 262). But written sources suggest that the import of oak started earlier, i.e. right from the outset of the Baltic colonization: Only 5 years after the foundation of Riga, large trunk-rafts called *strus lignorum* — or "strusen" in the German vernacular — were floated down the Daugava River from Lithuania and Belarus since 1206, which carried merchandise while the trunk-rafts were broken up at their destination for further use of the timber. Tree-trunks were also floated down a stream called Semgaller Aa with Riga as its destination since the later part of the 13th century, from where previously only pelts and way was exported (Benninghoven 1961, 35), which may indicate a growing demand for timber-products. Until the mid 13th century the Pipe Rolls in England used the Latin word *lambruscata* for timber products, but was replaced around 1250 by *waynescote*, a German-derived term used by the Hanseatic merchants, that was also introduced in the Netherlands with the first Baltic timber imports (Tossavainen 1994, 17). This has to be seen not solely in the context of Baltic oak export, but generally the seizure of a monopoly position on timber export in general. The Hanseatic League took advantage of Norway’s dependence on annual grain imports and — as supplier of said commodity — forced Norway to cede its timber export market, for its members to become intermediaries (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 74). In the course of the English-French war, in 1294, vessels from Stavoren and Friesland bound for Flanders were seized in English ports, loaded with Baltic boards, ash and pitch — all Baltic products (Tossavainen 1994, 20).

So it can be noted that some of the typical Baltic forest products were exported to Flanders and England since the mid 13th century, strikingly simultaneous with the Baltic and Prussian crusades and the urbanisation process in these regions.

The supply of large and bulky construction timber, as used in house-construction and shipbuilding, was dependent on nearby waterways, where such timber could be more easily transported than on land. Thus, particularly river-valleys became deforested, which led to an increased erosion process and changed fluvial landscapes long-lastingly, but that is another topic (briefly addressed in paper D’s last section). On the basis of palynological data, it is assumed that wide parts of the River Vistula valley were deforested already in the early Middle Ages but forests still remained the primary landscape element further upstream (Brown & Pluskowski 2013, 100).
Towards the end of the 14th century, Danzig/Gdańsk outstripped Thorn/Toruń as major trading site for wooden products and obtained different wood commodities from the central Vistula region, but also from the Bug River, and Masovia around Warsaw was the most important source of timber and many products were processed locally, when Danzig/Gdańsk merchants entered treaties with Polish saw-mills, determining the desired species and dimensions beforehand (Kapfenberger 2003, 20). But evidently, not all were semi-products, but entire logs — bundled together as rafts called *strunga lignorum* — were also floated down the river to Danzig/Gdańsk (Kapfenberger 2003, 20). The felled trees were bundled together and floated down the river to Danzig and other towns, where they were processed. This practise continued until the recent past and evidently these logs were bundled together like make-shift rafts, on which the raftsmen build their temporary dwellings. Photos and depictions suggest a rudimentary steering-oar mounted at the aft ends and some ancillary craft, which task will have been to keep the pack together — like seaborne shepered dogs. Nonetheless, one could expect that this operation must have been fairly chaotic, as the main method of propulsion was the river current (Fig. 5-4).

The oak logs were probably not floated down the river immediately after they were felled, as the gross density mass of freshly cut oak with bark is about 1180-1270 kg per solid cubic metre.16 If no bouyancy aids like a lighter softwood species were attached to the bundle, for which there is evidence (Radkau 2012, 39), the logs would have sunk. If air-dried, however, the gross density of oak would be about 870 kg/m³ and would therefore float.

This is consistent with the photos, which show the logs mostly inundated. An interesting question would be how long these logs were stored to dry, and — when floated down — whether there was a time range in which these logs had to reach their destination before becoming too water-logged to maintain their positive bouyancy. This author is not aware of any historical records from this period to answer this question, but this would be very important for determining when ships were built, which is often — probably inaccurately — equated with the felling date.

Transactors of the Teutonic Order entered in direct trade deals with Polish merchants, typically via Thorn/Toruń — a staple for Polish products and thus perceived as gate to Poland (Kapfenberger 2003, 20). In 1390 the Polish King Władysław II Jagiełło granted German merchants the right to buy timber from as far as Cracow (Tossavainen 1994, 28), thus the catchment area of available timber must have been extensive. And in 1398, the Teutonic Order sealed a deal with the Lithuanian Duke Witowd to open up trade (Kapfenberger 2003, 17). It is striking that the Order itself was engaged in trade deals, often as middleman between Polish logging areas and the Danzig/Gdańsk export trade (Fig. 5-5), even in times of war.

The annual raids of the Teutonic knights into Lithuania came to a halt with the Treaty of Raciąż in 1404, i.e. 6 years after the trade deal with the Lithuanian duke was concluded. As part of this treaty, Samogitia was ceded to the Teutonic Order. In the light of the timber trade of this region, one may assume that the Order used the tool of the crusading ideology as legitimisation to pursue its economic interests and to secure woodland resources.

This has not even changed when Lithuania officially embraced Christianity in 1387 under King Władysław II Jagiełło — born a pagan and hitherto referred to as Grand Duke Jogaila of Lithuania — who converted to Catholicism when he was crowned King of Poland in 1386, thus uniting the Kingdom of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in a personal union. This was called a heresy by the Teutonic knights, who doubted the sincerity of his baptism and continued the crusades (Rowell 2000, 709ff.). The profitable timber trade in which the Teutonic Order was directly engaged reveal another incentive — aside from the religiously motivated — for the continuation of the war. Shortly thereafter, around 1405, Danzig/Gdańsk obtained the bulk of its wainscot and other timber products from Lithuania, which was pre-processed and inspected in Kaunas and from here it was shipped in river-barges down the Nemunas River, across the Curonian Lagoon, via the Deyma and Pregolya rivers past Königsberg/Kaliningrad, across the Vistula Lagoon and via the Vistula River to Danzig (Hirsch 1858, 161ff.).

Although dendrochronology has advanced in the last decades to narrow down provenances to a regional level, this applies only for regions with sufficient site chronologies. This is the case for northern Poland, but not its southern part, or other countries like Lithuania or Belarus (Haneca et al 2005, 264). Some provenances appear blurry and a provenance now quoted as NE-Poland may — after a calibration with new site chronologies — turn out to be Lithuanian. The same problem applies to Daugavean oak, which was obtained from a vast hinterland (Zunde 1998/99).

---
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Fig. 5.4. Logs floated down the Nogat River — a side arm of the Vistula River. The lower photo shows the burning of a straw hut on one of the log rafts, as part of a cholera prevention measure. This occurred at a control station to the foot of the Marienburg (Malbork Castle), the administrative centre of the Teutonic Order (Photos: loose page from a 1905 volume of unknown title).
Fig. 5. This map shows the arteries of timber trade — via the rivers across the sea — in comparison to the political order. The sea routes correspond to those of the Hanseatic Sea Book of c. 1470 and the blue pins indicate shipwrecks which cargo assemblage included wainscot planks (cf. tab. 5-1). For a long time the Teutonic Order controlled all ports where oak was exported. This changed in the course of the 15th century. The lightly hachured areas show the lost territories: Gotland passed already in 1408 under Danish rule, while Pomerania, the City of Danzig/Gdansk and other parts were ceded to Poland-Lithuania in the Second Peace of Torun in 1466. Moreover, the Duchy of Prussia became a Polish fief. Helsingor is included in the map, as dues on ship-cargoes were levied and recorded here, i.e. in the Sound Toll Registers from the 16th century onwards (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

Fig. 5-6. Conserved wainscot planks from the Gdansk W5 wrecksite (Jagielska & Urbański 2014, fig. 8).
The preeminent port where wainscot was exported remained Danzig/Gdańsk well into the 16th century, with a share of roughly two-thirds at the beginning of the century. This is corroborated by this author’s analysis where in fact almost all closely determined dendrochronological results for ‘Baltic’ timber has a Vistulan provenance (paper D, table 1). Wainscot export trade can be now also archaeologically verified. Three shipwrecks are hitherto known to have carried a cargo of wainscots (Figs. 5-6, Tab. 5-1).

The Sound Toll Register, a register of dues extolled on the merchandise from bypassing ships at Helsingør, indicates that this changed in the course of the 16th century, when wainscots were exported increasingly via Königsberg/Kaliningrad — at the mouth of the Pregolya River — and from Courland (Bonde et al. 1997, 203; Haneca et al. 2005, 262), which arguably included Riga and Vistulan timber.

5.2.3. Volume of trade

The Teutonic Order inventory records show that 252,000 pieces of wainscot were ready for shipment in the year 1392, and in 1397, a slightly higher number of ca. 273,000 pieces were stored in Danzig/Gdańsk for export (Mager 1960, 11). If compared to ca. 420,000 pieces of wainscot and 51,000 wainscot-brak — i.e. of slightly lower quality — exported via Danzig 12 years later, as noted in the Pound Toll Register (Pfundzollbuch) for the year 1409 (Kapfenberger 2003, 23), the share of the wainscot traded by the Order itself is considerable. The Pfundzollbuch is a register in which commodities are listed in all detail which were exported via Danzig/Gdańsk by ship. Originally introduced in Hanseatic cities in the 1360’s to fund the war against the Danish king, it became in 1409 a special tax levied by the Grandmaster of the Teutonic Order to settle the debts of the Hanseatic cities, rather than to safeguard merchant shipping (cf. Jenks 2012).

Half a century later, the volume almost doubled, despite times of political upheaval, war and uncertainty. When in 1454 Danzig/Gdańsk and other Prussian towns united under the banner of the Prussian Confederation to rebell against the rule of the Teutonic Order, and begged to be incorporated into the Kingdom of Poland — an act that was sealed by the Peace Treaty of Toruń in 1466 — the export of timber grew even further in volume. In 1464, exports from Danzig/Gdańsk comprised about 611,000 boards of wainscot (Litwin 2014, 28 acc. to Binerowski 1963). This number may be even an underestimation, as the wainscot pieces were calculated on the basis of the Großhundert — grand hundred — à 120 pieces, consequently it would be more in the range of roughly 739,000 wainscots of a total number of 983,000 of wooden export products (Jahnke 2015, 224). Thus, for the year 1464 wainscot was with ca. 75% the far greatest item designated for the timber export market. The profit margin for wainscot was considerable: 100 wainscot boards costing in Danzig/Gdańsk 3.5 Prussian marks achieved in London a price of 20 marks (Litwin 2014, 28).

Tab. 5-1: This table summarises the shipwrecks known to have carried timber as part of their cargo. All timbers were radially cleft. In the case of the Skæftø wreck only few timbers were recovered from the wreck and the data is therefore less representative. In the case of the Skjernøysund wreck, many timbers have strongly deteriorated and are not all preserved to their original dimensions, so the number in the brackets represent the uncertain attributions. The data suggests two major formats and in the case of the Skæftø wreck, a possible correlation between timber provenance and dimensions of the prefabricated timber (Sources: Skernøysund 3: Auer & Maarleveld 2005, Gdansk W5: Litwin 1985, 46; Krąpiec & Krąpiec 2014, 147, Skaftø: von Arbin 2014, 34 (Tabl. 5-1)).
5.3. The case of the Beluga Ship: A Scandinavian wreck, built of Baltic timber and scrapped in a German city?

This author was prompted to explore the question of Baltic timber trade from an archaeological perspective when confronted with the finding of planks of Baltic provenance in the Beluga Ship he excavated in 2007 in the City of Bremen. It is one of the few medieval wrecks built of Daugavian wainscot, and the only within the North Sea within the remit of his study (cf. paper C). This presented an opportunity to explore the Baltic timber trade on the basis of archaeological, historical and dendrological evidence in further detail. This is not to say that the Beluga Ship is singled out as case study because of its representativeness or significance.

5.3.1. Discussing the preliminary results of the Beluga case study

In March 2007 this author excavated a newly discovered clinker-built shipwreck in the City of Bremen — dubbed the ‘Beluga Ship’ (Fig. 5-7). Its construction is reminiscent of Scandinavian shipbuilding and was initially associated with such origin based on the constructional properties alone (Zwick 2008, cf. paper C). When the dendrological results became available, it confronted the author with an unexpected result: Samples taken from the lower strakes indicated not only a Baltic provenance, but also oak of exceptionally high quality: straight-grained and knot-free. In cross-section, the tree rings and medullary rays form an orthogonal pattern, indicative of radial splitting. Such timber would have been most certainly referred to as ‘wainscot’ (cf. section 5.2.1). This put a whole new dynamic on the question of origin and its implications.

The hypothesis of a Scandinavian vessel was not dismissed, however, but reiterated in different terms. The vessel’s modest dimensions suggested that it was a vessel engaged in coastal local trade. The — not too far — western coast of Denmark was therefore identified as possible origin (Zwick 2010, 68). This would have meant that Danes — or other Scandinavians — imported oak timber from the Baltic. Was this indeed the case, or was the ship even built outside of Scandinavia?

Other western and northern Europeans practised shipbuilding techniques similar to Scandinavians, especially on the British Isles. There is even evidence that this technique may have been practised along the West Frisian coast (Reinders & Aalders 2007), with corresponding finds in Stade and Harburg, but in very low quantities, which are indicative of visiting ships rather than a locally practised shipbuilding tradition. Although some of these questions were addressed by this author in the two aforementioned German publications, it was felt, that the enigma of the Beluga Ship could not be satisfactory answered in
a regional context. Therefore two papers were presented to an international audience at the 13th "International Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology" in Amsterdam in 2012 and a conference on "Hansatic Trade in the North Atlantic" in Avaldsnes in 2013. One paper focussed on the technicalities of ship-construction (paper C) and the other encompassed a comparative analysis, in which the Beluga Ship was compared to over 50 other late medieval clinker-built ships from the extended North Sea area (paper D). A few repetitions and overlaps between these papers were naturally unavoidable. In the interest of readability, the key aspects are shortly reiterated in the following but do not anticipate the full content of the papers (manuscripts are attached in the appendix), to delve from there into the research question on the relationship between the clinker-method and wainscot imports.

5.3.2. Date and provenance

The first dendrochronological samples taken from the fragmentary upper planks yielded a result from the second quarter of the 15th century with a provenance from the Weser Lowland (Heußner 2009a). Wood in riverine lowland regions is subject to unique conditions which lead to a distinctive regional annual ring growth by which their provenance could be closely determined. Further samples from the lowermost strakes were analysed and not only antedate the latter by a few decades, but originated from an entirely different region: the Baltic region (Heußner 2009c). None of the samples included any sapwood, so a site-specific margin was added to indicate a terminus post quem within the realm of probability (Fig. 5-8). It has to be stressed, however, that this is not a definite date and that the deduced terminus post quem could be even antedated if the number of sapwood rings is below average. The term ‘Baltic’ with regards to timber provenance represents a pitfall, as it has been often generically used to describe timber traded from the Baltic Sea area as a whole. This generalisation can be attributed in part to the limited possibilities of making exact provenance determinations in the past. In northern Europe, a refinement of dendro-provenancing occurred only recently, around the turn of the millennium, where finer-grained differences of growth patterns were made comparable by moving away from master chronologies by taking site categories into greater account for the statistical assessment (Daly 2007, 3ff.). In spite of the recent developments, the term ‘Baltic’ still is used in a generic way to include also Poland. In the case of the Beluga Ship, however, the first group of timbers actually have a Baltic origin, meaning the area of what are now the Baltic States. In order to avoid any misunderstandings, it was suggested by this author to use the term “Daugavian” for Baltic timber and “Vistulian” for Polish timber (paper D), while the term ‘Baltic’ is continued to be used in a generic sense, referring primarily to the southeastern coast of the Baltic Sea. Tree-cutting occurred principally along these two major river-systems — the Daugava and the Vistula — including its numerous side-arms. The logs were floated or rafted down the river as whole or semi-product. The dendrological analysis indicates that the Daugavean timbers were meant as exportable wainscots.

None of the planks contained sapwood, so in neither case an exact felling date could be ascertained, for which reason a margin of 14 years was added for the Daugavian planks and the regular 20 year margin for the locally cut planks, which could have been both considerably greater. Strikingly, the Daugavean planks feature great variations in start-end dates. This could be explained by the way planks were extracted from the parent tree: They might have been considerably dressed along the edges to fashion the planks in uniform widths. If this can serve as a viable explanation, this would support the interpretation that this was import timber — such as wainscot — as vessels build of locally cut timber would probably feature a much more uniform pattern. The dimensions of wainscot planks were often standardised to make them suitable for exports, so it seems feasible that the exploitation of the tree-trunk to its maximum width was not the highest priority. The Baltic region was heavily forested, so there was no necessity to make best use of the timber — i.e. to the last ring before the sapwood or even with sapwood — as in regions where timber scarcity prevailed.

17 After Danzig (Gdańsk) and Riga, Königsberg (Kaliningrad) was the third largest exporter of timber. It is located at the Pregolya River, so one might want to use the term “Pregolyan”. However, timber export via Königsberg grew in importance much later, and is not relevant for the period discussed here.
18 the average number of sapwood rings in Southern Finland (closest proxy to the Baltic region where such data is available) is 13.85 according to an unpublished report by Keith Briffa (Hancé et al. 2009, 5). This average is also comparable to present-day Poland, where oak trees have an average of 15 sapwood rings on average; 9-24 in the 90% confidence interval (Ważny 1990).
19 Although 14 years appears very specific, it should not be over-interpreted, as it is in itself only a proxy for the average number of tree-rings in the sapwood, which could have been considerably greater given that no sapwood-hartwood line was determined. Sapwood rings could vary between 4 to over 50 rings (cf. Heußner 1999, 524).
Fig. 5.8. Bar diagram showing the dendrological results of the analysis of the Beluga ship, which fall into two groups: an earlier group of timber cut in the Baltic area (Heußner 2009b, c) and a later group from the Weser Lowland (Heußner 2009a), thus in direct proximity to where the ship was scrapped. Due to the lack of sapwood the cutting dates are approximate values, which may explain the great chronological gaps in the first group (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

5.3.3. Construction

In this section, a summary of the construction method is given. A more detailed version is provided in paper C. Although only a slab of planking of ca. 7 m length has survived, the inconspicuous wreck remains contain a multitude of information of the way of construction (Fig. 5-9). The wreck is entirely clinker-built with radially cleft oak planks with widths ranging between 20 - 26 cm and a mean thickness of 2.1 cm. The vernacular — if not downright “antiquated” — way of this wood-workmanship was to a certain extent preconditioned by the supply of suitable timber, like from wildwood forests, as in the sparsely inhabited eastern Baltic regions.

The planks were interconnected with square-shanked clinker-nails (riveted nails) with rectangular roves measuring ca. 2.5 x 2.3 cm, and a shaft thickness of 0.6 cm. The lands between the planks were luted with tarred wool. Apart from the lands, also the scarfs were laminarily luted (the term “luting” is contested and is alternatively referred to “inlaid caulking” opposed to caulking material driven into the plank seams after the planks gave been joined together).

The waterproofing technique in vessels built of radially cleft planks was more difficult, as the surfaces were more uneven than sawn planks. This explains the ample quantities of caulking material used. Evidence from Britain, Norway and Denmark has shown that the overlapping lands of clinker constructions were almost exclusively luted with animal fibres up to the late medieval period, with the exception of scarfs (Auer & Maarleveld 2013, 15).

This was very different in regions in present-day Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium, where
twisted strands of tarred moss was the common caulking material, held in place by laths fastened by caulking cramps or sintels. Moreover planks usually had greater dimensions due to the practise of tangential sawing, where the full diameter of the tree trunk is exploited and the planks interconnected by hooked nails rather than rivets. The principal constructional characteristics observed in the Beluga Ship are typical for Scandinavia, and to a certain extent the British Isles, and very distinctive to contemporary wrecks in the southern North Sea litoral. This includes also the keel and stem construction, which shape is reminiscent of Scandinavian shipwrighty. Both components are connected by a diagonal scarf at a length of ca. 25 cm. The absence of garboard rabbets in the keel indicates a greater deadrise angle than would have been common with T-shaped or plank keels, with the garboards running almost vertically. This would have added lateral stability to decrease side drift. Another criteria on seakeeping capabilities can be inferred from frame distances. Although none have survived, as they had been evidently removed for reuse — indicating that the vessel was scrapped —, rows of treenails indicate their former presence at intervals of 50 cm, a very common distance for small and medium-sized vessels that could also operate under oars. The use of thin radially cleft planks, which would have facilitated a light construction, corroborates this impression.

5.3.4. Interim results, statistical problems and new research questions

The comparative analysis presented by this author has shown that roughly a third of all clinker-wrecks from the North Sea area between 1300 and 1540 were built of oak that was imported from the Baltic Sea region (cf. paper D, tab.1, fig. 5-10). One of the most striking findings is that the Beluga Ship is even more unique than initially thought: In the local context of Bremen it is not only distinctive in terms of construction (cf. Zwick 2012), but virtually the only wreck in the extended North Sea area of that period hitherto known, with planks of a verified and genuinely Baltic — i.e. Daugavian — origin, at least within the remit of this study. To this date, only a few other ship-remains are known to have such provenance, e.g. planks dating between 1320 and 1350 found in secondary use in Stralsund (Grassel 2011, 64f.). Given the general pattern, however, most of the other timbers from the examined period originated from the Vistula region, which raises the question when and in what volume Daugavian timber was exported via Riga.

As previously mentioned, the timber trade from the Daugavian region took precedence over the Vistulian timber in the course of the 16th century. This fact puts the Beluga Ship in a special category, as its builders evidently had access to a trade network for Daugavian timber that was not yet as well established as the Vistulian timber trade network.

For the year 1255 a shortage of timber is recorded in the metropolitan region of Riga — i.e. 54 years after its foundation — in a written source, which can be attributed to the gradual increase of woodland exploitation (Brown & Pluskowski 2013, 34). Although Daugavean oak timber used for shipbuilding was exported via Riga since 1286, this occurred in negligible quantities. Historical records indicate that oak timber export in any larger quantities — such as wainscots and barrel staves — started in the second half of the 15th century, mainly to Bremen, Hamburg and Lübeck (Zunde 1998/1999, 119ff.). This is corroborated by pollen diagrams, suggesting that a significant decline of woodlands in the catchment area of the Daugava River occurred not before the late 15th century (Brown & Pluskowski 2013, 34). Thus, the Beluga wreck antedates the upsurge of Daugavean timber export. Could it be seen as a harbinger of a development, in which a new major timber export market developed to meet the growing demand for wainscot timber and other timber commodities?

One possible explanation could be the Scanian markets. Forest products from Livonia were traded at least since the early 14th century at the Scania trade fair — in Skanör and Falsterbo — which was primarily renowned as herring market (Tossavainen 1994, 23ff.). This would have been an important node, where Scandinavians and especially Danes would have had access to goods exported via Riga. Could this explain the amalgamation of a Scandinavian-style construction and wainscot of Daugavean — i.e. Livonian — origin in the Beluga Ship? It certainly would, but naturally final evidence for this likely hypothesis cannot be provided.
Fig. 5-10: This overview shows the provenances of oak planks from clinker-built shipwrecks dating between ca. 1300 to 1540. Bremen-type vessels are omitted here. The numbers on the pins are itemised as # in table 1 and 3 in paper D (see appendix). The comparison shows that the Beluga Ship (#6) is unique in having an ascertained Daugavean provenance, whereas in all other cases they are either “unspecified Baltic” or of Vistulean provenance. This can be attributed to the recent breakthrough in dendro-provenancing, leaving some of the wrecks excavated several decades ago with less precise or no provenances. In other parts dendrology has progressed to determine provenance on a regional scale, as between “northern Poland” — roughly corresponding to Pomerania and Prussia, the latter under the rule of the Teutonic Order. The trade routes from Riga and Danzig as indicated here correspond to the routes detailed in the Hanseatic Sea Book (ca. 1470) (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

This research question prompted the principal research question of paper D, namely to identify constructional solutions which were abetted by the availability of high-quality oak as import timber. However, the comparability was very much restricted by a number of factors, which are identified in the following.

Especially in earlier years, when Maritime Archaeology was still in its nascent phase and recording standards of shipwrecks not consistently established, the following constraints need to be taken into account: Shipwrecks were often excavated by land archaeologists or otherwise inexperienced field staff, who did not know the significance of certain constructional details. Shipwrecks were often seen as a single homogenic object, rather than a constructional genesis, in which multi-layered influences become manifest, namely that timber of a wide variety of sources could be used in one wreck, especially in repairs or later rebuilding measures. Therefore very few samples were taken in past decades, which are by no means representative. Moreover, only fairly recently it was possible to determine provenances precisely. The dataset is distorted by the following factors:

- no average, maximum or minimum dimensions are recorded
- dimensions are recorded, but there is no way of knowing how representative they are. For instance, the longest planks are usually found in the miship-section. This is often not taken into account, especially when only the fore or aft section of a vessel survives. This puts a big question mark on comparing maximum plank lengths, as its statistical evaluation is more likely a reflection of the wrecks preservational state, than the availability of long planks per se.
- in cases where plank dimension are provided, indications are lacking in which part of the hull these planks were inserted, and whether they were fully preserved or partially deteriorated. Thus it is impossible to determine, whether — for instance — planks with lesser widths were intentionally manufactured this way, whether they were
tapering planks towards the hood ends, or whether their edges simply deteriorated and were originally wider.

- in several cases where dendrological data is provided, it is not mentioned whether the sample provided sapwood and could be thus dated exactly, or whether a margin was included.
- many reports do not detail from which plank or strake the sample was taken, which is significant, as the choice of planks for the underwater hull could differ for that above the water line (cf. paper D, endnote 45).
- often several dendrological provenances are provided, without indicating whether there is a pattern which part of the hull were built from which timber source.
- the terminology regarding timber-provenance is ambiguous. For instance, for the U34 wreck was mentioned to include both tangentially sawn and radially cleft planks from “southeast Poland / Baltic” region (Overmeer 2006, 68). Upon request, this author learnt that this did not indicate two different felling regions, but it referred to an area somewhere between southeastern Poland and Lithuania (indicated as “Baltic”), thus constituting a single logging area, accessible via the Vistula River system. Moreover, only three samples were taken from the radially cleft planks, thus it is impossible to say whether the tangentially sawn planks originated from a different source (Alice Overmeer, pers. comm. 20.1.2015). This example stresses that even well published shipwrecks may include ambivalent results, and that it is therefore always better to double-check with the excavator to verify the statistical basis from which results were drawn.
- the number and choice where samples are taken is also highly critical. Many clinker-constructions were luted with tarred animal hair in the lands, but moss in the straps (cf. Auer & Maarleveld 2013, 15; Thowsen 1965, 45). Many excavators (including this author back in 2007) do not know this and take only one caulking sample in the mistaken assumption that this adequately represents how the vessel was caulked overall.

These were some of the factors which restricted a meaningful statistical evaluation. Thus, the available data, the large gaps therein and the vastly different recording standards put a great challenge on comparability. For this reason, the section titled “Evaluating the link between Baltic timber trade and clinker-built vessels” (paper D) could be only concluded in fairly general terms, tentatively confirming the hypothesis that the plank-dimensions of most clinker-built vessels were small if compared to the broad tangentially sawn boards, and that roughly one third of all examined wrecks were built of such timber was probably wainscot imported from the Vistulean river basin.

This much anticipated and thus fairly unspectacular conclusion can not only be attributed to the incomplete dataset, but also this author's choice of comparison. Although the compilation of the data provides a good oversight in its own right, the study (i.e. paper D) bears the mark of a confirmatory bias, as only clinker-built vessels were taken into the equation.

Therefore, the parameters of this study, relating to plank conversion and dimensions, shall be isolated in the following and compared to another major group of lapstrake-constructions, i.e. bottom-based shipwrecks. The latter are often uncritically lumped together with the former as “clinker-constructions”, as their side planking are also fastened in an overlapping manner. Moreover, the flush-laid bottom-planks are rabbed in such a way that they gradually overlap in the hood-ends. The lapstrake planks, however, are usually not fastened with clinker-nails, but hooked nails, and are therefore — technically speaking — not clinker-built.

The choice of the right terminology is often causing confusion, as evidenced in an exchange between Arne Emil Christensen and Séan McGrail on the correct use of the term “clenching” and “rivetting”. Christensen (2002, 300) took exception with McGrail's use of the term clenching, maintaining that no rove is used and the nail tip turned back into the wood, referred to here as “hooked nail” (Fig. 5-6). This has been also inadequately described as “double-clenching” (Steffy 1994, 269) or “cog-nail”. McGrail convincingly demonstrated that Christensen's critique did not apply here, alluding to the etymological origin of the term ‘clench’ — similar to ‘clitch’ or ‘clinker’ — and referred to written sources demonstrating that it was synonymously used to nail tip deformed over a rove (McGrail 2002, 149ff.), which could be also called ‘rivetting’.

Does this imply that — for instance — an English reference to German hulls from 1545 as “clenchers, both feble, olde, and out of fashion” (Friel 1995, 180) refers to clinker-built ships? Nominally yes, but one ought to cast doubt on the reliability of such observations, as clinker-built vessels appeared similar to other lapstrake-constructions to the outside observer, at least above the waterline. This naturally also applies to ship-depictions, as on seals.

In the following section, the extent of the wainscot trade is examined, and the findings merged with the decisive question how the increased availability of wainscot products affected shipbuilding. This time the remit of investigation is extended to include also bottom-based constructions.
5.4. Extending the remit of the study

The rationale for the remit of paper D, focussed on the extended North Sea area, including neighbouring sea regions like the English Channel, the Kattegat and Skagerrag, was to assess the distribution of Baltic timber beyond Helsingør, i.e. where the exported products are listed in the Sound Toll Register and thus provide opportunities for a comparative approach. Naturally, the distribution of Baltic timber – both Vistulian and Daugavian – does not reflect only the portion of exported timber, as such timber could have originated from ships built in the Baltic Sea area but abandoned in the North Sea area.

Another limiting factor of the comparative study (paper D) was the focus on modern and traditional lapstrake construction, as defined by Bill (2009b), without considering the bottom-based constructions, which are embedded in the lapstrake tradition too, despite their visual distinctiveness. While the traditional and modern lapstrake constructions often made use of radially cleft timber, and the latter partially tangentially sawn, bottom-based shipbuilding as practised for Bremen-type constructions consistently made use of tangentially processed timber, i.e. broad planks, which were sawn since the early 14th century. The only similarity appears that both radially cleft planks and tangentially sawn broad planks were imported from the Baltic region, thus the inclusion of bottom-based vessels is relevant for the general objective of the research question. Thus, the remit is extended to include also bottom-based shipwrecks, while the geographical remit is maintained and only ship-finds that have been successfully dendro-provenanced are considered here.

5.4.1. Is there a link between oak imports and shipbuilding?

The comparative analysis on late medieval clinker-built ships and timber imported in the wainscot format (cf. paper D, section “Evaluation the link...”) has regretfully not yielded any deeper insights on whether the steadily growing wainscot export can be linked to a revival of old-fashioned clinker-constructions. The underlying premise of this enquiry was to find out, whether bottom-based ships of the Bremen-type really represented an innovation in its own right or should be rather seen as solution in response to the scarcity of high-quality cleft timber. Oaks with many knots and of twisted, contorted growth could no longer be effectively cleft, and sawn boards needed to be thicker per se in order to compensate for the lost rigidity when medullary rays were severed, as is unavoidable in tangential cuts (Figs. 5-3, 5-11). The greater plank thickness would have entailed a different approach to shipbuilding, as the planks were no longer as flexible to give the vessel any desired shape.

The vantage point of this hypothesis is the Bremen Ship of 1378, were the planks were of such bad quality that during the construction some cracks needed to be patched even before the ship could be launched (Lahn 1992, 44f.) (Fig. 5-12). The oak used for the ship’s construction was floated down the Weser River from the Weser Mountains, and compared to Baltic oak it was of very poor quality. What were the reasons for the use of this timber at a time when higher quality oak was already imported in greater quantities from the Baltic?

Did parts of the Baltic timber trade network collapse in the wake of warfare, or even in the wake of the Black Death Pandemic with recurrences in 1360-63 and 1374? Or was this a coldly calculated cost-benefit assessment of a Hanseatic merchant? To test this hypothesis, the question of the use of Baltic timber needs to be extended to other categories of export timber, but also to ship-wrecks of the Bremen-type, i.e. late medieval seagoing bottom-based constructions. As mentioned above, the comparative analysis of wainscot trade in relation to clinker-constructions (paper D) inhibited a slight confirmation bias, which shall be rectified in this section.
Fig. 5-11. Schematic overview of the three principal late medieval lapstrake constructions. The distinction between 'traditional' and 'modern' types is based on Bill 2009b. The comparative part of paper D only examines traditional and modern lapstrake constructions, but not bottom-based constructions (including the Bremen-type), but in this section such types are also included. The type representations are schematic and modular anomalies apply in several cases. The timber cross-sections as shown on the right side highlight the basic difference of radially cleft and tangentially sawn planks and their use in shipbuilding (Graph: Daniel Zwick).
5.4.2. Cog-boards vs. wainscots

The time-span of large seagoing bottom-based constructions from ca. 1150 to 1410 can be significant in this respect. The earliest specimen is the Kollurup Ship of 1150, which antedates the first recorded export of Baltic timber by about 100 years. The trade volume of oak was on a constant rise, and the last vessel of the Bremen-type — the Almere Ship of ca. 1410 (cf. Hocker & Vlieerman 1996) — coincides with the peak of Baltic timber imports and the development of whole new logging areas in Lithuania, which timber made already in 1405 the greatest share of all timber exported via Danzig/Gdańsk. Although the bottom-based tradition survived well into the 20th century in smaller coastal vessels at the Frisian coast, river harges, and an up-river type of a Severn Trow barge in England, built well into the latter half of the 19th century — also featuring the flush-laid rounded bottom and side-planking fastened in the lapstrake fashion (Damian Goodburn, pers. comm.) — the heyday of the Bremen-type as seagoing counterpart was displaced from the seas by either carvel-constructions (paper E, section 9) or clinker-constructions (paper E, section 11). Did the latter experience a revival as the availability of wainscots increased to the proportions of becoming an affordable mass product? And how would the timber category of wide, thick and tangentially sawn planks be referred to in historical documents, which would have been suitable for Bremen-type vessels?

It was suggested that the term koggenborte — used in Prussian and Dutch documents in 1386 and 1389 respectively (HR I, Nr. 329) — and coghenbrede — as used in Hamburg in 1301 (Kiessellbach 1900, 89) — referred to planks as used in the ‘Bremen Cog’ (Ellmers 2006, 64), literally “cog-boards”. Detlev Ellmers’ assumption is self-referential, as he does not identify any historical documents in which this term is objectively defined, but instead relates them a priori to the Bremen Ship — or ‘Bremen Cog’ in his view — as paradigmic specimen and effectively re-defines koggenbort by deducing plank dimensions from this shipwreck. Here he repeats the oublie fallacy of inference, in the same fashion as the Bremen Ship was defined as cog. In the case of the koggenbort however and despite his flawed methodology, he may actually have a point.

There is a document from the year 1404, which makes a quantitative comparison between wainscots and koggenbort possible. Unfortunately it does not include measurements but only a price range: 1000 pieces of koggenbort achieved a price of 197,1 marks, whereas 1000 pieces of wainscot achieved prices in the range from between 6,9 to 29 marks (Kapfenberger 2003, 27f). These numbers relate to prices paid by Teutonic Order merchants for Polish wood — mostly in Thorn/Toruń — or for timber directly shipped to Danzig/Gdańsk. It is striking that the price achieved for koggenbort is many times higher than for wainscot, despite the latter refers to the highest quality oak. So it must be the sheer quantitative value, or rather, overall dimensions of a koggenbort, which made it so many times more valuable. And indeed, planks in Bremen-type vessels are vastly larger than wainscots. However, did koggenborts only found application in the — by archaeologists narrowly re-defined — “cog”, or could this term have generally been used for all large lapstrake constructions? As argued in section 2.3 the term “cog” may simply refer to a large ship rather than exclusively a seagoing variant of the bottom-based tradition. Wide sawn planks that could have been referred to as koggenbort could have been also used for entirely lapstrake-built vessels like the U34 wreck from the Netherlands, which had radially cleft planks with widths of 30-40 cm and tangentially sawn planks with widths of 50-60 cm (Overmeer 2006, 66ff) — the first were possibly referred to as wainscots and the latter as koggenborts.

In the opinion of this author, it is not possible to strictly associate koggenborts with Bremen-type vessels, but all lapstrake constructions where wide planks were used. Koggenborts may have even been used as strong ceiling planks in clinker-constructions, like in the Skernøy sund 3 wreck. Conversely, wainscots would have not only been used in clinker-built ships, but also carvel-built ships, like in the ship built in Wismar for Duke Johann Albrecht in 1561 for which 100 pieces of Wagenaarboth de Pannellwyck were listed (Olechnowitz 1960, 200). Radially cleft wainscot boards would have been well suited as panelling of the superstructure, as they would have weathered better without forming cracks in exposed maritime environments — dampened by spray-water and dried in the sun —, because due to radial splitting their medullary structure was left intact.

5.4.3. Choice or necessity?

Last not least, the question was raised whether the availability of Baltic oak timber may have abetted the construction of clinker-built vessels at the expense of Bremen-type vessels (Fig. 5-13), which appear to have disappeared from the scene in the early 1400’s.

A similar question was asked by Line Dokkedal (1996, 43) on whether ships built of tangentially sawn planks were more economic to construct than clinker-constructions. In the table below, all shipwrecks with a ‘Baltic’ provenance (from paper D, table 1) were isolated and compared with several Bremen-type vessels (Tab. 5-2). A general pattern emerges, according to which tangentially sawn planks were longer, wider — often twice as wide — and much thicker than radially cleft planks.
Although Dokkedal compared a different set of shipwrecks, her observations were similar. She endorsed Detlev Ellmers’ (1994, 39) hypothesis that work-time could be saved if working with wider and longer planks, as this would have reduced the number of lands and scarfs that needed to be fastened and caulked, which — together with the cumbersome fitting of each plank — was most time-intensive (Dokkedal 1996, 58). She associated this with a rationalisation process and concluded that it must have been cheaper to build Bremen-type ships. Here one may object that koggenborts were far more expensive than wainscots by a factor of 6.5 up to even 28, when wainscot was especially cheap. However, given the dimensions, one koggenbort would be approximately the equivalent to 4-8 wainscots. The koggenbort may have still been more expensive, but its use may have outweighed the costs for labour. Another possibility why koggenborts could have been drastically more expensive is, that (if we accept the premise that large Bremen-type ships were commonly called cogs) two planks cut from the same tree were used symmetrically in the construction of the ship, thus producing two high-quality planks but at a horrendous cost in wastage (Fig. 5-11) (e.g. Vermeersch & Haneca 2015).20

Conclusively, it can be stated that the plank format is not necessarily indicative of a scarcity or restricted access to a timber trade network, as most of the Bremen-type shipwrecks had also Vistulan radially-cleft planks used elsewhere in the construction, e.g. as repair pieces, fillers, dunnage or ceiling planks.

Conversely, a clinker-built vessel where radially cleft planks were used for the hull construction could also include sawn boards, as in the Skjernøysund 3 wreck, where tangentially sawn ceiling planks and stringers were inserted (Auer & Maarleveld 2013, 19f.). This demonstrates that shipbuilders had access to a wide variety of formats and that the choice most likely reflected the shipbuilder’s preference. Even low quality timber, as used in the Bremen Ship, is not necessarily indicative of a scarcity, but may reflect a sober — if not shrewd — cost-benefit assessment: It may have been cheaper to patch over some cracks and knots and to use local timber rather than higher quality but more expensive koggenborts from the Baltic.

Last not least, the question needs to be addressed whether the increasing availability of high quality Baltic oak heralded the decline of Bremen-type constructions in the early 1400’s in favour of a revival of clinker-constructions. The table above is suggestive of this, as clinker-built vessels where Baltic timber was used start to increase dramatically in the late 14th century, while the Bremen Ship was one of the largest later representatives of its kind, only surpassed by the Skanör Ship in date and size, followed only by several smaller variations, particularly in the Zuiderzee area. It has to be said, however, that the above table is not complete, so there is no compelling evidence — at the moment — to answer this in the affirmative.

20 I am indebted to Frederick Hocker for pointing out the possible significance of plank symmetry in this context.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wreck</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Find Location</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doel 1</td>
<td>1332±5</td>
<td>Doel</td>
<td>NW-Germany</td>
<td>bottom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>31.55 3.5-6.8 Vermeech &amp; Haneca 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>side</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>35.45 4.0-5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doel 2</td>
<td>1333±7</td>
<td>Doel</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>bottom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>42.46 6.0-7.0 Vermeech et al, forthcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1342±9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ceiling</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>36.43 4.0-6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repair</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>221 1.0-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vejby</td>
<td>1372</td>
<td>Vejby</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>bottom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>87.3 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ceiling</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>221 1.0-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>damage</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>221 1.0-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bremen</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>Bremen</td>
<td>NW-Germany</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>952 41.65 3.8-6.5 Lahm 1992, Daly 2007, 115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>1386 ± 10</td>
<td>Skjernselv</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>885 34.5 3.5-4.5 Overmeer 2006, 66f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skjernysand 3</td>
<td>1396 1390</td>
<td>Skjernysand</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>252 12.25 1.5-5.0 Overmeer 2006, 66f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avaldines</td>
<td>1392+</td>
<td>Avaldines</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>55 4.9 Alopeus &amp; Elvestad 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bologna</td>
<td>1396+</td>
<td>Bologna</td>
<td>NW-Germany</td>
<td>lower strakes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2026 20.26 22.2 paper C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1446+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repair</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2026 20.26 22.2 paper C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gdansk W5</td>
<td>Gdansk</td>
<td>Gdansk</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2026 20.26 22.2 paper C &amp; D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokøen 2</td>
<td>1405/1425</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>23.44 24.0 Niels fortcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O35</td>
<td>1422 ± 6</td>
<td>Zeiderzee</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>22.4 24.0 Niels fortcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokøen 3</td>
<td>1423 ± 3</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>24 2.8 Niels fortcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skaffo</td>
<td>1430 +</td>
<td>Skaffo</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>23.4 24.0 Niels fortcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U34</td>
<td>1528 ± 6</td>
<td>Zeiderzee</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>SE-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>30 40 4.3-5.0 Overmeer 2006, 66f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O28</td>
<td>1535 ± 5</td>
<td>Zeiderzee</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>‘Baltic’</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>5.0-6.0 Overmeer 2008, 51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 5-2. All shipwrecks from paper D’s table 1 containing planks of ‘Baltic’ origin are compared here with shipwrecks of the Bremen-type, hachured in grey.

The thesis is concluded with a case study from the last remaining northern crusader state — the Livonian Confederation. While section 4 dealt with shipwrecks from a time characterised by a formative phase, in which new coasts were explored, conquered and settled, this section deals with the same region 300 years later, in a phase marked by decline and state collapse. Shipbuilding went through some considerable changes, notably by the advent of the carvel technique, but in the local economy ships were essentially still built in a medieval technique and the following case study illustrates such a construction at the verge of early modern shipbuilding. In this section the question is raised, whether the eventful historical context may have affected the wreck’s peculiar construction and circumstances of deposition.

6.1. The Maasilinn Ship

Thirty years ago — in 1985 — a shipwreck was discovered in the Väike-Väin Sound, dividing the western Estonian islands of Saaremaa (German: Ösel) and Muhu. It was situated 370 metres off the coast of the island of Saaremaa at a depth of 3 metres, in a natural harbour at the foot of the castle ruin of Soneburg (Fig. 6-1) (Mäss 1991, 315; Mäss 1994b, 191). It was excavated, lifted and freeze-dried in 1987 to prepare for exhibition (Mäss 1994a, 97), but owing to the relatively new field of underwater archaeology and the lack of experience, only partially recorded and sampled. The shipwreck dates into a period marked by intensified castle building and fortification in a last but effectively vain attempt to avert the downfall of the last Baltic crusader state — the Livonian Confederation. There are several indications that the wreck’s peculiar way of construction, residues of slaked lime and traces of fire can be linked to historical events. Thus it shall be revisited and contextualised in its maritime transport geography.

Fig.6-1. The approximate site of the Maasilinn Wreck off the castle ruins of Soneburg, the outlines of which are indicated in the contour map. The site is located in the Väike-Väin Sound, dividing the island of Saaremaa and Muhu (Map source: http://xgis.maanet.ee/xGIS/2Gis with own modifications).
6.1.1. Date, provenance and workmanship

The analysis of samples taken from the clinker planks indicate felling dates between 1543 and 1546 (Aluve & Pärt 1986, 5f.). Almost the entire hull was built of pine, which was cut locally in Western Estonia (Aluve & Pärt 1986, 5f.). It is believed that the use of a local softwood species can be attributed to the wreck’s local origin at the fringe of the northern oak timber-line (cf. Arens 1986, 47). While oak would have been the preferred species for shipbuilders, its limited availability or high cost were probably deemed a worse trade-off, than accepting losses on durability. Thus, the imminent use must have considered a more decisive factor for the vessel’s envisaged purpose. The low investment is also reflected in the rough and archaic workmanship. The knotty wood has been little shaped during the assembly of strakes and insertion of frames (Arens 1986, 47). Both factors, the choice of materials and the workmanship, indicate its purely utilitarian purpose with respect to short-term operability.

Nonetheless, the addition of a secondary layer of carvel planking must have presented a major effort. In similar constructions, this was achieved by the cumbersome use of fillers — triangular in cross-section — to smoothen the exterior stepped surface of the clinker-planking for an additional layer of carvel planking. This was not the case here. Neither was caulking material observed nor samples taken by the excavators.

6.1.2. Construction

The Maasilinn Ship is the hitherto earliest known type of wreck, in which a secondary layer of carvel planks were fastened on top of an originally clinker-built hull. It has recently been aptly suggested to refer to this type as “converted clinker” (Grundvad 2010, 4), a suggestion that is adopted here. To an outsider, this vessel would have looked akin to a carvel-built vessel. With a length of up to 16 m, a beam of ca. 5.5 m, it would have been a small to mediocre-sized vessel without a great draught, thus enabling it to call at small rural or natural harbours. Traces of fire were detected and only the forepart and bottom remained preserved (Mäss 1991, 316). Although the vessel was referred to as being possibly an uisk, a local cargo carrier similar to the Finnish haakti or Swedish havo (Mäss 1994, 192) we will not go into the question of the local term, as converted clinker vessels were a pan-Baltic phenomenon, and the type-name would refer to a regional term rather than construction.

6.1.2.1 Keel and stem

A notable feature is the keel construction. The frames are not directly fastened to the keel, resulting in a deep bilge-well (Mäss 1991, 316). This feature would have allowed the bilge water to gather at the lowest point of the hull, so that it could be bailed or pumped out, leaving the cargo dry (Mäss 1991, 317).

Ilmar Arens suggested that the outer carvel shell was added at a later stage and the garboards were in fact originally the rudiments of a former keel, which was hollowed out and a new keel was fastened underneath (Arens 1986, 47). He justified this by pointing out that the notches that would have flanked the “original keel” must be limberholes and that the original keel must have been therefore directly fastened to the floor-timbers (Fig. 6-2A).

However, this assertion was not backed by observation and keel-to-floor fasteners should have been easy to identify archaeologically. Moreover, the whole assertion seems to be based on a schematic sketch, according to which the notches could also — more likely — be part of the joggled surface of the frame, to receive the upper edges of the clinker planks (Fig. 6-3). Vello Mäss likewise disagrees with this interpretation and points out that frame nr. 5 extends into the bilge-well, thus indicating that the deep keel is an original feature (Fig. 6-4) (Mäss 1991, 318).

Although a singular frame is not necessarily indicative of sequence, as it was not dated and could have been inserted at a later point, like a frame in the FPL-77 wreck (Auer 2009, 13, note 8), there are good reasons to believe that the deep keel was an original feature. However, Mäss’ conjecture that the clinker and carvel phases must be synonymous (Fig. 6-2B) because of the thinness of the clinker-built shell would have “lacked structural integrity” (Mäss 1991, 318) must be equally dismissed. Planks with a thickness of 2.5 cm and a height of about 20 cm were not uncommon in late medieval clinker-built ships and these dimensions are typical for radially cleft planks (cf. paper D, tab. 1). In Danish shipbuilding almost exclusively cleft planks were used for clinker-constructions as late as the 16th century (Bill 2009, 256). This raises the question of building sequence, i.e. whether both layers were synonymous or if the carvel planking was added during a later rebuilding, which will be addressed in the following section in more detail.

21 The claim that also maple was used (cf. Ilves 2002) was objected by the excavator (Vello Mäss, pers. comm.). Maple would have been even less suitable for shipbuilding than pine.
Before addressing the building sequence, however, another noticeable feature of the Maasilinn wreck should be mentioned: The stem-keel connection. It is fastened with a mortise joint rather than a hook or vertical scarph, as has been customary in preceding centuries. Similar mortise joints in stem-keel connections can be also observed in other clinker-built vessels around 1500 in Dutch shipyards (Reinders & Oosting 1989, 107), as well as Dutch carvel-built shipwrecks dating to ca. 1583 and ca. 1627 (B&W 1 and 5, cf. Lemée 2006, 148ff, 233ff.). This novel technique would have reduced the need for crooked timber, but more difficult to implement, as Jan Bill points out (Bill 2009, 256). Although crooked timber was used as stem knee in the Maasilinn wreck, the available crooked timber might not have had the necessary dimensions for the actual keel-stem transition. The fact that even the keel was made of material normally not preferred by shipbuilders — i.e. fir (Vello Mäss, pers. comm.) — indicates a shortage or restricted access to certain timber species, which might have made this solution necessary. Both, the distinctive keel construction and the keel-stem mortise have been addressed as possible ideosyncratic feature of an ancient Estonian shipbuilding tradition (Mäss 1991, 318). However, both features are not as unique as initially thought, and parallels can be found throughout the Hanseatic sphere, particularly in the Baltic Sea.
Fig. 6.4. This photo shows the inner part, featuring the bilge-well and frame 5 (Photo: Vello Mäss, modified by the author).
6.1.2.2. Building sequence

Regrettably, there are no dendrological results yet to answer the pressing question of whether the Massilinn wreck’s carvel planks were added right after the clinker-built hull was completed, as conjectured by Vello Mäss, or at a later stage during rebuilding, as believed by Ilmar Arens. Three similarly constructed 16th-century wrecks may help to elucidate this question further (Tab. 6-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Massilinn</th>
<th>FPL 77</th>
<th>W-36</th>
<th>Dębki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find location</td>
<td>Massilinn (EE)</td>
<td>Darss (DE)</td>
<td>Gdynia (PL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>ca. 16 m</td>
<td>ca. 10 – 12 m</td>
<td>ca. 15 - 18 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>after 1546</td>
<td>ca. 1590</td>
<td>after 1596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance</td>
<td>Western Estonia</td>
<td>Oresund region</td>
<td>Vistula Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>mainly pine, partly ash</td>
<td>oak with sapwood</td>
<td>oak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber conversion</td>
<td>cleft (?)</td>
<td>radially cleft</td>
<td>sawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank width</td>
<td>19 cm</td>
<td>20 - 25 cm</td>
<td>32 - 35 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank thickness</td>
<td>2.5 cm</td>
<td>2 - 3 cm</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. plank length</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>368+ cm</td>
<td>370 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection: scarfs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20-30 cm</td>
<td>(vertical) 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luting</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>animal hair</td>
<td>animal hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvel layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>ca. 1590</td>
<td>After 1596</td>
<td>1598, 1605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Wendish Quarter</td>
<td>Southern Baltic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>mainly pine, ash</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>pine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler material</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>fir, pine fillers</td>
<td>pine fillers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber conversion</td>
<td>sawn</td>
<td>tangentially sawn</td>
<td>sawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank width</td>
<td>19 cm</td>
<td>&lt; 48 cm</td>
<td>23 – 31 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank thickness</td>
<td>4.1 cm</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank length</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 516 cm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections: joints</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>butt-end</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caulking</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinker layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>simultaneous to carvel layer</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank width</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank thickness</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.5 cm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keel construction</td>
<td>T-shaped</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T-shaped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keel – floor timber</td>
<td>not connected</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>not connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor timber - futtock</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>scarf joints or flush abutment</td>
<td>rebated, partly added sideways during rebuilding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame scantlings</td>
<td>19 cm /</td>
<td>8 - 21 cm /</td>
<td>15 cm /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width/thickness</td>
<td>9.5-15 cm</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>60 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame spacings</td>
<td>Closely spaced</td>
<td>15 cm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr. provenance</td>
<td>mainly Øresund, 1 frame from the Wendish Quarter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr. date</td>
<td>ca. 1590</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab.6-1. A structural analysis of the Massilinn Wreck in comparison to other 16th-century and early 17th-century clinker wrecks with a secondary layer of carvel planking.

In the case of the FPL-77 wreck two building phases could be identified on the grounds of structural rather than chronological sequence. It has been sailed as clinker vessel for quite a while, before it was converted — if only superficially — into a carvel vessel, as indicated by the replacement of nails and plugged former nail holes (Auer 2009, 15; Grundvad 2010, 16f.). This is further corroborated by the dendrological results: The clinker planks were felled in the Øresund region with 1577 as terminus post quem, and the carvel planks were felled in the Wendish Quarter with 1589 as terminus post quem (Daly 2011, 113ff.) (Fig.6-5).

22 The same wreck is referred to as "4AM Wreck" in Daly 2011.
23 Felling dates are not always a good indicator, as is exemplified in the Dębki wreck, where the felling dates of the carvel planks even predate that of the clinker planks: Not all planks were immediately used, but may have been stored for a certain time.
Fig. 6-5. The plank analysis of the FPL-77 wreck showcases a distinctive origin for each group of planks: The clinker planks (left) most likely originated from the Øresund region with the highest t-values for Zealand (8,4) and Scania (8,18), and the carvel planks (right) probably originated from a region, which could be captured as the Hanseatic's "Wendish Quarter". The yellow dot indicates the location of the actual wrecksite (Daly 2011, figs. 4-5).

Unfortunately, it remains unknown whether the carvel planking of the Maasilinn wreck originated from a different region than its clinker planking. The tool-marks indicate that the clinker-planks were worked with an axe – thus probably radially cleft – whereas the carvel planks feature saw marks (Mäss 1994, 193). Nonetheless, further details can be inferred from similar wrecks. The FPL-77 wreck’s ceiling planks were added at the same time as the carvel planks, as indicated by treenails that transect both (Auer 2009, 15), and exactly the same observation was made in the Dębki wreck (Ossowski et al. 2005, 354). However, in the case of the latter, the clinker and carvel phases could not be so clearly distinguished as in the former, and it was even conjectured that both phases might be synonymous. Waldemar Ossowski argues that the absence of a keel-to-frame fastening on the one hand, and the absence of a keel-to-clinker-garboard fastening on the other hand, indicate that both layers are simultaneous (Ossowski 2006, 262). There might have been initially a connection between keel and clinker-garboards, but the lower ends were notched out to receive the garboards of the carvel planks. The same could be argued in case of the Maasilinn wreck (Fig. 6-2C). Despite the absence of chronological data that would allow to determine whether both shells are simultaneous or consecutive, an observable constructional feature is at least suggestive for a simultaneous construction in the Maasilinn wreck: Each frame is connected to a plank with two treenails, one of which is placed in the landing/plank overlap, suggesting that they were driven in with little regard for the clinker planks, probably from the inside (Figs. 6-5, 6-7). In some cases the treenail holes are even directly situated at the plank edges (Fig. 6-6). This might have weakened the clinker-to-frame fastenings and certainly affected water-tightness.

Fig. 6-6. Some of the treenail holes were drilled through the land, often directly at the edge of the plank, as the yellow arrow indicates (Photo: Vello Mäss, modified by the author).
The second shell of carvel planks were nailed on top of the former with iron spikes (Arens 1986, confirmed by Vello Müss, pers. comm.). This is a distinctive feature, as in none of the other wrecks from this period carvel planks are fastened in this fashion, but with treenails. Is there a link between the inadequately placed treenails in relation to the carvel planks? They seem to have been added in a makeshift manner by nailing them on top of the inner shell, rather than properly fastening them with treenails. At the recovery of the wreck, most carvel planks simply “fell off” (Vello Müss, pers. comm.), certainly due to the corrosion of these iron nails. The use of iron spikes to add a second layer is only known from a fairly modern vessel from the times of the industrial revolution: In the case of the Nors Å wreck, factory manufactured nails were used to fasten the carvel planks. This was usually done to extend the life time of old and worn ships known as Sandskuder in Denmark, putting them into an “envelope” (Gothche 1985, 304). If the carvel shell was meant as an envelope, this would clearly indicate a much later date for the carvel planking, perhaps even after the collapse of the Livonian Confederation and when the Island of Saaremaa became Danish.

Similar to the Danish Sandskuder, in Sweden a type of vessel was known as Ralagjakter — still present around the turn of the 19th century — where a clinker-built hull was clad in flush-laid planks. This was called halvsuning, and was done whenever the original clinker-built hull became old, leaky and abraded (Pettersson 1969, 14). The recently discovered — but still undated — Kvarnholmen II wreck near Stockholm has a length of 15 m and a beam of 5 m and is entirely built in pine, thus very similar to the Maasilinn wreck in terms of overall dimensions and the excessive use of softwood. In addition to the clinker-planks, a secondary carvel planking was added; planks twice the thickness of the former (Lindström 2011, 14f.) (Fig. 6-8). Lindström suggests that the second layer was added because the clinker-planking was worn out. The overall degree of deterioration, however, is very advanced, which relativises this impression.
Although Vello Mäss strongly favours a simultaneous sequence, the archaeological evidence is still too ambivalent to make a solid assertion on sequence. The early modern finds indicate a consecutive sequence for the planking on the grounds of extending the life-span of a worn-out vessel, but the possibility of a simultaneous phase should not be ruled out for all 16th century wrecks. As stressed earlier (paper B, 52), analogous features do not necessarily indicate a singular branch of development. The underlying reason for an ocularly similar technological solution may have different causes. Therefore, different factors will be assessed in the following section, which may have caused this technical solution in the Massilinn wreck.

6.1.3. The significance of the secondary carvel skin

The outer carvel planking of the Maasilinn wreck would have struck an outside observer as a fairly innovative feature. Clinker-built vessels would have been still the most common type of vessel in the north-eastern part of the Baltic Sea, particularly in small rural harbours. The particularity of the additional carvel layer in the Maasilinn wreck cannot be understood in isolation from what could be called a ‘Carvel Revolution’ (paper E, section 9). Although it has not been directly affected by the wave of innovation, as it is a carvel vessel by analogy only, it is nevertheless the earliest known wreck to feature this peculiar construction. Four different factors were identified, which may have brought about this constructional solution.

6.1.3.1. The utilitarian factor: Maintenance and repair

The practise of adding a secondary layer of carvel planking has been often ascribed to maintenance and repair, as was demonstrably the practise in early modern times, with the Sandskuder and Raslaggakter. Carvel planks were indeed easier to replace, as they were merely fastened onto the outer side, whereas clinker-planks were fastened to each other, and thus had to be cumbersome inserted. Moreover, it eased driven caulking, as it could be done from the outside, as opposed to the inlaid caulking material which must have been also difficult during repairs (cf. Grundvad 2011, 25ff.; Hasslöff 1970, 62). Thus, the decision of fastening carvel planks on top of the clinker planks could be attributed to a solution that could potentially save a lot of time, only at the expense of building material. The ready availability of wood in the heavily forested areas in the east could have been a decisive factor for double-hulled constructions being restricted to the Baltic Sea, so that an increased expenditure of resources was deemed a better trade-off than the time and workmanship. A 1587 account from a carpentry workshop in Elbing states that a vessel was reinforced with 24 ‘hull planks’ of oak by means of an additional outer layer and oakum and moss caulking (Gierszewski 1961, 80 acc. to Ossowski 2006). This suggests that in this instance the addition of a second layer of planks was related to watertightness. In the case of the Maasilinn wreck, however, the carvel planks were simply nailed on top of the clinker planks. Neither filler planks nor caulking material has been noted by the excavators, which would have been essential for water-proofness.
The latter would have been an obvious feature for the excavators to mention, if it was present in great quantities, so its apparent absence indicates that the carvel shell cannot — at least not primarily — be linked to problems related to water-tightness.

6.1.3.2. The environmental factor: The shallow-water coastal environment

It is notable that the Western Estonian Islands (Lääne-Eesti) had no single deep-sea harbour, which may explain the strengthened bottom construction (Mäss 1994b, 191). The use of the term harbour in medieval sources does not indicate built structures such as breakwaters, jetties, quays or piers, but often refers to a sheltered roadstead, where vessels anchored and their cargo transhipped with lighters. The Väike-Vänn Sound, dividing the islands of Saaremaa and Muhu, must have been an important seaway, as evidenced by the ancient harbour of Tommiäe, and the ancient forts at Muhu and Soneburg. Iron rings were found in the stonework of the Teutonic Order’s castle of Soneburg, indicating that small vessels could be moored directly under the castle’s walls, while larger vessels were anchored some 200-300 metres off the shore (Arens 1986, 46; Mäss 1991, 315). A dendro-analysis of timber from a jetty-structure showed that it dates into the same period as the Maasilinn wreck, so it even might have had a proper mooring.

Although the interspace between both skins — by the absence of fillers — would not have been watertight, the carvel skin shielded the clinker shell from abrasive action, such as grounding, and absorbed the impact of collisions with submerged rocks in a shallow water environment. This could have been an issue not only because of the shallow-water coastal environment of the Western Estonian Islands, in which this vessel operated, but principally because the clinker planks would have been particularly vulnerable due to their minor thickness and softness. They were made of pine for the most part, a softwood much less resistant to abrasion than oak planks.24 This would explain why these carvel planks were just nailed on top of the outer clinker shell, with no apparent attempt to insert fillers or to caulk the carvel layer, thus serving more as bumper than envelope.

One author even went a step further and argued that the second carvel skin became necessary due to frequent beaching, as indicated by a heavily worn out keel (Ilves 2002, 143). In fact, there is a similar case in Denmark with regard to the sandskuder, which operated in a rural trade between Norway and Denmark, transporting agricultural and other raw commodities to coastal villages, often purposefully avoiding ports to be exempt from taxes. The Nors Å wreck was addressed as being possibly such a type, which also features a second carvel skin fastened with iron nails, and thus being directly comparable to the Maasilinn wreck, except for its more recent age (Goethe 1985, 304). Vessels of the sandskuder-type were beached by using the tidal ranges, anchoring close at the shore, letting the vessel fall dry at low tide to un- and reload cargo, and floating up again as the tide rose. The difficulty of this operation is stressed in written sources: The loading process often needed to be aborted whenever strong winds amplified an incoming tide and the sandskuder had to leave with an incomplete load (Goethe 1985, 302). While small boats could be beached almost anywhere and simply pulled up the shore, the tidal range was of elementary importance for the ability of larger vessels to fall dry. Since there is virtually no tidal range in the Baltic Sea, it can be doubted that a vessel of the size of the Maasilinn wreck was ever purposefully beached. In this author’s opinion, the worn out keel emphasises the combination of the use of softwood and the shallow-water environment, with many obstacles beneath the waterline.

6.1.3.3. The climatic factor: The Little Ice Age

It has been suggested that the second layer was added to withstand ice-drift, which could have greatly damaged the hull (cf. Arens & Westerdahl 1986, 13; Mäss 1991, 318). Given the likelihood — as concluded in previous section — that the carvel-layer served as bumper rather than envelop, this could have also shielded the hull from the abrasive effect of floating sheets of ice. Interestingly, many parallels can be drawn to shipping in the far north. Aside from the economical factor and restrictive access to high quality timber like oak, the choice of pine — a softwood — for the clinker-hull might also indicate that the vessel was originally designed to be a light vessel. Softwood remains dated to early 17th century boat from an island off the Tajmyr Peninsula in the Russian Polar Sea has been interpreted that it could be more easily dragged on land or on the ice sheet (Cepelev 2002, 73). This can be ruled out however, in the case of the (much larger) Maasilinn Ship, but it shows that it might have been part of a wider shipbuilding practise, where it was common to use softwoods.

Arctic seafaring of the Pomors (northern Russians) started to peak in the 16th century and they relied on a type known as kads or kuts for coastal voyages and for navigation in the open seas with ice. Those featured an additional skin-planking known as kotsa, to enable them to sail through ice floes without taking damage to the hull (Marchenko 2012, 12f.).

24 Although one could argue that Norwegian vessels were also commonly built with radially cleft pine planks for the lack of oak, yet needed no extra reinforcing, one has to consider that the fjords were no shallow-water environment.
Depictions portray them as having a high-sided hull — sometimes single-masted (Belov 1951) — appearing surprisingly similar to what has been typically described as “cog” (Fig. 6-9). The etymological similarity is thought-provoking. This additional skin-planking may have been a fairly regular feature not only in Arctic circles, but also the northern part of the Baltic Sea. Records from the Stockholm shipyard dating to 1607-08 indicate the rebuilding of 2 lodjas, 2 pinks and 2 Bothnian barges as pinnaces, whereby it is arguably implied that these were re-planked in a carvel-fashion (Hasslöf 1972, 59). It is notable that these types, at least the lodjas — Russian water-craft — and Botnian vessels, must have hailed from the northernmost fringes of the Baltic Sea, where harbours would have frozen over every winter. The mid 16th-century Maasilinn Ship is the earliest known wreck to feature an additional planking layer. This period was marked by a substantial intensification of global cooling, a trend colloquially known as as the Little Ice Age, which has already started a few centuries earlier in the wake of the Medieval Climate Optimum. Was this constructional solution driven by climatic change? In the following, this hypothesis will be explored further in the context of paleo-climatic reconstructions and historical sources, starting with the latter.

Only few years before the timber for the Maasilinn Ship was cut, the exiled Swedish priest and cartographer Olaus Magnus published the Carta Marina in 1539, which combined a wealth of ethnographic, climatic and faunal information with geography, and arguably a dash of Catholic propaganda, as Olaus sided with the papacy when Sweden joined the Reformation under Gustav Vasa. On his map, Olaus Magnus indicated the areas of the Baltic Sea that froze in winter (Fig. 6-10). Taking the extent of ice on Olaus Magnus’ map at face-value, it would be nothing out of the ordinary, corresponding to what would be considered an average winter still today (cf. Fig. 6-11). Although the derivation of climatological indications from a scion-monster-depicting map might seem somewhat counter-intuitive, a recent study has come to the surprising conclusion that the whirls off the Icelandic coast were not drawn in deliberately, but correspond to satellite data on the intermittent formation of warm and cold eddies (Rossby & Miller 2003, 84). This front remained fairly stable and migrates seasonally no more than 35 nautical miles, so it seems possible that this re-occurring meteorological phenomenon could have been observed in the 16th century, and is not merely a coincidence. Olaus Magnus is known to have embarked on many sea voyages and he would have had ample opportunity to compile meteoric information from either own observations or by exchange with mariners. The fact that he also often embarked on vessels bound for Sweden and other Baltic Sea ports (Rossby & Miller 2003, 80) increases the likelihood that his depiction of the ice extent is no less truthful than the eddies. Based on this premise, it would not have been uncommon for the Western Estonian Islands and the Gulf of Riga to freeze during winter in Olaus Magnus’ time. The sound between Hiiumaa and Saaremaa would freeze over even in extremely mild winters and the waterbody dividing the islands from the mainland would freeze in mild winters (cf. Seinä & Palosuo 1996.), so it can be expected that the whole region was affected by ice drift on an annual basis.

Fig. 6-9. The kotch: A two-masted reconstruction (left) of a 17th century kotch in the Museum of Krasnoyarsk, showing the underwater hull in clinker-planked fashion, strengthened all about the waterline with an additional layer of carvel planks (Photo: Кузнецов). A single-masted reconstruction (right) was made on the basis of ship-depictions carved into re-used planks (Graph: Belov 1951).
The first excerpt from Olaus Magnus' Carta Marina of 1539 shows Livonia, Estonia and Finland, depicting the Gulf of Finland and the Gulf of Riga frozen over. The second excerpt shows the Western Estonian islands of Dagö (Hiiumaa) and Ösel (Saaremaa). On the latter, the caption for Arensburg (Armborg) and Suneburg (Süneborg) were apparently confounded.

The ice extent in the Baltic Sea subdivided into categories of winter climate (Graph: Daniel Zwick, redrawn from Seinä and Palomou 1996).
The freezing of those waters was no novelty. However, with the intensification of the Little Ice Age, the ice drift and ice sheet thickness and pressure will have posed a new challenge. While small vessels could be laid up ashore, moored in small side arms where no significant ice pressure can build up, or even sunk with ballast stones to remain inundated beneath the ice sheet during the winter, it seems questionable whether vessels of the size of the Maasilinn Ship could escape the harsh winters in a similar way or had to be exposed to ice-drift and ice-pressures, especially when ice sheets are pushed against each other by currents and wind. This raises an important question: Was the carvel skin on top of the clinker-built shell reinforcement against ice-drift?

This may have been the case, if the primary problem was abrasion. For the compensation of ice-sheet pressure, it would have been to little avail and the reinforcement of frame and particular the addition of low cross-beams would have been the first priority. In the harbour of Kalmar several medieval vessels were discovered, featuring up to three cross-beams in one section (Åkerlund 1951), which may well be a response to ice-sheet pressure. Interestingly, all converted clinker-construction are medium sized vessels of between 10 to 20 metres (tab 6-1). Such vessels were often either too large to be pulled on land during the winter and arguably too large to sink, as to protect the ships from the ice drift on the surface, as still practised until the recent past. Yet such vessels operated in rural or natural harbours with no built harbour installations such as breakwaters that could have sheltered the ships from ice sheet pressure. So, can this peculiar construction explained in terms of a niche, in which medium-sized vessels would have faced dire consequences in these waters if not converted?

To answer this question, some light shall be shed on when and how swift the cooling trend occured, and whether it was abrupt enough to possibly affect instant constructional adaptation.

Swedish chronicles suggest that the change from a mild climate towards the end of the 15th century was well perceived in contrast to a cool and unpleasant period around 1560 (Utterström 1955 acc. to Pfister & Brázdil 1999, 8). This is supported by a climate reconstruction with a record low in the mid 16th century, which was harsher in the eastern Baltic Sea — i.e. at Soneburg — than in Stockholm (Fig. 6-12), and a marked decrease in temperature around 1570 with cool summers lasted well until around 1650 (Briffa et al 1990, 438; 1999, 157, 166). This perceivable cooling trend and the necessity of navigation triggered the first periodic — albeit irregular — recordings of ice observation. It started in the 16th century when Sweden established a harbour pilot service, in which the coastal population was required to collect navigation marks with the beginning of the ice season and put them back in place as soon as the ice melted (Rudovic 1930 acc. to Jevrejeva 2001, 55).

While the smoothed trend based on tree-ring data indicates a gradual yet steep decline in this period (Jones et al. 1998, 462, fig.1), a number of particularly harsh winters were historically recorded since the beginning of the 16th century in the Baltic Sea region (Fig. 6-13). This seems to have concerned particularly the Fennoscandinavian region, which climate is directly linked to the North Atlantic Oscillation.

Particularly harsh winters fall statistically into the last quarter of the 16th century and would be consistent with the hypothesis formulated above, of the outer carvel shell being a response to greater ice extent, if it was added roughly a decade after the vessel was built. The spatially closest observations were made in the city of Riga since 1529, where the number of days till ice break-up were recorded. Only a very slight decreasing trend in the severity of winters was observed over a period of almost four centuries, i.e. 2 days of earlier melting per century on average (Jevrejeva 2001, 61), yet the individual record displays a great annual irregularity in the ice break-up time (Fig. 6-14). While the averaged value does not seem to make a real difference, a particularly harsh winter may have affected constructional change. The circumstance that break-up times were recorded since

---

25 This can be substantiated from own observation: The author has left his 7m wooden clinker boat in the water during the past winters to prevent the formation of dry cracks. The water froze with an ice thickness of up to 5 cm in a sheltered area of Kiel Fjord. The ice movement scraped off some of the anti-fouling coating, while leaving no substantial damage. So it seems feasible that especially planks at the water-line might have suffered more substantially in cases of greater movement of ice sheets and needed replacing — or indeed — strengthening with an additional layer of planks.
1529 might in itself point to a perceivable decline in temperatures and thus the interest in collecting meteorological observations systematically.

The coldest period of the Little Ice Age, however, began in the mid-17th century (Schimanke et al. 2011, 13) and this is well reflected in art, particularly in the Netherlands (Fig. 6-15). The Dutch might have come up with an analogous feature at this time — dubbed the “Double-Dutch method” — where two layers of carvel planking were simultaneously laid. Thijs Maarleveld (1994, 162) ascribes this to the lack of experience of assembling flush-laid planks while applying a shell-first principle for the building of large ships. He argues that the Double-Dutch method was only a short episode in Dutch shipbuilding, because it was basically redundant for its imagined purpose, thus — in this author’s abstraction — an atavism of conceptual evolution, i.e. a ‘perceptual set’ (cf. paper B, 54). In the light of the hypothesis presented here, the short-lived appearance of the Double-Dutch solution from the late 16th to the 17th century could have been also a response to particularly harsh winters, in which underwater hulls were damaged by ice-drift. In this case, it could be still explained in conceptual evolutionary terms, namely as ‘evolutionary convergence’, leading to analogous adaptations at different places — from Russia to the Netherlands — and within distinctive shipbuilding traditions.

![Graph showing ice extent in the Baltic Sea](image1)

**Fig. 6-13.** Modelled ice extent (10³ km²) in the Baltic Sea dividing into particularly cold (blue) and warm (red) winters (Eriksson 2009, fig. 14).

![Graph showing ice break-up](image2)

**Fig. 6-14.** Left: Time series of ice break-up in the port of Riga, the closest approximation to Saaremaa. Right: Time series of date of ice break-ups for severe winters with average linear trend (Jevrejeva 2001, fig. 1, 4).
Conclusively, no assertion can be made whether the additional carvel skin is really linked in any way to the cooling trend and increased ice-drift of the Little Ice Age. The question remains highly hypothetical, but the digression into the mere possibility of a climatologically affected change in shipbuilding is not in vain, as an investigation of similar wrecks could specifically focus on traces of abrasion or damages at water-line level. The Maasilinn wreck is unfortunately not preserved up to water-line level, so conclusive proof for this hypothesis cannot be provided.

6.1.3.4. The socio-economic factor: Prestige-biased transmission

Last not least, another factor may have abetted the addition of a carvel skin. The carvel-planking was associated with an innovative shipbuilding technology. The implementation of carvel-technology in northern European shipyards — primarily driven by the hiring of foreign shipbuilders — is well documented since the 1450’s in the southern North Sea area, since the 1480’s in Denmark (Bill 2009, 253), and since the 1530’s in Sweden, precipitated by a decade in which Hanseatic carvels were bought for the newly established Swedish navy (cf. Adams & Rönny 2013, 115). The documentary evidence pinpoints to the emergence of this innovative technology and indicates that the east was lagging behind the west in adopting this new technology (paper E, section 11), which — however — remained largely linked to the establishment of professional navies. Most shipyards — particularly rural and small ones — were not directly affected by this new development, as the archaeological record suggests. In Denmark most vessels were still built in clinker up to the end of the 16th century, and carvel remained an exception (cf. Bill 2009, 254). Even most of the carvel wrecks discovered in Danish waters, which date into the last quarter of the 16th century, were not built domestically. Their provenances indicate a foreign origin, indicating that these kind of ships were not readily available for merchants at home and needed to be acquired overseas (Bill 2009, 255). Given the east-west divide in spreading carvel-technology, the Maasilinn Ship with its carvel-skin must have been a fairly uncommon sight in the Baltic Sea’s northeastern fringe. At that time carvel vessels were associated with the state, innovation and wealth, while clinker-built ships were vernacular vessels. The Maasilinn wreck too was one of those vernacularly-built vessel, which however was disguised under the carvel skin. Was this intentional and could the carvel-shell have had another purpose that was not strictly utilitarian?
It needs to be noted that the change to carvel-technology was barely a wholesome transition, but a gradual process, in which only some aspects of the technology were adapted, often restricted to the most superficial analogies, as in this case. The long-winded gradual process is emphasised by the fact that even long after carvel-built hulls became the norm, many rural communities continued to build clinkerered hulls up to the 19th century.

This also concerned another group of vessels, the so-called ‘half-carvels’, essentially clinker-built vessels which were only carvel planked above the water-line, as attested for Sweden between the 17th and 19th centuries (Erikson 2010). The shipping record for Sweden of 1911 lists 72 of such vessels, but are found as early as 1782 in customs accounts (Hasslöf 1972, 58). Not unlike the Maasilinn Ship, these vessels would have appeared to the outside observer — i.e. above the waterline — as carvel vessels, but were in verity embedded in the clinker-tradition.

Those odd constructions have been interpreted with the merchants’ intent to cast off the stigma of provincialism and peasantry, and to emulate the wealthier long-distance merchants in their carvel-built ships (Erikson 2010, 78f). The latter had access to the more sophisticated shipbuilding technology practised in the great urban centres, like in the Low Countries and some Hanseatic ports, and thus also to a greater choice of commodities than just agricultural surplus as peasants, so “disguising” the vessel as prestigious carvel would have had a tangible utilitarian purpose too, as it would have enhanced the expectations of the traded good. A quite modern principle basically, as the package design and the way a commodity is advertised boosts the sale value.

However, this explanation can be doubted on the basis that converted-clinker or half-carvel constructions were normally of modest dimensions and on that basis alone would have not have the chance of being perceived as prestigious. Moreover, an ethnographic study also identifies another reason: One of the last shipbuilders who engaged in this building method was asked why he chose this construction, upon which he responded, that he found it easier to determine the shape of the underwater hull when employing the shell-first clinker method, while he continued the hull construction above the waterline in carvel fashion, as not much could go wrong once a vessel has been planked up to the turn of the bilge (Hasslöf 1972, 58). Obviously, this is the shipbuilder’s subjective preference, based on his personal experience and the inheritance of shell-first clinker technology. Mediterranean shipbuilders would have certainly disagreed.

Could the theory of a prestige-biased transmission be applied in the case of the Maasilinn ship?

There are clear indications that a prestige-biased (or rather ‘prestige-inspired’) adoption of the carvel skin can be confidentially ruled out in this case, as it would presuppose an incentive for mercantile competition, which was absent. In the year 1532 on the Landtag — the Livonian Diet — the cities of Windau, Reval and Dorpat declared to prohibit the inhabitants of Courland and Ösel to export cattle and fish anywhere, before not having offered their goods at the domestic market in Riga (Seibertz 1853, 82). This suggests that Cours and Oselians must have engaged in this practice before, and apparently achieved better prices elsewhere than in the nearby Riga. So this can be seen as a restrictive measure for price regulation. Thus, the lack of opportunity to sell at places where the highest price could be achieved would have deprived the merchants of any incentive to compete, or to market their goods with the aggregated value of make-believe prestigious shipping. Moreover, this would have certainly not been important for agricultural commodities anyway.

Whether the Maasilinn Ship was engaged in any trading with agricultural goods from the Island of Saaremaa remains unknown, there can be however little doubt that this ship was directly embedded in the logistical network of Sonenburg Castle, as indicated by the lime residues in the wreck’s bilge on the one hand, and the quarrying of lime right at the foot of Sonenburg Castle on the other hand. There would have been hardly any incentive for a presitious ship for the mundane transport of lime.

6.1.4. Discussion

As could be demonstrated in previous section, the contextual factors bear a direct relevance to the interpretation of the Maasilinn wreck. Despite its modest size, it may have been engaged in naval warfare, as the shallow-water environment around the Island of Saaremaa would not have been suitable for larger state-of-the-art warships. Therefore a hostile act cannot be excluded as possible cause for the fire and sinking of the Maasilinn Ship. As will be addressed in the next section, the inflammable nature of the cargo may also point to an accident.

The way of construction — both in terms of workmanship and choice of materials — reflect the restricted access to high quality species. This may have been affected by the time of war, scarcity and imminent collapse, but not necessarily, as it could be also interpreted as a sober cost-benefit calculation for the mundane requirements of a coastal vessel in a rural peripheral area.

This approach to shipbuilding would be consistent with the makeshift feature of a secondary skin. While its purpose as “envelope” to make an old leaking hull waterproof again — as in the case of the sandikuder
— could be confidentially ruled out, as no traces of caulking or wedges were found, the favoured interpretation is that of a “bumper”, or external reinforcement, which would have protected the hull from the abrasive effect of groundings, small collisions and ice drifts, as argued in section 6.1.3.2. and 6.1.3.3.

6.2. Exploring the castle's link to the nearby Maasilinn wreck

The mid-16th century was a heated period of extensive fortification rebuilding, in a last — but eventually vain — effort of the Livonian Confederation to protect its territorial sovereignty and to prevent invasion and dissolution. Soneburg was a provincial stronghold directly under a commandry of the Livonian Order, controlling territories dispersed on the islands of Ösel/Saaremaa and Dago/Hiumaa (cf. Arbusow 1918, tab.1). Thus this province and its scattered territory across the Western Estonian Islands would have been in need of vessels that were under the direct disposal of the komtur — the reeve — of Soneburg. In the following section, the political dimension will be further explored in the context of the maritime transport geography of this region, to shed further light on the historical circumstances encompassing the Maasilinn wreck.

There is a wealth of contextual information that could further illuminate under what historical circumstances the Maasilinn Ship was built, operated and eventually sank. It is notable that wooden piles thought to be the remains of a harbour structure date to the same time as the Maasilinn wreck (Arens 1986, 47), and thus highlights the importance of interpreting the wreck together with the castle and harbour as assemblage, not to forget the historical context of the Bailiwick of Maasilinna, of which Soneburg (Fig. 6-16) was its administrative centre.
The cargo remains already indicate a relevance to the locality: Inside the hold, slaked lime was detected (Määs 1994b, 190). Lime, as we know, was quarried right at the foot of the castle. It can be questioned, however, whether it came as slaked lime (calcium hydroxide) on board. It seems more likely, that it came — in fact — on board as quicklime (calcium oxide). Quicklime is produced by heating crushed limestone in a kiln for several hours at high temperature and results in a powder often used to make mortar. If quicklime gets in contact with water, an exothermic reaction ensues and turns it into slaked lime, a process that releases enough heat to ignite combustible materials, such as wood. This would explain the torched remains of the vessel and the cause of sinking. As indicated by the special keel construction, the Maasilinn wreck could have been even a purpose-built quicklime freighter. Despite the builders seem to have been very well aware of the hazardous nature of the cargo, a quicklime accident may have occurred. A hostile act cannot be ruled out however.

There are indications that quicklime was used as a thermal weapon — a “medieval napalm” so to say — in naval battles, comparable to the Greek Fire used by the Byzantines. Although written evidence is scant, there are several mentions between the 13th and 15th centuries of pots of quicklime being hurled on the decks of other vessels, not necessarily as incendiary material, but primarily to blind adversaries. A late 14th century source reads: “The eighth thing that one should have in war at sea is that one should have many vessels filled with powdered lime and one should throw them at one’s enemies’, so that the vessels shatter and the lime enters adversaries’ eyes and then they are as if blinded, and this is a very dangerous situation, since, if the enemy cannot see because of the lime that they have in their eyes, one can easily kill them and drown them in the water” (Sayers 2006, 265).

Now the question arises whether the lime was really just meant as building material, or instead used purposely to ignite a fire in a warlike-scenario. Even with the introduction of early gunnery, the use of such “archaic” ammunition seems realistic, as all kinds of materials served as shots, such as pellets of stone, metal and baked clay (Sayers 2006, 266). Both scenarios are possible in the light of historical events, the mid 16th century was virtually a heated period of inner and outer conflict, so the torched remains of the Maasilinn wreck may be related to that struggle, which is also reflected in the castle history itself.

Soneburg castle was built in lieu of Peude Castle, which was besieged and destroyed during the Oselian uprising in 1343 (Tuulse 1941, 85). It took the Teutonic knights two years to quell the uprising and re-establish their rule by the construction of this castle, which was not incidentally named Soneburg: At the besiegement of Peude the Germans capitulated on the condition of safe conduct, but were nevertheless slain. As a punishment, the Oselians were obligated to build the new castle of Soneburg in ‘stonement’ — Sone (or Sühne) being the German term for the latter — and Burg for castle (Tuulse 1941, 185). In the chronicles of Hermann of Warberge, the construction of a good and “firm” (i.e. stone) castle in Saaremaa was mentioned for the year 1345 — “constuit (...) in Ostia castrum bonum et firmum (...)”, built by Master Burchard of Dreileben and later continued by Master Goswin of Herike, which is thought to refer to Soneburg Castle (Strehlke 1863, 72). Importantly, the castle was built at a small harbour, which was allegedly still in use in the 16th century (Tuulse 1941, 185). This is supported by archaeological evidence and a brief survey has revealed massive piles and cribwork contemporaneous with the wreck (Roio 2006, 306). The castle was built directly at the waterfront and to prevent it from flooding the foundation consisted of locally quarried cyclopean ashlars (Tuulse 1941, 186). Post-glacial land rise also affects this part of the region, so the actual shoreline was even closer to the castle than indicated on the late 19th century map (Fig. 6-16) due to a relatively higher water-level.

This is further enhanced by the fact that iron rings were integrated into the castle’s walls, with which vessels could be moored right under the protection of the walls (Arens 1986, 46). The outer bailey was probably built during reconstruction works carried out under the bailiff Tonys Ubelacker in 1518, albeit the bastions and gun emplacements were built somewhat later, as could be deduced from the sculptural details (Tuulse 1941, 187) (Fig. 6-17).

The reinforcements took so much lime, that Tonys Ubelacker — bailiff of Soneburg — had to send a message to the Grandmaster of the Teutonic Order to inform him that he would not be able to send lime in that year, as it was all used for local construction works (PrUB JH 1, 3 21968 - 1518 VII 14).26 This suggests that lime was normally sent to the Grandmaster on an annual basis. The building activities continued in several phases. In 1550 the bailiff of Soneburg ordered a remarkable quantity of roof tiles from Tallinn (Kreem 2002, 24). The 19th century map shows a body of water in the west of the castle, which is now completely silted up, except for a small creek (Fig. 6-16). This might have been even deeper in the 16th century and part of the area where limestone was quarried and loaded. Northern Estonia and the Island of Saaremaa in particular was a limestone area (Tuulse 1941, 19), where building material was quarried and shipped off. Thus Soneburg might have played a pivotal role in shipping building material to various sites of the Livonian Confederation, which engaged in a last concerted effort to reinforce its castles during the Livonian War of 1558-1583.

26 I am indebted to Juhan Kreem for drawing my attention to this excerpt.
The fact that the Maasilinn wreck carried slaked lime or quicklime on board suggests that it was not a random merchant vessel, but possibly under the direct command of the bailiff, as has been previously suggested (Arens 1986, 48). It was also suggested that the lime on board was destined for the re-building of the castle (Ilves 2002, 143), a hypothesis that is however doubtful, as lime was quarried right at the castle’s foot and was therefore certainly not meant for the castle’s own fortifications.

As the Livonian Confederation crumbled, the Danish king acquired in 1559 the Bishopric of Ösel-Wick (Latin: Ösilia Maritima), which shared the islands of Ösel/Saaremaa and Dagö/Hiiumaa with the bailiwick of Soneburg. After five years, the bailiwick of Soneburg was to follow suit and was also sold to the Danish crown in 1564, so that Denmark gained full sovereignty over the Western Estonian islands.

The attempt of King Christiern to gain a foothold and to recuperate former strength and glory was however constantly thwarted by Swedish seaborne assaults. Recognising that Soneburg could not withstand Swedish raids in 1568 and 1575, the castle was razed by the Danes in 1576, no doubt, to prevent the Swedes from occupying it permanently at some point. Ilmar Arens believes that the Massilinn ship may have caught fire when the Danes blew up Soneburg, while dismissing the likelihood that this may have happened during the Swedish attacks, as they would have rather seized than burned the vessel (Arens 1986, 49). But it seems questionable whether burning matter from a blown up stone fortress could reach the ship that was anchoring about 300 metres off the castle. As pointed out earlier, the quicklime could have inflamed itself due to a chemical reaction and does not strictly point to a hostile or otherwise explosive event.

Fig. 6-17. The ruins of Maasilinna Castle (Soneburg) with gun emplacements.
6.3. *Livonia Maritima* in retrospect: Applying a Braudelian concept to a maritime transport zone

It has been pointed out that the event of a shipwreck is unique in space and time, thus corresponding to a *courte durée* event-based history according to the Annales approach proposed by Fernand Braudel. Yet, as such, it cannot be fully understood without a wider ‘system of use’ in a global mechanism of the *longue durée*, involving structures, worldviews, mentalities and geohistory, which interactions find impression in patterns (Staniforth 2003, 104). Such an approach applied to the Baltic Sea was endorsed by Johan Rönny, stressing that factors shaping the landscape over centuries like the post-glacial rebound ought to be addressed in a *longue durée* context, or its appropriated *maritima durier* for aspects in which the sea shaped long-term cultural expressions (Rönny 2015, 272), of which some have been addressed in section 2.2.

Through this zoomed-in *courte durée* approach, archaeological remains can be interpreted in the light of specific historical events. This, however, does not tap the full potential of understanding the significance of this region in the wider context. Subliminal factors of the unique maritime landscape spawn recurrent patterns throughout the centuries, leading to a surprising degree of constancy in geopolitical decision-making, transport corridors, as well as strategic and navigational bottlenecks. These shall be assessed in this section by applying a *longue durée* perspective. In this section, an attempt will be made to apply a Braudelian concept by demonstrating how the *longue durée* aspects (marked as in (Fig. 6-1)) are tacitly interspersed in a mundane *courte durée* perspective, based primarily on historical events. The Maasilinn case study showcases a castle and an associated ship-find, which provide a snapshot in time, which is embedded in an ancient coastal maritime transport zone.

It was suggested that the Maasilinn ship could have belonged to the bailiwick of Maasilinn (Arens 1986, 48). If compared to the geo-political situation, it would be very likely that the bailiwick was in possession of vessels, as its territories were scattered across three islands, namely Ösel/Saarema, Dago/Hiiumaa and Mon/Muhu (Fig. 6-18). The smallest (not counting islets) is Mon/Muhu, being just opposite of the Väine-Väike Sound and known as Saaremaa’s “breadbasket” due to favourable farm land (Arens 1986, 48). The village of Koguva on Mon/Muhu is the closest connection to Soneburg, and may have been the main connection between the two islands for ferrying and dispatches (Parve 2010, 96).

• The favourable farm land is already indicated much earlier in a peace treaty of 1241 between the Teutonic Order and the Estonians, in which the latter are obligated to pay their tax in grain that could fill a cog sent from Riga. It also provides for the case that the bishop or master of Riga is unable to acquire a cog, in which case ships and pilots need to be sent "ab ipsis Oslianis in Rigam seu Maritimam deducentur" – from Oselia in the Riga Bay (Bunge 1953, 220). This indicates not only that agriculture was practised already on these islands 300 years before this case study, but that the rural population was sometimes expected to deliver their agricultural products in their own ships, which reminds of Jan Bill’s (1997) finding that small-scale seafaring in Danish waters was often carried out by farmers.

The importance of Mon/Muhu is revealed unvoluntarily on a late 16th century map, in which Soneburg gets replaced as provincial centre by the name of this island (Fig. 6-20-1). Despite the exposed location of the Island of Ösel/Saareemaa — located like a bar in front of the Estonian mainland — the absence of deep water harbours and the shallow water environment enclosing the island must have protected the island to a certain extent. Thus, it was only accessible for small and medium-sized craft with little draught. This is indicated by shallow depths of 2.5 m in the middle of the sound, getting increasingly deeper towards the north-east, but much shallower in the southeastern entrance with a depth of about 0.5 m, i.e. wading depth (Fig. 6-19). For this an region a post-glacial land rise of 1 mm was reconstructed (Agren & Svensson 2007, fig. 4.3) (Fig. 2-2), which would make a sea-level difference of ca. 0.47 m for 1550. According to another estimate, the post-glacial land rise in this region would have been at ca. 1.7 mm per year (Ekman 1996), thus a sea-level difference of 0.79 m for 1550. It can be anticipated in both scenarios that the southeastern access was not even traversable for small ships, perhaps fishing craft in calm weather. Thus, Soneburg Castle was effectively only accessible from the northern sound entrance and was not exposed to seaborne attacks from the southern side.
Fig. 6-18. The lands of the bailiff of Soneburg are marked in grey and are part of the Teutonic Order ruled territories (white) of Livonia. The reason for including the route description of the Hanseatic Sea Book, which has no apparent connection to the bailiwick, will be elucidated in the context of figure 6-20. The red square is magnified in figure 6-19 (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

Fig. 6-19. The castle and ship in the local context of the Väike Väin Sound, dividing the islands of Ösel/Saaremaa and Mon/Muhu (Map source: http://xgis.maaamet.ee/xGIS/XGis with own modifications, edited by the author).
Considering the strategical location of Soneburg Castle, it seems strange that the bailiffs of Soneburg were either unable or unwilling to exert power, especially the safeguarding of the straits dividing the islands from the mainland. In 1411 the Livonian towns banned the export of grain in accordance with the Grandmaster of the Livonian branch, to whom the bailiff of Soneburg was subject to. The western part of Saaremaa, however, was part of the Bishopric of Ösel-Wiek, which was not bound to the Grandmaster’s policies. Thus, there were effective ways — perhaps also indirectly for the bailiffs of Soneburg — to evade the Grandmaster’s rulings, so that the ban could not be implemented wholesale (cf. Kreem 2002, 25). The role of the Soneburg bailiffs was ambivalent — if not dubious — when for instance in 1497 the town of Reval/Tallinn accused the bailiff to have given safe conduct to Swedish pirates, who had harmed merchants from Reval/Tallinn in the Ötzelsgründe (HUB 11, 125) — literally “Ösel Sound”, probably referring to the Suur-Väin Strait — or when the bailiff openly abdicated any responsibility for ships captured in the waters that would nominally fall into his jurisdiction (Kreem 2009, 76). The island itself was subject to seaborne attacks, however, when — for instance — in 1438 the bailiff of Soneburg reported about small bands of pirates of Finnish, Swedish and Estonian origin plundering Ösel/Saaremaa (Kreem 2002, 26; 2009, 72). The seeming inaction on the part of the bailiff may either indicate that he had not the naval power to intercept pirates, or secretly made common cause with them. Both may have been the case. The fact that the waters around Saaremaa and Soneburg in particular were only accessible to small and medium sized vessels with little draught was certainly a great advantage, which may have triggered an “asymetrical” way of naval warfare, providing safe havens for small raiding vessels to retreat, which could not be pursued by larger more powerful vessels.

This restricted accessibility for larger ships could explain why the Teutonic Order attacked the island of Ösel/Saaremaa with a land army, crossing the frozen sea in winter 1227 (HCL. XXX, 3; LRC 1614-1646) and again in 1270 (LRC 7847-7944) (cf. section 2.2.3). It was probably not possible to reach these waters in their high-sided cogs savely. Henry of Livonia described an incidence in the year 1215 when 9 crusader cogs had to seek shelter in a natural harbour on Ösel/Saaremaa during a storm, but could not navigate in these waters properly, for which reason a difficult kedging maneuvre had to be carried out while exposed to Estonian attacks. As for the Väike Väin Sound, in 1227 the sea-level difference would have been — according to the two aforementioned reconstructions — between 0.79 m and 1.34 m. Thus, traversing through the southeastern approach would have meant a depth of between 1.29 m and 1.84 m in the best case scenario (not counting in possible sedimentation etc.). If compared with the reconstructed draught of the Kollerup ship, estimated in the range between 1.2 m and 1.4 m (Westphal 1999, 109), this would have been too narrow, as the reduced depths in wave troughs need to be also taken into account. Thus, the smaller piraticis of the Oselians could have easily escaped across some shoals, not accessible for the “floating fortresses” of the crusaders, leading to an asymmetric warfare to the advantage of the Oselians. This however lasted only as long as the summer. Aside from the shallowness of the surrounding waters, Ösel/Saaremaa was obviously also protected by the seasons, except the winter. This protection also included the spring months, when the ice was too thin to carry, but too thick to permit navigation. That is at least how envoy of the Bishop of Ösel justified their delayed arrival in Rome in 1458 (Kreem 2011, 266), so seaward protection came at the price of seasonal isolation.

Ortelius’ map (Fig. 6-20-2) contains clear nautical indications regarding Cape Domesnäis/Kolka, described thus: “Domes nest, petra est sub aquis, longe se in mare extendentur” — i.e. a warning of rocky shoals extending far into the sea and should be circumnavigated with great distance. This reference might have been directly taken from the following excerpt of the Livonian Rhymed Chronicles: "Now Oesel [Saaremaa] lay locked in the sea and this protected it so that it had never been attacked by an army. In the summers they needed little defense and so for many years they remained unbaptized and free of taxes. They were a treasonous people. In the summers they ravaged the surrounding lands with their ships, inflicting great damage. This greatly disturbed the Master and he earnestly inquired how they might cross the ice in winter to that land and subdue it. It was reported to him that in winter the sound, in which the island lay, froze solid. In summer, however, one had to sail twelve miles by ship, being careful to avoid the numerous rocks which lay in the water. Hence, whoever wished to attack the island with an army had to do it in the cold days of winter when the ice could bear a hundred armies.” (LRC 1614-1645, ed. Smith & Urban 1977, 23).

Throughout time, there are numerous references to the cape, which suggest that it was an important landmark. The earliest is on the Meravalla runestone from Sweden from ca. 1000, which is dedicated to a husband called Sven, who often sailed in his knorr to Sembgallia around Cape Kolka (Fig. 6-21). And in 1518 “evil people” were reported to have cut down a group of prominent trees at Cape Kolka, hitherto used as navigation marks, so a tower was erected in lieu on the behest of mariners from Riga (Schnall 2003, 36). It seems very possible that the group of trees were a prominent landmark for taking bearings to determine when it was save to change course. The cutting down of the trees may have been a deliberate attempt to make ships run aground in order to plunder them, so their literal description of “evil people” was probably not just an incidental elaboration. Removing or destroying navigation marks was a common strategy in naval warfare (Westerdahl 2011a, 74). ▲
Fig. 6-20. The map of Old Livonia published in Abraham Ortelius’ Theatrum Orbis Terrarum between 1573-1598 reflect the perception of the maritime landscape and the relative importance of some landmarks. (1) The island of Ösel/ Saareemaa is depicted in red and misattributes the name “Mon” to Soneburg, which may reflect the importance which this island had for the Bailiwick of Maastricht. The island of Mon/Muhu is actually shown as the island marked in green. (2) Cape Kolka (Domesnäs). (3) Hoburg was erroneously inserted as town-symbol, undoubtedly because of its suggestive toponym. In verity, the importance of this site stems from being a rock formation which served sailors as landmark (Hanseatic Sea Book XII, 26). (4) Likewise, the offshore islands of Stora Karlsö and Lilla Karlsö were also a landmark for ships bound for Visby (ibid. XII, 41, 43-46).

Fig. 6-21. The Mervalla rune stone of ca. 1000 with the transcribed text: Sigríðr lét reisa stein þenna at Svein, sinn bónda. Hann oft siglt til Seimgala, dýrum knerri, um Dómisnes. (Source: Riksantikvarieämbetet archive number Ytterligi 92:2).
When Ivan the Terrible declared war on the Livonian Confederation, the bailiff of Soneburg declared in 1558 his forces too few to reinforce Wesenberg and Reval against the Russians (Cröger 1870, 149). The bailiwick of Soneburg under its last bailiff Heinrich von Lüddingshausen-Wulff could mobilise during the struggles of 1558-59 about 700 Estonian and 100 Swedish peasants in addition to the castle's garrison, listed with 22 noblemen on horseback and soldiers (12 guns to a man). At times, an additional number of 15 soldiers needed to be recruited as not to leave the castle unprotected (Parve 2010, 106). Unfortunately, we have no details on whether any crews for vessels were included in these numbers. But given the surprisingly low number of the garrison and the bailiwick's available personnel, it seems apt to suggest that the Maasilinn ship was operated by the local population — possibly peasants — and hired whenever lime had to be transported on behalf of the bailiff. This is consistent with the construction, which is typical for a rural origin, as expounded above. It could be asked to what extent the number of peasants raised as militia were free or unfree. There are several indications, that the land population became gradually freer, which might explain why less were obligated to do military service. Wolter von Plettenberg famously freed in 1532 Hansken of Koguva, the first instance in which this was initiated on behalf of a grandmaster (Parve 2010, 93). Already around the year 1400, Swedish peasants on Hiiumaa freed themselves from servitude by payment of 20 marks to the bailiff of Soneburg (Cröger 1870, 66). The fact that the documents distinguish between Swedish and Estonian peasants seem to imply a degree of autonomy and jurisdictional liberties.

► And these were not the only Estonian islands colonised by Swedes. The island of Osmussaar (in the itinerary: Flottenbolte) had a Swedish population since at least the 14th century (Peil 1999, 6), and the island of Runó in Riga Bay was granted permission by the Bishop of Courland to practise Swedish Law in 1341 (Rußwurm 1855, 189). ◄

When in 1559 the Danish King acquired the Bishopric of Ösel-Wik (Lat: Oiha Maritimo), the Swedish king concerned himself too to gain possession of Estonia, particularly the Swedish-speaking islands between the Finnish and Livonian coast. So the Swedish principalities declared that if the Grandmaster intends to avert war with Russia, he could transfer the right of succession of Soneburg, Pernau or Jerven to the Swedish king in exchange for 200,000 taler (Cröger 1870, 172). This would be territory directly bordering on the Danish possessions in Estonia, but - perhaps more importantly - would be intersecting with the sea ways.

► Interestingly, the first Danish expeditions to the Baltics also followed the objective to gain a foothold in Ösel/Saaremaa first, e.g. in 1170, while the Swedes attempted to establish a stronghold in Lihula in 1220, possibly in competition to each other and the rising German influence in this region. ◄

Applying Max Weber's concept of 'monopoly of violence' from a terrestrial to a maritime context, Jan Glete addressed the role of maritime supremacy on state formation (Glete 2007, 13f.). Was the Danish-Swedish struggle for the Dominium Maris Baltici a policy to rule the Baltic Sea, a guarantor — if not precondition — for exerting power on its coastal territories? In 1562, Sweden intercepted many Danish, Dutch, English, Scottish and eastern Frisian ships engaged in trade with Russia, on their way to the Narva estuary, and 32 Lübeckian ships were even permanently arrested (Arbusow 1918, 200). Harbours in the Baltics were of imminent importance to intercept vessels operating on this trade artery.

The Danish attempt to get a foothold on the Estonian Islands can be seen as extension from the island of Gotland, which was then also under Danish control, with — no doubt — further plans to thwart Swedish interests of extending its influence in the Eastern Baltic. Both Sweden and Denmark competed for the inheritance of the coastal provinces of the crumbling Livonian Confederation and entered contracts of acquisition with the Order rather than using the sword.

In exchange for forfeiting his claim on Holstein, Magnus of Holstein was given the Bishopric of Ösel-Wick by his brother King Christiern of Denmark (Arbusow 1918, 188). He soon tried to extend the rule by pressuring the remaining provinces of the Livonian Confederation. In 1560 Magnus had the bailiff of Soneburg — Heinrich von Lüddingshausen-Wulff — arrested to pressure him to cede his bailiwick to the Dane (Arbusow 1918, 189). The same was arrested in Pärnu by mercenary cavalry of the Order for the non-payment and was brought to Arensburg, where he was imprisoned by Magnus, allegedly to settle the matter, but probably because for revenge and to gain possession of Soneburg (Cröger 1870, 167), which he gained possession of together with Hapsal and Leal, for forfeiting the Bishopric of Courland in turn (Cröger 1870, 177).

Conclusively, it can be summarised that the fertility of the island of Ösel/Saaremaa favoured the cultivation of grain while the hydrology of the island provided a favourable environment for piracy and other forms of asymmetrical warfare to emerge. The climatic factor increased the island's defensibility, but also its isolation. Aside from the colonization, which ensued in the wake of the Baltic Crusades, some population patterns remained very stable throughout the centuries (e.g. Swedish population on Estonian islands), and strategic geo-political objectives as followed by the kingdoms of Sweden and Denmark seem to have changed little in this area over the centuries, possibly because of the continued importance of the trade route into Russia, or the possibility to disrupt it from hostile bases in the Baltics.
7. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In each section the method of enquiry was geared to an aspect of shipbuilding, navigation or trade and examined within the framework of a case-study. Naturally, these case studies differed vastly both in their relative spatiotemporal context and subject, so each section was concluded in its own right.

Nevertheless, some general observations can be made.

► Early Bremen-type ships: Amongst the 13th-century large ship-finds in the home-waters of the Danish and German crusading factions, ships built in the Scandinavian/Nordic tradition still prevail in numbers (cf. Englert 2015), while early Bremen-type variants have just appeared on the scene (section 2.3). However, on opposite shores, it is predominantly Bremen-type vessels which can be encountered in Baltic waters (Ægna, Matsalu, Pärnu) or on a presumed long-distance routes into this region (e.g. Kuggmaren, Bossholmen, Egelskär, Kronholm). And although the Riga 3 wreck was no true Bremen-type, it nevertheless displays some comparable features and may be a transitional form or a variant in its own right. Aside from the overwhelming presence of the Bremen-type, there are some smaller Nordic clinker-built vessels in Finnish waters which might have served the coastal trade, none of them showed the hallmarks of a long-distance trading vessel like the Egelskär wreck (cf. Wessmann 2006). The over-representation of early Bremen-type vessels in the Baltics and nearby areas may suggest that this type was particularly suited for long-distance voyages into often hostile waters.

► Variants and intermediate forms: The early phase for the emergence of Bremen-type vessels is characterised by mixed features (section 2.3.5), which deviate from a pre-defined set of type-specific characteristics. This exposes problems still encountered in creating a typology for ship-finds, which do not adequately factor in so-called "hybrid" types (paper A, 345ff.; paper B) and may obscure the classification procedure. The case studies of the Riga 3 ship (section 4.1) and the clinker-building phase of the Maasilinn ship (section 6) highlight the long-term presence of what has been termed as "modern lapstrake constructions" by Jan Bill (2009b), i.e. ships with mixed features from Scandinavian/Nordic-type vessels and the Bremen-type. As such, it might have been a building tradition in its own right.

► Cogs and long-distance voyages: Cogs seem to have been deployed in strikingly similar roles both in the Baltic and the Mediterranean Sea. In the early phase of the Baltic Crusades, cogs were provided by the merchant community which fulfilled an intermediary role in organising the maritime logistics for Livonian-bound crusaders. As such, the Gotlandic merchant community seem to have played a pivotal role (cf. section 2 and 4). A similar role could have been played by the Basques, who likewise facilitated long-distance transits between Flanders and the western Mediterranean Sea (cf. paper E). Historical sources indicate that cogs were the predominant vessels of the Basques, which were clinker-built. Another aspect of this mediator role is neutrality: Both the Gotlanders and Basques were often not involved in the conflicts themselves.

► Itineraries and rutters: Maritime logistics in the times of the crusades cannot be understood without examining the medieval cosmography. Some shipwreck-locations and toponyms can be indeed related to places described in itineraries and rutters, although all associations have to ultimately remain in the realm of speculation.

► Timber-trade and shipbuilding: Although the access to timber sources can be reflected in the quality of the ship-timbers, as the Maasilinn ship is likely to reflect in terms of its limited access to import timber as a condition of its rural origin – reflected in the choice of lower quality wood species and a makeshift conversion (cf. section 6) –, an attempt to infer such patterns on a broader scale (section 5, paper D) has not satisfactorily demonstrated whether shipbuilding-techniques were in any way responsive to the availability of timber through trade networks, although several hypotheses were proposed on the basis of some observed anomalies. This can be partially explained by limiting factors, such as the uncertainty of whether ship-timbers with a Baltic provenance excavated in the North Sea area actually arrived there as imported timber, which cannot be known in most cases. Although – as pointed out in section 2.2.4.4 – there might be a tendency of ships being predominantly scrapped in home-ports, in which case a Baltic-provenance in a North Sea port would be indicative of an imported timber, this tendency has not been quantifiably verified yet. Moreover, the North Sea as chosen investigation area for this comparative study – although vast in itself – may not be a sufficient remit for a case study, as comparisons to the Baltic Sea seem critically important for such a comparative approach. Another restricting factor is that the study only examined plank dimensions without relating them to the overall dimensions of the ship-finds. Thus, the hypotheses set up in section 5 have to remain largely unanswered for the time being, but can help to guide future enquiry into this subject.
8. SUMMARY

This study examines the maritime organisation of predominantly Danes and Germans in the period of the Northern Crusades, which includes navigation and orientation, fleet organisation, but also shipbuilding and the establishment of a maritime trade network and other maritime-related infrastructure. While the chronological framework of this study is defined by a historical period of the Northern Crusades – defined in the introductory chapter 1 – spanning four centuries, a great variety of historical and archaeological sources are addressed in the course of the investigation. This study starts with an examination of the natural physical landscape of the Baltic Sea and how its populations adapted to geographical and climatic factors in the maritime sphere.

Chapter 2 examines the logistical links from the North Sea to the Baltic Sea, bypassing the Jutland peninsula, which opened up to a large-scale colonization and urbanisation movement and long-distance trade networks from western European, particularly from Danish and German places of origin in the wake of the Wendish, Baltic and Prussian crusades, starting in 1147. The foundation of Schleswig and Lübeck and the growing importance of the Ummelandfahrt are identified as paradigm shifts, which can be both corroborated by privileges on the one hand and ship-finds on the other hand. Early Bremen-type vessels seem to have played a particularly important role, and presently the overwhelming evidence points for a southern Jutlandic origin of this type. The great variances observed in the constructional characteristics strongly suggest a maritime organisation that was not bound to a singular local tradition, but can be most likely linked to long-distance trade networks of this time, which bounded merchants of different denominations together, such as the Gotlandic-Lübeckian gilda communis or the fraternitatis danicum in Cologne.

While the previous chapter was most focussed on the legal and environmental precondition as well as the driving forces – i.e. actors – behind the opening up of the Baltic Sea, chapter 3 also investigates maritime organisation, but its practical aspects, i.e. navigation, orientation and fleet organisation. A major focus of this chapter lies on the re-evaluation of a 13th-century itinerary – colloquially known as King Valdemar’s itinerary – describing the sea route between the then Danish territories of Blekinge and Estonia, along the Swedish and Finnish coastline. By drawing analogies to similar sources which served the orientation and army and fleet logistics, a new interpretation can be suggested according to which the itinerary was meant as basis for calculating travel time and organising leading fleets. This chapter is first and foremost focussed on Danish maritime logistics to its Estonian enclaves.

This is compared and contrasted to an evaluation of actual 13th-century ship-finds in chapter 4 in the wider region associated with the Baltic Crusades, i.e. Riga (historical province of Livonia, today Latvia), the Matsalu Bay (Estonia), Kuggmaren (Sweden) and Egelskär (Finland), all of which – except the Riga 3 ship – are Bremen-type vessels too. In the concluding section, the question is raised whether Bremen-type vessels correspond to the historical cog type, which was frequently mentioned in contemporary chronicles and source in connection with the crusades in general (as was deduced in paper E) and this region in particular.

In contrast to the preceding parts, chapter 5, is first and foremost focused on trade – i.e. Baltic timber trade – and examines the probable impact of the availability of high quality Baltic oak on western European shipbuilding. The Beluga Ship (paper C) is introduced as exemplary case study, from which contextual study (paper D) further research questions are derived, assessing the use of timber imports in the light of possible cost-benefit decisions.

Chapter 6 examines the local transport geography of a castle where lime was cut and distributed via ship. A nearby wreck’s role within this context is analysed. In its conclusion, Chapter 6 takes a longue durée approach to make a hypothesis for Saaremaa’s strategical importance, reaching back in time to the very beginning of the chronological framework of this study, i.e. the early attempts of the Danes to gain a foothold on Saaremaa in the Valdemarian period in the 12th and 13th centuries.
9. ZUSAMMENFASSUNG


Einige wichtige methodischen Fragen bezüglich der Vergleichbarkeit von historisch überlieferten Typen und archäologischen Traditionen werden in diesem Kontext nachgegangen, besonders mit Hinblick auf die essentialistische Ausrichtung ersterer und der materialistischen Ausrichtung letzterer. Der longue durée Ansatz hat sich als wichtig erwiesen um beide Disziplinen zusammenzuführen.

Aufgrund der hier behandelten gewaltigen Zeitspanne wird kein Versuch unternommen eine ganzheitliche Geschichtserzählung zu den Nordischen Kreuzzügen aus maritimer Sicht darzulegen, sondern bestimmte Interessenschwerpunkte werden definiert und in Fallstudien exemplarisch — meist anhand eines Schiffwracks — aufgearbeitet.

Zudem wurde diese Dissertation kumulativ — d.h. publikationsbasiert — eingereicht, auf der Grundlage von fünf Artikeln in Konferenzbänden und Fachzeitschriften mit peer-review oder identischen Auswahlkriterien. Die Themen und Ergebnisse dieser fünf Publikationen werden im Rahmentext an verschiedenen Stellen aufgegriffen, diskutiert und z.T. sogar selbstkritisch hinterfragt, was exemplarisch den Arbeitsfortschritt des Autors veranschaulicht.

Kapitel 1: Einleitung

Neben der Zielsetzungen des Studie wird der Umfang, Einschränkungen und für dieses Thema relevante Forschungsgeschichte vorgestellt, wobei der Schwerpunkt auf die Besonderheit von Schiffsfunden als eigenständige archäologische Kategorie gelegt wird, deren Auswertung einer besonderen Methode bedarf. Da diese Studie darauf abzielt die Schiffwracks in ihren raumzeitlichen Kontext zu stellen, wird das Konzept der "maritimen Logistik" herangezogen, um die vielfältigen Anknüpfungspunkte aufzuzeigen (1.2.2). Der Zeitraum wird durch die historisch definierte Epoche der "Nordischen Kreuzzüge" vorgegeben; ein unter Historikern nicht umstrittener Begriff. Daher wird eine Definition des Begriffes und eine kleine Forschungsgeschichte zu den Nordischen Kreuzzügen vorangestellt (1.2.3).

Kapitel 2: Die Ostsee als maritime Landschaft

Um die naturräumlichen Bedingungen für das Leben an den ostseerischen Küsten und der Schifffahrt zu begreifen bedarf es eines Überblickes durch welche geomorphologischen und klimatologischen Einflüsse der Ostseeraum geformt wurde (2.1), aus der sich einige regionspezifische Verhaltensweisen der dort beheimateten Bevölkerungen erklären, von denen einige mit maritimen Bezug im Abschnitt anthropogene Landschaften (2.2) aufgeschlüsselt werden: Sowohl der Fischfang in Schonen (2.2.1), die rudimentären Navigationstechniken die im Ostseeraum noch immer Anwendung fanden als in anderen Meeren bereits mit wissenschaftlichen Hilfsmitteln navigiert wurde (2.2.2.), wie auch die saisonale Logistik auf dem Wasser und dem Eis, die im steigen Wechselspiel stattfanden – die Schifffahrt in den warmen Jahreszeiten und die Kreuzzüge in den kalten Jahreszeiten – (2.2.3) können allesamt durch die speziellen naturräumlichen Gegebenheiten erklärt werden, an die sich die Ostsee-Bevölkerungen nicht nur angepasst, sondern diese sich regulrecht zunutze gemacht haben. Anschließend werden Überlegungen angestellt, ob die Verteilung von Schiffsfunden auch bestimmten Mustern entworfen ist, welche die naturräumlichen und transportgeografischen Gegebenheiten widerspiegeln und nicht nur Hinweise zu dessen Repräsentationsgrad sondern auch zu Transportnetzwerken liefern kann (2.2.4.). Da sich der Ostseeraum seit Mitte des 12. Jahrhunderts für Westeuropa stärker öffnete mit der einsetzenden Kolonisierung und Urbanisierung der südlichen und östlichen Ostseeküsten, neuen Wechselverbindungen und dem Aufstieg der Hanse im Zuge der territorialen Landnahme der wendischen, baltischen und preussischen Kreuzzüge, wird im folgenden Abschnitt (2.3) untersucht über welche Transportzonen oder Häfen eine westeuropäische Seeanbindung erfolgte, wobei die verkehrstechnische Rolle der wichtigsten Routen aus historischer und archäologischer Sicht beleuchtet werden. Die erste Route führt um den Skagerrak und wurde als Ummelandfahrt bezeichnet (2.3.1.), die zweite führt durch den Limfjord (2.3.2.), bei der dritten handelt es sich um Schlewigs Rolle als Fernhandelshafen und dessen Westanbindung über
die Hollingstedter Landverbindung (2.3.3.) und die letzte Route führt über Lübeck (2.4.4) das ebenfalls über eine westliche Landverbindung nach Hamburg und später auch eine Kanalverbindung verfügte. Diese Transportknotenpunkte werden nur in Kürze im Hinblick auf Schiffsfunde und Fernkontakte beleuchtet, da sie den thematischen wie logistischen Ausgangspunkt für Fahrten dienten, die in die östlichen Provinzen führten in denen die Kreuzzugsbewegung aktiv war.

Kapitel 3: Maritime Logistik in unkartierten Gewässern

Der Titel ist in zweifacher Hinsicht relevant, da er zum einen die Schiffahrt in der Fremde widerspiegelt, zum anderen aber auch darauf anspielt, dass die besprochene Zeitepoche eigentlich eine kartenlose Zeit war und Routen v.a. mündlich, z.T. schriftlich, aber fast nie grafisch festgehalten wurden.

Um diese — für den modernen Menschen — völlig fremdartige Vorstellung von der mittelalterlichen Welt und der Orientierung in dieser darzustellen, wird das Kapitel (3.1) mit einem Blick auf die mittelalterliche Kosmografie eröffnet, welche Beispiele aufzeigt, wie das Weltbild durch eine noch unsäkularisierte Geografie geprägt wurde, und wie dies de facto die Landschaftswahrnehmung beeinflussen konnte, und nicht zuletzt die Fahrtrouten. Diese werden im nächsten Unterkapitel (3.2) im Rahmen von Itineraren thematisiert. Basierend auf der römischen Tradition der Listenkarten und Itineraren, folgten auch im Mittelalter Heeresträume einer itinerarisch vordefinierten Route. In diesem Kapitel wird aufgezeigt, wie stark diese römische Tradition noch im Mittelalter präsent war, was u.a. im Ausbau eines Heeres-Strassensystems verbunden war, und wie ein mögliches maritimes Pendant zu diesem aussehen könnte, abgeleitet aus historischen Quellen und einer Siegelabbildung.

Eine für dieses Thema sehr relevante Quelle ist das See-Itinerar in König Waldemars II Erdbuch, das eine Reiseroute entlang der schwedischen und finnischen Küste vom schonischen Utlängan zum Tanais darstellte. Dieser mögliche Zusammenhang wird v.a. durch die orbis terrarum Karten hergestellt, dessen Bedeutung für die mittelalterliche Kosmografie bereits zuvor (3.1) hervorgehoben wurde. Auf dieser Grundlage ergibt sich eine neue Lesart der Quelle. Auf der Basis von der Landschaftswahrnehmung der Timoaymonen, dem Streckenmaß und der Heterogenität der Quelle, sowie im Vergleich zu einem anderen zeitgenössischen Itinerar, wird in den folgenden Unterkapiteln die Quelle aus verschiedenen Blickwinkeln betrachtet, mit dem Ergebnis, dass die See-Itinerare höchstmöglich als Berechnungsgrundlage für Flottenbewegungen in die ostdeutschen Provinzen diente, und möglicherweise ein Zusammenhang zum Häfen-System der Küstenverteidigung besteht, das auch seit den Wendischen Kreuzzügen offen eingestellt wurde.

Kapitel 4: Schiffe in Grenzregionen

Eng mit dem zeitlichen und geografischen Kontext des obigen Kapitels verknüpft, wird nun der Frage nachgegangen, welche Art Schiffe in der baltischen Region operierten, und christliche Enklaven mit Getreide, Baumaterialien, Siedlern und jährlich eintreffenden Kreuzfahrerkontingenten versorgten. In der Archäologie werden Schiffe zumeist einer


Die baumlichen Merkmale erinnern allerdings an die skandinavische Schiffbautradition, wobei anzumerken ist, dass diese auch über Skandinavien hinaus — z.B. den Britischen Inseln — verbreitet war. Während zunächst ein Abriss über die Ergebnisse der dendrochronologischen Untersuchung und die baumlichen Merkmale erfolgt, werden im folgenden Abschnitt die Ergebnisse der Studie dargelegt, in der das Beluga-Schiff in den Kontext von über 50 anderen kürzlich gebauten Schiffsfunden aus dem erweiterten Nordseeraum — inklusive des Englischen Kanals und der südöstlichen Nordatlantik, Skagerrak und Kattegat — aus dem Zeitraum zwischen 1300 und 1540 stellt, um das Beluga-Schiff besser in den Kontext zu versetzen.

Kapitel 5: Ostseischer Holzexport und dessen Auswirkung auf den Schiffbau
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Kapitel 5: Ostseischer Holzexport und dessen Auswirkung auf den Schiffbau


Die baumlichen Merkmale erinnern allerdings an die skandinavische Schiffbautradition, wobei anzumerken ist, dass diese auch über Skandinavien hinaus — z.B. den Britischen Inseln — verbreitet war. Während zunächst ein Abriss über die Ergebnisse der dendrochronologischen Untersuchung und die baumlichen Merkmale erfolgt, werden im folgenden Abschnitt die Ergebnisse der Studie dargelegt, in der das Beluga-Schiff in den Kontext von über 50 anderen kürzlich gebauten Schiffsfunden aus dem erweiterten Nordseeraum — inklusive des Englischen Kanals und der südöstlichen Nordatlantik, Skagerrak und Kattegat — aus dem Zeitraum zwischen 1300 und 1540 stellt, um das Beluga-Schiff besser in den Kontext zu versetzen.

Die vergleichende Studie hat gezeigt, dass rund ein Drittel aller Wracks dieser Zeit mit Planken gebaut wurden, die aus dem Ostseeraum stammen. Allerdings darf das Beluga-Schiff auch weiterhin als Unikum gelten, denn es ist eines der wenigen Wracks, dessen Bauholz aus dem Baltikum stammt, d.h. höchstwahrscheinlich aus dem Düna-Flussstal, wohingegen alle übrigen Importhölzer aus dem Gebiet der Weichsel und anderer Flüsse im heutigen Polen und Litauen stammen und v.a. über Danzig verschifft wurden. Ein weiteres Anliegen dieser Studie war eine statistische Auswertung von Schiffsholz-Maßen mit Bezug auf Ursprung, was allerdings aufgrund großer Daten-Lücken nicht
möglich war und daher statistisch wenig Sinn ergeben hätte.


Kapitel 6: Versunken im Schutt der Livländischen Konföderation


In einer Neuinterpretation der Wracks wird sowohl die Art der Ladung, wie die Bausequenz und die möglichen Gründe für diese Konstruktion evaluiert. Die Ausräuber des Wracks erwähnen, dass das Wrack Rückstände an gelöschten Kalk (Calciumhydroxid) in der Bilge aufweist. Allerdings hält dieser Autor es für viel wahrscheinlicher, dass es zunächst als ungelöschter Kalk (Calciumoide) an Bord kam. Wenn letzteres mit Wasser reagiert und sich in Calciumhydroxid umwandelt, wird große Hitze freigesetzt, was die Brandursache erklären würde. Ob Unfall oder kriegerische Auseinandersetzung, noch im Spätmittelalter fand ungelöschter Kalk Verwendung als thermische Waffe. Die Kielkonstruktion scheint aber direkt so ausgelegt, dass sich das Bilgenwasser in einem tiefen Kiel sammelt und so nicht mit der Ladung in Kontakt kommen konnte. Auch werden Überlegungen zur Bausequenz anhand einer Vergleichsstudie ähnlicher Wracks im Ostseeraum angestellt, wobei die Kernfrage darauf abzielt, ob die sekundäre Beplankung später hinzugefügt worden ist oder von vornherein so ausgelegt war. Anhand der dendrochronologischen und archäologischen Untersuchungen ist diese Frage nicht eindeutig zu klären.

Allerdings werden mögliche Gründe für diese Konstruktion ausgelotet (6.1.3), die sich auf Instandhaltung und Reparatur bezieht, die sekundäre Beplankung als Schutz vor häufigen Grundberührungen mit Bezug auf das Flachwasser-Gebiet der Moonsund Inseln, oder als Schutz vor stärkeren Eisgang in der zeitgleichen kleinen Eiszeit, und — als letzte Möglichkeit — ein Versuch das Fahrzeug wie ein Kraweelbau aussehen zu lassen, der gerade in dieser Zeit im Ostseeraum Einzug erhielt und ein größeres Prestige als profane Klinkerkonstruktionen hatte. Zur richtigen Einordnung des Wracks wird es in den geografischen Kontext gestellt, insbesondere der naheliegenden Ordensburg zu dem das Schiff höchstwahrscheinlich einstmal gehörte (6.2). Abschließend wird das braudelsche Konzept einer...
lange dauer auf die Transportgeografie dieser Landschaft angewendet, wobei gezeigt wird, dass viele historische Entwicklungen einer längerfristigen Raumordnung unterworfen sind und in dessen Lichte interpretiert werden können.

**Generelle Schlussfolgerung**

Da in dieser Arbeit Fallstudien vorgestellt wurden, die nicht nur geografisch und chronologisch weit gestreut sind, sondern sich auch in den jeweiligen Fragestellungen stark unterscheiden, wurde jede Fallstudie mit einer eigenen Diskussion abgeschlossen. Dennoch lassen sich über den Zeitraum von über 400 Jahren einige übergreifende und wiederkehrende Themen identifizieren.
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11. APPENDIX

11.1. Transcription of King Valdemar's Itinerary (Utlängan-Tallinn)

The place-name identification and transcription was done by Härlin (1942), translated into English by this author. The original division is retained.

A  De utlängan usque calmare X ukæsio. Deinde usque skæggen usque ad I ukæsio. Hinc usque valdø IV et si placet irr per latins terre potest ir de valdø usque runn. Queque distat a valdø ad I ukæsio. Inde usque klænskær, nel dyrbultsænb I. Inde usque geishammer I. Inde usque ruchhammer I. Inde usque afra. Inde usque wino I.

From Utlängan to Kalmar 10 ukæsio. From there to Skäggenäs 2. From there to Vällö 4 and when one follows the coast one can go from Vällö to Râm. The distance from Vällö is 1 ukæsio. From there to Klämmskär or Dyrbultsnaïkö 1. From there to Fittjahammar 1. From there to Uthammar 1. From there to Ärô 1. From there to Vinó 1.


From Kalmar to Djur 9. From there to Vinó 3. From there to Spårö 3. From there to Halmare 2 and one past Halmare. From there to Askö 1 and past Askö 1 and from Askö to Kældü 1. From there to Båtsænb 2. From there to Väggö in and past Väggö 1. From there to Olsænb 1. From there to Kalmar 1. From there to Askö 2. From there to Braeriken 1. Braeriken takes 4 in time.


After having crossed Bråviken one passes an island called Vinterklasen, and then Ålö. And then Rågö. And then Rågö. And then Låcka. And then Askö. And then Rosskär. And then Torö. And then Herrhamra. And then to Mellten 2. And then to Ålesnab 2. And then to Gålö 2. And then to Vinó 1 and by passing Vinó 2 and in the south of Vinó lies Runmarö.


Then Utö. And then Mellten. And then Nätarn. And then Ålö. And then Ornö. And then Nämndö. And then Runmarö.


Then Berghamn. Then St. Jällö. Then Stavnö. Then Träskö-Storö.


Then Eknö. Then Harö. Then Steflö [either Lökö or Bockö]. Then Mäja.


From inside Bråviken to Femöresund 2. From there to Örsta, to Rågö 1. From there to Vättra Stendören. From there to Sävundsund I. From there to Hafö [?] 1. From there to Fijång 1. From there to Svärdsundet 1. From there to Ekholmen 1. From there to Ydsäun 1 and to Yxlandet 1. From there to Ikernsund [Vitgarnssund or Mårgarnssund] 1. From there to Gålö 1. From there to Dalarö Ström 1. From there to Baggenstäket 3. From there to Sveriges Holme 1. From there to Stockholm 1.
De lite svehithne tequique aspæsund I. Inde aspæ makeryngak I. Inde aspæ krampe sund III. Inde aspæ weddelund I. Inde aspæ arholma II. Atque notandum est quod processus de utleng versus arholma magis bebat se ad aquilonem quam ad orientem.

De arholma transmare aland usque lynæbøte VI. Inde aspæ thýckækarl V. III. Notandum est quod inter thýckækarl et lynæbøte multæ iacet insula fygghélde nomine. Inde usque aspæsund VI et ibi sunt tres insula quarum una est aspæ, secunda refholm, III:a malon et turima iacet ultima ab eis versus australum plagam et proxima mari. De aspa usque orsund VI. Inde usque bangethe III. Et notandum est quod de arholma usque lynæbøte itur medio inter orientem et aquilonem et si proper est ventus ab occidente potest nelficari directa linea de arholma usque bangethe et de bangethe que fmnico dictur cumispe usque lowisund II. Inde usque karneakase I. Inde usque ivcivar II. Inde bornarave quod danice dictur hezo II. Inde usque parkal III et ad banc insulam de bangethe itur versus orientem et aliquidulum tamen versus aquilonem, Item de parkal usque nargith ultra mare estoniae VI. Inde usque karlo I et dimida. Inde usque renelubrg dimida. Et notandum quod de parkala usque renelubrg nelficandum est inter australum plagam et orientalem.

Præter notandum est quod si placet potest nelficari de bangethe usque botansbholm cum nento aquilons versus australum plagam et orientalem. Atque ibi habet mare VIII uksæio.

It should be noted that one could, if wished so, sail from Hangö to Odensholm with a northerly wind to south east. And this has 8 ukæsio ad sea.

11.2. Naval warfare in the Chronicles of Henry of Livonia

The most vivid account of naval warfare in the Chronicles of Henry of Livonia is provided for the year 1215, when Henry – who might have been even an eye-witness himself – describes an episode, which deserves to be reproduced in full length. 9 German crusader cogs were on their way back from Riga and forced to seek shelter in a natural harbour on Ösel/Saaremaa during a storm. The Estonians managed to summon a large fleet and army within a short period of time, encircled the Germans in superior numbers, blocked the harbour entrance and propelled fire-ships – or rather fire-rafts – onto the crusader’s fleet, whose cogs seem to have granted them the only kind of protection in combination with the crossbowmen (bullistarii), who managed to fend off attacks. Due to adverse weather and the narrowness of the inlet, the crusaders had great difficulty to escape, but managed to do so by bringing out anchors in their skiffs, in which they were more exposed to attacks and suffered the greatest losses. This manoeuvre is known as kedging (German: warpen):

Episcopus autem Ræchburgensis cum episco Eshtium Thedoricus festinans ad concilium Romanum, cum pereginitis exultibus in Théuthoniam mari seremittis Gothlandiam propter cum nouem coggentibus. Et nocte sequenti factus est ventus contrarius eis cum tonitus; et per totam diem passi tempus etiam magnum, depolit sunt tandem in portum novum in Osilia. Quos et ossianum Osilaen de Rægæ venissent, comminatauerunt eis bellum. Et mittentes per totam Osilam congregaverunt exercitum magnum navalem. Et aliis in equis venientes in littore mariis structuras lignorum edificaverunt, implantes eas lapidibus, portum, cauis aditus strictius erat,
Alii quoque ex eos duovis igne maximo tres ex siccis ignibus et pinguiculose animenzos incentus et super structuras arborum magnarum compositos. Ei primus ignis, qui erat super alius magis ardens, pellalibam super mare et appropinquabat ad nos, et ventus australis fortis vehemente impulsione pellalbam eum super nos. Ei Estiones in ptyratis suis circumscripte ignem custodiam eum et in directo duovis eum super medios coggones. Eranque coggones omnes in unum collagites, ex faciulis nos ab inimicis defendendos, tantoque magis ignem evadere non posse timemus. Et cum tamen ignis idem, alio coggonibus omnibus, flaminam suas ad nos extenderit, evocaritum episcopum de cameris sua, in qua erat orans die ac nocte. Et venit et vidit, quod non erat consilium et auxilium nec propter factum diluculum in primo mane totum mare contra nos apparet, pyraticis ipsorum repletum. Et pugnaverunt contra nos per totum diem. Et quiadam ex eis structuras lignorum et liburnam vetere adduentes miserunt in profundum et lapidibus implaverunt et aditum portus nobis obtinuerunt. Unde timore magni perterriti patahumin manus eorum non ederum.

Obstruerere nitentes, ut concluso portu caperent omnes et interficerent. Thonbomial vero in symbis suis, id est minoribus navibus, excutissent ad litus segetes per agnis gladiis suis metebant, nescientes ecorectum in vicino littore; et in alio littore per singulos dies idem faciebant. Tandem Oselienses positis insidiis octo ex eis comprehendendarunt et alius accis alias captivos dedicantur et simiam unusam abstulerunt. Unde omnium confortati miserunt ad omnes provincias Estonie, disentes se episcopum Rigensemcum omni exercitum suo comprehenderinde. Et venerunt omnes cum exercitum magno. Et facto diluculo in primo mane tutum mare contra nos tegensuos apparuit, pyraticis ipsorum repletum. Et pugnaverunt contra nos per totum diem. Et quiadam ex eis structuras lignorum et liburnas veteras addentes miserunt in profundum et lapidibus implaverunt et aditum portus nobis obtinuerunt. Unde timore magni perterriti patahumin manus eorum non ederum.


Some of them launched three big fires, kindled from dry wood and animal fat, and set upon structures made of huge trees. The first fire, which burned more fiercely than the others, was impelled over the sea toward us and a strong south wind gave it a big push and thrust upon us. The Esthonians circled around the fire in their pirate ships and kept it going. They steered it straight toward the midst of our ships. Our ships were all gathered together, so that we feared all the more that we could not escape the fire. When the flames of this fire, which was taller than all of the ships, reached out toward us, we called the bishop from his cabin, where he was praying day and night. He came and saw that there was no counsel or help for us save in God. He raised his eyes and both hands to heaven and prayed to be saved from the present fire. We all watched, and suddenly the wind changed from south to east. The east wind turned the weathervane on the sail's round and took the fire away from us. It gently forced the fire around the ships and behind us out to sea. And we all blessed the Lord, for He had visibly freed us from this present fire. The Esths launched the second and third fires and we worked for a long time fighting them and pouring water on them and at last the wind removed them from us. Other Esthonians, meanwhile, where rowing around us and they wounded many of our men with their lances and arrows. Still others returned, took the same route around us, and threw their stones and staves at us. Our people were afraid, both because of the fact that the harbour was closed and because of the mishaps of the war.
they were gravely wounded by lances, arrows, and stone missiles. At last they took with them an iron hook, or grappling iron, which they might throw into one of the pirate ships and so catch it. Throwing it into one of the ships, they thought they could drag it alongside, but the Esthonians rowed violently away and headed toward the other pirate ships. Since the bishop at this very moment was praying to the Blessed Virgin: “Show Thyself a mother, show Thyself a mother,” She did indeed show Herself a mother. For, as that pirate ship, which was large and full of men, fled, it ran with great violence into another one. It split down the middle with a great noise and all of the others were confounded. Seeing that we had now reached the deep ocean, the Esthonians gathered on the seashore. There were many thousands of them, both cavalry and infantry, who had come from all parts of Estonia, and there were about two hundred pirate ships. They raged violently at one another with a good deal of noise and blows too, since they had gained nothing from two weeks of work and had lost many of their men who had drowned in the sea, and more who had been killed by our ballistarii. They raised their sails and dispersed on the sea and each of them went away by his own route. Our men followed after them in the skiffs and took from them a large pirate ship, which they brought along to Gothland. The Blessed Virgin freed us that day, as She has freed the Livonians from all their troubles up to the present day. (Brundage 2003, 149f.)

11.3. Caulking material from the Kuggmaren wreck

The initial investigation has revealed that the Kuggmaren wreck’s plank seams were caulked with moss (Sphagnum) retained with laths a cramps (Adams & Rönnby 2002, 176), a technique that is most commonplace at the southern coast of the North Sea but also spread into the Baltic Sea. It was now possible to determine the sub-species of the caulking material, which appears to be Sphagnum cuspidatum — i.e. long-leaved floating bog-moss (Ingo Feeser, pers. comm.) — contaminated with weed seeds and heath leafs (Tab. 4-3). Sphagnum cuspidatum occurs in oligotrophic bogs, thus a good cue on provenance. Although contaminants trapped in the main mass may provide further cues of provenance (cf. Deforce et al. 2014, 300), the contaminants listed here are commonplace in heathland or moorland, thus consistent with the vegetation of Sphagnum cuspidatum.

What is the distinction between Sphagnum cuspidatum and other Sphagnum species and what can be inferred? There is not a large difference, as Sphagnum mosses describe variances of aquatic moss species. For this reason, and the often severely fragmentation of samples, it has been deemed problematic to determine Sphagnum subspecies (Cappers et al 2000, 578). However, of all the aquatic moss species, Sphagnum cuspidatum appears to be the most aquatic and therefore is better preserved than other mosses in moist environments and is more absorbent and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphagnum cuspidatum</td>
<td>plant</td>
<td>toothed peat moss</td>
<td>Spiel- Torfmoos</td>
<td>mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spergula arvensis</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>corn spurrey</td>
<td>Ackersporgel</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calluna vulgaris</td>
<td>leaf</td>
<td>common heather</td>
<td>Besenheide</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica tetralix</td>
<td>leaf</td>
<td>cross-leaved heath</td>
<td>Glockenheide</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selanium</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>nightshade</td>
<td>Nachtschatten</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 4-3. Analysis of caulking material sample from the Kuggmaren wreck. Due to the small size of the sample, the caulking material may have also included other taxa.

In connection to ship-finds, Sphagnum cuspidatum has been hitherto detected only in the early 14th century shipwrecks of Gedesby together with cow hair (Robinson & Aaby 1994, 182), and the two Doel wrecks from Belgium (Deforce et al 2014, 302), on a medieval plank recovered from the harbour area of Stralsund and a boat of the Rhine (Frahm & Wiethold 2004, 305). Further high and late medieval finds — unrelated to wrecks — include Leeuwarden in the Netherlands, Rostock and Stralsund (Frahm & Wiethold 2004, 312f).
acidic, thus arguably the best suited subspecies. Although the use of this species as caulking material could be conditioned by the ready availability in some areas, medieval shipbuilders may have consciously recognised its advantages and deliberately collected these mosses, as a case study from the Netherlands suggests.

This case study has shown that there is a marked shift in the mid 13th century from heterogenic mosses collected in woods and sandy soils like dunes, to more homogenic mosses collected from wetter environments like peatbogs and heathlands (Cappers et al. 2000, 584). *Sphagnum cuspidatum* belongs to the latter and the mid-13th century shift might be significant with regard to the early 13th century dating of the Kuggmaren wreck. The shift may reflect a change in the sub-supplier network, where the collection and transportation of larger quantities of moss became a trade of its own, and not necessarily collected in the immediate vicinity of a shipbuilding site.

The present distribution of *Sphagnum cuspidatum* displayed above (Fig. 4-19) is not exhaustive and does not correlate to medieval vegetation levels, but it gives a very vague impression on which regions are — and most likely were — favourable for this moss species. Particularly large areas in the coastal plain of Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany were covered with raised bogs, where *Sphagnum cuspidatum* occurred. These are all gone now caused by marine transgressions, drainage and peat extraction (Koen Deforce, pers. comm.).

*Sphagnum* mosses as a whole are highly represented in the medieval and early post-medieval archaeological material, arguably because they had been more widely distributed, often even at the immediate outskirts of towns (Frahm & Wiethold 2004, 317).

*Sphagnum* mosses as a whole are highly represented in the medieval and early post-medieval archaeological material, arguably because they had been more widely distributed, often even at the immediate outskirts of towns (Frahm & Wiethold 2004, 317).

There was — for instance — a long tradition of moss collection from the forests around Stockholm by the poor for the use as caulking material of ships built at the Swedish Naval dockyards (Franklin 1985, 19), so the shift could be explained in socio-economic terms. The collection and processing of moss could have been a trade in its own right, as has been demonstrated by the reconstruction of the “Kampen Cog”: It took one month for two people to produce 1850-2000 litres of caulking material needed for this vessel, which measures 20 metres in length (Cappers et al. 2000, 585). Another explanation for the high representativeness could be that mosses are commonly found in water-logged conditions, and aquatic mosses would have simply survived longer.

As mentioned earlier, the use of *Sphagnum* as caulking material is often primarily attributed to the southern North Sea coast, particularly the Netherlands with its extensive moor and heathlands. The choice of material is often associated with a ‘cultural imprint’, as the use of animal hair is seen typical for ships from Scandinavia (Möller-Wiering 2001) or the British Islands (cf. Allen et al. 2005, Walton 1988).

Sometimes they may also indicate differences on a more regional level, as the use of animal hair was seen as diagnostic for Rani and moss for Pomeranian shipbuilding (Nakoinz 1998). Both Rani and Pomeranians were Western Slavonic tribes, and although their respective choice may indeed be attributed to a discrete shipbuilding tradition, it could be also attributed to their very different environments: The Rani where the inhabitants of the Island of Rügen and the Pomeranians inhabited the boggy and forested area south of the Baltic Sea.

However, the regional attribution is not as clear, as some finds may suggest. Moss was also used in regions where shipbuilders normally relied on animal hair as the primary caulking material from an early stage. On the British Islands, moss was used since the Bronze Age (McGrail 1998, 65f.). In case of the Doel wrecks *Sphagnum cuspidatum* was the main caulking material used, while other species were likely to have been inserted later (Deforce et al. 2014, 305). Apart from the already known — almost stereotypical — pattern of most clinker-built vessels being waterproofed with animal hair and most bottom-based vessels with moss, no finer-grained tendencies can be inferred at this point, as the data is not yet representative enough (Tab. 4-3). However, this stresses the requirement to take many samples from different parts of the hull, like lands, scarfs and repair patches.

While the Beluga case study (paper D) has stressed that a pattern has emerged in the way many clinker-built vessels are waterproofed — animal hair in the lands, but (?) moss in the scarfs, the above table shows that mixtures can also occur in non-clinker built vessels.
Fig. 4.19. Present distribution pattern of sphagnum cuspidatum in northern Europe. The map is incomplete and does not include all areas, e.g. northern Germany, historically one of the major areas for sphagnum cuspidatum (cf. Deforce et al 2014, 311). (Map accessed on 15/04/2015, http://eol.org/pages/926613/maps based on data from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility).

Tab. 4.3. This overview shows more detailed patterns of caulking, taking also secondary and later instances into account. There is not yet enough comparative material to infer any meaningful patterns, but this table demonstrates the potential for more consistent sampling and analysis, as the use of different materials can be regarded as the rule, rather than exception.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wreck</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>1st prov.</th>
<th>2nd prov.</th>
<th>faunal</th>
<th>floral</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuggmaren</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>Jutland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adams &amp; Rönnby 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gedesby</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Robinson &amp; Aaby 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doel 1</td>
<td>1326</td>
<td>NW-Germany</td>
<td>Baltic</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Deforce et al 2014, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doel 2</td>
<td>1328</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deforce et al 2014, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beluga</td>
<td>1396+</td>
<td>Baltic</td>
<td>NW-Germany</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>paper C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gdansk W-5</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Litwin 1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: main mass | secondary species | repair / later caulking

Used in the seams between dinker (C), lapstrake (L) or flush-laid (F) planks, or was driven-in (D) later, or used in the scarf (S).
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DYNAMICS FOR CULTURAL CHANGE IN THE BALTI

1. Introduction

The *limes Saxoniae* alongside the Elbe River as natural boundary remained a stable cultural frontier zone until the year 1147, when Danish and German princes subdued Slavic lands east of the Elbe with a joint maritime-terrestrial campaign. This was the first papally authorized crusade “contra Scavos ceterosque paganos habitantes versus Aquilonem”, which mandate remained fairly inexplicit about the actual aims, aside from the conversion of the Slavs. 27 This *expeditio* – the Wendish Crusade – set a precedent for ensuing campaigns against the pagan Slavic, Prussian and Baltic peoples. The once fluvial frontier zone became a maritime one, the Baltic Sea divided as much as connected the now emerging Catholic overseas enclaves amidst the pagan lands of the east. Not only routes across the Baltic Sea, but also river transport had always been of paramount importance in these densely forested and boggy lands, presenting the most viable means of access into the hinterlands, to the riches of Russia and the Orient.

In spite of the high relevance of its material culture, the field of maritime archaeology – particularly the study of shipwrecks – is often perceived as an isolated sub-discipline. 28 This perception is not wholly unjustified, considering the preoccupation of maritime archaeologists on questions of a technical and methodological nature. Nonetheless, there is a latent potential for maritime archaeology to add to our knowledge about medieval Europe in a wider sense. This potential is typically ignored, as for instance reflected by the remark of one eminent scholar that “we should not look into waters, but into the affairs of men”. 29 To be fair, this was meant metaphorically, yet the implication as to how maritime evidence is regarded is literally true. This paper aims to demonstrate that the affairs of men are to a certain extent better reflected – and indeed preserved – in waters. Not least because shipwrecks allow for incomparable glimpses into landscapes and communication, for there are no comparable finds of wagons or carts and their cargoes in a terrestrial context. 30 While land archaeologists generally trace innovation and change through the representativeness and novelty of a type of artefact in a given location, maritime archaeologists study ‘fossilized action’, the vehicles of the agents of the past who brought about change and facilitated cross-cultural communication.

2. Shipwrecks in the Archaeological Record

Before assessing how cultural change becomes manifest in concrete maritime contexts, it is worthwhile to consider how watercrafts have entered the archaeological record. Apart from its relevance for statistical evaluation, this question delves onto intercultural maritime networks and contemporary societal practises. Watercrafts enter the archaeological record basically in three ways: (1) by accidental loss, (2) by intentional deposition, and (3) by the re-use of ship timbers.

2.1. Accidental Loss

The first case is typically associated with shipwrecks. Shortly ten years after the Wendish Crusade of 1147, a contemporary chronicler vividly described a distress at sea:

*Valdemar set sail with his followers at night, after he had been supplied with arms and provisions [...]; but a storm suddenly blew up and be met unusually heavy seas. His warriors were soaked in the spray of enormous waves, and even they were filled with such fear that their bodies were altogether numbed, and were unable to manage the sail. And the storm strained the mast so violently that it snapped and sank under the waves, and the ship took on as much rain as seawater. The steersman blew up and he met unusually heavy seas. His warriors were soaked in the spray of enormous waves, and even they were filled with such fear that their bodies were altogether numbed, and were unable to manage the sail. And the storm strained the mast so violently that it snapped and sank under the waves, and the ship took on as much rain as seawater. The steersman*.


ship from the water and made it fast by twisting the branches of the surrounding trees through the port-holes, to stop her sliding and breaking up.\textsuperscript{31}

Although this excerpt raises the question to what extent the hardship and endurance of King Valdemar and his men was glorified by the chronicler, there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the nautical details: while the vessel was not manoeuvrable and took on water, it stayed afloat even in a wrecked state. When cargo and ballast is timely jettisoned, wooden constructions tend to stay afloat. Lee shores posed the most serious threat. For this reason the ship in the above excerpt was moored to stop it from breaking up. Thus, most accidental losses are more likely to be found close to the coast, maybe even in reasonably sheltered conditions, where a foundering vessel was manoeuvred for initiating a controlled grounding. At first glance, the Kuggmaren wreck\textsuperscript{32} from ca. 1215 (Fig. 1) found in the Stockholm archipelago could be such a case, for it was discovered in sheltered conditions just 1.5 m below the present sea level,\textsuperscript{33} roughly 4.7 m below the sea-level of the early thirteenth century.\textsuperscript{34} In contrast, the fourteenth-century Egelskär wreck in the Finnish archipelago most likely sank en route, as the presence of ballast indicates that it sank immediately. Moreover, the site where it foundered appears to be situated precisely on a route described in the thirteenth-century Danish Itinerary,\textsuperscript{35} on a direct line between Jurmo (in Latin: Iurima) and Kyrkosound on Hiitis (in Latin: Orsund) (Fig. 11.1).\textsuperscript{36} The location of accidentally lost vessels can be very meaningful for the overall interpretation with regard to navigation routes, trade networks and possible ports of origin and destination. The Egelskär wreck even illuminates mercantile matters, as the ship's ballast consisted of whetstones and limestone\textsuperscript{37} that were to be sold at its destination.\textsuperscript{38}

2.2. Intentional Deposition

Intentionally deposited wrecks are primarily ships put out of commission. The most impressive medieval ship cemetery of the Baltic Sea is in Kalmar, where a variety of different ship-types was found.\textsuperscript{39} While such vessels ought to occupy a major part of all shipwrecks, it is questionable whether they are adequately represented in the archaeological record, as many decommissioned ships were scrapped. Some constructional components were reused in other structures\textsuperscript{40} or simply as heating material. The ready availability of firewood in the densely forested area of the Baltic Sea might explain the survival of the Kalmar wrecks and may indicate that there is significant potential for nautical archaeology in this part of the world.

Disused ships were also scuttled to create underwater barriers in order to block a navigable channel for either defensive purposes, as best exemplified by the


\textsuperscript{32} Actually, the excavators referred to this wreck as the Kuggmaren Cog. For reasons stated in section 3, the type-suffix shall be omitted in order to make an independent evaluation of shipbuilding traditions, unaffected by historical type-names or how they were identified by their excavators. It will be proceeded herein the same manner with all other suffixes, except for the ‘Bremen Cog’ from 1380, which has become a ‘brand.’


\textsuperscript{34} Based on the Swedish National Land Survey of 2003 with the system RH 2000, the post-glacial land rise would be about 3.5 mm per annum at the Kuggmaren site. The extrapolated land rise over a period of 800 years is 2.8 m. In addition to the depth of 1.5 m of the shipwreck, the total depth would amount to ca. 4.3 m. Source: http://www.lantmateriet.se/.

\textsuperscript{35} In this article it will be referred to as the ‘Danish Itinerary’ for brevity (Swedish: “det danska itinerariet”). This itinerary is colloquially known as ‘King Valdemar’s Itinerary’ (Swedish: “Kung Valdemar’s segelled”) and in older scholarship it is referred to as Navigatio ex Dania per mare Balticum ad Estoniam. It is included in a compilation of inventory lists known as Liber Census Daniae or its colloquial name King Valdemar’s land register (Swedish: “Kung Valdemars jordebok”), the archival nomenclature being Codex Holmiensus A 41 at the Swedish Royal Library in Stockholm. Cf. Henrik Breide, Sjövägen till Estland. En medelålders färdbeskrivning från Utlågan till Revel, Stockholm Marine Archaeology Reports 5 (Stockholm, 2006), p. 52.

\textsuperscript{36} Most of the Latinized place names mentioned in the Danish Itinerary were identified by Axel Härlin in 1936 and 1942 according to Breide, Sjövägen..., pp. 62-64. His identifications are still considered valid.

\textsuperscript{37} Stefan Wessman, “Ship Fragments on the Seafloor – What Do We Know about Medieval Seafaring in Finland?,” in Hortus Novus. Fresh Approaches to Medieval Archaeology in Finland, ed. Visa Immonen, Mia Lempiäinen and Ulrika Rosendahl, Archaeologia Medii Aevi Finlandiae XIV (Turku, 2007), p. 143.

\textsuperscript{38} So-called paying-ballast was a common practise to gainfully combine the necessity of carrying ballast to increase stability (by lowering the centre of gravity) with the transport of building materials.

\textsuperscript{39} Harald Åkerlund, Fartygsfynden i den Forna Hamnen i Kalmar (Uppsala, 1951).

\textsuperscript{40} Cf. section 2.3.
eleventh-century Skuldelev ships in Roskilde Fjord\textsuperscript{41} (Fig. 2), or to create a collection point for custom duties, as the late fourteenth-century Helgeandsholmen wrecks in Stockholm suggest.\textsuperscript{42} As Henry of Livonia describes in his Chronicle, in 1215, in the context of the Baltic Crusades, vessels were scuttled to block a channel and entrap nine German cogs in a natural harbour on Saaremaa, which were then hopelessly outnumbered by a force of Estonians;

\textit{At the first light of dawn the sea opposite us looked black with their pirate ships and they fought against us throughout the day. Some of them brought out the wooden structures and their old brigantines, which they filled with rocks and sent to the bottom, and so they closed off the entrance of the port to us. We were greatly frightened at this thought that we could not escape their clutches. Some of them launched three big fires, kindled from dry wood and animal fat, and set upon structures made of huge trees. The first fire, which burned more fiercely than the others, was impelled over the sea toward us and a strong south wind gave it a big push and thrust it upon us. The Estonians (sic) circled around the big fire in their pirate ships and kept it going. They steered it straight toward the midst of our ships.}\textsuperscript{43}

Estonians used old vessels to create an ad hoc underwater barrier, while old hulls or rafts\textsuperscript{44} might have been used to carry that fire. The scuttled hulls would have entered the archaeological record as intentionally deposited vessels, the latter not necessarily. In a way, ships burned by a hurricane, an earthquake, a flood, a fire, or to create a collection point for custom duties would fall into this category. In 1938 the torched remains of a massive oaken shipwreck were discovered in the silted-up Riga, a side arm of River Daugava and the earliest harbour of Riga.\textsuperscript{45} Yet it can be only speculated whether this vessel actually fell victim to the frequent pagan attacks on Riga, as so often and vividly described by Henry of Livonia.

\textsuperscript{41} Ole Crumlin-Pedersen and Olaf Olsen, \textit{The Skuldelev Ships I}, Ships and Boats of the North 4.1. (Roskilde, 2002).
\textsuperscript{44} It is conceivable that "the structures made of huge trees" where extended logboats and were used as fire ships.

Lastly, watercrafts were also ritually deposited. Although the evidence suggests that ritually deposited ships are predominantly connected with Prehistoric and Viking Age customs,\textsuperscript{46} it cannot be ruled out for a medieval context, since primeval customs tend to have survived especially amongst seafarers, where pagan rites and superstition outlived Christianization and found expression in a distinctive maritime cultural belief system.\textsuperscript{47}

### 2.3. Re-use of Ship Timbers

While accidently lost and intentionally deposited ships are predominantly found in coastal contexts, reused timber is chiefly represented in urban contexts, where planks and other ship-timbers were re-used in vernacular structures, such as for well and pit cladding, roofing or causeways (Fig. 3).\textsuperscript{48} The way planks were worked, fastened and caulked, can give a fairly good idea of shipbuilding traditions. Singular constructional elements can also indicate the predominance of certain types of ships in one harbour. This notion is not insignificant, as the archaeological record seems to be biased by the tendency of ships being scrapped in the homeport. Jan Bill noted that the decision about where to dismantle a ship was "a social practice which may discriminate between different types of ships."\textsuperscript{49} For instance, the remains of vessels deemed typically Hanseatic, such as the Bremen Cog,\textsuperscript{50} are not represented in the rich maritime material from the Bryggen excavations in Bergen, Norway,\textsuperscript{51} despite the

\textsuperscript{49} Jan Bill, \textit{Small Scale Seafaring in Danish Waters AD 1000–1600}, doctoral dissertation (University of Copenhagen, 1997), pp. 111-112.
\textsuperscript{50} Cf. section 3.2.
fact that the town had been a major destination for Hanseatic ships. On the other hand, the scrapped remains of a late medieval Scandinavian vessel were unearthed in a recent excavation in Bremen, Germany.  

This raises an important question about whether watercrafts were differentiated on the basis of their construction, size and prestige, or the cultural background of their crew. Thus, re-used ship timbers that encompass different shipbuilding traditions reflect the internationality of a port town, while its absence in the archaeological record is not necessarily a true reflection, but may point to distinctive scrapping procedures, which touches upon issues of ownership and varying social practises across cultures. Thus, places can be linked together; creditably so if backed up by dendrological analyses of ship timbers.

The circumstances of the deposition or re-use of watercraft alone is clearly significant for the assessment of interregional contact. Through an analysis of ship construction in the following section, an even finer-grained dimension is added to the initial impression.

3. Shipbuilding Traditions as a Cultural Indicator?

Tracing cultural change through technological features might appear somewhat antiquated since Wendell Oswalt introduced the concept of ‘technounits’ in the 1970’s as a means of tracing unique structural modularity in hunting gear.  

Notwithstanding the importance of this concept, it has often been criticized for omitting ad hoc adaptive strategies while over-emphasizing a sequential evolutionary line of development. This prioritization of stylistic over functional features has been also criticized, namely in concerns to how diverse modular features in ship construction are forced into rigid typologies. This critique is still very valid.

What seems beyond scrutiny, however, is that advanced technology presented a tremendous advantage. With regard to the Northern Crusades, Christian forces initially had the technological advantage of siege engines and ballistic weaponry, though in 1223 the pagan Estonians caught up by copying and teaching the use of ballistas, which they had captured from the Sword-Brothers, and employed it in an uprising against their Danish and German occupiers.  

Whether a comparable technology transfer took place in maritime affairs has been underexplored, partly due to the insufficiency of the archaeological record. While there is much evidence for shipbuilding techniques in the Wendish heartlands, there is barely any for their Estonian and Curonian counterparts, who were – after all – credited for being daredevil pirates. Indirect information extracted from the sources indicates that their vessels – the pyraticae – were open boats, large enough to transport booty and slaves, but with a freeboard considerably lower than cogs and with a great sheer, enabling them to be trimmed so that the bow could project over an enemy’s navicula.

In this section, the introduction, spread and cross-cultural transfer of a distinctive shipbuilding tradition will be explored. This shipbuilding tradition seems to coincide in both chronological and geographical terms with the Northern Crusades and is not without reason often associated with the emergence of the Germans as new players in the Baltic Sea. The silence of written sources on the constructional particularities of ships has lead to much speculation, such as the alleged superiority of the German ‘cog.’ In recent decades, however, maritime archaeological research has shed a more differentiated light on this issue.

3.1. Theoretical and Source Critical Aspects for Evaluating Ship Construction

It is notable that most changes in pre-industrial shipbuilding are rooted in societal processes, rather than technological progressions in their own right. This makes nautical archaeology a potent tool for tracing the underlying societal forces driving shipbuilding traditions. In periods characterized by stability, traditions tend to be preserved by what

---

57 Paul Heinsius, Das Schiff der hantischen Frühzeit, Quellen und Darstellungen zur hantischen Geschichte. Neue Folge 12 (Weimar, 1986), p. 53.
58 Cf. Heinsius, Das Schiff…, pp. 82-103; Fritz Röig, Wirtschaftskräfte im Mittelalter (Kölön and Graz, 1959).
59 Nautical archaeology is a sub-discipline of maritime archaeology and is focused on the study of shipwrecks and other aspects of navigation. The scope and sub-disciplines of maritime archaeology were first consistently defined by Keith Muckelroy, Maritime Archaeology (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 155-247.
evolutionary anthropologists have termed conformist bias,\textsuperscript{60} heritage constraint\textsuperscript{61} or path dependency.\textsuperscript{62} These concepts describe the inherent conservatism of extragenetical traits within hereditary cultural phenomena. This is very much the case in regions and times unmarred by upheaval, where no incentive is posed by outside influences to deviate from tried-and-tested designs, which had become expressions of a cultural identity, aside of their functional merits.\textsuperscript{63} Some ancient shipbuilding traditions have survived until the recent past in peripheral, secluded “niches.” Legendary is the longevity of the Scandinavian shipbuilding tradition, as exemplified by vessels still built in rural parts of twentieth-century Scandinavia with features originating from the Iron Age\textsuperscript{64} and the Viking Age.\textsuperscript{65} Less well known, but more relevant in this context, are the barkas from the Vistula lagoon, the last square-rigged working vessels that were still being built up in the early twentieth century. The initial impression that essentially the same type of vessel is represented on medieval seal depictions from this region (Fig. 4) is substantiated by the antiquated method of construction, which has survived in rural areas.\textsuperscript{66} While the potential for tracing old shipbuilding traditions in modular features is evident, it becomes all the more interesting when marked changes are observable. The paradigm shift from a highly elaborate and prestigious to a rationalized shipbuilding - that markedly occurred at the turn from the twelfth to the thirteenth century - have been primarily explained in economic terms.\textsuperscript{67} Despite an ever growing database of excavated shipwrecks, which ought to render confidence to make assertions solely based on archaeological observations, many maritime archaeologists remain heavily reliant on historical sources for interpreting shipwrecks. In earlier decades it was considered proper to identify shipwrecks by their supposed historical type name,\textsuperscript{68} despite historical sources of the period in question do not specify whether ship-types were distinctive in the constructional sense. The ships depicted on Hanseatic town seals are often referred to as cogs, yet the seals from Stralsund and Elblag (German: Elbing) are very similar to the barkas in appearance, while in fact, the size ratio between the helmsman and the boat in the Elblag seal is not necessarily symbolic. It is clear that contemporaries would have never referred to boats of the barka-type as cogs, since one of the few things written sources are clear about is that cogs were always large vessels.\textsuperscript{69} The problem is that historical and archaeological perspectives are diametrically opposed, in that the historical type is ultimately based on the purpose or size of the vessel, while the archaeological type is based on tradition. Or in other words, it would be inapt to imply that the four Danish cogs that carried King Valdemar II’s army to Estonia\textsuperscript{70} were similarly constructed as, for instance, the “duas magnas naves, que koggen appellantur,” which were granted to Wismar in 1209 by the Holy Roman Emperor.\textsuperscript{71} That this was a generic term for large transport ships to distinguish them from smaller vessels is also indicated in an agreement of 1224 for the release of King Valdemar II, which distinguishes between “naues cockonibus et sneccis.”\textsuperscript{72} While the snekke is a prominent name for a small and swift Scandinavian type of vessel, which survived in many toponyms,\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{60} Robert Boyd and Peter Richerson, \textit{Culture and the Evolutionary Process} (Chicago, 1985).


\textsuperscript{65} Gunnar Eldjarn and Jon Godal, \textit{Nordlandshøten og Åfjordshøten} (Lesja, 1988).


\textsuperscript{69} Carsten Jahnke and Anton Englert, “The State of Historical Research on Merchant Seafaring in Danish Waters and in the Western Baltic Sea 1000-1250,” in \textit{Large Cargo Ships in Danish Waters 1000-1250}, ed. Anton Englert, Ships and Boats of the North (Roskilde, forthcoming).


\textsuperscript{71} Cf. Jahnke and Englert, “The State…”


its German equivalent is the *schnigge*, albeit probably only in size and purpose, for there is no positive evidence to suggest that Germans built their version of the *snekke* in a Scandinavian technique.

Type names seem to be rather fairly generic terms, by which a classification based on size and purpose was made. These types are to be found mainly in custom rolls, in which loadbearing capacity is mentioned in *lats*. Vessels would have been classified in relative terms, since capacities fluctuated over time, as ships generally increased in size. What mattered to the custom’s officer was an estimate of the loadbearing capacity, according to which the toll could be fixed. He would have hardly crept into the hold to ascertain whether the bottom-planking is carvel or clinker in order to determine the type of ship. Still, several leading scholars insist that the type is sharply defined by a set of inclusive and exclusive constructional properties, which are guided by an underlying theoretical model of what sequences and methods in a shipbuilding tradition were thought to have had a unique character. While this approach in itself is feasible, the often ignored problem is that pictorial, historical and archaeological sources only complement in theory, but in reality there is hardly a contextual overlap. While ship depictions on seals show the general outline above the water-line, archaeologists are dealing in most cases with the scanty remains of the bottom construction of the hull. So, in order to evaluate shipbuilding traditions, an essentially archaeological perspective must be taken, unaffected by the delusive historical type-concept, which attempts to establish a degree of standardization that simply did not exist.

3.2. A Novel Shipbuilding Tradition in the Baltic Sea Region

The Baltic Sea region underwent a dramatic change in shipbuilding in the mid twelfth century which coincides chronologically with the early phase of the Northern Crusades. While there is no explicit link, this paper advocates that some of the driving forces which fuelled the crusades are also responsible for the change in maritime affairs.

According to a narrative in the *Miracles of Saint Thomas of Canterbury* from ca. 1175, a rich merchant and citizen of Schleswig commissioned the building of a ship, which had a hull so large that its launching presented a serious problem. While the author of the *Miracles* remains silent on the cultural origin of the merchant or how the ship was constructed, it would not be unreasonable to link this episode to the general increase in the size of ships and the introduction of a new shipbuilding technology that occurred at around this time in this region. This, at least, would explain why the shipbuilders encountered such an unforeseen problem. The Schleswig region is believed to have played a major role in this transitional phase, since the earliest dating for shipwrecks of this novel technology were likely built in its vicinity, as dendro-provenances demonstrate. The earliest wrecks – the Kollener wreck (1150) (Fig. 7.3) and the Kolding wreck (1188/89) (Fig. 7.4) – were probably even built in the same shipyard, as the strikingly similar construction of their stern hooks suggests (Fig. 7.5). Generally speaking the construction of these ships was so distinctive from Scandinavian shipbuilding, that this new technique was attributed to a German, possibly Frisian, influence in Schleswig (Fig. 5). This is supported by the notion that there was a migration of Germans to harbour sites in Denmark. There is, in fact, a broad consensus that this new type was very un-Scandinavian and so a Continental – or German – influence has never really been questioned. What characteristics in particular made this type so distinctive, however, is disputed, though it is generally agreed that distinctive features included a stern-rudder, straight up-raking stem- and sternposts notched with a hook in a sharp transition into a plank keel, a very high freeboard with an optional addition of a fore- and aftercastle, a carvel bottom-planking and a clinker side-planking, in some cases protruding cross-beams and large standing knees on top of them, moss as caulking material and the application of *intels* as cramps to hold the caulking laths in place and, last but not least, double-bent iron nails in plank-to-plank fastenings. These criteria were set up after the

---

78 Cf. Klaus-Peter Kiedel and Uwe Schnall, *Die Hansekogge von 1380* (Bremerhaven, 1982); Werner Lahn, *Die Kogge von Bremen I. Bauteile und Bauablauf*,
similarities between a cog depicted on the Stralsund seal of 1329 and a shipwreck discovered in Bremen in 1962 were noted. These similarities led the excavator to name the wreck the Bremen Cog.\textsuperscript{81} Naturally, not all of the abovementioned characteristics of this new type are shown in the seal, yet it was taken for granted that, thence, cogs should be defined according to all of these criteria.

However, the set of features that defines a type could be quite arbitrary, so the process of establishing which vessels embodied a tradition most splendidly and which vessels only to a lesser degree is, to a certain extent, subjective.\textsuperscript{82} It is no coincidence that the Bremen Cog – as the first wreck to be identified as such – is considered as the paradigm example for the cog-type and frequently used for comparisons, as though it was built as a prototype following a blueprint. The fallacy of aligning ship types to historical names becomes quite clear when one considers how the cog would be seen today if the similarities between the Stralsund seal and the Ebersdorf model, for example, had been noted first. This well-preserved model features a surprising amount of detail which leaves no doubt that its builder was a professional who simply interpolated the dimensions while applying his tradition in all details.\textsuperscript{83} There are many similar features between the seal and model (Fig. 6). Apart from this, the model features protruding cross-beams, which are not visible on the Stralsund seal itself, but in similar seal depictions. The bulky appearance of the hull on seal depictions was often attributed to artistic liberty, in order to fit the ship into the rounded shape of the seal. Yet it has been suggested that this may actually be a correct representation, since the hull of the Ebersdorf model has an astonishingly small length-to-beam ratio of ca. 2.2.\textsuperscript{84} The decisive difference between the Ebersdorf model and the Bremen Cog is the entirely clinker-planked hull in the former. Thus, in a scenario in which the Ebersdorf model would have been initially linked to the cog-depicting Stralsund seal, archaeologists would have never dreamt of insisting that only vessels with a carvel bottom planking – built in the so-called bottom-based technique\textsuperscript{85} – were cogs. But exactly this assumption has become dogmatic and is defended with fervent zeal by some of the most distinguished maritime archaeologists.\textsuperscript{86}

While some believe that this new type could be associated to the historical term cog,\textsuperscript{87} others hesitate to apply this label to an archaeological find\textsuperscript{88} for very good reason! In order to avoid an inaccurate and biased historical label, it has been suggested that this type should be referred to as the \textit{Ijsselmeer type} with regard to its assumed origin,\textsuperscript{89} or as the \textit{Kollern-Bremen type},\textsuperscript{90} or the \textit{bottom-based shipbuilding tradition}.\textsuperscript{91} Though these are more neutral names, all have

---


82 This struggle with type-concepts is well reflected by the reference to shipwrecks from the Netherlands as ‘cog-like,’ in appreciation of the fact that they feature enough details to be attributed to the same tradition as the Bremen Cog, yet differed significantly in size, cf. Reinder Reinders, “Cog Finds from the Ijsselmeerpolders,” \textit{Flevobericht} 248 (1985), p. 24.


90 Engler, \textit{Large Cargo Vessels...}, p. 46.

significant drawbacks, so in this paper this new type will be very generically referred to as the Continental type – for the lack of a better term. While it is distinctive enough to differentiate it from Scandinavian and Slavic shipbuilding traditions to form a typological entity, its constructional features are not homologous enough to formulate a sharp definition. Although one might object that Slavs and to a certain extent Scandinavians are Continentals too, the term gives credit to the fact that this tradition, which appeared in the Baltic Sea area around the mid twelfth century, could be traced back to Roman Age finds from the Rhine. So the admittedly spongy notion of a ‘Continental type’ is not too far-fetched. Its fluvial origin manifests itself in the construction, consisting of a flat bottom of carvel planking. With regard to inland vessels, this Continental tradition has changed little, as is particularly reflected by the longevity of a striking feature: the L-shaped chine girders, the transition plank between bottom and side planking (Fig. 7.1-2). This constructional element was employed in shipbuilding for over a millennium and strengthened the hull longitudinally, while adding some solidity to the critical turn-of-the-bilge. Interestingly, the oldest inland vessels in the Baltic Sea area of the Continental type were also – yet again – discovered in the key region around Schleswig, as the Haithabu IV wreck of 1184 and the Egernsund wreck of ca. 1230 show. Barges found in the lower Vistula river, like the Köbyla Kepa wreck (after 1291) or the Elbląg wreck (fourteenth/fifteenth century), feature exactly the same keel-less, flat-bottomed hull with the characteristic sintels, moss caulking and L-shaped chine girders as do similar watercraft in Germany and the Netherlands. Consequently, they were thought to be connected to economic developments in the newly established Teutonic Order state in Prussia. Colonists, who arrived in the wake of the conquests, must have brought their own concept of shipbuilding. While these Continental inland types were surprisingly homogenously built, throughout time and space, their seagoing counterparts (Fig. 7) show more variation and change, especially in the early phase. This is probably not surprising, since seafarers would have travelled further and would have more easily become exposed to – and inspired by – different shipbuilding traditions. The earliest seagoing Continental type – the Kollerup wreck (Fig. 7.3) – seems to have retained some inherited constructional details that might point to a fluvial ancestry, as Ole Crumlin-Pedersen observed. So, the mast-step is integrated in a floor timber rather than a keelson and the position of the mast is in the first third of the vessel. The carvel-laid bottom planking can also be regarded as a favourable constructional feature for river navigation, but this was also actually retained in seagoing vessels throughout the centuries, as it suited the tidal conditions along the Frisian coastline in the Wadden Sea, which was sheltered by a chain of islands where vessels regularly fell dry at low tide. Although this construction was not necessary in the tideless Baltic Sea, some vessels discovered or built here still feature this characteristic: The mid twelfth century Kollerup wreck sets a precedent not only for being the earliest find of its type so far, but for having evidently attempted to sail around the dreaded Skagerrak. While it was built of wood cut in the vicinity of Schleswig, it was perhaps operated there by members of a German mercantile community with connections to the Rhineland: The finding of some Dutch stoneware and Rhenish slates indicate that it could have hailed at ports in the Rhineland at some point. That merchants from the Rhineland would have still continued to trade via Schleswig after merchants from Westphalia and Saxony preferred to trade via Lübeck since its foundation in 1158, supports a Rhenish link. It took a century, however, before the navigation around the Skagerrak became an issue important enough to be formalized in the umlandsfahr-privileges of 1251, in which the traffic of

92 The Isselmeer-type is in neither respect a scientifically valid denomination, as correctly summed up by Crumlin-Pedersen, “To Be...” pp. 26-38. The Kollerup-Bremen type would imply a linear development from the earliest to the most prominent shipwreck of its kind, which is not necessarily incorrect, but perhaps unnecessarily omits alternative approaches. And, finally, the bottom-based tradition presents an exclusive set of characteristics to claim a “monopoly” on the cog-type. This narrow definition is not supported by direct evidence and is only deduced from written and pictorial sources of contentious validity.
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cogs from the North Sea to the Scanian fairs was regulated. 100

Another Continental-type wreck from the Baltic Sea with carvel bottom-planking is the Vejby wreck from ca. 1372, which foundered at the coast of North Zealand, Denmark. It was probably built in Gdańsk (German: Danzig) or another port of the Teutonic Order, but was evidently on its homebound voyage from England, as the finding of English gold nobles and ballast-stones from the English Channel or the Atlantic coast indicates. 101 Again, one might ask whether there is intentional coherence between a Baltic-built ship with a carvel-planked bottom and a North Sea destination? As opposed to the Vejby wreck, the early fifteenth-century Copper Wreck that foundered near Gdańsk was entirely clinker-planked and was apparently not required to sail on the North Sea, as it carried only typical commodities from the Baltic Sea such as copper ingots, timber, wax, pitch and iron. 102 Is it possible that both kinds of vessels were built on the same shipyards, and that the differences did not stem from two distinctive shipbuilding traditions, but from a deliberate choice with regard to the shipping routes of the vessel?

In fact, bottom-based ships have strictly speaking structurally more in common with the aforementioned entirely clinker-built ships: though both are essentially constructed shell-first, the carvel-laid strakes gradually overlapped at their hood-ends, as shown in the most formidable example of the “bottom-based tradition” – the Bremen Cog. 103 So the classical division line between bottom-based vessels on the one side and clinker-built vessels on the other side has been over-emphasized. One of the conclusions drawn by Jan Bill – an advocate of this classical division – is that there is an increasing similarity between lapstrake (or clinker-built) vessels and cogs (or bottom-based vessels). 104 The observation is correct, yet if seen from the perspective advocated in this article, the said similarity could also stem from both types being variations on just one theme.

3.3. Hybrid Features Reflecting Cultural Transmission?

The term “hybrid” is used somewhat generically to indicate that the modular integrity of a shipwreck consists of a mixture of constructional elements from different cultural influences. While some features only appear to be hybrid because of overly rigid type-concepts, the question remains how genuine examples of cross-cultural influences in shipbuilding become manifest in the archaeological record? Scholars have attempted to establish such cases by ascribing the use of different materials to different cultures. So, for instance, a study on differences within Wendish shipbuilding seems to indicate that the Rani used animal hair as caulking material whereas the Pomeranians used moss. 105 While the use of certain materials by habit will have undeniably affected the preference of the shipbuilder, the choice was ultimately restricted to the local availability of materials. Animal hair was perhaps used by the Rani for the absence of extensive wetlands on Rügen Island, from where moss could be collected. Although bound by tradition, we should not imagine the medieval ship-builder as unimaginative, rigid and unable to improvise. The same applies in a terrestrial context: though Viking Age longhouses in Norway were built of wood, Norse colonists built them of stone on the Shetland Isles for the scarcity of timber. Yet they were built in the same style and tradition.

So the choice of materials primarily reflects local variances, which is relevant evidence too, but does not necessarily indicate cultural transmission. This was suggested in the case of the Kronholm wreck from the first half of the thirteenth century, which was discovered in a silted-up former anchorage site in Paviken, Gotland. This vessel was built in the Continental technique with a carvel-laid bottom, but with features that were considered reminiscent of a Scandinavian influence, i.e. fairly slender frames and floor timbers of pine instead of oak. 106 The question was raised whether these muddled characteristics should be interpreted as a gradual assimilation of Scandinavians and northern Germans. 107 This does not seem too far-fetched, considering the strong presence of a German mercantile community in Visby, the provincial capital of Gotland. However,

100 Diplomatarium Danicum, ed. Franz Blatt and Gustav Hermansen (Copenhagen, 1938), II.1.50-52, pp. 50-52. See Jahnke and Englert, “The State...”
106 Rönny, “Kronholmsskogen...,” p. 70.
the local supply of oak was probably shorter than on the continent, since the timberline for oak is further south than for pine. Thus, a local shortage of oak on this island might have induced the shipbuilder to use more readily available timber species, while the technique employed to assemble the ship essentially remained the same.\textsuperscript{108}

Not unlike the Kronholm wreck, the Gedesby wreck is also considered an unusual find and has been often referred to as a hybrid construction. At first glance, it (Fig. 8) appears to be a rural vessel, wide and spacious built, to carry cattle, as indicated by a layer of dung.\textsuperscript{109} It was found in a rural harbour near Gedesby, on the Danish Island of Falster, and was dendro-dated to ca. 1320.\textsuperscript{110} In considering the common nature of its cargo, one would not expect to find any innovative constructional details. Yet the excavators were surprised to find Continental details, such as “stem- and sternhook, (…) protruding beams and massive beam knees, the occasional use of moss as luting and the use of sawn planks in the construction, with a broad margin the oldest example of this technique in a clinkerbuilt vessel in Scandinavia.”\textsuperscript{111} The only remaining detail considered to be Scandinavian is the T-shaped keel and the entirely clinker-planked hull, but even the long plank scarfs are still quite distinct from the short Scandinavian ones.\textsuperscript{112} Mouldings were also absent, which normally decorated the visible edges of planks in Scandinavian watercraft.\textsuperscript{113} Were these later changes affected by an outer influence, or was this a development within the tradition? In fact, are there any unmistakably Scandinavian features left at all in the Gedesby wreck? With, alas, no dendrological analyses, one may only speculate how this vessel with its set of essentially Continental features ended up in a small Danish rural harbour? Incidentally, a few decades before the Gedesby ship was built, the Danish King Eric Menved ordered in 1304 that only cogs should be included in the Danish naval defence – the leding.\textsuperscript{114} This was owed to the advantage of raised fighting platforms on these high-sided and large ships. This decision must have meant a great turning point, as Denmark’s leding still relied on 1100 longships in the thirteenth century.\textsuperscript{115} Whether these new cogs were of Continental design or whether there were Danish versions is not clear at present. The Gedesby wreck is neither high-sided nor large and certainly not a cog, but its very presence in a Danish harbour could be seen as a harbinger of a process in which Denmark gradually opened up to a foreign shipbuilding tradition. Though innovative designs are expected to be found in more central regions, a seafaring peasant could have obtained, in this case, a less costly Continental vessel on the opposite shore, a day’s journey from the southern tip of Falster. After all, the Continental types were less elaborately built than Scandinavian vessels and would have been cheaper to construct.\textsuperscript{116} When even a king would not insist anymore to have his leding ships built in the own prestigious Scandinavian tradition, a peasant would have probably cared little about sailing a less prestigious ship than his forefathers, especially if it smelled of dung.

While it is not entirely clear if – or to what degree – the Gedesby wreck reflects a modular hybridism, the Kalmar I wreck from the second half of the thirteenth century is astonishingly similar (Fig. 9). It has a comparable length-to-beam ratio, a T-shaped keel, was fully clinker-planked, wherein the planks were connected with iron rivets, the hood-ends of the planks overlapped the stempost, but were notched into the stempost and the hull was strengthened by protruding cross-beams.\textsuperscript{117} One may even question whether the reconstructed curvature of the stem of Kalmar I is correct,\textsuperscript{118} since only the lowermost portion was preserved, from which a more moderately raking stem – similar to the one from the Gedesby wreck – is feasible. Given the number of shared features, one may wonder whether both wrecks really represent some kind of transient hybrid type, or whether they constitute a class in their own right.

\textsuperscript{108} Unfortunately there is no dendro-provenance of the wood yet. A local Gotland building place seems feasible, but has not been verified by hard evidence. The availability of wood species on Gotland at that time is not clear either. The point of this argument is merely to illustrate that other factors – like the local availability or shortage of materials – would have determined the construction and should therefore not be seen as a diagnostic feature for cultural or technological transmission.
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It seems as though archaeologists are ultimately left with little else than details illuminating different manufacturing processes, like iron fastenings. The late medieval Kalmar IV ship is probably one of the few exceptions, where two distinctive shipbuilding traditions manifest more evidently in one vessel. This is shown by the alternating use of rivets (typical Scandinavian) and double-bent nails (typical Continental) for instance. This could indicate that the ship was constructed by shipbuilders of different cultural backgrounds, who introduced their own methods. But not necessarily, since the different plank-to-plank fastenings could have originated from later repairs in which planks were replaced. This would at least indicate that the ship travelled between two different “worlds” in which distinctive concepts of shipbuilding predominated. In the case of Kalmar, these two worlds could have coexisted in one place, since this town was a melting pot of a mixed German-Swedish population. So it is feasible that two distinctive shipbuilding traditions co-existed and that this coexistence lead to the construction of vessels that could neither be attributed exclusively to Scandinavian nor to Continental traditions.

It seems likely that there was a certain extent of collaboration in maritime affairs, primarily between Germans and Scandinavians, possibly also with Slavs. This collaboration, however, was not restricted to shipbuilding alone, but extended to navigation as well, as the following section shows.

4. Decoding Cognitive Maritime Landscapes

Evidently, the logistical achievement of medieval seafarers could not be appreciated if only their ships were studied. What seems very important is the way contemporaries would have perceived their environment. This cognitive maritime landscape could be conceptualized on two levels; the first being a bottom-up perspective of those personally experiencing the sea, certainly mariners and pilots and to a lesser extent also other sea travellers like merchants, crusaders and settlers; the second being a top-down perspective of policy makers, who compile reports from the former and thereby piece together fragmented information. Finally, there is the lost narrative that found neither place in written nor pictorial sources and can be only deduced from fragmented bits of evidence.

4.1. The Heuristic Conceptualization of Geography

Not unlike shipbuilders who continued the tradition from their forefathers, mariners were to a certain extent literally “path dependent,” frequenting generations-old sea routes (Fig. 11.2). This is well illustrated by the late medieval Schiffbuch, the earliest handbook to contain explicit nautical instructions. The text is a compilation of multiple sources from different periods, a “successive genesis” based on sources from at least as early as the fourteenth century. The compilatory character of the text indicates that the routes and nautical details it describes must have been ingrained in the mental terrain of mariners several generations before it appeared in written form in the late fifteenth century. Perhaps the best known early example of medieval seafarers personally communicating geographical knowledge to officials is captured in the Old English translation of Orosius’ Historiae adversum Paganos, in which King Alfred of Wessex had included the late ninth-century reports of Ohthere and Wulfstan, which they delivered at his court. Of course, any first-level narrative will inevitably be filtered by what the chroniclers deemed important. Ohthere’s and Wulfstan’s accounts were subject to the chronicler’s own interpretation and wilful modification.

While scouts drafted from the local population were of eminent importance for the successful outcome of a crusading campaign on land, there is written evidence to suggest that mariners were similarly dependent on pilots. A peace treaty of 1241 between the Teutonic Order in Livonia and the Oselians explicitly included pilots: “If, however, they [the bishop or master of Riga] have not managed to acquire a cog, ships and pilots will be gathered in this area, which are drawn from the Oselians in Riga or

120 Cf. section 4.1.
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124 This concept was also introduced as a tradition of usage in a maritime logistical context by Christer Westerdahl, “The Relationship Between Land Roads and Sea Routes in the Past – Some Reflections,” Deutsches Schiffahrtsarchiv 29 (2006), p. 60.
127 Estonias from the island of Saaremaa, who were the most reputable mariners amongst all Estonians.
the coastal region.”

It seems likely that the desired pilots had to be native Oselians. Another incidence that occurred several years earlier in the same area highlights the importance of pilots. A Danish knight Gottschalk was sent by his king to take over control of Riga’s magistracy. The local population was so opposed to the knight

(... that even the merchants denied him a pilot for his ship either to come from Gotland to Livonia or to go from Livonia to Gotland. Gottschalk went away discomfited from Livonia and came onto the wide and spacious sea. He was going without a pilot in his ship and was tossed about by contrary wind.

This excerpt contains the important notion that not just anyone could go anywhere, even if he was a high ranking individual with the necessary monetary means. Evidently, there were other mechanisms at work to grant or deny individual access to the emerging western overseas enclaves. Although it would be too far-fetched to imply that such groups – be it mercantile confraternities or ethnic communities – exerted a monopoly on sea transport in less well known sea regions by securing the exclusive allegiance of local pilots, it cannot be dismissed that their knowledge must have been deemed a strategic factor. This key role is arguably reflected by the earliest Lübeck seal (Fig. 10), which has been hitherto addressed as depicting some kind of metaphorical proto-Hanseatic confraternity through which the great Central European inland markets were linked to the commodity markets on the Baltic Sea shore, embodied by a contornatio scene between an allegedly Westphalian cross-country merchant and a Frisian mariner. However, it has also been suggested that the seal does not show an oath between two equals, but rather the conclusion of a contract, in which the stýrimanr – the steersman or ship-owner – admits the farþegi – the guest or merchant – into the shipboard community with an ece sign, which the latter acknowledges by swearing an oath. In a more recent paper it was argued that the farþegi was a pilgrim or crusader rather than a merchant, since self-representations on seal depictions were inherently hierarchical and mercantile activities considered a comparatively mundane act. While both re-interpretations follow the line of the former in that a landlubber collaborates with a mariner, the emphasis has shifted in both cases to, firstly, an altered hierarchy in favour of the mariner, and secondly, on the foreignness of the type of ship depicted, showing several Scandinavian characteristics. Closely interwoven with these revised interpretations is the idea that merchants were reliant on non-German shipping shortly after the foundation of Lübeck. There is indeed positive evidence for this: in 1224, Slavic vessels were hired in Lübeck for transporting herring, and excavations in Lübeck’s earliest harbour have produced mainly Scandinavian material. The attempt of Henry the Lion to attract foreign seaborne merchants to the port of Lübeck, as the Artlenburg privilege shows in particular, also suggests that the population of Lübeck was dependent on foreign ships and mariners, most of whom originated from the Westphalian interior. When Lübeck was forfeited to Denmark in 1203, it benefitted considerably from being included into the extensive Danish maritime network. Only after the

133 First noted by Gunnar Bolin, Stockholms uppmork. Studier och undersökningar rörande Stockholms förhistoria (Stockholm, 1933), p. 405. This interpretation is still upheld by most scholars, see Crumlin-Pedersen, “Die Bremer...,” p. 260; Rolf Hammel-Kiesow, Die Hanse (München, 2008), p. 30; Jahnke, “Zur Interpretation...,” pp. 19-20. Others maintain that a cog is depicted on the seal, see Heinsius, Das Schiff..., p. 63; Ellmers, “Koggen...,” pp. 113-140.
135 Hansisches Urkundenbuch, ed. Konstantin Höhlbaum (Halle, 1876), vol. 1, no. 174.
137 Jahnke and Englert, “The State...”
collapse of the Valdemarian Empire – when Denmark lost Lübeck in the wake of the Battle of Bornhöved in 1227 – did German merchants take over a leading role in Baltic Sea trade as indicated by the Ummelandfarer privileges of 1251.139

What seems most significant here is not only the alleged dependency on non-German ships in Lübeck under Saxon and Danish rule, but possibly also the presence of foreign maritime intermediaries such as ship-owners or pilots. And this profitable collaboration between autochthonous mariners from the Baltic Sea and the German newcomers, which enabled inland merchants to tap the Baltic commodity markets or crusaders to fulfil their pledge in the overseas territories east of the Elbe, is arguably "advertised" in Lübeck’s earliest seal depiction.

4.2. The Narrative Conceptualization of Geography

In order to be less dependent on the goodwill of maritime intermediaries, it became a desideratum for sovereigns to compile geographical information in order to strive for more autarchy in sea transport and communication. This was certainly the case for transport on land, where the rise of feudal principalities went hand in hand with the development of road networks.140 While the maritime equivalent – navigation marks – are barely testified in the archaeological and historical record, there is a striking similarity in the division of space. In late fourteenth-century Denmark, for instance, royal bailiffs were ordered to build royal inns every 30 km along the Harrej – the army road – which was a day's travelling distance. Similarly the sea route described in the Danish Itinerary (Fig. 11) was divided into nautio units, the meaning of which is still disputed, but is likely to be a length specification of ca. 8.3 km.141

While the first was a concrete measure in support of army logistics on land, the existence of the latter testifies an equivalent attempt to conceptualize maritime space in measurable units, which would have been important for fleet logistics and communication. There is a broad consensus, however, that the purpose of the Danish Itinerary – in its written form at least – was not for practical use as navigational aid.142 Rather than containing concrete nautical information like the Seebuch, the emphasis of the Danish Itinerary lies on the distances between coastal places on a given trajectory along the coast. The coastal trajectories described therein were probably frequent long before the itinerary was written down, as archaeological evidence suggests.143 So the recording of a pre-existing route with the addition of travelling distances fits well to the inventory character of the compilative Liber Cenuss Daniae, in which other inventories connected to crusading activities were also found, such as the Danish possessions in Estonia as well as an itinerary from Ribe to Acre in the Holy Land.144 Thus, the latter, as well as the itinerary from Utåland to Tallinn, were understood by contemporaries as basically the same, as a peregrinatio to orient and aquil.

While it seems clear that the Danish Itinerary was not meant to be a navigational aid, there is a clear indication that a person with nautical knowledge must have been consulted when it was written down, for it contains an excerpt with a nautical implication: "[...] and it ought to be observed, that you go from Arnholm to Lynæbetae between east and north and if the wind is favourable from the west, you can sail in a straight line from Arnholm to Hangethe."145 This

140 Westerdahl, "The Relationship..." pp. 62-76.
141 Westerdahl, "The Relationship..." p. 75.
145 The first point to a possible crusading connotation was Christer Westerdahl, “Medeltida sjöleder och ortnamn,” Tjutbygkens kulturhistoriska förningars årsbok (1978), p. 26. However, he revoked this connotation later on the basis that this itinerary predates the first crusade: cf. Christer Westerdahl, “Transportvägar – Itinerariet och fornida transportsystem,” in Kong Valdemars saga, ed. Gerhard Flink (Stockholm, 1995), p. 25. In this paper, however, it is suggested that one abide by Westerdahl’s initial hypothesis despite that the itinerary to Acre most probably predates the First Crusade in 1096. This might seem paradoxical at first, but the itinerary fulfilled the same basic purpose before 1096 as a pilgrim route, with the only difference that in 1096, and on later occasions, a force of arms became necessary to grant pilgrims access to their holy sites. In fact, the Latin term for pilgrimage is the same as the term for crusade, i.e. peregrinatio or expedition, cf. Eric Christiansen, The Northern Crusader (London, 1997), pp. 50-58.
146 “[...]

except describes the precondition for making a direct landfall on Hangethe (Fig. 11.3), which should only be risked if the wind was coming from the right direction. While compasses were unknown, latitudinal or near-latitudinal courses could be determined by the course of the sun. To make landfall in known waters it was not only important to establish terrestrial reference points, but to be familiar with the topo- and hydrographic environment.\textsuperscript{146} When a landfall was missed, familiar landmarks went out of sight and consequently a crew could face danger for the lack of knowledge of suitable anchorages to provide shelter in storms and of coasts with hostile populations.\textsuperscript{147} So the very circumstance of the Danish Itinerary being recorded reflects the attempt of a perhaps royal authority\textsuperscript{148} to conceptualize geography in a space-time concept, not graphically, but through a narrative. But the compilation of geographical information was not only achieved by the recording of oral reports – like that of Ohthere or Wulfstan – but by an intricate system of written correspondence. So, in order to orchestrate the international crusading movement, the papacy aimed to acquire an all-embracing geo-political knowledge through a far-flung information network. The way the geo-political situation was perceived in Rome is mainly reflected in papal letters sent in response to incoming correspondence, so there is only a vague mirror image on how regional knowledge was perceived.\textsuperscript{149} One of the main goals of the Cistercians in Livonia was to establish a communication network tightly connected with the aims of the crusading movement.\textsuperscript{150} But the discrepancy that must have existed between official knowledge, compiled in far away episcopal or secular power centres as narratives, and local knowledge, becomes very clear in how geographical relationships were conceptualized.

### 4.3. The General Conceptualization of Geography: the Baltic Sea

A century before Bishop Meinhard sailed out across the Baltic Sea to establish a Livonian mission at the lower reaches of the Daugava River, this sea appeared as a fairly unknown and mysterious place. In Adam of Bremen’s Descripion Insularum Aquilonis: “When one has passed the Danish islands, a different world opens up to Sweden and Norway, which are two extensive realms in the north, which have been nearly unknown in our part of the world.”\textsuperscript{151} The \textit{aquilo} as he and also later chroniclers like Helmold of Bosau perceived it, was a constructed spatial entity that encompassed not only Scandinavia, but also the Slavic lands in the east; the Baltic Sea – \textit{oceanus septentrionalis} – thus formed the centre of this northern hemisphere.\textsuperscript{152} Although contemporaries could not have been unaware of this flawed perception, the antagonism between \textit{orien} and \textit{aquilo} became more symbolic than geographic: the first denominated the light and divine lands in the east with Jerusalem in its centre and the latter the dark and pagan lands in the north.\textsuperscript{153} This antagonism is also reflected in the more allegorical than geographical Ebstorf World Map from ca. 1300, in which the lands north of continental Europe were bent to the east by the outer extent of the world (Fig. 12). This map is based on a narrative, in which first

\textsuperscript{146} The topography is the landscape above the waterline and landmarks served as orientation marks, whereas the hydrography is basically the submerged landscape, which was important to know too for navigable channels, depths, treacherous shoals and suitable anchorages.

\textsuperscript{147} Exactly such situations in which ships got into a storm, off course and eventually landed on a hostile coast is described in Henry of Livonia, \textit{Chronicon}, ed. Arbusow and Bauer, I, 13, p. 7 and XIX, 5, pp. 127-128; \textit{The Chronicle…}, transl. Brundage, I, 13, p. 30 and XIX, 5, p. 147, respectively.

\textsuperscript{148} Although the oft-used colloquial name ‘King Valdemar’s Itinerary’ for the Danish Itinerary is regularly regarded with suspicion, it does not seem too far-fetched, as the existence of the itinerary tells of the attempt of a perhaps royal authority to inventory the kingdom’s territorial and maritime assets, including the Danish possession in Estonia in the wake of Valdemar’s crusades.


\textsuperscript{153} Fraesdorff, \textit{Der barbarische Norden…}, pp. 99-110.
and foremost biblical, mythical and historical motives were geo-referenced. For instance, the depiction of amazons in the remote part of the Baltic Sea could be based on Adam of Bremen’s reference to a terram feminarum in Finland (Fig. 12.1). While Adam was doubtlessly acquainted with classical mythology and was possibly himself implying this, the “land of the women” in its literal sense could have also been derived from a mariner’s literal description of lands with female place-names. Significantly, historical and ethnographic evidence suggests that coastal features bore female names as a warning, for they were considered a taboo amongst superstitious medieval seafarers and shunned. Perhaps it is no coincidence that Finland was still considered to be a mysterious land up to the late Middle Ages with maritime sorcerers as described in Olaus Magnus’ Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus. Thus, the depiction of amazons might have been indeed a meaningful hermeneutic expression rather than a random decorative element borrowed from classical mythology. While this map cannot be taken at face value, certainly not in a geographical sense, not even by contemporaries, it is possibly a far more revealing source for understanding the mental terrain of medieval man in maritime landscapes. Thus, such representations ought not to be reduced to the fantasy of bored map-making monks, but should be considered as the refined product of landscape perception that passed through various cognitive filters; from the salty sea dog to the silver-haired monastic scholar. The realization that the historical record is a narratio rerum gestarum – a controlled and reflected construction based on the perception of segments of the past – arguably applies also to how landscapes were constructed in medieval mindsets: while the land mass and the location of towns in relation to each other are barely recognizable on medieval maps, the sequence of place names along coasts and rivers tend to be more correct. This is owed to the way geographical relationships were constructed from narratives: Holland – for instance – was very literally plotted as an estuarine promontory with the adherent description “The land, reclaimed between the river and the sea, is called Holland”. A sequence of places along a reference grid of transport zones such as roads, rivers or coasts was less abstract than the description of a land mass and therefore more accurate, as also the tenth-century map by the Arab merchant At-Tartūschi from Córdoba or the twelfth-century map of the Jewish traveller Al-Idrīsī show (Fig. 13). These exotic travellers must have perceived the Baltic Sea as the fringe of the world, but nevertheless gained a fairly good geographical understanding through a maritime perspective. A “vectorized” sequence can be found in the Danish Itinerary, in which the ukasis is the base unit for length and the direction determines the offset. This manner of landscape conceptualization could be regarded as proto-mapping. The first genuine nautical charts – known as portolan charts – did not appear before the sixteenth century in the Mediterranean. The term portolan had been used since the thirteenth century for descriptions of nautical conditions, mainly harbours, and may be compared to the Seebuch. Thus, pictorial representations of geography seem to have generally evolved from narratives. The difficulties inherent in translating geographical descriptions into an image undoubtedly accounts for the distortion of those geographical features in pictorial representations.

4.4. The Particular Graphical Conceptualization of Geography: Livonia

Having demonstrated that there is possibly significant heuristic potential in the Ebstorf map, it is worth taking a closer look at a detail, namely the region that became the foothold of the crusader state of Livonia. As already shown above, the symbiosis between merchants and maritime intermediaries is striking. This impression echoes back from this side of the Baltic Sea in the late thirteenth-century Livonian Rhymed Chronicle.

Established merchants, rich and prominent in honour and wealth, had decided to seek profit from trade, as many still do today. God led them to employ a man who knew of foreign lands and straightforwardly bought them by ship to the Baltic Sea. (...) The Daugava is the name of the river which flows out of Russia. (...) They went home and returned again often to Livonia in large numbers. Whenever the natives observed their arrival, they were received as welcome guests, and they spent many days buying and selling. So well did it go that they travelled thirty miles into the interior where many heathens lived with whom they could trade, and they remained there long enough to build a settlement. With native permission they built a worthy place on a mountain by the Daugava, a castle in large that these traders could remain there in peace and conduct trade

---

154 Adam Bremensis, Gesta..., ed. Schmeidler, IV, 14, 17, 19, pp. 242, 244, 246.
156 Westerdahl, “Maritime Cosmology...,” p. 28.
158 “Que nunc est contita in medio fluminum et oceani, hec regio vocatur Hollant.” This and all further descriptive and annotated information was taken from an interactive version of the Ebstorf Map provided by the Leuphana Universität Lüneburg: http://weblab.uni-lueneburg.de/kulturinformatik/projekte/ebskart/content/start.html
for protracted periods of time. It was named Üxküll and stands even today in Livonia.159

Contrary to this excerpt, Bishop Meinhard appears to be the initiator of its building according to Henry of Livonia, in order to protect the baptized Livonians from Lithuanian assaults.160 Henry’s emphasis, however, can be doubted on the grounds that Meinhard contributed only to a fifth of the building costs,161 and that Henry was clearly prejudiced: he portrayed the events from a missionary’s perspective and might have negated the influence of other groups. Moreover, the building of Üxküll Castle seemed to be very much in the interest of the mercantile community, as indicated in the Rhymed Chronicle. Perhaps this castle was not incidentally located at an important north-south road which passed the river Daugava and thus connected the interior with the coastal regions.162 That Bishop Meinhard’s presence in Livonia depended on ship-owning merchants, with whom he regularly sailed to the Daugava,163 also indicates a predominance of mercantile interests, as does the use of stonemasons from Visby for the construction of Üxküll Castle.164 So this partnership seemed to be a win-win situation: while the merchants provided the necessary maritime logistics, activated resources and manpower, the bishop laid a legal foundation for a Catholic outpost with market rights, from which merchants could venture into the hinterlands, possibly with the aim to tap commodity markets without native middlemen. This insight becomes even more manifest when applied to the Ebstorf map, which appears to be predominantly ecclesiastical at first glance. Not only the depiction of wild game at quite literally the point where the Daugava “flows out of Russia” – indicating the importance of fur trade on the Daugava River – reveals an underlying mundane mercantile perspective, but also a telling flaw: Smolensk was erroneously plotted on the Daugava even further downstream from Polotsk. In reality Smolensk is located to the east of Polotsk on the Dnieper River. This “error” did probably not occur by coincidence, as Smolensk was not just any city: peace treaties, which opened up trade with the Russian hinterland, were concluded in Smolensk in 1229 and 1250.165 So the political dependency on Smolensk, which opened up trade with Polotsk was arguably translated into a virtual dependency on the Ebstorf map, by plotting Smolensk between Riga and Polotsk, as though it could physically block trade on the River Daugava (Fig. 12.2). This error might reflect the sources from which the monks of the Ebstorf monastery gathered geo-political information, i.e. from people who were primarily interwoven into a mercantile logistical network.

Although the merchants appear to be the ones who reaped the immediate and tangible benefits of this joint commitment between ecclesia and mercaturas, the long-term strategy appears to be on the ecclesiastical side: a papally authorized ban on trade in Semigalian harbours is interpreted as a measure to cut its population off from arms trade and other goods vital for warfare, with the ultimate goal to consolidate the newly founded bishopric of Livonia as an uncontested power on the lower Daugava.166

4.5. The Untold Geographical Perspective: A Wendish Maritime Network?

Archaeological interpretation is powerfully affected by the spotlights historical sources project on past events. While archaeologists are well aware that historical sources cannot fully illuminate the past and are inherently biased, interpretations of archaeological findings tend to be, nonetheless, dismissed as too imaginative when not supported by written sources. This applies particularly to the reconstructed past of communities without an own written record, which legacy is obscured by the often wilfully unflattering description of outsiders. This is certainly the case with Saxo Grammaticus’ partisan glorification of the Danes at the expense of the Wends, who are presented as uncivilized heathens who pose a general threat. Though this was arguably intended to distract from inner Danish disputes by strengthening a sense


164 Henry of Livonia, *Chronicon…*, ed. Arbuzow and Bauer, I, 6, p. 3; *The Chronicle…*, transl. Brundage, I, 6, pp. 26-27. The stonemasons were probably obtained via the Gotlandic contacts of the German mercantile community.


166 Blomkvist, *The Discovery…*, pp. 529-530.
Thus, one might wonder whether being a Wendish mariner already qualified one – in either Saxo or Absalon’s terms – as a pirate? In reality, the division between Danish and Wendish ships was probably not self-evident, not only because of the superficial resemblance of Scandinavian and Slavic longships. Archaeological evidence from a late eleventh-century shipbuilding site in Fribrode on the Island of Falster suggests that Wends lived and worked there together with Danes. Some ship-timbers found on this site are considered typically Slavic, particularly the use of treenails in plank-to-plank fastenings.173 Although treenails were also used to fasten planks-to-frames in Scandinavian shipbuilding, the use of treenails in plank-to-plank fastenings is almost an ideosyncratic Western Slavic or Wendish feature.174 Local Slavic toponyms and pottery also strongly indicate that these fragments originated not merely from captured Wendish vessels, but a sedentary Wendish population on the island.175 Of all islands, the Island of Falster was singled out by Saxo as the only one to offer effective resistance against the Wends.176 While Saxo ascribed this to the bravery of the islanders, it might have actually stemmed from a peaceful local arrangement or familiar bonds between Wends and the Falster-Danes.

The Wendish maritime influence was not restricted to the opposite Danish shores, however, but possibly touched the shores of the Kalmar Sound as well, an important maritime gateway to the North. It was a maritime frontier zone, because here Danish influence ended with the province of Blekinge, meaning ‘great calm waters’, with many anchorages for vessels waiting to continue their voyage further north through the Kalmar Sound.177 Not incidentally, the first node of the Danish itinerary was the island of Utängan at the south-eastern tip of Blekinge. Nils Blomkvist convincingly hypothesized that the joint Danish-Norse expedition of 1123 known as Kalmarna leikanger – mentioned in the Heimskringla178 – was directed against a pagan Wendish population in his


172 “Ubi quum munditiarum gratia balneis uteretur, animaduerit cuuudam nam e septentrione uenientis mentionem foris stantium collocutione crebrescere. Quam ut piraticam intellext, semiloto corpore uestem poposcit nauemque, quam in porto uelatam dimiserat, remigibus lituo contractis consensam in


176 The islanders did not, thus, pay ransom to the Wends. Saxo Grammaticus, Gesta..., ed. Friis-Jensen and Zeeberg, 14.15.5, pp. 204-205.


169 The term pirata, however, is ambivalently used by Saxo. In his text it may also carry a very positive connotation or refer to a certain type of ship (Kurt Villads Jensen, personal communication). See also Agnès Guénolé, “Piraticum bellum. Ein möglicher Kulturnertransfer in den Gesta Danorum von Saxo Grammaticus,” in Mittelalterliche Edlen und Kulttransfers östlich der Elbe. Interdisziplinäre Beiträge zu Archäologie und Geschichte im mittelalterlichen Ostmitteleuropa, ed. Anne Klamm and Sébastien Rossignol (Göttingen, 2009), 125-150.


172 “Ubi quum munditiarum gratia balneis uteretur, animaduerit cuuudam nam e septentrione uenientis mentionem foris stantium collocutione crebrescere. Quam ut piraticam intellext, semiloto corpore uestem poposcit nauemque, quam in porto uelatam dimiserat, remigibus lituo contractis consensam in

of patriotism and solidarity,167 the inherent bias prevailed and was challenged only in recent years, when attention was drawn to the considerable Wendish influence in Denmark’s archaeological record and toponyms, which suggest both extensive trade links and a sedentary Wendish population on Danish shores.168 In a maritime context, one thus has to question whether Saxo’s use of piratae was to be understood as a generic – possibly intentionally misleading – term for all Wendish mariners?169 After all, the piratae that were interpreted as Wends,170 whose heads ended up on poles in front of Bishop Absalon’s Castle,171 were not attacking the Danes but were intercepted by them,

Here he had gone to the bath when he noticed that people were talking outside more loudly about an approaching ship from the north. He soon realized that it had to be a pirate ship, and without finishing washing he called for his clothes, jumped on board the ship, which he had left in the harbor under sail, summoned the crew with a horn signal and set sail.172
Moreover, he drew attention to the possibility that the Wendish influence reached beyond the Kalmar region by associating Bulverket with the Wends. This massive pile-dwelling structure in a lake in the north of Gotland was recently related to the early twelfth century; the lake was accessible from the sea and thus could have been an important base of the Wendish maritime network. Significantly, a shipwreck which is likely to be contemporary to the pile structure features the typical Slavic treenails in plank-to-plank fastenings, which supports this hypothesis. Still following Blomkvist, the final leap of the Wendish maritime network could have extended to the proto-settlement of Riga. Here excavations have brought to light four-headed Sventevit idols and net sinkers of Wendish origin in the layers of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. It is still not entirely clear whether these archaeological finds should be associated to Henry of Livonia’s reference to a struggling population of Wends in the vicinity of Riga, which had been expelled from Windau. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to explore the nature of this Wendish maritime network, it seems worth noting that there is probably a much greater connection behind these singular findings than written sources could ever reveal (Fig. 14).

If we conjecture that Wends were a maritime power in their own right, the Danish strategy of emphasising the pagan and hostile status of Wendland – thereby outlawing its mariners as pirates – would have promoted a just cause for conducting naval warfare against a competing power that was not necessarily inherently hostile, but whose maritime links happened to collide with Danish hegemonic interests in the Baltic Sea.

5. Final Remarks

While tremendous advances in both medieval history and maritime archaeology have been achieved in recent decades in the Baltic Sea area, the potential for an integrated approach is great, though many methodological problems must be overcome. Section 4.5 in particular has demonstrated that there are still areas where pioneering research may revise how we regard our shared cultural heritage. While, for instance, the Wendish Crusade is commonly regarded as a territorial conquest of German and Danish princes, the maritime gains have not been realized until recently: that the Germans aligned their maritime influence to basically the same nodes of the former Wendish Arc – Lübeck, Riga/Windau – is certainly worth more attention. In this light the re-foundation of Lübeck in 1158 as a subsequent settlement of the important Slavic trading place of Lubice and the foundation of Riga in 1201 not far from a supposedly Wendish bridgehead in Livonia are probably not a coincidence and point to a coherence between the various crusades, which makes the umbrella term Northern Crusades such an alluring concept. This maritime network of mercantile importance was frequented by Germans, Scandinavians and Slavs alike, but the creation of a bishopric of Livonia and the ensuing expansion under the cross marked a decisive turning point that had a huge impact not only on the Baltic provinces, but the balance of powers in the entire Baltic Sea region.

---

182 Varenius, Bulverket..., p. 19.
186 I am indebted to Dr. Anton Englert (Viking Ship Museum, Roskilde), Dr. Kurt Villads Jensen (University of Southern Denmark, Odense) and Prof. Dr. Carsten Jahnke (University of Copenhagen) for their comments on my manuscript. Any inaccuracies resulting from cited sources of contentious validity or from the re-interpretation of shipwrecks do not necessarily reflect the views of the abovementioned and are my own. Last but not least, I wish to thank Dr. Sébastien Rossignol (formerly York University, now Dalhousie University), Dr. Sunhild Kleingärtner and Donat Wehner (both University of Kiel) and their assistants for organizing such an inspiring conference.
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Figure 2. A fairway near Skuldelev was closed off with this eleventh-century barrier of scuttled vessels, Roskilde Fjord, Denmark. This plan was made in the year of excavation, 1959. After Ole Crumlin-Pedersen and Olaf Olsen, The Skuldelev Ships 1, Ships and Boats of the North 4.1. (Roskilde, 2002), p. 29, fig. 12.

Figure 4. The *barka* in the Vistula Lagoon: (1) A newspaper excerpt shows a former World War II refugee from Fischhausen (now Primorsk) with a model of a *barka* which he sailed as a youth (Pinneberger Zeitung). (2) This model bears similarity to the Stralsund seal depiction from 1272 in the absence of a sheer. (3) The helmsman-to-ship ratio on the seal of Elbing from 1242 is not necessarily symbolic, as vessels built in this tradition include not only large seagoing ships like cogs, but also small inland craft. After Herbert Ewe, *Schiffe auf Siegeln* (Rostock, 1972), p. 26, p. 38. (4) Ethnographic research confirms the medieval inheritance of twentieth-century *barkas*. Drawing after Aleksander Celarek, “Barkas – Die letzten rahbesegehaltenen Arbeitsboote Europas,” *Alte Schiffe* 4 (1991), p. 60, fig. 10.
Figure 5. While the Scandinavian-built vessels like the mid twelfth-century Lynæs wreck (3) as typified by the thirteenth-century Bergen seal (1) have plied the waters of the Baltic for centuries, a distinctive group of high-sided vessels with straight stem- and sternposts and a stern-rudder is depicted on seals primarily from the southern Baltic Sea coast. One of them – the Stralsund seal of 1329 (2) – was referred to as a cog in a near contemporary document. The Bremen Cog (4) was the first vessel to be identified as a cog following the comparison of an excavated wreck to a seal. The striking similarity between the seal and the wreck from Bremen tempted several scholars to define an exclusive list of constructional criteria based on this wreck. Not to scale. 1. After Herbert Ewe, Schiffe auf Siegeln (Rostock, 1972), p. 106, fig. 10. 2. After Ewe, Schiffe..., p. 198, fig. 194. 3. After Anton Englert et al., “Ein nordisches Frachtschiff des 12. Jahrhunderts in Schleswig-Holstein,” Archäologisches Korrespondenzblatt 31 (2001), pp. 141-154. 4. Photogrammetric image after Werner Lahn, Die Kogge von Bremen I. Bauteile und Bauablauf, Schriften des Deutschen Schiffahrtsmuseums 30 (Hamburg, 1992), fol. 25.

Figure 6. According to the typology for “cogs” and “bottom-based” vessels currently embraced, the Ebersdorf model (3) would represent a wholly distinctive shipbuilding tradition than the Bremen Cog (1), despite sharing an astonishing number of details. Most notably the Ebersdorf model differs in terms of its curved stem, beam-keel and clinker-planked bottom, but resembles the Bremen Cog with (A) protruding cross-beams, (B) massive standing knees with (C) a notch for longitudinal deck-beams, (D) a straight stern-post with fittings for a stern-rudder, (E) transom beam(s) to support the aftercastle, as well as the bulky hull shape in general and the double-bent nails in particular. 1. After Per Hoffmann, “Ein Schiff mit vielen Gesichtern,” in Die Kogge – Sternstunde der deutschen Schiffsarchäologie, ed. Gabriele Hoffmann and Uwe Schnall, Schriften des Deutschen Schiffahrtsmuseums 60 (Hamburg, 2003), p. 14. 2. After Wolfgang Steusloff, “Das Ebersdorfer Koggenmodell von 1400,” Deutsches Schiffahrtsarchiv 6 (1983), p. 201. 3. Photo: Holger Strauß.

Graph: Daniel Zwick.
Figure 8. The Gedesby reconstruction “Agnete” with lowered mast in Nykoping, Denmark. By courtesy of Middelaldercentret Nykobing Falster.

**Gedesby wreck**

**Kalmar I wreck**

Figure 9. A comparison between the Kalmar I wreck and the Gedesby wreck, represented in different orientations: 1.) T-shaped keel, 2.) stem- and sternhook, 3.) protruding beam (not visible on this cross-section of Kalmar I but detected by the excavator), 4.) massive beam knee, 5.) hood-ends notched into stempost, 6.) hood-ends overlapping stern-post, 7.) mast-stem integrated in keelson. After Jan Bill, *Small Scale Seafaring in Danish Waters AD 1000–1600*, doctoral dissertation (University of Copenhagen, 1997), fig. 36.1; Harald Åkerlund, *Fartygsfynden i den Forna Hamnen i Kalmar* (Uppsala, 1951), pl. 5c, 6e.

Figure 11 (opposite). (1) The points mentioned in the 13th-century Danish Itinerary (colloquially: King Valdemar’s Itinerary) from Utlangen to Tallinn along the Swedish and Finnish coast, with the Danish lands shaded and temporary possessions lightly shaded. (2) In the Stockholm Archipelago the itinerary splits up into an inner (black spots), a median (grey spots) and an outer route (light grey spots). (Kung Valdemars, ed. F. Link, p. 18, map 2. – modified by author.) (3) The Draget between Ekholmen and Svardsund would have been crossed by mariners following the itinerary. The contour lines (5 m interval) indicate that this site might have formed an isthmus even 800 years ago despite the significant post-glacial land rise. The toponym ‘draget’ (drag = portage, et = isthmus) indicates that ships were pulled overland here, while other ‘drag’-attributes indicate the central importance of this place. (Map: Riksantikvarieambetet: http://www.fmis.raa.se/ – modified by author.) (4) Today Draget can be crossed through a modern canal, as on a sailing expedition in 2010 with the author’s traditionally built smakke. Photo: Daniel Zwick.
Figure 12. The Ebstorf world map from the early 13th century with indicated excerpts: (1) A mazons, (2) Livonia, (3) Riga, (4) Polotsk, (5) Smolensk. After the reproduced and annotated map on the website of the Leuphana University of Lüneburg: [http://www2.leuphana.de/ebskart/](http://www2.leuphana.de/ebskart/).

Figure 13. This detail from a twelfth-century map by the geographer Al-Idrīsī shows a part of the Baltic Sea upside down. Places are arranged in reference to coastlines, rivers and ridges, while the isthmus near the site of Hedehusen and the later town of Schleswig, from where goods were transhipped between the Baltic Sea and the North Sea, is arguably represented by the “bottleneck” at the juncture between mainland Denmark (centre bottom) and the continent. After Carsten Jahnke, “The Influence of the Hanseatic League on the Cities in the North-Sea and Baltic-Sea Area – Some Reflections on the Triad ‘Trade – Cities – Hanseatic League,’” in *Archaeology of Medieval Towns in the Baltic and NorthSea Area*, ed. Nils Engberg, Anne Norgaard, Jakob Kieffer-Olsen, Per Kristian Madsen and Christian Radtke, Publications of the National Museum Studies in Archaeology & History 17 (Copenhagen, 2009), p. 54, fig. 2.
CONCEPTUAL EVOLUTION IN ANCIENT SHIPBUILDING: AN ATTEMPT TO REINVIGORATE A SHUNNED THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

It has often been noted that archaeologists are adept at borrowing theory but not very good at building it. This applies particularly to evolutionary theory for conceptual lineages; the appropriated use thereof within archaeology is highly contested – particularly in its nautical branch – despite its metaphorical popularity and widespread use. Rejecting evolutionary allusions to the development of water-craft altogether, Thijs Maarleveld conceded that even those who do use such terminology “will promptly deny the suggestion that ships are liable to produce offspring”, while emphasizing instead “human decisions regarding continuity or adaptations” (Maarleveld 1995:4). At first glance, positions in favour of evolutionary analogies are ridiculed by this reductio ad absurdum. Upon closer consideration however, one will have to appreciate the extent to which human behaviour is restricted to tradition – i.e. inheritable practice. While things cannot reproduce, ideas can, and the latter become fossilized in the former. Archaeological typologies are intricately interwoven with the taxonomic method from the natural sciences and thus charged with the underlying evolutionary principle of descent with modification. Some critics have conflated the generalised use of evolutionary theory with biological reductionism by primarily associating it with environmental determinism and adaptationalist models. These are considered to adopt a passive view of human behaviour” in which “societies react to external stimuli and do not initiate change for any reasons of their own” (Preucel & Hodder 1996:207). In many cases, such vaunted criticism appears more like a pledge of fealty to modern post-processual currents, rather than a sincere reflection of what evolutionary principles actually encompass. Irrespective of the underlying profound epistemological question of the extent to which human intentionality is a proximate or an ultimate cause for change (cf. Mayr 1961), evolutionary lineages – whether biological or conceptual – are first and foremost a tool for structuring complex, spatiotemporally diverse yet recurring, phenomena, detached from any claim of full knowledge of the underlying mechanisms. The theory has a biological taint because it was first used purely in a biological rather than a conceptual context, for which reason advocates of the theory’s general application have suggested “to stop using 19th century evolutionary concepts and terms as a basis for the archaeology of the 21st century” (Clark & Barton 1997:316). In this paper however, the use of this – epistemologically more or less inadequate – terminology is a necessary trade-off, to emphasise the analogies between conceptual and biological evolution in a thought-provoking manner. Given the complexity of watercraft, there is arguably no better framework through which interpretation and inference could be reconciled with the temporality of the archaeological record. This becomes all the more significant as shipwrecks continue to be encased into “lignified typologies”, which – although proven inadequate or outdated – are still being used for convenience or by force of habit. This problem is particularly well manifested in the elusive “cog-type”, whose problematic definition shall be evaluated as a case study. This discussion stresses the requirement for a theoretical framework which remains flexible enough to offer interpretative leeway on alternating strands of development, and thereby facilitates a fresh and more objective view on the growing body of differential data from shipwrecks. Or as Charles Darwin noted himself, “I look at it as absolutely certain that very much in the Origin will be proved rubbish; but I expect and hope that the framework will stand” (Gould 2002:2). It did stand. Will it also stand in its appropriated conceptual use within nautical archaeology?

Conceptual evolution: more than a metaphor?

Ironically, Charles Darwin’s hypothesis of natural selection was anticipated by several decades in Patrick Matthew’s treatise ‘On Naval Timber and Arboriculture’ (cf. Matthew 1831:364f.), in which the lack of arbiculatural practices with regard to timber supply suitable for shipbuilding was primarily stressed (Matthew 1831:106f). The natural analogy is striking, because shipbuilding was deeply dependent on the availability of suitable compass timber, whose growth was adequately curved and strong. This natural resource dependency affects the selection criteria – quite generally – as “a cohesive whole with its environment in such a way that this interaction causes replication to be differential” (Hull 1988:408). Inevitably, this strong dependency will have shaped the concept of universal guiding principles and has therefore quite naturally entered biological metaphors: inspired by the swiftness of fish, the English shipwright Mathew Baker likened the hull shape of the ‘race-built gallon’ to the slender shape of a cod’s head and mackerel’s tail (Fig. 5.1). It conveyed not only the concept of a novel ship design, but also the underlying idea of hydrodynamics (Adams 2003:106). Although no treatise on shipbuilding before William Froude could be regarded as incorporating naval architecture in the
scientific sense, the importance of hydrodynamics must have been intuitively perceived and employed; as it turned out, to a noticeable effect: The commander of the Portuguese galleons of the 1588 Spanish Armada reportedly noted that the English racebuilt galleons could tack 4-5 times in the same time as it took his ships to tack just once (Parker 1996:281). While critics of evolutionary allusions reject the notion of an undirected development process, the “invention” of the race-built galleon appears to be more by “differential replication” rather than by intent. It originated from an experimental naval programme initially developing galleasses, which had to have distinctly long slender hulls in order to be capable of manoeuvring under oars (cf. Phillips 1994:102). While the success of the galleass programme was limited, the actual novelty consisted of the crossing of the slender galleass hull with the full-rig and other characteristics of carracks, thereby forming a sharp contrast to the ‘medieval’ naval tactics of floating fortresses involving grappling and fighting at close quarters, – still prevalent in other parts of Europe – and replacing it with an emphasis on manoeuvrability and long-range artillery. Although Mathew Baker was preeminent among shipwrights in England who began to explore hull design on a conceptual level in the 16th century, the correlation between waterline length and hull speed – as later captured by the formula \( V_{\text{hull}} \approx 1.34 \times \sqrt{L_{\text{wl}}} \) (metres) was not known at that time. Thus the advantageous qualities of hull design resulting from a blend of constructional principles occurred more by coincidence than intent – by trial and error – emphasising the undirected nature of differential replication in this particular instance. But can this be also formulated as a more general principle?

While this example was laid out as bait for the reader’s imagination to demonstrate that the genuine nature of “inventions” is far from being an uncontested matter, there is another analogous aspect that deserves attention – the linguistics. Naturally familiar with the taxonomical principle, the marine biologist James Hornell coined the way ethnographically studied watercraft were classified and – unsurprisingly – made blatant use of biological terminology by attesting a “genetic relationship” between the bark canoes, dugouts and plank-built boats, for instance (Hornell 1946:181). Similar allusions to striking genetic connotations also became popular whenever hereditary patterns in the development of shipbuilding traditions were implied, using terms like “extended family” (Eldjarn & Godal 1988:68), “archetype” (Crumlin-Pedersen 1965:82; Fliedner 1969), “cross-fertilization” (Hocker 1999:22) or “hybrid type” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:240, 2003:266), to name a few. They stress lineages as though they constitute phyletic relationships. This underlying evolutionary principle also marked the debate on whether planked craft originated from an expanded and extended dugout or a skin-boat with overlapping seams (cf. Crumlin-Pedersen 1970a; Hassloff 1972:28; Johnstone 1980:115; McGrail 1981:22) (Fig. 5.2). It is taken for granted that such changes are not inventions from scratch, but that new features were gradually incorporated, developed further in small steps from pre-existing designs that were conceptually not vastly distinctive from their predecessors. The late Ole Crumlin-Pedersen (1997:11) aptly observed that “...within a particular “school of boat-building”, a traditionally conditioned regularity is to be found in all vessels, which makes it possible for the ship-archaeologist to sort parts of ships and boats in much the same way as that in which the zoologist sorts a mixed bag of bones so that the “species” and the “family” as well as individual variations in size can be identified”. In fact, the most insightful method of “dissecting” a shipwreck is by cutting it into cross-sections like an odd animal, in order to reveal constructional elements that could be indicative or even diagnostic of a spatiotemporally determinable tradition, like megalaufs and bitis are for Scandinavian Viking Age vessels. The biological analogy is enforced by the use of organic terms for
certain constructional elements, such as ribs, skeleton and skin. In the widest sense the linguistic atavism is a constructional one: the aforementioned components were the actual building materials of hunter-gatherer craft, like skins in Inuit umiaks for instance (Petersen 1986:29ff.). This is not necessarily just an accidental linguistic correlation, but may relate to a principle dubbed ‘heritage constraint’, in which original concepts coin long-lasting ways an element or its function is perceived, even when the original use has been rendered obsolete. Such atavisms indicate the possible origin with regards to a shared ancestral character (cf. O’Brien & Lyman 2009:234); they could also be highlighted by the differential use of technical terms in different regions and dialects, which are indicative of origin (Eldjarn & Godal 1988:24f.). Undoubtedly, hereditary relationships in organisms can be traced in biological lineages. This paper argues that in the case of the ‘evolution of boat- and shipbuilding’ there is also more substance behind the metaphorical veil, in that conceptual lineages are as meaningfully constituted as biological lineages. Obviously, the inheritability of cultural phenomena differs from biological mechanisms, but selection processes within the field of biology itself are also vastly different and only conceivable by drawing analogies (Aldrich et al. 2008:579). Therefore, there is no reason to believe that traditions – as a consequence of social learning and replication – are exempt from this holistic principle. In the following, the three main principles of a Darwinian framework (variation, selection and retention) are translated into nautical archaeological case studies and supported in several cases with new insights from the cognitive sciences.

Variation

The source value of shipwrecks is unparalleled due to the great variation in constructional properties. It was fittingly observed that “in any preindustrial society … a boat or a ship was the largest and most complex machine produced” (Muckelroy 1978:3). In spite of the unique potential for modular complexity, it often seems that the scientific value of shipwrecks cannot be fully unleashed, as the study of shipwrecks is regarded as too disparate and too technical to be meaningfully integrated into the general field of archaeology: a problem of which maritime archaeologists are well aware (cf. Cederlund 1995:103ff.; Gibbins & Adams 2001:283ff.; Maarleveld 1995:3). Nonetheless, there is a general sentiment that the only way to get intrinsic insights into shipbuilding traditions – and thus indirectly into societal developments – is by recording and comparing mundane constructional details. Apart from the cultural and social background of the shipbuilder, it can reveal something about the availability of timber and other materials, the prestige of the vessel and owner in terms of the quality of the material, workmanship and decorations, its purpose and destined maritime or fluvial environment, the cultural zones the vessel frequented as potentially indicated by repairs carried out in a ‘foreign’ technique or built of imported timber. So the study of the ship-structure could be rewarding in itself, let alone the information gained from contextual information such as accompanying archaeological finds. One potential of the study of shipwrecks clearly lies in the differential constructional features, captured in this section in terms of variation. Due to varied access to resources, skills, rights and – above all – the lack of blueprints, shipwrights could not implement a similar degree of standardisation as is possible in modern times. Even ships built in essentially the same tradition will have different features. Nevertheless, the analytical process of inferring these differences has often been cut short by the malpractice of simply dubbing shipwrecks as ‘types’ known from historical sources, as though such “identification” constitutes the ultimate purpose of a study, as Thijs Maarleveld (1995:5) points out. Apart from the problem that a historical ‘type’ is unlikely to correlate specifically to a type in the constructional sense – as archaeologists would prefer it – there is a temptation to think in terms of a ‘standard type’, representing a state of equilibrium in the development process before it became obsolete with the next innovation. Therefore, shipwrecks featuring a greater modular variety are often seen as imperfect approximations of a standard set of characteristics, particularly those labelled as ‘hybrid types’ in the belief that they are just intermediate or transient forms undergoing a temporary transformational phase. This underlying conceptual problem is deeply embedded within the rationale of evolutionary theory; but without being caused by it, as has been often
unjustly implied. This raises the question of how variation manifests in the maritime archaeological record and what significance the scale of variety has with regard to continuity and change in shipbuilding and contemporary societal circumstances. While the following sub-sections will deal with some observable phenomena of variation in shipwrecks, the anthropogenic and environmental mechanisms causing or limiting variation are expanded upon further in the section on selection and retention.

Confluence of influences: greater variation in estuarine regions?

A recent ethnographic study from India attested an overwhelming variety of boat-types in the estuarine region of the Ganges Delta, which were “not technically adapted to the polymorphic fluvial environments” (Palmer & Blue 2009:483). At first glance, this appears counterintuitive to evolutionary theory, but only if taken in its most reductionist sense in applying a latent environmental determinism. However, the selective pressures are different from region to region. Particularly with regard to freshwater environments, it has been observed that archaic details “stem from a milieu where boats are not absolutely necessary for survival” (Christensen 2000:167). Therefore, boatbuilding traditions tend to survive much longer further inland, due to the lack of stimuli for change, as Christer Westerdahl similarly observed (1995:213f.). Noting the prevalence of certain types of water-craft in certain riverine regions, and their sometimes surprisingly great distinctions to types from neighbouring river valleys in southeast Norway, Arne Emil Christensen proclaimed “as a general rule that each valley or lake/river system has, or had its own boat type” (Christensen 2000:165). Similar observations were made elsewhere, where very pronounced differences between respective river-systems also became manifest in the material culture (cf. Filgueiras 1979:45; 1988:382, Westerdahl 1995:214). Correspondingly, river-systems were regarded as a self-contained zone of transport geography (Westerdahl 1995:214f.). While river-systems as self-contained transport zones condition a surprising regional regularity in inland water-craft, variations become observable wherever these zones overlap. This is not only the case in delta regions, but also at pivotal points of transshipment. A case study from Denmark has highlighted that mercantile towns tend not to be located directly at an anchorage at the river mouth, but a bit further upstream where the water is just broad enough to be reached by seagoing vessels, and at a point that articulates with road transport (Crumlin-Pedersen 1990:95). Thus, great variation in watercraft could be also anticipated in urban centres of transshipment where seagoing and inland vessel meet, even some 50 km upstream, as in the case of Bremen (cf. Zwick 2012a). In contrast to their seagoing counterparts, inland and other regional vessels would have been exposed to totally different and generally lower selection pressures, which tend to abet the retention of some ancient modular features. As such the L-shaped chine girder at the turn of the bilge could be described, which is a continuous feature with only modest changes in riverine watercraft spanning over a millennium in the Rhine area (cf. Vliermans 1996:104f.) and at least 650 years in the Weser (Zwick 2012a:287). One might ask whether as a rule of thumb – less well adapted solutions in boatbuilding would have been considered negligible, possibly weighted in terms of a distinctive expression of identity at the expense of solely functional aspects.

‘Hybrid’ types: intermediate forms or variants in their own right?

As stressed above, the term 'hybrid' is used somewhat generically to indicate that a mixture of modular features is believed to stem from different traditions. Such deviations are primarily – somewhat one-sidedly – associated with differential influences on a cultural level. Other aspects which affect variation, such as the social role and purpose of a vessel, have only recently been more explicitly addressed with regard to small vernacular watercraft (cf. Bill 1997). Still, the ‘cultural lens’ seems often to be the guiding principle in evaluating a shipwreck. In the case of the Kronholm wreck from the first half of the 13th century, a gradual amalgamation of shipbuilding between Scandinavians and northern Germans has been accepted with regard to a set of mixed features: the carvel-laid bottom, straight stem and fastening method was attributed to a German influence, while the slenderness of the frames and the use of pine instead of oak for the floor timbers was thought reminiscent of Scandinavian influence (Rønby 1996:70). If seen through a ‘cultural lens’ the interpretation does not seem too far-fetched given that the wreck-site is located in a silted-up former anchorage site in Paviken on Gotland near the provincial capital Visby, with its strong local presence of an influential German mercantile community. However, there are other possible explanations for modular variation in this case. If the find location is taken as indicator for the building location – for which no provenance has yet been ascertained – then one could also argue that the availability of oak in this region was limited or more costly, given that the timberline for oak is further south than for pine. The slender frames might be explained by the fact that pine woods would not have provided as strong and ample compass timber as oak woods. Thus the shortage of a key resource might have affected the appropriation with a more slender framesystem; the tradition was not essentially changed but just adapted to the local circumstances, which would have conditioned some analogous features in two dissimilar conceptual lineages. Through the limitation of a key resource, here oak, this would have effected – if translated into Darwinian terms – an ‘evolutionary convergence’ between two traditions in
a particular environmental ‘niche’. Aside from the importance of distinguishing between homologous and analogous features in similar phenomena, it is worth noting that the underlying mechanisms of such convergence are not caused by environmental factors alone, but also by anthropogenic factors, as will be demonstrated further below with regard to the Grâce Dieu case study. Not unlike the Kronholm wreck, the Gedesby wreck is also considered an unusual find which has been dubbed as ‘hybrid construction’ (Crumlin-Pedersen 2003:266). At first glance, it appears to be a vernacular vessel, perhaps a ferry, wide and sparsely built, to carry cattle as indicated by a layer of dung (Bill 1997:83). It was found in a rural harbour near Gedesby, on the Danish Island of Falster, and was dated by dendrochronology to ca. 1320 (Bill 2003:14). In considering its vernacular purpose, one would not expect to find any innovative constructional details, especially in regard to the present connotation of the word ‘innovation’; implying a technological cutting edge. Thus the excavators were surprised to find novel construction, such as “stem- and sternhook,... protruding beams and massive beam knees, the occasional use of moss as luting and the use of sawn planks in the construction, with a broad margin the oldest example of this technique in a clinkerbuilt vessel in Scandinavia” (Bill 1997:78). The only remaining details considered to be Scandinavian are the T-shaped keel and the entirely clinker-planked hull, yet even the long plank scarfs are still quite distinct from the short Scandinavian ones (Bill 1997:14f). Also absent were the mouldings which normally decorated the visible edges of planks in Scandinavian watercraft at that time (Bill 1997:66). Were these later changes affected by an external influence, or was this a development within the local tradition, merely inspired by external influences? In fact, are there any unmistakably Scandinavian features left in the Gedesby wreck at all? If not, can it be viewed through a ‘cultural lens’? Again, with no ascertained provenance of the timber, one may only speculate how this vessel ended up in a small rural Danish harbour. Incidentally, a few years before the Gedesby ship was built, the Danish King Eric Menved ordered in 1304 that only cogs should be included in the leding - the Danish naval defence system (Lund 1996:282f). Amongst other things, this was arguably owing to the advantage of raised fighting platforms on these high-sided and large ships. This decision must have marked a great turning point, as Denmark’s leding still relied on 1100 longships in the 13th-century (Crumlin-Pedersen 1972:190). Whether these new cogs were of foreign design or adapted Danish versions is not clear. The Gedesby wreck is neither high-sided nor large and certainly not a cog, but its very presence in a Danish harbour could be seen – through the ‘cultural lens’ – as a harbinger of a process through which Denmark gradually opened up to a foreign shipbuilding tradition. Alternatively, the possibility of similar vessels plying Danish waters long before the basic components of this tradition were appropriated for royal service cannot be excluded. The fact that the earliest wrecks of the elusive “cog-tradition” are to be found in Denmark shows that such “un-Scandinavian” vessels were not an uncommon sight and perhaps even preferred by some Danes. After all, these types were less elaborately built than Scandinavian vessels and would have been cheaper to construct (Dokkedal 1996:62). When even a king could dispense with longships built in the local prestigious tradition, a peasant or ferryman would have probably cared little about sailing a less prestigious ship than his forefathers, especially one that smelled of dung. While it is not entirely clear if – or to what degree – the alleged ‘modular hybridism’ of the Gedesby wreck reflects a transformational phase in shipbuilding, the Kalmar I wreck from the second half of the 13th century is built in an astonishingly similar way (Fig. 5.3). It has a comparable length-to-beam ratio of roughly 2:1, a T-shaped keel, and was fully clinker-planked, in which the planks were connected with iron rivets, the hoodends of the planks overlapped the stempost, but were notched into the stempost, and the hull was strengthened by protruding cross-beams (Akerlund, 1951:27ff). One may even question whether the strong curvature of Kalmar I’s stem – as originally reconstructed by Akerlund – is actually correct or guided by his contemporary bias on how stems of historical vessels should look (cf. Akerlund 1951:62f). Only the lowermost portion was preserved, from which a more moderately raking stem – similar to the one from the Gedesby wreck – is very feasible. Given the number of shared features, one may wonder whether both wrecks really represent some kind of transient hybrid type, or whether they constitute a class in their own right; a class of vernacular watercraft that is obviously not as prominent a ship-type as a ‘cog’ or ‘longship’ in written sources due to its mundane purpose. One might also question whether innovation was imposed from above and could be only found in state-of-the-art vessels intended for warfare and royal service, or if actually the greatest impetus for innovation and change evolved at a local scale by trial and error. Although it is not possible yet to answer all these questions on the basis of the number of shipwrecks from this period known today, one thing is clear: an explanation aligned to the conventional “lignified typology” in which mixed features are merely interpreted in light of an “interchange of constructional features between Nordic ships and cogs” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:241) would do no justice to the breadth of variation and would be only employable in the most holistic sense, which would discourage further debate.

A telling ‘freak’ feature

An interesting case study on variation in a shipbuilding tradition is showcased by the wreck of the Grâce Dieu in the Hamble River. Its raison d’être was an attempt by King Henry V to build a ship as large as Genoese mercenary carracks in French
service, which were admired by the English during the siege of Harfleur of 1415; in 1436 retrospectively described as “orrible, grete and stoute” (Warner 1926:51). They had a deadweight capacity of between 400 and 600 tons, whilst few contemporary English ships exceeded 300 tons (Friel 1994:85). These carracks were fitted with a mizzen mast, which must have been a striking feature at a time when only single-masted vessels plied the waters of northern Europe. The term *mezan maste* (mizzen mast) was not in use before 1420 (Friel 1994:80; Hutchinson 1994:44). With the capture of two of those carracks in 1410 and Henry’s plans to build up a navy of such ‘great ships’ one would have imagined that a technology transfer would have been straightforward, in that the carracks’ construction just needed to be replicated. Interestingly, this was not the case. Built in 1418, *Grâce Dieu* had great dimensions and was multi-masted, thus having an analogous outer appearance to the Genoese carracks, but the English appropriations happened within the boundaries of their own shipbuilding tradition, i.e. of the shell-first clinker technique. What Sean McGrail (2001:244) has termed the “final phase of the Nordic tradition” is the visual manifestation of the clinker-technique reaching its limitation; an evolutionary *cul-de-sac*, so to speak. This is reflected by the triple-planking (Fig. 5.4-2), a unique ‘freak’ feature which was the English adaptation necessary to build such large ships within the limitation of shell first construction. In evolutionary terms, this could be described as ‘evolutionary convergence’, in which two unrelated conceptual lineages (two distinctive shipbuilding traditions) started to display analogous features (in terms of size and rigging of the vessel) due to extrasmatic pressures (competition amongst conspecifics). Thus, the inspiration from another type caused new variation in the form of analogous appropriation, but within the boundaries of their own tradition, rather than by a true adaptation of an aspect of a “foreign” homological conceptual lineage.

Fig. 5.3. Hybrid-type or a class of vernacular craft in its own right? Comparative constructional analysis of the Kalmar I wreck and the Gedesby wreck, displayed here in opposite orientations: 1) T-shaped keel, 2) stem- and sternhook, 3) protruding beam (not visible on this cross-section of Kalmar I but detected by the excavator), 4) massive beam kene, 5) hood-ends notched into stempost, 6) hood-ends overlapping stern-post, 7) mast-stem integrated in keelson (after Bill 1997, fig. 36.1 and Åkerlund 1951, pl. 5i, 6a, modified by the author).
Selection

It is remarkable that Grâce Dieu retained entirely the “DNA” of the Nordic clinker shipbuilding tradition, since no apparent effort was undertaken to copy the carracks’ construction on a conceptual level. This notion is very important in light of the central critique that evolutionary theory would act upon the presumption that variation is a random rather than a deliberate selection process of the shipbuilder (cf. Hocker 2004a:8; Maarleveld 1995:4). Admittedly, the choice of using triple-clinker is a conscious act, but the necessity of adopting this particular solution for building larger vessels in the shell-first technique was accidental, as ‘selection’ would have had no direct influence on the formation of new traits and the successfulness of its outcome. Selection in the Darwinian sense implies an undirected rather than deterministic process (cf. Cullen 2000:102; Rindos 1985:65). Therefore evolutionists would readily agree that variation is by no means random, but undirected, which is particularly well manifested in the outcome of the triple-clinker solution.

Maladaptive traits’ as indicators of a biased transmission?

Whether Grâce Dieu was considered a successful ship by contemporaries will probably never be known. The fact that she made only one voyage on which a near mutiny occurred and was then permanently moored near Bursledon in River Hamble for subsequent use as representational ship could be possibly ascribed to her unseaworthiness, but also to the ending of the war with France which removed the need to keep large warships in active service (cf. Carpenter Turner 1954:68; Friel 1993:10; Rose 1977:5). In any case, the great waste of resources – in particular of iron needed for the massive bolts to hold five layers of planking together and the fact that the triple-planking method was not applied in later constructions, indicates that this method did not stand the test of time. In the meantime problems also emerged with attempts to maintain the captured Genoese carracks when the keeper of the king’s carracks begged in a petition for permission to hire “carpenters and caulkers of foreign country[s]...for in this country we shall find few people who know how to renew and amend the same carracks” (Friel 1995:173f.). In fact, the conceptual gap between craft built in the shell-first and skeleton-first methods can be perceived to be as large as the gap between vertebrates and crustaceans, as it incorporates an entirely distinctive concept of how shape and stability is given to the vessel, which affects the work processes and sequences accordingly.

As such, the maladaptive appropriation leading to the triple-clinker solution is a prime example for what cognitive scientists have termed transmission bias. In inaccurate replications such as this, “We assume that cognitive processes generate strong attractors, but that inferences, based on the available public representations, are highly inaccurate. We use discrete-representations to show that, even when transmission fidelity is very low, cultural transmission can still create cultural inertia and adaptive cultural evolution” (Henrich & Boyd 2002:97). Translated into plain English, the ‘attractors’ would be the size and general appearance of the Genoese carracks, which were deemed worth replicating, but no inference could be made due to the lack of ‘public representations’, i.e. the lack of instances in which Genoese shipbuilders practised their craft in front of the eyes of English shipbuilders that would have provided a chance to emulate their techniques and methods through social learning. Consequently, the transmission fidelity is very low due to the lack of visual examples, while at the same time there is no doubt of an inertia which spawned some analogous features. This phenomenon has been described as prestige-biased transmission or cues of success, an indirectly influenced transmission of observable phenomena deemed to be advantageous but difficult to replicate (Henrich & McElrath 2007:559). This kind of cultural transmission is a very noisy process which leads to high inaccuracy, primarily because representations are not really replicated but rather reconstructed. The evidence suggests that the process of adoption of the carvel-technique in northern Europe was long-winded. In the case of another English ship built 1419 in Bayonne, documentary evidence suggests that although the hull was clinker-built, the skeleton-first concept of how tailframes were used permeated the building sequence, arguably breaking the strict shell-first into an alternating building sequence (cf. Loewen 1997:328ff.). This raises the question of whether high fidelity replication of certain modular features occurred on the basis of a successful inference or whether they were actually mediated by persons acquainted with the ‘foreign’ method. In any case, the free choice of construction technique would have been very much constrained by the conformist bias of the local shipbuilding tradition, the transmission bias of details inferred from other traditions and, last but not least, the dependence on individuals well-versed in ‘foreign’ concepts. As we shall see in the next section, even with the influx of foreign shipwrights and the due appreciation of their knowledge and skill, transmission remained a tenacious process, although it undoubtedly led to fresh and sustainable impulses in shipbuilding. Given the fact that shipwrights were at that time illiterate practitioners and that the free flow of ideas was consequently restricted to the aforementioned parameters, it can be concluded that Thijs Maarleveld’s (1995:4) emphasis on “human decisions regarding continuity or adaptation” implies an unrealistic level of consciousness and choice than can be advocated in this paper.
Analogous change: ‘evolutionary convergence’ during the carvel revolution

A century after the Grâce Dieu, carvel planking had become a more common feature in northern European waters, but even then it often remained an analogous rather than a homologous feature.

In the Noorderquartier – the northern Netherlands – an aspect of the bottom-based method prevalent in the Hanseatic sphere was retained, i.e. bottom planks were laid out first, held together temporarily by cleats until floor-timbers were inserted later (cf. Maarleveld 1994:155ff). Dutch shipwrights were more prone to implement the carvel technique quicker than elsewhere, because they would have been partially familiar with flush-laid planks due to the predominant locally employed bottom-based tradition, in which the bottom planking was flush-laid too (cf. Bill & Hocker 2004; Bill 2009: 259; Hocker 2004b, Maarleveld 1992:169, Maarleveld 1994:155ff). Nevertheless, it was not a complete transition to the skeleton-first technique, as it mainly encompassed an entirely carvel-planked hull, leading to the aforementioned “cross-fertilization” known as Dutch flush (Fig. 5.4-6). With the increase of ship sizes, Dutch shipbuilders circumspectly doubled the carvel-planking, thus going to great lengths to retain the inherent shell-first character in a carvel planked hull. This way of construction became known as double-Dutch (cf. Lemée 2006:233ff; Maanders 2003:320; Maarleveld 1994) but did not last long however, as it was proven to be redundant for its imagined purpose (Thijs Maarleveld, pers. comm.). Thus the innovative double-Dutch solution was a maladaptive feature, but in a fairly neutral sense in that it was simply superfluous rather than fatal.

Fig. 5.4. Simplified model in which conceptual lineages of shipbuilding traditions are represented as a phyletic tree. The tripleclinker method (2) as hitherto unique in the Grâce Dieu stems from a clinker tradition (1), but prompted by the aspiration to reach a ship-size analogous to carvel-built carracks (4). Later analogies also include converted clinker constructions amended with a second layer of flush-laid planking (3), carvel-clinker hybrids (5) or a “cross-fertilization” between carvel (4) and bottom-based technology (7), leading to the (6) Dutch-flush method. The building sequence is indicated by the darkness of a shaded area, i.e. the darker the earlier (the author).
Cognitive psychologists who study creativity in evolutionary terms would probably refer to the 'double-Dutch solution as a 'perceptual set', which describes a phenomenon in which a subject with a history of solving problems in a particular way or tradition "will continue to apply this strategy even when a simpler method would succeed" (Morgan et al. 1992:130). The fact that in the southern region of Maaskant, which had belonged to the Spanish Netherlands since the mid-16th century, a moulding system existed that adhered exactly to the Iberian method (Probst 1994:143), suggests that the political circumstances were a decisive factor in which techniques would amalgamate at a local level, abetted by the mobility of foreign shipwrights. While in these cases the clinker planking was replaced by carvel, there is an increasing number of finds in which an additional layer of carvel planking was fastened on top of the clinker-built shell (Fig. 5.4–3). The frequency and chronological range of such finds suggests that it was not merely a transient ‘freak feature’ within a gradual development process towards carvel, but probably a more established standard. These ships belonged only by outer appearance – i.e. by analogy – to the new generation of carvel-built ships, whilst inherently still embedded in the old Nordic tradition of shell-first clinker construction. There is not enough data yet to identify a clear pattern whether the second flushlaid planking shell was added during later rebuilding (cf. Auer 2009; Goethe 1991; Hasslöf 1972; Ossowski 2006; Probst 1994), but it was claimed at least in one case that this two-layer system was incorporated from the very start before launching (cf. Mäss 1994). Apart from protecting a worn out hull or strengthening it against ice pressures, which might explain why this type of construction occurs only in the Baltic Sea, the analogous carvel planking could be also explained in terms of a prestige-biased transmission (cf. Henrich & Gil-White 2001). This is highlighted by so-called ‘half-carvels’ from the 16th century onwards, which are clinker-built below the water-line, but carvel-planked above the water-line – i.e. at the visible portion of the hull, where fashionable analogous features mattered. These vessels are essentially still built in the old clinker method, which was then associated with vernacular craft of peasants, so it is essentially a make-believe construction to increase the owner’s prestige (Eriksson 2010:78f).

Environmental determinism: a reductionist implication?

As demonstrated above, the genesis of watercraft is by no means determined by environmental factors alone. In fact, it is determined to a great extent by cultural contact in general and prestige-biased transmission in particular. However, it would be shortsighted to take practical necessity out of the equation of adapting watercraft to the respective environment. Although some like to stress that it is – in theory – possible to cross an ocean with a raft, such aberrant behaviour would have had – as a common practice – wider implications for the successfulness of the parent society. Universally-shared constructional solutions in discrete shipbuilding traditions can be observed in comparable environmental conditions, particularly with regard to differential requirements in sea-going and inland craft (cf. Hornell 1920:69; Greenhill & Mannering 1997; Steffy 1994). Although great diversity is to be found in beaching craft in all parts of the world, fishermen independently adopted similar solutions in order to cross the surf, i.e. flat bottoms and high-ended prows (Palmer, forthcoming). Apart from the maritime environment itself, terrestrial parameters come into play with regard to the availability of resources, which affect analogies in discrete conceptual lineages. It has been observed, for instance, that the large paddled craft of the Maori in New Zealand, the Haida on the northwest coast of America and – as an anachronistic analogy – the depictions of Aegean Cycladic ships all looked very similar. While there was undoubtedly no cultural contact whatsoever between the three, the occurrence of giant trees was seen as the determining factor for the peculiar construction and appearance (Guttandin, forthcoming). Adaptability to environmental conditions should not be perceived as a gradual subconscious process of ‘natural selection’ through trial and error. On the contrary, the suitability of different classes of watercraft in their respective environments was even formally recognized. This is reflected in a 13th century Danish itinerary, describing a route along the Swedish and Finnish coast to Estonia. The route was split into an inner and outer route in the Stockholm archipelago, in which only the inner route continued to be measured in ukasio units. The etymological origin of this unit strongly suggests that it was not a distance measure per se, but related to the shifting of rowers, thus only relevant to vessels propelled under oars. Apart from this indication, the winding inner archipelago and the likely presence of portages on the inner route (cf. Zwick 2012b:109f.) all indicate that those recording the itinerary were well aware of the necessity of using a distinctive class of water-craft for the inner route; moderately sized vessels, small enough for traversing portages and suited to navigating in these narrow waters under oars and sails, perhaps similar to the Helgeandsholmen ship wreck from around 1300 (cf. Varenius 1989, 38ff.). Half a millennium later, in the ‘Age of Sail’, the galley appears somewhat outdated, but the implied anachronism is unjust. When the Russo-Swedish struggle for maritime supremacy reached its peak, Fredrik Henrik Chapman was ordered to develop hull designs for a new archipelago fleet – skärgårdsflottan – where a class of hybrids propelled under oars and sails was “re-invented” in order to safeguard the waters of the Swedish and Finnish archipelago. Significantly, this fleet was most of the time under the command of the army rather than the navy, as an amphibious arm of a primarily terrestrial strategy to exert rule on the dispersed islands (cf. Norman 2000).
Thus, the environmental factor is mirrored in the differential participation of sections of the parent society, which determines a distinctive premise under which a particular shipbuilding practise can flourish. This diachronic perspective demonstrates that environmentally conditioned regularity, manifested in analogous technical solutions, can be found irrespective of the conceptual basis of a shipbuilding tradition or the period. Similar types of environments and resources encourage similar solutions to meet natural requirements, comparable perhaps to an ecological convergence amongst different species.

Shipwreck as the ultimate selection process?

Although a majority of watercraft that survive in the archaeological record were scrapped, reused or intentionally deposited, the popular image of shipwrecks is associated with the foundering of a vessel. This is a recurrent allegory for the struggle for survival, touching on the primal evolutionary impulse most famously captured in Lucretius’ words: “Pleasant it is, when over a great sea the winds trouble the waters, to gaze from shore upon another's tribulation: not because any man’s troubles are a delectable joy, but because to perceive from what ills you are free yourself is pleasant” (Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, Book II, line 1, transl. Leonard 1943). This excerpt describes the dark fascination of a spectator witnessing a distress at sea, who gains his relative fortune in the knowledge to be eluded from the maelstrom of atoms of the treacherous and hostile maritime element (cf. Blumenberg 1997:31ff). This recurrent maritime allegory must have captured the minds of many generations and might be seen as the ultimate selection process and, indeed, punishment for failing to live up to the challenge of conquering the sea. How does the failure to meet this challenge reflect on the parent society? And is the database of shipwrecks consequential biased towards failures, “in that it inevitably accounts for bad designs, for poorly maintained, old and rotten vessels, or for aberrant behaviour”? This question, posed as ‘Devil’s advocate’ by Adams (2003:19) is twofold, in that – firstly – the possibility is addressed that failures could be overrepresented in the archaeological record. Its implication would be that constructional properties observed in shipwrecks should not be seen as typical examples of a shipbuilding tradition. And secondly, it raises the question whether the wrecks of communities and cultures which encourage aberrant behaviour in maintaining and crewing their ships are overrepresented too. The latter issue touches upon the cultural transmission of maladaptive social norms, which has been addressed by proponents of the Dual Inheritance Theory, which stresses culture-gene, coevolutionary tendencies. This theory emphasises that the success of a population (and thus their genetic legacy) depends on whether their culture abets adaptive or maladaptive behaviour (cf. Henrich & McElreath 2007:567ff). Admittedly, this framework sounds very academic and its real life impact is questionable, but with respect to the example of the Spanish Armada it is very thought-provoking: aside from the constructional favourability of the English ‘race-built’ galleons, the chances of success of the Spaniards were also decreased considerably by a societal malpractice of rating social rank higher than nautical experience: the ‘landlubber’ Duke of Medina Sidonia was appointed admiral of the Spanish Armada, which indeed appears to have been – amongst other aspects – a determining ingredient for its defeat and the gradual decline of Habsburg supremacy. While conceding that some shipwrecks may have occurred because of an erroneous construction, the vast majority occurred due to a combination of forces, which included human error. (Adams 2001:294). This is illustrated vividly in Adam Olearius’s travelogue from 1635, describing a dreadful tempest, which “...continu’d all night, during which, we discover’d, that our Mariners were as raw as the Ship was new ...’ and a master’s mate with a false sense of security, who exclaimed “there was no danger, since we had Sea-room enough”, until the ship eventually hit a rock, causing the crew to panic and pray, the master to weep, and the eventual loss of the vessel off the island of Óland (Olearius et al. 1662:34).

A scenario in which societal norms had an aberrant effect is often drawn in the case of the Swedish warship Vasa, which capsized on her maiden voyage in 1628. According to a popular myth this is a direct consequence of subsequent alterations of specifications at the hightanded behest of the king, which deviated from the shipwright’s original design. While this particular point has been refuted (Cederlund & Hocker 2006:44f) the Admiral Klås Fleming was apparently not granted enough authority to object to the commissioning of an unseaworthy ship. One month before the ship sailed he conducted stability tests but when heeled over the ship showed such a weak righting moment he had to abort, so he must have been well aware of the imminent danger. Nonetheless he was pressurized by the king’s express request to send the ship to sea in support of his war with Poland (Cederlund & Hocker 2006:53).

Although this could be merely attributed to a lack of character on the admiral’s part, it could nevertheless be argued that insubordination to an absolutist ruler - even if well-founded - might have brought about dire consequences for the admiral and thus prompted aberrant behaviour out of fear to fail the king, with disastrous effect. A similar case has been made with regard to the Mary Rose, which was deemed not worthwhile studying because of her technological failures (cf. Mudie 1996). Admittedly, the latter remark was made by a naval architect commissioned with the reconstruction of John Cabot’s ship Matthew, who searched for a “default blueprint” of a contemporary successful ship. For the study of the dynamics of change and innovation in past human societies, however, Mary Rose is a prime case study; not in spite of, but because of her constructional error.
– just like *Vasa*. While the hull itself was not badly designed and had completed numerous successful voyages since her launch in 1511, the rebuilding measures of 1536 to accommodate heavier artillery decreased stability considerably, which was the main reason why she capsized. A dendrological study confirmed that it was specifically the structure to support a gun-deck – i.e. riders, diagonal and vertical braces, heavy transom knees and deck beams – that was added around that date (Dobbs & Bridge 2000:258). So the transmission mechanism was, firstly, of modular nature from the evolutionary perspective in analytically discrete variants (cf. O’Brien & Lyman 2009:229), and secondly of undirected – hence indeterminate – nature, because the rebuilding measures were not designed by the original builders, as Adams (2001:294) points out. Here the error was fossilized in the wreck, exposing the lack of knowledge about how the centre of gravity would be affected by additional heavy guns placed along a flush deck, itself of considerable mass. It was therefore not a determinist process – which would have effected an adequate adaptation – but in fact a selective process of undirected nature. The catalyst that affected a precipitous adoption of a novel ballistic strategy was a societal one; the competition with France for maritime supremacy. Although modular change was of course affected by a number of intentional acts, it was effectively an undirected transformation process in its outcome. Thus trial and error are indicative of change, as it reflects experimentation with innovative forms. As a natural consequence, errors in particular tend to survive archaeologically in shipwrecks that sank as whole assemblages – a time capsule – whose fate it was to escape scrapping or intentional grounding. In retrospect, the assumption that the database is somewhat biased towards failure does not undermine retrospect, the assumption that the database is somewhat biased towards failure does not undermine the idea of a ‘replicator’ (or meme) in the context. This striking ambivalence, which makes ‘memes’ even less tangible, has sparked some criticism and prompted some to consider the notion that cultural transmission processes are – unlike genetic systems – usually incomplete and imperfect, in which high fidelity replication is the exception rather than the rule. Moreover “cultural representations are rarely discrete units, suggesting that the idea of a ‘replicator’ (or meme) makes little sense for most types of cultural representations”, giving rise to the idea of mutation-like processes being more relevant than selection-like processes (Hentrich & Boyd 2002:88, see also Henrich & McElreath 2003:131).

Although the essence appears to be correct, there does not necessarily appear to be a contradiction to meme-theory, for Dawkins principally agreed that cultural copying processes are less precise than genetic ones, and also conceded that they contain a mutational element (Dawkins 1999:112). Besides, genes are not discrete units either, because “selection at any one locus is not independent of selection at other loci” (Dawkins 1999:111) continues. “Once a lineage begins evolving in a particular direction, many loci will fall into step, and the resulting positive feedbacks will tend to propel the lineage in the same direction, in spite of pressures from the outside world. An important aspect of the environment which
selects between alleles\textsuperscript{187} at any one locus will be the gene that already dominate the gene-pool at other loci.” Also, in a cultural context, there seem to be alleles in terms of a predisposition to adopt certain new concepts if the locus is dominated by a set of similar memes. Dutch shipbuilders were therefore arguably more prone to adopt carvel technology than practitioners of the Nordic clinker tradition, because they were already familiar with a “meme” of carvel technology, i.e. flush-laid bottom planking, as a prevalent feature in the local bottom-based tradition (for definition see Hocker 2004b). Therefore, they had a common denominator with the carvel technology, although it also encompassed the “alien” meme of skeleton-first construction. Despite the Dutch being arguably more open to this technology due to similarities within their own conceptual inheritance in naval architecture, the transmission of carvel technology still remained biased, leading to a low fidelity replication in the initial stage of construction: The bottom planking was held together by temporary cleats and thus retained an aspect of shell-first technology, leading to the “Dutch-flush” method (Fig. 5.4-6), which has been so aptly framed as “cross-fertilization” by Fred Hocker (1999:22). However, how could the causality of this conceptual deviation – which spawns new variation – be envisioned? With regards to the proposed ‘mutationlike’ process, the aforementioned ‘freak feature’ of the triple-clinker solution comes to mind. Would it really be apt to refer to it in analogy as ‘mutation-like’? This is highly questionable, even if one is willing to accept the Darwinian premise that mutations are – although seemingly random – always according to laws, without displaying any specific tendency towards adaptive qualities. The underlying idea that innovations are merely random would appear – very understandably – alienating to many at first glance, but maybe less so when the units are broken down to trial and error on a cognitive micro-scale, which could be perhaps quintessentially perceived as “Lamarckian causal arrows leading from phenotype to replicator” (Dawkins 1999:112; see also Cullen 2000:32ff). Nevertheless, the main reason why the analogy to a mutation-like process appears to be controversial is because ‘freak features’ seem to occur predominantly during transitional phases; as side products of a noisy replication process, conditioned by the cognitive filter of the transmission bias. Although – in contrast to Darwinian gradualism – extrinsic factors are thought to have an influence on the frequency with which new variants are spawned by mutations, a notion promoted by the theory of punctuated equilibrium (cf. Gould 2002:870ff.), it remains questionable whether it would be apt to speak of mutation-like processes in cultural analogies. Until this issue is solved, it is perhaps better to speak more neutrally in terms of an “undirected process”, in order to highlight the non-deterministic outcome of cultural transmission (cf. Cullen 2000:102; Rindos 1985:65). Ironically, in the same year that Richard Dawkins aimed to deconstruct the replicating mechanisms behind phenomena of cultural inheritance, Wendell Osvalt published a paper where he similarly made an attempt at deconstruction; however, not of the causality of replication mechanisms, but of their visible outcomes. He divided the modular structure of hunting gear into techno-units in order to make a cost-benefit assessment. Highly complex gear, for example, is not necessarily seen as the expression of a more advanced concept, but may just as well reflect the scarcity of a key resource; necessitating an alternative solution with a higher investment in techno-units to achieve the same goal (cf. Osvalt 1976). It has been suggested that we speak of a ‘cultural selection pressure’, in which the device which fulfils its purpose best with the lowest investment in materials continues to be used, whereas other devices “die out” (Kunst 1982:13). This may tend to be true, but has to be regarded nevertheless as gross simplification, rooted in the misapprehension of a ‘cultural selection’ being a genuinely conscious process; “selection” used in the vernacular sense of the word implying free choice. As has been previously pointed out, replication processes are distorted by a transmission bias and yield a differential outcome and rarely lead directly to the wholesale adoption of the favoured design with the lowest investment of material and work – quite the contrary, as has been exemplified by the cumbersome adaptation of the carvel technology in northern Europe.

Retention

Evolutionary theory is often reduced to being merely a gradual and progressive framework, in that – allegedly – the struggle for survival imposes a permanent competitive situation, through which maladaptive traits are sieved out. This reductionist application of evolutionary theory for explaining technological change in shipbuilding has been rightly scrutinized; amongst others this critique is reflected in the sentiment that “in nautical archaeology the idea of an unfailing evolution from raft to ocean-liner has not stopped since Hornell” (Maarleveld 1995:4), or that attempts to rationalise the linear evolutionary development of watercraft “have created a series of problems that apparently defy explanation” in that the social, economic, political and religious preconditions comprising the context within which change was generated were ignored (Adams 2001:307). Even Ole Crumlin-Pedersen, who frequently used evolutionary concepts, noted that “today, the focus of interest has moved from evolution-based typologies to the study of ancient boats in their societal context” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2004:42) as though evolutionary

\textsuperscript{187} As defined by Dawkins: “Each gene is able to occupy only a particular region of chromosome, its locus. At any given locus there may exist, in the population, alternative forms of the gene. These alternatives are called alleles of one another” (Dawkins 1999:283).
development occurs detached from societal influences. These views reflect the notion that the “irrational” factor of culture and society is not seen as an inherent part of evolutionary processes. As demonstrated above however, evolutionary theory neither implies a permanent competitive situation, nor is it streamlined to the best possible designs. On the contrary, evolutionary theory provides explanations for some striking retention in modular features at the expense of adaptability.

Social learning, apprenticeship and ‘conformist bias’

Gunnar Eldjarn and Jon Godal made it very clear in their famous ethnographic study on Norse vernacular watercraft, in which they opposed the ritualised way of doing things in historical times to our contemporary popular culture, which has cultivated individualism in spawning a mind-set of feeling free of norms and rules; a gap that is filled by the slavish following of fashion to attain identity by conformity. This present-day bias might have given rise to the strong emphasis on individual agency in the post-processualist agenda. In former times, however, boatbuilding was essentially a ritual, in which deviation from the norm was despised and boat-types were defined to such a degree that a local identity was evident through a common form and its associated work processes: “Båt-typene var svært så veldefinerte. Identiteten var tydelig gjennom lokal, føles form. Dette galdt også sjuve arbeidsprosesser; møten en gjorde ting på.” (Eldjarn & Godal 1988:32). But what exactly causes this strong conservatism which discourages change or even downright suffocates deviation? The answer might lie in a new swathe of cognitive science, which has rediscovered evolutionary models and translated them into conceptual terms. In this context the notions of neo-Darwinian cultural evolutionists with regard to conservative traits in selection is noteworthy; referring to concepts like the conformist bias as a form of imitative social learning (Richerson & Boyd 2005:162), to path dependency in which antecedent conditions define and delimit agency (Spencer 1997), or heritage constraint as the habitual cultural phenotype (Cullen 2000:100ff.). All of these concepts describe more or less the same phenomena, which tend to preserve a tradition. These subliminal forces became manifest in ethnographic studies, in that “boats are a central part of the identities of the peoples who use them and they are artefacts that are deeply embedded in the history and culture of the societies. Quite simply, the local shape constitutes a ‘feyter boat’ in the eyes of the local people” (Palmer & Blue 2009:484). When ethnographers asked Indian boatbuilders why they constructed their boats the way they did, the only answer they could give was “tradition” (Blue 1997:341), or more specifically, “because that is what we do around here”, “because we always do it that way” or “because that is how my father taught me to do it” (Palmer, forthcoming). This shows that the possibility of selection from a range of alternatives is not even considered. Here, the notion of the underlying principle is important; that no selection in the evolutionary sense has taken place in merely reproducing a homologous feature and thus, continuing a conceptual lineage. While ethnographic studies already provide a hint for the rigidity of cultural transmission in preindustrial societies, a more immediate glimpse of the manifestation of a heritage constraint in an actual event is described in Snorri Sturlson’s Heimskringla written around 1230. Early next morning the king returns again to the ship, and Thorberg with him. The carpenters were there before them, but all were standing idle with their arms across. The king asked “what was the matter?” They said the ship was destroyed; for somebody had gone from stem to stern, and cut one deep notch after the other down the one side of the planking. When the king came nearer he saw it was so, and said, with an oath, “The man shall die who has thus destroyed the vessel out of envy, if he can be discovered, and I shall bestow a great reward on whoever finds him out.” “I can tell you, king,” said Thorberg, “who has done this piece of work.” “I don’t think,” replies the king, “that any one is so likely to find it out as thou art.” Thorberg says, “I will tell you, king, who did it. I did it myself.” The king says, “Thou must restore it all to the same condition as before, or thy life shall pay for it.” Then Thorberg went and chopped the planks until the deep notches were all smoothed and made even with the rest; and the king and all present declared that the ship was much handier on the side of the hull which Thorberg had chopped, and bade him shape the other side in the same way, and gave him great thanks for the improvement (Laing 1844:457). Although, in this case, an inventive individual has liberated himself from his ‘conformist bias’ by thinking outside the box – actually a great example of individual agency – this nevertheless shows how deeply ingrained the idea about the shape of a proper ship must have been in the collective mind-set. This societal pressure would have made it hard for any individual to deviate from the norm, the way it was taught by the forefathers. Moreover, this particular ship was apparently seen within a lineage of royal ships and thus obtained a certain identity not unlike that of a creature’s, with which we touch once more upon the “absurd” idea of ships with offspring, which is maybe not that absurd after all. King Olaf Tryggvason’s new ship was called “Orm bun langa” (the long serpent), while its predecessor – also called Orm – was thence re-named “Orm bun skammi” (the short serpent) (Falk 1912:32). Apart from the obvious faunal allusion, there appears an explicit hereditary line as the same “species”, in which the new orm replaces the old orm as royal flagship.

Homology as continuity: ‘atavisms’ in shipbuilding

Evolutionary development does not consist of continuous smooth change, but also periods of equilibrium. The absence of conceptual change is no less interesting, as it gives an idea of the depth of an ingrained practice for doing and manufacturing things
in the ritualized social landscape. It is particularly 'atavisms' – archaic constructional details with no function in the utilitarian sense – which indicate a stasis in a specific environmental, social or cultural context. Although atavisms – in the biological sense – are the functionally obsolete phenotypes within lineages, they remain identifiable characteristics of a species and thereby – translated into the cultural sense – may have acquired symbolic value, as a unique cultural expression of a certain shape or form. One good example is the late medieval version of the Oberländer-type; a plankered river-craft of the Rhine area, based on a trapezoidal substructure. This peculiar shape had been initially determined by halved logs, used to their maximum width, i.e. the base of the log having a larger diameter than its upper part. Detlev Ellmers (2002:102) points out that the shortage of adequately thick logs in late medieval times led to a shift to wholly planked versions of the Oberländer-type, whilst the peculiar shape – despite having become obsolete – was retained. A similar scenario was suggested for the Utrecht-type in that the depletion of a large oak tree population would have prompted "boat builders to replace the logboats with fully planked bottoms while retaining the characteristically deep curvature typical of Utrecht-type hulls" (Van de Moortel 2009:333). Surely, in the first case, and probably also in the latter, change occurred due to the paucity of a resource. However, instead of reassessing the construction as a whole, a makeshift strategy was adopted to overcome the most imminent problem – a short term solution. This is a good example for homology, both in its static and transient sense. While the use of logs corresponds to what has been called an 'ancestral trait', the log-shaped planked version would consequently be a 'derived trait' (cf. O'Brien & Lyman 2009:229), which shall be demonstrated as a case study in the following section. Obviously, the perception of the tradition will be distorted by various shortcomings, such as an unbalanced representation of certain types of wrecks in the database or the mix up between analogous and homologous features, blurring the understanding of conceptual lineages within shipbuilding traditions. Therefore, archaeologists will always have to keep in mind that they are essentially dealing with a fictitious typology (cf. Kunst 1982:3), which – of course – should ideally match up with the real typology. Fictitious typologies ought therefore to be seen as transient approximations and remain flexible enough to maintain an objective view as the database grows, or in McGrail's words, "The aim of establishing such a classification scheme is not to fossilise types, for any scheme must be capable of responding to newly acquired data; nor is the aim to demonstrate any 'evolution' or 'development' of one type from another in a hierarchy of classes ( cladogram" (McGrail 1998:4). While there cannot be any doubt of the validity of his first point, McGrail's later advice ought to be viewed with caution, because a detachment from hereditary lineages would undermine the study of traditions. Restrictively, one has to see McGrail's criticism of evolutionary concepts in light of how James Hornell employed them, i.e. as direct biological analogies, somewhat awkwardly superimposed on watercraft and not conditioned to conceptual lineages. The actual problem is constituted by the challenge to align the fictitious typology as close to the real one as possible. In the case of watercraft from the recent past and the late post-medieval period the type-concept can be used with little bias, due to the wealth of written records. It is often possible to link a wreck not only to a type, but to even reveal the vessel's identity. The decisive hint is seldom found in the construction itself, but in the artefact assemblage, such as a ship's bell bearing the vessel's name (Ossowski 2008:50), gauge marks (Auer & Belasus 2008:136), and stone ballast with a petrologically-determined provenance (Adams 1985) as indication for the origin of the ship, or the emblem of the guns, revealing the maker, owner, date, and place of origin (Martin 2001:384). These hints are

The type-fallacy: illusive conceptual lineages

While retention is well-reflected in certain characteristics in the form of atavisms, homologous features, and other traces indicating continuity, it becomes a contested issue when the attempt is made to cast it into a typology and to bundle lineages with historically-derived type tags. The problem of classifying shipwrecks was summarized by Seán McGrail (1995:139f ) as follows: "If classification schemes are too complex, they run the risk of obscuring patterns; if too simple, the classifier may be tempted to drive them too far and draw unwarranted conclusion". The underlying problem has also been discussed as a dichotomy between essentialist and materialist perspectives (cf. O'Brien & Lyman 2009:229), which shall be demonstrated as a case study in the following section. Obviously, the perception of the tradition will be distorted by various shortcomings, such as an unbalanced representation of certain types of wrecks in the database or the mix up between analogous and homologous features, blurring the understanding of conceptual lineages within shipbuilding traditions. Therefore, archaeologists will always have to keep in mind that they are essentially dealing with a fictitious typology (cf. Kunst 1982:3), which – of course – should ideally match up with the real typology. Fictitious typologies ought therefore to be seen as transient approximations and remain flexible enough to maintain an objective view as the database grows, or in McGrail's words, "The aim of establishing such a classification scheme is not to fossilise types, for any scheme must be capable of responding to newly acquired data; nor is the aim to demonstrate any 'evolution' or 'development' of one type from another in a hierarchy of classes ( cladogram" (McGrail 1998:4). While there cannot be any doubt of the validity of his first point, McGrail's later advice ought to be viewed with caution, because a detachment from hereditary lineages would undermine the study of traditions. Restrictively, one has to see McGrail's criticism of evolutionary concepts in light of how James Hornell employed them, i.e. as direct biological analogies, somewhat awkwardly superimposed on watercraft and not conditioned to conceptual lineages. The actual problem is constituted by the challenge to align the fictitious typology as close to the real one as possible. In the case of watercraft from the recent past and the late post-medieval period the type-concept can be used with little bias, due to the wealth of written records. It is often possible to link a wreck not only to a type, but to even reveal the vessel's identity. The decisive hint is seldom found in the construction itself, but in the artefact assemblage, such as a ship's bell bearing the vessel’s name (Ossowski 2008:50), gauge marks (Auer & Belasus 2008:136), and stone ballast with a petrologically-determined provenance (Adams 1985) as indication for the origin of the ship, or the emblem of the guns, revealing the maker, owner, date, and place of origin (Martin 2001:384). These hints are
traced through contemporary records, so that light may be shed on concomitants and individuals, as in the case of the Amsterdam, where astonishingly many details emerged through a historical-archaeological approach (cf. Gawronski 1987:31ff.). It becomes clear that the main emphases in post-medieval shipwreck studies lie more on the artefact assemblage on the one side and archival studies on the other, while the construction itself is of relatively minor importance; in spite of the fact that theoretical treatises on shipbuilding accounted little for how the work had been actually conducted, as Colin Martin (2001:394) points out. Whenever no contemporary records or meaningful find assemblages could be found, it is not only impossible to identify the vessel by its name, but often even by its type, since the type in early modern times referred to the way the vessel was rigged rather than how it was constructed. Moreover, nautical terminology has never been static, so the same type name might also have been employed for a totally differently constructed vessel (cf. Baker 1998:18; McGrail 1998:3). The study of medieval shipwrecks is even more problematic, especially when it often follows a similar approach. The strong reliance on historical sources has prevailed, despite that specific written evidence is almost totally lacking for the medieval case, such as registers of ship-losses, payrolls, construction drawings and ship models which would allow detailed structural insights; with the only exceptions being the renowned models of Ebersdorf (Steuffloff 1983) and Mataró (Culver & Nance 1929; van Nouhuys 1931; Winter 1956). The use of methods to classify medieval wrecks in a similar way as modern wrecks, has encouraged the malpractice of taking vague sources at face value, in order to link a shipwreck's construction to a historical type. This has led to the erroneous impression that the identification of a defined “type” should constitute the ultimate purpose of a study, as has been rightly critiqued by Thijs Maarleveld (1995:5). The way typologies are built reveals that the large conceptual gap between the study of post-medieval and medieval shipwrecks is often hugely underestimated. Application of the same standards is attempted, due to a preoccupation with the ethnic or cultural affiliation of the wreck and its historical type; as though this would present a shortcut in the classification process, through which the painstaking examination of homologous and analogous modular features could be circumvented. Both concepts rise and fall with the predominant historical theory of the day and hence form no independent analytical tool (cf. Indruszewski 2004: 20ff).

The cog delusion

There is arguably no better case to demonstrate the type-fallacy than the example of the alleged ‘cog-type’; particularly because the constructional properties, as currently defined, are widely taken for granted today and have ossified the narrative. This section highlights how the failure to formulate a consistent theoretical framework for mechanisms of cultural inheritance and technological transmission in shipbuilding technology has resulted in an arbitrary “cog-typology”, which was strongly biased by the sequence of wreck discoveries. Although Thijs Maarleveld’s strict antagonism towards Darwinian processes in cultural development is opposed here, his critique that archaeological interpretation tends to be too dependent on historical typeconcepts (cf. Maarleveld 1995:5f.) can be endorsed, as archaeologists have effectively stolen the thunder of their own discipline’s interpretative potential. This unwholesome dependency can be observed with regard to the ‘Bremen Cog’ of 1380, which became a paradigm for the “cog-type”. Discovered in 1962 during dredging works in the River Weser, approximately 4 km downstream of the City of Bremen, Germany, the hitherto unfamiliar construction and visually distinctive appearance of the wreck was noted and led to the identification as a “cog” (Fliedner 1964). This identification was based on Paul Heinsius’ (1956:55ff.) inference of the term cog, mainly from historical sources, in a study that suggested that regional variation of ship design is reflected in iconographic representations. The decisive hint is often seen in a documentary reference from 1483 to the Stralsund seal of 1329 “nur Stad Sigel ghnomen den koggen” (our seal reproduced from the cog) (Fliedner & Pohl-Weber 1968:24); in spite of the fact that the cog had been superseded in the late 15th century written sources by the hulk. So the ‘cog’ reference could have been a generic reference for an ‘old ship’. Moreover, the two ship depictions on the seals of Lübeck and La Rochelle were also referred to as cogs by contemporary sources and look different from the Stralsund seal, which casts further doubt upon the reliability of the respective references (cf. Crumlin-Pederssen 2000:233; Weski 1999b:366ff). Admittedly, it cannot be denied that there is a striking similarity between the Stralsund seal and the great majority of ship-depicting seals from the Hanseatic sphere, which coincided spatiotemporally with the heyday of the cog. So let us accept the premise – for the sake of brevity– that from these three seals most contemporaries would have chosen the Stralsund seal as the most truthful representation of a ‘cog’ and that cogs could be – consequently – identified by a flat bottom, a sharp transition to the stem- and sternposts, the straightness of the same, a stern-rudder and the exceptionally high hull sides. So far so good, but what followed next was an exactly inversed process of inference. Subsequently further criteria were inferred archaeologically from the ‘Bremen Cog’ and fed back to the defining criteria of the “cog-type”, i.e. all criteria that could be neither deduced from written sources nor pictorial representations. These encompassed a ‘keel-plank’ replacing a proper keel, hooks that connected the plank-keel and the stemend sternposts, flush-laid (‘carvel’) bottom planking gradually becoming lapstrake towards the
hood-ends, clinkered side-planking, the use of double-bent nails in plank-to-plank fastening and, last but not least, the use of moss as caulking material, held in the groove by laths stapled with sinter cramps (cf. Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:232f.; Hocker 2004b:75). While there can be no doubt that the criteria were distinctive enough to form an independent shipbuilding tradition, the additional criteria were simply added to the type definition as though the Bremen Cog was a blueprint – a perfect representation of its own tradition. “Considering that the Bremen ship was beyond doubt called a cog by those who built and sailed her, why should this term not be used forthwith and for other seagoing Late-Medieval vessels with the same basic characteristics?” We have described precisely the complex of features which we take as a definition of a cog in archaeological terms” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:239) (Fig. 5.5). The complex features of a singular specimen – a paradigm – were apparently thought adequate for a universally applicable set of defining criteria, through which – perhaps inadvertently – a high degree of standardization was implied. The underlying problem presented here is typical for studies that entail evolutionary concepts, touching on the central issue of the dichotomy between a materialist or essentialistic bias, prompting an inclusive or exclusive rationale in deducing a typology. For the essentialist, the type is real and variation an illusion, while for the materialist the average type is an abstraction and variation is real (O’Brien & Lyman 2009:229). Ole Crumlin-Pedersen thus follows a very essentialist approach in that sense, since he is concerned with tying a type down to a precise set of constructional details inferred from the archaeology, yet unwarranted by historical sources. He evidently did not fail to notice himself the fragile basis of his claim and continued – somewhat apologetically – that if a vessel fulfils “our criteria, it is a cog in our archaeological terminology” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:239). The emphasis on our suggests that he foresaw the conflict of ‘cog-type definition’ between historians and archaeologists. His belief in the continuity in this set of deduced features was indeed so strong that he expected the same characteristics also in the ancestral character of wrecks of the same tradition, making the revealing remark of hoping to find more “proto-cogs” in order to “guide further discussions on the pre-12th-century history of vessels with this particular set of constructional characteristics” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:239f.). The belief in such proto-cogs probably stems from over-interpretation of the 9th century reference to cogvait – often translated as cog tax – which “confirms the existence before 1150 of ships called by a term equivalent to the present term cog” (Crumlin-Pedersen 2000:238). ‘Confirm’ is a strong word, given that this is an equation with two unknowns. Firstly, there is no positive evidence to suggest that people used the term “cog” to describe a similar type of ship in 900 and 1150, let alone employed the same guiding principles in its construction. Secondly, the term cog in this particular case seems to relate rather to a Koko in a regional Frisian dialect, i.e. a legal person (Fiedler 1969:44; Heinsius 1956:70). Also Koggenland in West Frisia has nothing to do with cogs, since a kogge was also a term to denote a judicial district consisting of four to five villages, which has not, however, stopped the authorities adopting a historicised image of a “cog” on the province’s new coat-of-arms. The assumption that cogs plied the water in early medieval times has also induced the assumption that half of the Hedeby and Birka coins depict cogs. Despite Crumlin-Pedersen (1965:122ff.) convincingly arguing that the angular appearance can be in some cases ascribed to a bard, a piece of deadwood added to the stem and sternpost to enhance lateral stability, he over-interprets those depictions where the shear of the planks is less pronounced and therefore lacks the deadwood at the keel transition thought to represent these “stem beards”. Is the proto-cog a phantom? In a nutshell, medieval sources are mute on constructional peculiarities, only rendering the general impression that cogs were large transport ships suited for long voyages (cf. Jahnke & Englert, forthcoming; Pausen 2010). There is, for instance, no way of knowing whether the four Danish cogs that approached Tallinn in 1220 (cf. Heinrici Chronicon Livoniae XXIV:7, see Bauer 1975:266) were constructed similarly to the “duas magnas naves, que koggen appellatur” (UHdL 91, acc. to Jahnke & Englert, forthcoming), which were granted to Wismar in 1209 by the emperor. The four Danish ships that Henry of Livonia – a German missionary – perceived as cogs were maybe even called something different by the Danes. Admittedly, the general appearance and operational capabilities of cogs could be inferred indirectly, so there is at least a slight contextual intersection between historical and archaeological sources: Henry of Livonia’s description of kedge anchors being brought out by smaller boats in order to kedge nine German cogs out of a narrow inlet (Heinrici Chronicon Livoniae XIX:5, Bauer 1975:189ff.), suggests that cogs could not be propelled under oars of their own accord; an impression that is congruent with the impressions gained from seal depictions on which alleged cogs are represented as high sided and bulky vessels. In spite of some hints that seem to support the conventional way in which cogs are defined today, it seems nevertheless questionable whether the cog-type constituted a type in the strict constructional sense as currently endorsed by a majority of scholars. Essentialist properties define an idea, or archetype, to which objects are only imperfect approximations (cf. O’Brien & Lyman 2009:229). Several smaller wrecks from the Ijsselmeer are perceived in this way. Despite them sharing many constructional features with the ‘Bremen Cog’ and evidently being descended from the same shipbuilding tradition, they could not, by definition, be cogs due to their modest sizes. For this reason they were called – somewhat awkwardly – “cog-like” vessels (van de Moortel 1991; Reinders 1985a:400ff., 1985b:7ff.). Another imperfect approximation would be the atypical deep keel in the ‘Bossholmen Cog’, which Fred Hocker called an exception (2004b:75).
Figure 5.5. This graph highlights the conflicting deduction and definition of the cog-type. The graph schematically demonstrates the problem of superimposing the concept of a cog-type on traditions, as the boundaries between traditions are floating and thus any attempt to establish a standard-type would exclude forms that clearly belonged to the same tradition, or shared at least ancestral links. With the exception of rare cases like the ‘Bremen Cog’, most shipwrecks tend to be only preserved at the bottom construction and thus there is virtually no overlap with pictorial representations. Thus the cog-type definition rises and falls with the frail analogy between the ship depicted on the Stralsund seal and the Bremen Cog. While having some analogous features in common, most features that are currently associated with cogs are actually derived from the ‘Bremen Cog’ itself and fed back into the general cog type-concept, thus artificially elevating it to a paradigm (Graph: Daniel Zwick).
The latter restrictively admits that the “identification of the diagnostic characteristics largely depends on whether the author has an inclusive or exclusive orientation”. Now the question arises, of how the number of possible exceptions to the rule could be objectively fixed in order to determine whether the wreck is still part of a certain tradition or not. Merely by the number of deviating components, or through a modular hierarchy, in which some constructional features are thought to be more integral to the conceptual lineage than other more subsidiary criteria? The exclusive orientation of the essentialist approach artificially divides a congruent tradition by means of a superimposed idealised type-concept. Inversely, a type in the historical sense may encompass various strands of archaeologically verifiable traditions. This type-travesty was noted by several authors who were concerned with establishing a more objective typology; in the case of the “cog” most notably spearheaded by Timm Weski’s proposition to call it the Iselmeer type instead, with regard to its assumed origin (Weski 1999b). Weski’s critique in itself is absolutely justified, but his alternative proposition would have spawned another bias regarding the type’s assumed origin, as Crumlin-Pedersen convincingly pointed out (2000:26ff.). Anton Englert suggested referring to the tradition in the archaeologically correct sense as the Kollerup-Bremen type (Englert 2000:44). Although this would foreclose the historical type bias, it would suffer the drawback of implying a preconceived linearity in the development from the Kollerup wreck of 1150 to the Bremen wreck of 1380. The bottom-based shipbuilding tradition (Hocker 2004b) appears to be the most objective typological concept, but it has weaknesses too, as it is arguably too exclusive. Bottom-based ships have, strictly speaking, structurally a lot in common with a group of entirely clinker-built ships that are commonly associated with the Nordic tradition. Both have in common shell-first construction and the bottom strokes of bottom-based ships – albeit carvel-laid – gradually overlap at their hood-ends too (cf. Lahn 1992:34). It could be therefore argued that these are conceptually not as distinctive from fully clinker-built ships as has often been implied. The claim that the bottom-based tradition has in effect a ‘monopoly’ – paraphrasing here – on cogs (cf. Hocker 2004b:72ff.) has to be seen critically, since there is no evidence to suggest that entirely clinker-built vessels, such as the kind of ship after which the Ebersdorf Ship was modelled in all possible detail (cf. Steusloff 1983:189), or the Bole wreck (Daly & Nymoen 2008), were not referred to as cogs by contemporaries, despite also featuring a great visual similarity to the “cog-depicting seals”. Although a certain similarity in appearance can be taken for granted, it seems highly questionable whether the term cog denominated a type of ship in a strict constructional sense. As argued above, analogous criteria can be treacherous, as they suggest a conceptual coherency, but may entail totally different conceptual solutions in the construction. The type of medieval source that makes most frequent mention of ship types are customs and tax registers, in which types would have been classified in relative terms since capacities fluctuated over time (Wolf 1986:28). What mattered primarily to the customs officer was an estimate of the loadbearing capacity, according to which the toll could be fixed. He would have neither crept into the hold to ascertain whether the bottom planking was carvel or clinker, nor would he have measured the curvature of the stem in order to determine whether the ship was a cog or not. In opposition to the essentialist approach stands the materialist approach, in which the ideal type becomes an abstraction of reality and variation regarded as the regular case. Although Detlev Ellmers has a similar take on the justification of identifying shipwrecks by their historical type (Ellmers 1972:14, 1979:493f), he contrasts the essentialist approach by conceding great constructional variety within a type. This manifests particularly well in the case of what he called the ‘Schlachte Cog’, a late 12th century wreck from Bremen with a unique construction, consisting of an extended log-based stern section, which finishes in a carved out skeg with fittings for a stern-rudder (cf. Wesemann & von Fick 1993; Zwic 2012a:287ff). The reason for calling it a cog was based on Ellmers’ conviction that the cog evolved gradually from an extended log-boat to a planked seagoing ship (Ellmers 2005:69). There are two problems with this. Firstly, a log-based “cog” would have been anachronistic when planked versions of allegedly the same type had emerged some decades earlier. Secondly, the underlying evolutionary concept is stripped of its analytical potential and reduced to a hypothesis, which was simply superimposed upon the wreck. Not for a moment was the possibility of a different ancestry considered, such as the local tradition of river-craft which employed to some degree concepts from extended log-boats, tentatively associated with the eke or “oaks”. The conceptual gap to extended logboats would have been much smaller, yet the unusual ‘freak feature’ of a stern-rudder was apparently seen as the decisive factor for drawing a link to cogs, rather than addressing it as an analogous feature, which the builder apparently took great lengths to include, given that the whole stern had to be carved out from the trunk to obtain an analogous shape to planked vessels. Notwithstanding, the wreck entered the literature as the ‘Schlachte Cog’ (or Schlachte Kogge in German), so as not to leave any interpretative leeway or – heaven forbid – allow a re-evaluation of its type (cf. Rech 1991, 1993, 2004:243ff.; Wesemann & von Fick 1993). In general, the establishment of a presupposed type as an epithet has to be condemned as unscientific practice, since it precludes a serious inquiry into the phenomenon itself. This should even extend to the ‘Bremen Cog’, as Timm Weski (2006) more recently stressed. Neither Crumlin-Pedersen’s nor Ellmers’ approach is fundamentally wrong; the first simply believed that a type is characterised more by continuity and the latter favours more variation within a type over time. Contradictions are mainly due to the urge to
harmonise the essentialist historical perspective with the materialistic archaeological perspective. The overinterpretation of details at this contested interface has arguably multiplied the error in interpretation.

Conclusion

It could be concluded that the arbitrary use of type concepts distorts typologies which ought to be based on traditions. Therefore, to speak of cog-like vessels whenever wrecks with flush-laid bottom planks and clinker-sided hulls held together with double-bent nails are excavated would make as much sense as for future archaeologists to refer to a 19th century river barge as an ocean-liner-like vessel, because its hull is similar to the Titanic’s clad by riveted steel plates. Type and tradition are entirely different concepts, therefore the use of the term “cog-tradition” reflects a redundant concept. Historical type-concepts seldom relate to a typology in the archaeological sense, i.e. tradition, and should therefore be treated as discrete entities. This puts more emphasis on a discrete tool for developing typologies more independent from the prevalent historical narrative. As advocated in this paper, such a tool could be gained by following an evolutionary approach, or at least, by becoming more aware of the mechanisms behind inheritable cultural phenomena that form a tradition. As was stated a decade ago, however, there “can be little doubt that a serious engagement with the problems raised by a scientific evolutionary archaeology will require practitioners to work outside the norms of contemporary social theory” (Murray 2002:56). While the body of work on scientific evolutionary archaeology and other relevant work that examines hereditary patterns in culture and behaviour has grown, not much has changed in terms of wider acceptance. The implementation of this new perspective with concrete nautical archaeological case studies – as done in this paper – should not be regarded as an effort to install a universally applicable framework for interpretation, but should be seen as an attempt to understand the finer-grained causes and mechanisms through which continuity is preserved, or innovation and change effected. It is hoped that this contribution will rekindle the debate on the significance and scope of hereditary patterns within shipbuilding traditions and, thereby, lead to the development of more sensible, truly archaeological typologies, through which genuine traditions could be reconstructed. Whether this goal can be achieved by an evolutionary approach has yet to be shown – the gauntlet has been thrown. Who will pick it up?
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A 15TH-CENTURY SHIPWRECK WITH SCANDINAVIAN FEATURES FROM BREMEN, GERMANY

Introduction

In the course of a rescue excavation carried out in spring 2007 on the Beluga Shipping construction site in Bremen, Germany, a shipwreck was unearthed within the excavation’s sheet pile wall. It was dubbed ‘Beluga Ship’ in reference to the developer, who kindly funded the PEG conservation. With its radially cleft planks, wool luting and rivet fastenings, the wreck displays a number of features that point typologically to a vernacular Scandinavian origin and thus complements the great variety of shipwrecks discovered in Bremen so far (Fig. 1). Interestingly however, the plank provenances fall into two groups outside of Scandinavia: high quality wainscot planks cut in the Baltic region in the course of the 14th century, and a group of locally cut timber — arguably for repairs — dating from the second quarter of the 15th century. The wreck was excavated under difficult circumstances and the tight schedule of a rescue excavation, allowing only 2 days for an in situ documentation carried out by this author single-handedly, employing the offset survey method.

Site context

The site of discovery — Teerhof — is situated on a Weser peninsular and literally translates as ‘tar yard’. Its name dates back to at least the 17th century and initially referred to a tar storage near a sawmill at the peninsular’s northwestern extent, which is predicated by a ‘tar house’ first mentioned in 1547 (Bishop, 2008a: pp. 95-97). These buildings served the tarring of ships during building and maintenance works. Such tar yards are regularly found outside city precincts due to fire hazard of heating tar, so the peninsular offered optimal conditions. Already in the 13th century half a dozen buildings on the peninsular supplied ships and Teerhof was Bremen’s most important — if not only — shipbuilding site (Helm, 1955: p. 182). Corresponding archaeological finds testify shipbuilding activities, like the remains of a slipway and materials used for shipbuilding just ca. 20 m further downstream from where the Beluga Ship was discovered (Bishop, 2008a: pp. 95-97).

Interestingly, this correlates to the location of a slipway shown on a woodcut from 1640/41 by Matthias Mentor the Elder (Fig. 2 - bottom). Very close to the Beluga Ship, but deeper, another late medieval clinker-built shipwreck was discovered in winter 1979 during an extreme low tide, with a keel preserved up to 11 m in length and a mast-step in the stern-section (Brandt, 1979: p. 331).

The wreck extends to a depth of between 1.6 m to 0.65 m above mean sea level. In comparison, the late medieval groundwater table is reconstructed with +1.5 m above the present sea level in this area (Ortlam, 1996: p. 30). Thus the wreck would have been almost completely inundated at mean spring tide and exposed at low tide. Land erosion caused by the intensified deforestation as well as the continuous rise of the sea level from the 17th century onwards (cf. Behre, 2003: fig. 13) led to an aggradation of the Weser, covering the wreck by fluvial deposits of silty sands (Fig. 2 - top right). These and the lowermost planks were later truncated by erosive action of a high energy current, as indicated by coarse gravelly sands. Aided by the currents, fishing became a major activity at this site, as evidenced by numerous clay net sinkers found in the layers above (Bishop, 2008b: p. 208) and the wooden piles driven through the planking, which probably served for fastening weirs.

It is not surprising that the Beluga Ship was discovered at this site, since it was a common practise to scrap old worn-out vessels where new vessels were built, as many of the constructional elements could be reused. The frames had been removed with little damage, leaving only some planks with angular cuts where the frames would have been fastened. The careful removal indicates that the slab of planking was possibly intentionally left intact for reuse as a whole. Articulated slabs of planking are often found as roof and wall covering, road surface or as revetment shuttering (cf. Bleile, 1998: 13-16; Goodburn, 1997: p. 32; Larsen et al, 2011; Sorokin, 2003: p. 159). Whether the slab of planking was left there to prevent erosion or as working platform is not clear, but it seems notable that it is situated at a level that would have corresponded to the tidal range in the late medieval period. Similar findings of reuse could be also observed in the 14th-century Sandwich wreck, where most of the 22 frames had been chopped, sawn or broken off (Milne, 2004), and in the case of the Sørenga 1 wreck from the mid 14th century the keel was removed for re-use (Nævestad, 1998: p. 171). In Århus 15th century slabs of planking were reused as revetment, indicating a life span of roughly 30 before the vessels were broken up (Larsen et al, 2011: p. 23), and Sørenga 10 from the late 15th century was reused as articulated slab of planking, as indicated by two cuts on both ends of the keel (Fawsitt, 2012b: p. 9). Frames from clinker-vessels were even re-used in carvel-built vessels. Re-use must of have been a widespread practise at that time, but understandably there is mostly only indirect evidence in the archaeological record of this, with the exception of a boatyard in Poole, England, where an open-air boatyard timber store from the late 14th or early 15th century was preserved in situ under estuarine deposits, in different groups of timbers such as knees, Y-shaped floor timbers, and planks from dismantled vessels neatly stacked in groups, like in a spare parts stock (cf. Watkins, 1994: pp. 10-11).

188 Regrettably, this wreck was neither published nor preserved, despite having been salvaged with great efforts in winter 1978/79. Judging from the photographic documentation, the vessel had a sharp turn-of-the-bilge reinforced by a stringer, comparable to the construction of the Blackfriars 3 wreck in London — a river barge from ca. 1400 (cf. Marsden 1996, 79ff.).

189 The fishermen were probably unaware of the wreck, as this had been covered already in fluvial sediments. It is fascinating to see the long-lasting presence of fishing activity at this river-bank: At

Herrlichkeit — a bit further south of Teerhof where a bridge connected the peninsular with the city — fishmillers were granted the exclusive right of use in 1250 at the expense of shipbuilders (Weidinger; 2002: p. 119).

190 The Woolwich wreck in London has been identified as the “Sovereign”, which frames feature beveled notches, as though it used to be a clinker-construction which was subsequently re-planked in carvel during the major maintenance works in 1509 (Salisbury, 1966). However, it appears that even a large royal ship like the “Sovereign” was built of reused frames, as indicated by a documentary source instructing the breaking up of the “Grâce Dieu” in 1449 and reusing the timber for the “Sovereign” (Adams, 2003: 66). So frames were even reused in totally distinctive constructions.
Fig. 2: Top right: After its deposition, the wreck was covered by clayey silty sands, some high in iron content [5], which were later partially eroded away [4], probably due to a change in river flow direction. So the first layers [5] are abutted by a new deposition of silty to coarse dark-brown organic sands [3] indicating two major changes in the macro-environment: The soil runoff in the course of deforestation led to the silting-up of rivers and thereby increased the flow velocity. This is also reflected in the deposition of coarser sediments. Tidal erosion undercut [2] the fluvial deposits [5], while building debris and muddled sands indicate that the uppermost deposit [1] was backfilled material, perhaps to solidify the river bank behind a revetment (Graph: Daniel Zwick). — Bottom: The “Teerhof” as depicted by Matthäus Merian the Elder (1640/41), showing timber stacks and two slipways. The red dot indicates the approximate finding spot of the Beluga wreck. On the opposite river bank is the Schlachte quay where sprit-rigged lighters are unloaded.

Ship timbers

Not much of the wreck has survived and would be more appropriately classified as articulated slab of planking, if not for the survival of a part of the stempost and keel. The latter was truncated by the excavator’s bucket upon its discovery. On the port side eight strakes of planking have survived, becoming gradually more fragmented, and on the starboard side only a fragmented garboard plank. The absence of plank-to-plank fastenings in the upper planks is not indicative of the maximum height of the sides, but can be attributed to the deterioration of the plank edges and corrosion of the iron fastenings which accelerated fragmentation (Fig. 3 — bottom). The analysed planks have a mean thickness of ca. 2.1 cm and a width of 20 to 26 cm and were clinker-fastened throughout. Unfortunately there are no indications to determine the original length and thus there is no way of knowing whether the amidships section formed part of the preserved slab of planking. The analysed planks were radially cleft, as indicated already by the narrow plank widths.

The width of the lands measure at least 2.5 cm and vary slightly. The plank scarfs roughly measure between 15 - 20 cm and finish with an even surface, with the forward facing edge inboard to prevent water entering through the joints. The upper strakes
— that is the lowermost planks in the in situ find — were increasingly deteriorated by erosion, owing to its position at the lower slope of the riverbank.

Keel and stem are diagonally notched together with a scarf of a length of ca. 25 cm and a width of 6.2 cm (Fig. 3 — top). The tapering side of the stem exceeds the length of the notch and was wedged in between the keel and the garboard. The width of the keel directly behind the scarf is 6.2 cm but widens continuously to 11.3 cm shortly before the keel damage, i.e. 180 cm behind the scarf. The keel features a trapezoidal shape in cross-section, a near V-shaped profile which elides into a U-shaped profile at the stem, owing to the sharper angle at which the hood-ends are rabbeted into the stem.

It seems as though the hood-ends are flush, as the rabbit does not indicate stepped recesses. However, the keel does not seem to have rabbits for the garboard strakes; the latter were apparently just nailed onto the former with numerous spikes, leaving smaller gaps than between the rivet plank-to-plank fastenings. The keel is very similar to that of the Aber Wrac’h wreck, which also lacks a proper rabbit to receive the garboards and has only a slight lateral groove at the ends which disappears amidships, with the planks merely nailed onto the keel (L’Hour and Veyrat, 1994: p. 169). The stem has a rabbit for receiving the hood-ends, which however is invisible on the starboard side and thus appears to have been abraded or adzed off. Apart from the fact that almost all planks from the starboard side were removed, with the exception of a garboard fragment, all frames were carefully removed too. Only the treenail rows at an interval of roughly 50 cm indicate their former position.
Waterproofing

The lands of the overlapping planks were luted\textsuperscript{191} with brownish wool strands. The microscopic analysis of a luting sample has shown that it was made of wool blend of an older sheep race, consisting of very fine to rough fibres without pucker, with a thickness of between 20-70 μm, a length of only a few centimetres and of frail texture when washed (Van't Hull, 2007). The short length of the fibres may indicate that the wool may have been reused from a worn out fabric, while the dark brown colouring indicates a treatment with tar. The scarfs were also laminarily luted. The waterproofing technique in vessels built of radially cleft planks was more difficult due to the irregular edge thicknesses of hewn planks (Coates, 1977: p. 223). This explains the ample quantities of caulking material used. Evidence from Britain, Norway (Steen, 2012: p. 50) and Denmark (Bill, 1997: tab. 1) has shown that the overlapping lands in clinker constructions were almost exclusively luted with animal fibres up to the late medieval period, with the exception of scarfs (cf. Auer & Maarleveld, 2013: p. 15; Thowsen, 1965: p. 45).

Fastenings

The treenail rows are regularly spaced at an interval of roughly 50 cm. Each frame had been connected with one treenail per strake. A couple of treenails were missing, probably rebored or driven out to facilitate the removal of the frames. The remaining treenails in place are all stubs.

The garboard strakes are connected to the keel and the lowermost post of the stem with an exceedingly high number of iron nails with larger than average heads. In the following, near-average measures are provided, as the circumstances did not allow a complete recording of all variances. The clinker planks were interconnected with iron nails in fairly irregular intervals. Their shafts are about 42 mm long and rectangular in cross-section, measuring ca. 65 x 45 mm. The head is oval with a diameter of 24 - 30 mm and a thickness of 5 mm (Fig. 4 — top). Some heads appear considerably larger. The iron fasteners which have not been corroded away on the inboard side were all rivetted over rectangular roves, measuring ca. 25 x 23 mm, with a thickness of 6 mm. A single loose bend iron nail was also found nearby, which possibly served for fastenings in areas with no access for a clench-holder.

Particularly at places not covered by silty fluvial deposits, several rivetted plates and nail heads have corroded away, leaving only the nail shafts in the wood. The corrosion would have been accelerated by being exposed to the brackish Weser waters, and the gallic acid found in oak (cf. Wagner, 1984: p. 132). At several points only the imprint of roves has been preserved in the wood, while the roves and nails have corroded away entirely. The good visibility of the rove-impressions may be an indicator for the vessel’s advanced age at the time it was scrapped, as this could be an indication that the roves have “eaten” their way into the wood, which usually leads to problems with water-tightness. This would be a good explanation for the scrapping of the vessel at the end of its working life. Modern boat-building experience has shown that it is particularly difficult to keep large clinker-built ships watertight, and that therefore rivets used to be much larger than they are today (Godal, 1995: p. 282), arguably with the intent to increase the thrust face to avoid deep rove-impressions and thus a loose fastening. Such tendency in rivet-sizes is also reflected in the ship-fragments discovered in London (Goodburn, 1991: p. 112), although reduction in size is linked to closer spacings (Damian Goodburn, pers. comm.).

\textsuperscript{191} caulking material inserted before the fastenings of the planks, also referred to as ‘inlaid caulking’
from the Weser Lowland (Heußner, 2009a). Wood in riverine lowland regions is subject to unique conditions which lead to a distinctive regional annual ring growth by which their provenance could be closely determined.\textsuperscript{194} The date is supported by a \textit{terminus post quem}, a Siegburg stoneware fragment found beneath the wreck, pointing to the turn of the 15\textsuperscript{th} century. The decision to take further samples from the lowermost and better preserved strakes — despite infringing the wreck’s structural integrity — was rewarded with an unexpected result: The lowermost planks did not only antedate the latter by a few decades, but originated from the Baltic region (Heußner, 2009c). The findings and implications of the dendrological analysis are discussed in further detail in a forthcoming article of this author (Zwick, forthcoming).

Timber supply and workmanship

The planks with the Baltic provenance are of the highest quality oak, virtually knotless and straight grained. While it is not possible to determine the exact provenance for Baltic oak timber (Ważny, 2002), not least due to the extensive hinterland where Baltic oak was cut and floated down the Daugava River to Riga (Zunde, 1998/99), the quality itself indicates that the timber was cut in a wildwood area. In such woods, the lower branches die off early and grown over due to the overarching shade provided by treetops, leaving small knots only in the first few growth rings (McGrail, 1998: p. 37). As opposed to the heavily branched trees in managed woodlands, these tall straight-grained trunks are easily cleft and planks can be of much greater lengths (Goodburn, 2003: p. 293).\textsuperscript{195} Timber supply directly affects timber conversion and ultimately the shipbuilding technique.

Dating and provenance

The first dendrological samples taken from the fragmentary upper planks yielded a result from the second quarter of the 15\textsuperscript{th} century with a provenance...
Sawing is commonly regarded as the more modern method of timber conversion, whereas radial cleaving is often regarded as old-fashioned and vernacular. However, shipbuilding techniques perceived as innovative could have been primarily driven by scarcity of adequate timber, rather than a progression in technology in its own right. It should be kept in mind that radically cleft timber had technical advantages which explains its longevity even in late medieval times. It allowed the planks to be thinner, as medullary rays were left intact, adding strength while making planks more flexible and lighter. Moreover, radically cleft planks are watertight, thus regularly also used as barrel staves. And last not least, radically split edge-wood offers a better nail hold (Godal, 1995: p. 274).

Reconstructing the vessel

Although the dimensions of the planks in the Beluga Ship appear very modest, this is not necessarily a good indicator for the vessel’s original size. Seán McGrail addressed the issue of estimating ship-sizes on the basis of dimensions of individual ship-timbers, and by his estimate the Beluga wreck would make it into the group of large boats or small ships (cf. McGrail, 1993: p. 11 and pp. 19-21). Interestingly, and quite prudently, McGrail did not include plank width as criteria, which is often elsewhere instinctively taken as indicator. But even in late medieval times, sizeable vessels could be built with planks of minor widths and thicknesses. The Dokøen 3 wreck discovered in Copenhagen dates to ca. 1423 and is about 13 m in length and likewise planked with imported wainscot boards with widths and thicknesses averaging 24 cm and 2.75 cm, respectively (Nielsen, forthcoming: p. 108). And even the Basque built clinker-wreck from Aber Wrac’h has very modest plank, keel and stem dimensions despite its great general length of approximately 25 m. On the one side its hull was preserved only to its 8th strake, with the turn-of-the-bilge forming the breaking point, but on the other as many as 24 strakes survived (L’Hour & Veyrat, 1994: p. 170).

Due to the missing of the frames and the frailty of waterlogged wood, the Beluga Ship has undergone considerable deformation, with the port-side shell collapsed on the river bank’s downside slope, making it difficult to infer the hull shape. But on the basis of the construction some characteristics can be deduced. The use of radically cleft wainscots for the planking and the wide frame intervals show that the vessel was lightly constructed, which would have been advantageous if it was meant to operate under oars. This is also indicated by the find location, as seagoing sailing vessels that were too sturdy to operate under oars usually anchored in the Weser estuary and their cargo was transshipped via lighter traffic to Bremen at that time. The keel-stem construction on the other hand suggests that the vessel was by no means bound exclusively to inland waters, but would have been a seaworthy vessel. Also the absence of garboard rabbets in the keel indicates a greater deadrise angle than would have been common with T-shaped or plank keels, with the garboards running almost vertically. This would have added lateral stability to decrease side drift when sailing close-hauled.

Conclusion and outlook

The Beluga Ship is a distinctive find given the combination of its German find location, its Scandinavian way of construction and Baltic provenance, highlighting the interconnectedness of the northern European maritime network. It is one of the very few medieval wrecks known to date that has been built of timber actually cut in the Baltic region. This is very significant, as the bulk of timber was imported from the Vistula region, which is often generically — but quite misleadingly — also referred to as “Baltic timber”. Since structural timber was usually cut locally, further indications on the wreck’s origin could be deduced from the remaining keel and stem, which are unfortunately inaccessible for sampling at the present.

While this paper discusses the specifics of construction and site context, a second paper by this author compares the Beluga Ship to over 50 other late medieval clinker-built shipwrecks in NW-Europe, while exploring the significance of Baltic timber imports for western European shipbuilders (Zwick, forthcoming).
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A 15th-Century Shipwreck with Scandinavian Features from Bremen — The ‘Beluga Ship’ in the Context of Late Medieval Clinker Constructions and Timber Trade in Northern Europe.

Abstract

While most of this volume’s contributions trace Hanseatic influences throughout the North Atlantic, this paper examines a possible counter-influence in the shape of a medieval shipwreck discovered in Bremen in 2007, the construction of which is reminiscent of the Scandinavian shipbuilding tradition. With its radically cleft planks, inlaid wool caulking and clinker-fastenings, the wreck displays a number of features that point typologically to a vernacular Scandinavian origin, however, the planks fall into two groups outside of Scandinavia: high quality wainscot planks cut in the Baltic region in the course of the fourteenth century, and a group of locally cut timber — arguably for repairs — dating from the second quarter of the fifteenth century. This period coincides with a peak of Baltic timber export, especially wainscot for shipbuilders. Hence the wreck is being discussed within the wider context of clinker-built wrecks from this period in general and wrecks built of Baltic oak in particular.

Introduction

In the course of the rescue excavation in the construction pit at Bremen’s Teerhof, a medieval shipwreck dubbed the ‘Beluga Ship’ was discovered in 2007. The site is located on a promontory dividing River Weser from a side arm. The Beluga Ship is the first medieval shipwreck in this city with notable traditional Scandinavian features. It thus complements the great variety of shipwrecks discovered in Bremen so far (Illus. 1, no. 7). The presence of wrecks of both inland and seagoing craft emphasises Bremen’s role as international port of transhipment, connecting the hinterland with the North Sea. This paper is divided into three main sections, the first being a brief summary of technical details, followed by an evaluation in which the Beluga Ship is contextualised to other wrecks in northwestern Europe in terms of construction and timber provenances, and conclusively implications of the assumed Scandinavian origin and the local site context in the Lower Weser region are explored.

Principal construction features of the Beluga Ship

Although only a slab of planking of ca. 7m length has survived, the inconspicuous wreck remains contain a multitude of information of the way of construction. The wreck is a traditional lapstrake construction (Illus. 2), entirely clinker-built with radically cleft oak planks with widths ranging between 20 - 26cm and a mean thickness of 2.1cm. These are inter-connected with square-shanked clinker-nails (rivetted nails with rectangular roves) measuring ca. 2.5 x 2.3cm, with a thickness of 0.6cm. The lands between the planks were waterproofed with tarred wool as inlaid caulking. The waterproofing technique in vessels built of radically cleft planks was more difficult, as the surfaces were more uneven than sawn planks.

---

199 Excavation No. 230 “Altstadt Teerhof BA1”, feature No. 36 “Beluga Ship”.
200 An anonymous reviewer criticised my use of the term "Scandinavian shipbuilding tradition", as it allegedly contains a bias on origin, despite this is the established nomenclature for the observed construction method. It has been noted, however, that the ‘Nordic’ or 'Scandinavian' shipbuilding tradition should not be understood in a strictly ethnic sense, as it could also occur outside of the Scandinavian world (cf. Crumlin-Pedersen 2004, 43). This fact is also emphasised in this very paper.

201 In this article only a brief summary of the technical details is provided. The construction method is discussed in more detail in Zwick 2010, 2012 and Zwick, forthcoming.
202 Lands are the overlapping edges of clinker planks or strakes.
203 also known as luting, describing a procedure by which the caulking material is inserted before assembling the planks, rather than being driven in afterwards.
204 Radial cleaving occurs along the grain, which is usually not as even as sawn cuts. Thus edge thicknesses vary slightly in such planks and are more difficult to waterproof when fastened edge to edge (Coates, 1977, 223)

This explains the ample quantities of caulking material used. Evidence from Britain, Norway\textsuperscript{205} and Denmark\textsuperscript{206} has shown that the overlapping lands of clinker constructions were almost exclusively caulked with animal fibres up to the late medieval period, with the exception of scarfs.\textsuperscript{207} The constructional characteristics observed in the Beluga Ship are typical for Scandinavia, to a certain extent the British Isles and other parts of northern Europe, and very distinctive to contemporary wrecks in the southern North Sea litoral. This includes also the keel and stem construction. Both components are connected by a diagonal scarf at a length of ca. 25cm. The absence of garboard rabbets\textsuperscript{208} in the keel indicates a greater deadrise angle\textsuperscript{209} than would have been common with T-shaped or plank keels, with the garboards running almost vertically.\textsuperscript{210} This would have added lateral stability to decrease side drift. Another criteria on seakeeping capabilities can be inferred from frame distances. Although none have survived, as they had been evidently removed for reuse—indicating that the vessel was scrapped—, rows of treenails indicate their former presence at intervals of 50cm, a very common distance for small and medium-sized vessels.

\textsuperscript{205} Steen 2012, 50
\textsuperscript{206} Bill 1997, tab. 1
\textsuperscript{207} e.g. Auer & Maarleveld 2013, 15; Thowsen 1965, 45
\textsuperscript{208} a garboard is the first strake, i.e. all planks connected to the keel, and a rabbet is a notch to receive such a component (here: the plank edges of the garboard strake).
\textsuperscript{209} the deadrise angle describes the shape of the underwater hull, e.g. flat-bottomed river barges have no deadrise and seagoing vessels with tapering fore- and aft sections and a S-shaped cross-section usually have great deadrise angles.
\textsuperscript{210} The absence of a keel rabbet can be also attributed to the tapering end of the bow section. A rabbet could have been present in the unpreserved part of the keel at midship section, but this would imply that the Beluga Ship was considerably greater in length than the surviving fragment.
Illus. 2. Schematic overview of the three principal late medieval lapstrake constructions. The distinction between 'traditional' and 'modern' types is based on Bill 2009b. The comparative part of this study only examines traditional and modern lapstrake constructions, but not bottom-based constructions (cf. Illus. 4, Tab. 1 and 3). The type representations are schematic and modular anomalies apply in several cases. The timber cross-sections as shown on the right side highlight the basic difference of radially cleft and tangentially sawn planks and their use in shipbuilding (Graph: Daniel Zwick).
Illus. 3. Bar diagram showing the dendrological results of the analysis of the Beluga ship, which fall into two groups: an earlier group of timber cut in the Baltic area (Heußner 2009b, c) and a later group from the Weser Lowland (Heußner 2009a), thus in direct proximity to where the ship was scrapped. Due to the lack of sapwood the cutting dates are approximate values, which may explain the great chronological gaps in the first group (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

The interpretation of the Beluga Ship as visiting Scandinavian trader would have been straightforward, if not for the surprising result of the dendrochronological analysis: none of the analysed planks actually originated from Scandinavia. The first dendrochronological samples taken from the fragmentary upper planks yielded a result from the second quarter of the fifteenth century with a provenance from the Weser Lowland. Wood in riverine lowland regions is subject to unique conditions which lead to a distinctive regional annual ring growth by which their provenance could be closely determined. Further samples from the lowermost strakes were analysed and not only antedate the latter by a few decades, but originated from an entirely different region: the Baltic region (Illus. 3).

None of the planks contained sapwood, so in neither case an exact felling date could be ascertained, for which reason a margin of 14 years was added for the Baltic planks and the regular 20 year margin for the locally cut planks, which could have been both considerably greater. Strikingly, the Baltic planks feature great variations in start-end dates. This could be explained by the way planks were extracted from the parent tree: They might have been considerably dressed along the edges to fashion the planks in uniform widths. This would support the interpretation that this was import timber — such as wainscot — as vessels build of locally cut timber would feature a much more uniform pattern. The dimensions of wainscot planks were often standardised to make them suitable for exports, so the tree-trunk would have been seldom exploited to the maximum width. The Baltic region was heavily forested, so there was no necessity to make best use of the timber — i.e. to the last ring before the sapwood or even with sapwood — as in regions where timber scarcity prevailed.

The traditional — if not downright “antiquated” Scandinavian way of construction was to a certain extent preconditioned by the supply of suitable timber, which was of the highest quality oak, virtually knotless and straight-grained in the case of the Beluga Ship. The base material and workmanship of the planks is not a random construction feature, but of central importance for the wreck’s interpretation.

---

211 Heußner, 2009a
212 No matches were found with the master chronologies, so the dendro laboratory Preßler was consulted, which specialised in local wood (Karl-Uwe Heußner, pers. comm. 1.4.2009)
213 Heußner 2009c
214 the average number of sapwood rings in Southern Finland (closest proxy to the Baltic region where such data is available) is 13.85 according to an unpublished report by Keith Briffa (Haneca et al 2009, 5). This average is also comparable to present-day Poland, where oak trees have an average of 15 sapwood rings on average; 9-24 in the 90% confidence interval (Ważyń 1990).
215 Although 14 years appears very specific, it should not be over-interpreted, as it is in itself only a proxy for the average number of tree-rings in the sapwood, which could have been considerably greater given that no sapwood-hartwood line was determined. Sapwood rings could vary between 4 to over 50 rings (cf. Heußner 1999, 524)
216 The conversion technique is often regarded as decisive criteria for establishing whether a vessel was built in a modern or traditional style. Sawing is regarded as modern and cleaving as traditional (cf. Bill 2009b, 433). Scandinavians were already making use of the more modern sawing technique since at least the 12th century, while the radial cleaving of planks is essentially Viking Age technology. The term “antiquated” was put into brackets, because this technique was by no means outdated, as it had several advantages, as will be stressed in the following section.
The significance of the Baltic timber

While it is not possible to determine the exact provenance for Baltic oak timber,\textsuperscript{217} not least due to the extensive hinterland where Baltic oak was cut and floated down the Daugava River to Riga,\textsuperscript{218} the quality itself indicates that the timber was cut in a wildwood area. In such woods, the lower branches die off early and are grown over due to the overarching shade provided by treetops, leaving small knots only in the first few growth rings.\textsuperscript{219} As opposed to the heavily branched trees in central European managed woodlands, these tall straight-grained trunks are easily cleft, and planks can be of much greater lengths.\textsuperscript{220} Timber supply directly affects the type of timber conversion and ultimately the shipbuilding technique. If compared to the ‘Bremen Cog’ from around 1380, the Beluga Ship is not only distinctive in terms of construction, but also in terms of wood supply. The tangentially sawn timber used as planks in the ‘Bremen Cog’ were of such bad quality, that even during the initial construction some cracks needed to be patched.\textsuperscript{221} Its planks were made of logs floated down the Weser River from the Weser mountains and reflects little choice in oak supply. These logs could not have been cleft in a similar way as those in the Beluga Ship, due to their knotty nature, which would have resulted in a contorted twisted plank with many weak spots. Thus, it would have been impossible to build the Beluga Ship with the kind of wood available to the builders of the ‘Bremen Cog’, so the reliance on high quality import timber from the Baltic was very much the precondition for this construction. Sawing is commonly regarded as the more modern way of timber conversion and associated to urban shipbuilding, whereas radial clefting is often regarded as old-fashioned or traditional.\textsuperscript{222} However, shipbuilding techniques perceived as innovative could have been primarily driven by cost-benefit assessments or scarcity of adequate timber, rather than a progression in technology in its own right, since both methods have advantages and drawbacks alike:

Radial clefting:
- allowed the planks to be thinner, as the medullary rays were left intact which add to the planks strength, thus making the planks more flexible and lighter
- radially cleft planks are watertight, thus regularly also used as barrel staves
- better nail hold in radially split edge-wood\textsuperscript{223}

Tangential sawing:
- as almost the entire diameter was used, the girth of the trunk could be fully exploited
- this decreased the number of lands and thus the effort to connect and caulk them
- the truncation of medullary rays was compensated by greater plank thicknesses, which accounted for greater overall robustness
- the processing of tangentially sawn timber arguably afforded lesser skills, and opened more options to work low-quality timber, like patching over cracks and knots

The comparatively modest dimensions of radially cleft planks do not necessarily point to a modestly sized vessel. Seán McGrail tentatively addressed the issue of estimating ship-sizes on the basis of dimensions of individual ship-timbers and interestingly did not include plank width as criteria;\textsuperscript{224} probably for a good reason. The Dokoen 3 wreck\textsuperscript{225} discovered in Copenhagen dates to ca. 1423 and is about 13m in length and likewise planked with imported wainscot boards with widths and thicknesses averaging 24 cm and 2.75cm, respectively.\textsuperscript{226} And the clinker-wreck from Aber Wrac’k has very modest plank, keel and stem dimensions despite its great overall length of approximately 25m. Like the Beluga Ship, its hull was on the one side only preserved to the eighth strake, probably due to the sharp turn of the bilge at this point, but had as many as 24 strakes on the other side.\textsuperscript{227} Since a great number of other clinker-built wrecks have been also built of imported timber, it becomes interesting to explore whether there is a link between the use of Baltic timber and constructional preferences in late medieval clinker-built vessels.

Evaluating the link between Baltic timber trade and clinker-built vessels

With the demographic evolution in the densely urbanised Central Europe and the deforestation in its wake, suitable timber — particularly timber needed for shipbuilding — became a scarce resource. This prompted the emergence of extensive transport networks for timber, so shipbuilders in urban regions

\textsuperscript{217} cf. Waźny 2002
\textsuperscript{218} cf. Zunde 1998/99
\textsuperscript{219} McGrail 1998, 37
\textsuperscript{220} Goodburn 2003, 293
\textsuperscript{221} Lahn 1992, 44f.
\textsuperscript{222} Bill 2009b, 433
\textsuperscript{223} cf. Zunde 1998/99
\textsuperscript{224} cf. McGrail 1993, 11 and 19ff.
\textsuperscript{225} elsewhere also named as Dock Islands 3
\textsuperscript{226} Nielsen forthcoming, 108
\textsuperscript{227} L’Hour & Veyrat 1994, 170
with staple rights on timber, could choose from a wide range of sources. Shipbuilders from Newcastle, for instance, were able to buy timber from as many as 50 different sources. While planks could originate from many different sources, framing timber was usually selected and cut locally. This would have provided a good indicator of the place of construction of the Beluga Ship, but regretfully no frames were preserved. Articulated slabs of planking without framing timber can often reveal more about timber trade patterns than the wreck’s actual origin.

The use of timber exported from the eastern and southern coasts of the Baltic Sea for the construction of clinker-built ships was not exceptional. Baltic timber trade started already in the thirteenth century. Wreck fragments of Baltic oak are known from Dordrecht, the Netherlands, dating to the early thirteenth century, numerous reused planks from the early fourteenth century in London’s port, and from herring vessels in Flanders from the late fourteenth century. English inventories dating between 1272 to 1377 reveal the extent to which clinker-galley shipbuilders relied on imported materials, like boards *de Estland* — from the eastern lands — traded by merchants with connections to Holland, Prussia and Sweden, which appear to have been used particularly for garboards and strakes near thereto, while the upper strakes were often augmented by locally cut wood of lower quality. The same could have been the case in the Beluga Ship, where high quality Daugavian oak was used for the lowermost strakes where the bending stresses would have been the greatest. Knot-free straight-grained oak from Baltic wildwoods would have been also available in greater lengths and would have reduced the number of scarfs considerably, which would have been important for the submerged part of the hull. Thus the planks from the upper strakes hewn in the Weser Lowland do not necessarily indicate a later repair, but could also reflect a very considerable cost-benefit assessment, in that the expensive wainscot planks were not wasted on less critical parts of the hull.

Timber exports via Danzig (Gdańsk) peaked in the fourteenth / fifteenth century and shifted to Königsberg (Kaliningrad) and Riga in the course of the sixteenth century. This is very much reflected by the provenances of oak planks of fourteenth / fifteenth century medieval shipwrecks found throughout the North Sea area (Illus. 4).

---

228 Tinniswood 1949, 281
229 Daly 2007, 195
230 This author intends to sample the keel and stern, but due to the current exhibition arrangement the wreck is inaccessible for further sampling.
231 Timber provenances are often obfuscated by terminology. ‘Baltic timber’ or ‘Baltic timber trade’ is often used synonymously with the Baltic Sea rather than the Baltic region, e.g. Poland. Some authors imply a not closely defined Baltic Sea origin when they refer to ‘Baltic’ timber, so it can just as well include the southern Baltic Sea coast, despite it is outside of the Baltic region. Some other authors speak of a ‘Polish provenance’ which may include a regional bias too, as they might refer to locations in present-day Poland, like the Duchy of Pomerania, or the towns of Danzig/Gdańsk or Elbing/Elblag, which used to be either independent from Poland or part of the territory controlled by the Teutonic Order. This denomination could be mixed up with timber that was actually hewn in the Poland of the Middle Ages, and floated down the Vistula River to Danzig, then under the rule of the Teutonic Order (1308-1454), as Polish merchants engaged in timber trade with the Teutonic Order on a great scale, as particularly highlighted by a treaty concluded in 1343 and by an armistice of 1391, in which Polish merchants were granted the right to engage in trade with Prussia “according to custom” with the export of their commodities via Danzig (cf. Ważny & Eckstein 1987, 510). Therefore some of the provenances taken from other reports have to be regarded with scepticism, as the respective authors have not elucidated their use of the term ‘Baltic’ or ‘Polish’. To simplify matters, it is suggested here to introduce ‘Vistulian’ (the Vistula River basin, including Polish, Prussian, Pomeranian and Lithuanian provenances) and ‘Daugavian’ (the Daugava River basin, including the Baltic region, specifically Latvia or the historical province of Livonia, and Russia) as general terms or origin. ‘Baltic timber trade’ is kept as a generic term to indicate all timber trade from the Baltic Sea.

232 Vlierman 1996, 111ff; van de Moortel 2011, 95
233 Marsden 1996, 117ff. and 188; ‘Baltic’ is used here in its unspecified sense, meaning timber from the Baltic Sea rather than the Baltic region — pers. comm., Peter Marsden (26.3.2014)
234 Haneca et al 2005, 262
235 The decisive hint that these galleys were clinker-built with rivetted nails is given by the remark that the picheopotte (pitch pot) must be kept hot at the insertion of each strake, indicating inlaid-caulking (luting), and moreover the mention of clenchatores (clenchers) and tenenties contra, clenchatores (holders), which describes the two workers needed for rivetting planks together (cf. Tinniswood 1949, 281).
236 Tinniswood 1949, 282
237 Wildwood boards were, however, not imported in greater lengths as a general rule. English finds indicate that long-distance trade boards were of relatively short dimensions (Damian Goodburn, pers. comm. 28.04.2014)
238 Ważny & Eckstein 1987
239 Zunde 1998/99
Illus. 4: This overview shows the provenances of oak planks from clinker-built shipwrecks dating between ca. 1300 to 1540. The numbers on the pins are itemised as # in illustable 1. 19 and 3. The comparison shows that the Beluga Ship (#6) is almost unique in having an ascertained Baltic Daugavean provenance, whereas in several all other cases they are either “unspecified Baltic” or of Vistulean provenance. The term ‘Baltic’ is used in the unspecified sense of originating from the greater Baltic Sea area. This can be attributed to the recent breakthrough in dendro-provenancing, leaving some of the wrecks excavated several decades ago with less precise or no provenances.

In other parts dendrology has progressed to determine provenance on a regional scale, as between ‘northern Poland’ — roughly corresponding to Prussia and Pomerania under the rule of the Teutonic Order — and ‘southern Poland’ in the Kingdom of Poland. The trade routes from Riga and Danzig as indicated here correspond to the routes detailed in the Hansa Sea Book (ca. 1470) (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

All major Baltic Sea ports where timber was exported were controlled by the Teutonic Order for most of the time span discussed here and, significantly, the Order was the only territorial power to be also a member of the Hanseatic League. In several instances Teutonic Order agents were directly involved in negotiating timber trade deals with Polish merchants, 240 and the Großschäffer who conducted trade and shipping in the Order’s interest was granted special trading privileges, most notably the monopoly on amber trade, but was also freed from all sorts of other export bans. 241 At the peak of the English-Prussian conflict (1385-1388), the Teutonic Order enforced a Hanseatic export ban on timber required for shipbuilding in 1386. 242 This highlights its central role as timber supplier within the Hanseatic League. Given that written sources indicate that timber from Danzig was principally exported to Flanders and England, 243 the share of wrecks built of Vistulian timber along the Norwegian coastline — particularly in the Skagerrak and Kattegat region — appears disproportionately high at first glance (Illus. 4). The Pfundzollliste — i.e. pound-toll register — of Danzig for the year 1409 however mentions only three merchants directly engaged in trade with Scandinavia, one with Scania and two with Sweden, 244 so it seems unlikely that these vessels were locally operated. A possible explanation for this disproportionality is that these shipwrecks were long-distance traders, as indicated by their considerable sizes, namely the late fourteenth / early fifteenth-century wrecks of Bøle (length: +20m), Skjernøysund (+26m), Avaldsnes (22m) and Skaftö (25m) (Tab. 1).

---

240 Kapfenberger 2003, 20
241 Kapfenberger 2003, 73
242 HR I.2, no. 329
243 Dollinger 1998, 290
244 Kapfenberger 2003, 56
The information gained from this group needs to be regarded with caution. Although belonging into the same context, the planks were recorded as isolated finds and may have belonged to different constructions. Some of the fragmented pieces, are ignored as not to distract from either based on representativity or state of preservation. Some less representative measurements, e.g. in cases of fragmented pieces, are ignored as not to distract from general trends. Only dated material is taken into account.

246 Goodburn 2003
250 Bryggen strakes (numbers: 90151, 90152) from one wreck, Christensen 1985, 93, 99
251 Bill 1997, 186ff., Bill 2009b, 434
254 Abbots Lane (context 185/64, 195/74), cf. Marsden 1996, 107ff., 188ff.
255 Milne 2004
259 Marsden 1996, 188ff. (Hays Wharf to Gun and Shot Wharf, 1988, site context: 449-53-158/60)
264 Auer and Maarleveld 2013
265 Alopeus and Elvestad 2004
266 Marsden 1996, 55ff.
268 Nævestad 1998, 190ff.
270 Goethe and Host-Madsen 2001, 34
### Table 1: Lapstrake constructions from ca. 1300 to 1540 in the North Sea region. The numbers (#) relate to the find locations as shown in illus. 4. The principal aim of this overview is to set the oak plank provenances in relation to the method of timber conversion and plank dimensions (Table: Daniel Zwick).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Find Location</th>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foldrey**</td>
<td>1420 ± 100</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Foldrey</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>30/50</td>
<td>a940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G35**</td>
<td>1422 ± 6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (Netherlands)</td>
<td>Westphalia</td>
<td>1506 ± 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doksken 3**</td>
<td>1423 ± 3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>m687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skålø**</td>
<td>1430 ± 25</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Skålø (SE)</td>
<td>N-Poland</td>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>m260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selar 4**</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>15-30</td>
<td>m155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aber Wrac**</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Basque</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>m250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedby Hage**</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Storstrom, DK</td>
<td>Scania</td>
<td>C 20</td>
<td>m250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arhus**</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Arhus</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>E-Jutland</td>
<td>m250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arhus 5**</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>Arhus</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>E-Jutland</td>
<td>m155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackfriars 4**</td>
<td>1450 ± 50</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>23-30</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramslandsby**</td>
<td>1453 ± 18</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankside**</td>
<td>1456 ± 30</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>13-19</td>
<td>British Isles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport**</td>
<td>1458 ± 10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Basque</td>
<td>m451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 B**</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (NL)</td>
<td>SW-Poland, U-Baltic</td>
<td>1560 ± 6</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarenga 9**</td>
<td>1477 ± 16</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>20-33</td>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>SW-Sweden</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays W-Morgans Lane**</td>
<td>1490+</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>24-25</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>British Isles</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarenga 10**</td>
<td>1493 ± 32</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>18-26</td>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>S-Sweden</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays Wharf**</td>
<td>1495 ± 7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E 159**</td>
<td>1506 ± 6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (NL)</td>
<td>SE-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U34**</td>
<td>1528 ± 6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (NL)</td>
<td>SE-Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>13,632/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11**</td>
<td>1532 ± 1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (NL)</td>
<td>S-Sweden</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C98**</td>
<td>1539 ± 5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>Zuiderzee (NL)</td>
<td>U-Baltic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays W-B Factory**</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>British Isles</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

272 Thowsen 1965
273 Overmeer 2008, 51; forthcoming
274 Nielsen, forthcoming
275 von Arbin 2014
277 L’Hour and Veyrat 1994
278 Myrhøj 2000
279 Larsen et al. 2011
280 pers. comm. Niels Bonde (1.4.2014)
281 Larsen et al. 2011
282 pers. comm. Niels Bonde (1.4.2014)
283 Larsen et al. 2011
284 pers. comm. Niels Bonde (1.4.2014)
285 Marsden 1996, 105
288 Nayling and Jones 2014, Nayling and Susperregi 2014
289 Overmeer 2009
290 Fawcitt 2012a
292 Fawcitt 2012b
293 Steen 2012
294 Goodburn 1991, 111
295 Overmeer 2006
296 van Holk 2003; Reinders and Oosting 1989; Overmeer 2006, 66ff.
297 The provenances for the tangentially sawn and radially cleft planks from the U34 wreck was stated as “southeast Poland / Baltic” (Overmeer 2006, 66). Upon request, this author learnt that this did not indicate two different felling regions, but it referred to an area somewhere between southeastern Poland and Lithuania (indicated as “Baltic”), thus constituting a single logging area, accessible via the Vistula River system and not the Daugava River. Moreover, only three samples were taken from the radially cleft planks, thus it is impossible to say whether the tangentially sawn planks originated from a different source (Alice Overmeer, pers. comm. 20.1.2015).
298 Overmeer 2008, 51
299 Overmeer 2008, 51
301 Overmeer 2008, 51
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If this was the case, they will have most likely frequented a major Hanseatic artery of trade, which carried Baltic bulk commodities — such as timber — and took further Norwegian export commodities on board — especially herring — which was then directly shipped to Flanders, England or other destinations.\textsuperscript{302} The high concentration of shipwrecks clustering around Lindesnes (Illus. 4, #20) is no coincidence, as Lindesnes was — together with Skudenes — mentioned in the Hanseatic Sea Book of ca. 1470 (chapter XII.1-2) as important bearing positions for making a landfill for courses set from the coast of Flanders; i.e. the longest distance out of land-sight in the entire book.\textsuperscript{303} While Skudenes on Karmoy marked the entry to Avaldsnes, Lindesnes marked the entry to the Baltic Sea. The central eastern European hinterlands were not the only sources for wildwood timber, as suggested by a slab of articulated planking of Irish oak from a late thirteenth-century clinker-galley discovered in Southwark, London, with plank lengths over 2.5m.\textsuperscript{304} In contrast to Ireland, however, Baltic, Prussian and Polish timber could be supplied from a far more extensive hinterland, made accessible by the extensive river systems of the Vistula and Daugava and their numerous tributaries reaching deep into the Polish, Lithuanian and Russian hinterlands. Thus, the depletion of timber as a raw commodity was not an imminent concern, and an infrastructure for the seaborne export of timber could develop, as the foundation of a saw-mill in Danzig (Gdańsk) in 1338 shows, where the trunks floated down the river were converted into boards.\textsuperscript{305} There is also documentary evidence from the Vistula River that logs were cleft and floated down as semi-products.\textsuperscript{306} At the peak of Vistulian timber exports in the fifteenth century, saw-mills were founded in the logging areas further up the river, so borte, brede, delen were no longer fabricated in Danzig (Gdańsk) and other timber-exporting ports.\textsuperscript{307} This seems to indicate that wooden products from the Vistula River basin were to a great extent sawn rather than cleft. What can be said with some certainty is that the archaeological record corroborates the written records in that different categories of pre-fabricated timbers were exported, primarily defined by size. Three late medieval shipwrecks are known so far which cargo assemblage included timber products as export commodity. Interestingly, the timber dimensions in all three wrecks were fairly consistent, so that they could be divided into two principal groups (Tab. 2). As all of the abovementioned timbers originated in northern Poland, or rather the Teutonic-ruled province of Prussia, and southeastern Poland in the Kingdom of Poland, it is apt to presuppose that most — if not all — of the abovementioned timber was floated down the Vistula River and transshipped via Danzig (Gdańsk).

Danzig’s Pfandzollliste of 1409 lists forty-one different categories of wooden export products, most of them are dielen with 261 items, second most are wainscot timbers with 193 items, the third product is generically described as ‘wood’ with 141 items, followed by wainscot-bruk, i.e. lower quality wainscot with 60 items.\textsuperscript{308} The dielen are described to be very thin, with a thickness of 2.6cm and less, but highly priced, which indicates that this must have been a product of exceptionally high quality.\textsuperscript{309} The timbers summarised in group 1 would have had the adequate dimensions to be considered dielen, but they could have also been bottichholz i.e. barrel staves, which are listed as separate item in this register. The second group most likely correlates to wainscot\textsuperscript{310}, given the dimensions of the planks and that they have been radially extracted from the trunk. In a mid-nineteenth century source wainscot was defined as being between 10 to 18 feet in length (3.14 - 5.65m\textsuperscript{311}) and cleft\textsuperscript{312} into four parts. The author of the source notes that the English refer to these quartered logs as wainscot-logs, but that locally — i.e. the Danzig area — also smaller dielen cleft from the wainscot-logs are called wainscot too, with widths to about 10 zoll, i.e 26.2cm.\textsuperscript{313} This may indicate that wainscot was exported to England as a semi-product, and not as ready-made planks as found in the wrecks of Skjernøysund, Gdańsk W5 and Skaftö.\textsuperscript{314} And 26cm is close to the average widths observed in the radial planking, as the width range clusters consistently in the 20 to 30cm margin for roughly four fifths of all planks (Tab. 3). This applies not only to planks with Daugavian or Vistulian provenances, but it demonstrates that the wainscot-format was most commonly used for planking late medieval clinker-built vessels.

---

\textsuperscript{302} Norway’s dependence on annual grain imports led to Hanseatic merchants gaining control of the Norwegian export trade (Hammel-Kiesow 2002, 74), thus the great number of wrecked cargo-carriers in this region built of Vistulian timber is not surprising.

\textsuperscript{303} Sauer 1996, 160

\textsuperscript{304} Goodburn 2003

\textsuperscript{305} Ellmers 2006, 74

\textsuperscript{306} Hanca et al. 2005, 262

\textsuperscript{307} Ellmers 2006, 75
### Table 2: The wrecks known to have carried timber as part of their cargo. All timbers were radially cleft. In the case of the Skafjö wreck only few timbers were recovered from the wreck and the data is therefore less representative. In the case of the Skjernøysund wreck, many timbers have strongly deteriorated and are not all preserved to their original dimensions, so the number in the brackets represent the uncertain attributions. The data suggests two major formats and in the case of the Skafjö wreck, a possible correlation between timber provenance and dimensions of the prefabricated timber (Table: Daniel Zwick).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wreck</th>
<th>Waterproofing</th>
<th>Fasteners</th>
<th>Keel construction</th>
<th>Frames</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kingston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestre Skars.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halmstad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryggen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roskilde Havn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundevidka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays-Symonds Wharf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isegren</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunderklem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerlemindke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wreck</th>
<th>Scarp length (cm)</th>
<th>Lands avg. (mm)</th>
<th>Causing material</th>
<th>Spacing (cm)</th>
<th>Decraving thickness (avg. mm)</th>
<th>Keel av (mm)</th>
<th>Keel shape (central)</th>
<th>Keel length (cm)</th>
<th>Keel width max (cm)</th>
<th>Frame scantlings: sided avg. (cm)</th>
<th>Frame scantlings: sided avg. (cm)</th>
<th>Frame spacings: sided avg. (cm)</th>
<th>Frame spacings: sided avg. (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kingston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestre Skars.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halmstad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryggen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roskilde Havn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hundevidka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays-Symonds Wharf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isegren</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunderklem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerlemindke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

315 Auer and Maarleveld 2013, 27ff.
316 Litwin 1985, 46; Krapiec & Krapiec 2014, 147
318 von Arbin 2014, 34
319 These were made on own estimates on the basis of the data provided by the excavators, which unfortunately lacks the information which measurements refer to well-preserved planks and which to mere fragments, cf. Auer and Maarleveld 2013, tab. 1, p. 29
321 Goodburn 2003
325 Bryggen strakes (numbers: 90151, 90152) from one wreck, Christensen 1985, 93, 99
326 Bill 1997, 186ff., Bill 2009b, 434
330 Milne 2004
334 Marsden 1996, 188f. (Hays Wharf to Gun and Shot Wharf, 1988, site context: 449-53-158/60)
Table 3: Comparative overview of constructional properties and dimensions of lapstake constructions from the investigated area (cf. Illus. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Constructional Properties</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beluga</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays Wharf</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sørenga 10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays W</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramslandsvåg</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankside</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenga 9</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays W-Morgans Lane</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenga 10</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays W-B Factory</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table: Daniel Zwick.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusively, the data compiled from late medieval clinker-built vessels in northwestern Europe suggests neither a decline in the use of radially cleft planks for a time span of nearly three centuries, nor the exclusive use in smaller vessels like the Beluga Ship. Even a fairly large ship built for the high seas (as indicated by the sturdy construction of closely-spaced frames) like the Skjernøysund Ship 3 was predominantly planked with radially cleft timber, while sawn planks were used for the internal timbering like stringers and ceiling. 372 So, the “antiquated” way of construction seemed to be oftentimes also the preferred way of construction, even when sawn planks were readily available. This might have been a preference of the shipbuilders, as cleft planks were much more flexible and therefore easier to bend, and Baltic wildwood timber was often also available in greater lengths, which would have reduced the number of scarfs in a strake. The peak of Baltic timber exports in the fifteenth century does not manifest in the relative share of plank provenances. Presently the archaeological evidence (Tab. 1) indicates that radially cleft planks were obtained from a range of different sources with no clear spatiotemporal pattern visible yet. It is arguably just a question of time when this will be the case.

Putting the pieces together: The implications of a Scandinavian origin

Based on its typological characteristics, a building site in Scandinavia or Scandinvian-influenced territories like the British Isles remains most likely, although neither a Baltic nor a local building site can be entirely ruled out, as discussed in a previous article. 373 In this section however, the most likely scenario of a Scandinavian origin is explored, as there can be little doubt about the building tradition. The first indication is given by the use of square-shanked clinker-nails. Originally diagnostic for a Scandinavian origin, they have become a more widespread connection element in northern Europe in late medieval times. 374 Yet it would have remained still distinctive to the traditional way of fastening in Bremen and the southern North Sea coast, where double-hooked nails rather than clinker-nails were used. Particularly the wool caulking points to a southern Scandinavian origin, as almost all late medieval vessels with wool caulking were discovered in either Danish waters — as the wrecks of Vestre Skarsholm (ca.1300), Dokken 2 (1405) and Vedby Hage (1435) — or southern Norwegian waters — as the wrecks of Hundevika (1340 ± 60), Sorenga 8 (1495 ± 7) and Sorenga 10 (1493 ± 32) (Table 3). 375 Small and medium sized vernacular clinker ships were almost only built of radially cleft planks in Denmark up to the post-medieval period. 376 Outside Scandinavia such planks were however not uncommon, as in London, where numerous radially cleft planks — some of a Baltic provenance — from the thirteenth to fourteenth century were either scrapped for re-use 377 or used in ship-constructions like the Blackfriars 3 wreck from the late fourteenth century. 378

Another interesting comparison are frame-spacings, as they indicate the sturdiness of a vessel and thus indirectly reflect in what kind of marine environment the vessel was expected to operate. Vessels with great frame spacings usually operated in sheltered inland waters, whereas seagoing vessels had narrow frame spacings. The frame spacings of the Beluga Ship are most common and, as could be anticipated, would relate to a small to medium-sized vessel that would have been commonly found in local coastal trade. In the Bryggen excavations in Bergen, Norway, two major clusters of frame distances — measured from centre to centre — of 47 - 50cm and 63 - 65cm were noted, which may roughly relate to a medieval measure of a short ell (47.4cm) and a long ell (55.3cm) between the frame edges. 379 Although the sized dimensions of keel and stem of the Beluga Ship seem small in comparison to similarly built wrecks, the moulded dimension of the stem with almost 30cm suggests that it would have fulfilled the requirements of a seagoing vessel, as the keel would have increased the lateral plan and thereby reduced the side-drift.

The Scandinavian coast closest to Bremen is the Danish west coast of Jutland, particularly the city of Ribe as the only significant Danish port at the North Sea. Unfortunately, there is barely any comparative evidence, with the exception of some loose timbers, as from a keelson from the late thirteenth-century dredged up by a fisherman south off Fano — at the access to Ribe — with the highest likelihood that its wood came from the Weser region. 380 Not surprisingly, Ribe had long-standing trade relations to Bremen. But did this also extend to Baltic timber trade?

372 Auer and Maarleveld 2011, 13, 19
373 Zwick 2010, 69f.
374 Bill 1994, 60
375 However, caulking or luting material generically summarised under the category “hair” may in fact be also wool, as differences between animal species can be only made when the material is well preserved.
376 Bill 2009a, 256
377 Marsden 1996, 107ff. see also Goodburn 2003
379 Christensen 1985, 202. The fact that the two groups do not match up perfectly can be probably explained by the practise of measuring frame intervals from centre to centre, while the gaps between the frames would be slightly smaller.
380 Eijstrud & Maarleveld 2007, 135
Oak had in fact become a rare commodity in Jutland, which induced King Christian I of Denmark to forbid the export of oak from Ribe in 1480.\textsuperscript{381} Danish shipbuilders acquired their timber mainly from their provinces in Scania, Blekinge and Halland.\textsuperscript{382} Notwithstanding, historical records indicate that wainscot was exported via Riga to Denmark in the eighteenth century.\textsuperscript{383} Documentary records from the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries indicate that merchants from Ribe maintained trading contacts to the Baltic,\textsuperscript{384} although it remains unknown whether this included also timber at that time. The fact that the timber provenance of the Beluga Ship was Daugavian may provide a decisive cue, as it indicates that the builders of the Beluga Ship had a different access to a timber source. Livonian — i.e. Daugavian — forest products were traded at least since the early fourteenth century at the Scania trade fair — in Skanör and Falsterbo — which was primarily renowned as herring market.\textsuperscript{385} This would have been an important node, where Scandinavians and especially Danes would have had access to goods exported via Riga. The amalgation of a Scandinavian-style construction and wainscot of Daugavian origin would point to this market, which sets the Beluga Ship apart from the main — i.e. Vistulian — timber trade network of the time.

Despite the distinctive access to a timber source, the Beluga Ship reflects a general trend in the use of imported timber. According to a statistical evaluation of wrecks in the area of medieval Denmark, the archaeological record seems to indicate that before ca. 1355 most vessels were built of timber from local or adjacent regions, but that a shift occurred thereafter which prompted the provenances to be more internationally composed, reflecting the increase of timber trade.\textsuperscript{386} Moreover, traditionall lapstrake constructions like the Beluga Ship prevailed in the eastern part of medieval Denmark,\textsuperscript{387} which included Scania. This is possibly of significance with regard to the abovementioned Livonian timber trade.

The terminus post quem of 1396 of the Beluga Ship (Illus. 3) would be consistent with this general trend, if indeed the ship was of Danish origin. After the Stralsund Peace of 1370 was signed, the City of Riga granted Danish merchants the same rights as that of the Hanseatic community, demonstrating the preeminent importance of Bremeners, being perceived not part of the latter, but as a distinctive group.\textsuperscript{389}

So could the Beluga Ship be also interpreted as a legacy of the longstanding ties between Bremeners and Norwegians, and could the Beluga Ship have been of Norwegian rather than Danish origin? On archaeological grounds, the way the Beluga Ship was constructed features also many similarities to Norwegian finds, regarding the wool caulking, or the use of radially cleft planks. Even the late medieval assemblage from the Bryggen-excavation in Bergen indicates that no significant changes in the tools or wood-working techniques have occurred since the Viking Age, where almost only radially cleft planks were used. The earliest water-powered saw-mills were built in Norway as late as 1520 to 1550.\textsuperscript{390} On historical grounds, however, there is no documentary evidence to suggest that Baltic timber was imported to Norway in that period.\textsuperscript{391}

While the absence of concrete evidence does certainly not preclude the possibility that any such trade may have occurred, this would have been an exception rather than the rule. Judging from the construction, or what is left of it,\textsuperscript{392} it would have possessed good sailing qualities, which would have been important for crossing the Kattegat and whenever onshore winds turned the Jutland coast — which was poor in natural harbours and shelter — into a dangerous lee shore. To go even a step further, one could raise the question of whether the ship was of Danish origin. After the Stralsund Peace of 1370 was signed, the City of Riga granted Danish merchants the same rights as that of the Hanseatic community, demonstrating the preeminent importance of Bremeners, being perceived not part of the latter, but as a distinctive group.\textsuperscript{389}

The fact that the Beluga Ship appears to have been not only scrapped in Bremen, but also repaired locally with timber from the Weser Lowlands, suggests that if it was a Scandinavian vessel, it would have regularly frequented the port of Bremen. But Danes were certainly not the only Scandinavians with whom Bremen maintained trading relations. Since 1279, Bremen merchants enjoyed trade privileges in Norway. The ties between Bremeners and Norwegians were in fact so close, that Bremen usually sided with Norway when the Hanseatic League pushed sanctions against the Kingdom of Norway, and continued trade even when other Hanseatic cities blockaded Norwegian ports. As was recently pointed out, Bremen’s status within the Hanseatic League is questionable as there are actually no indications for Bremen’s participation in the Hanse Diet until 1358.\textsuperscript{389} Bremen merchants concluded their trade relation with Norway independently from the rest of other Hanseatics, as confirmed by a treaty dating to 1321.\textsuperscript{390} And in 1346 the Norwegian king granted that Bremen merchants should enjoy the same rights as that of the Hanseatic community, demonstrating the prominent importance of Bremeners, being preceived not part of the latter, but as a distinctive group.\textsuperscript{389}

\textsuperscript{381} Jahnke 2006, 88
\textsuperscript{382} Fritzboe 2004, 110
\textsuperscript{383} Pávulāne 1975, 46; Zunde 1998/99, 121
\textsuperscript{384} Madsen 1999, 200; 2000, 255
\textsuperscript{385} Tossavainen 1994, 23f.
\textsuperscript{386} Bill 2009b, 430
\textsuperscript{387} Bill 2009b, 435
\textsuperscript{388} Olesen 2005, 187
\textsuperscript{389} Elmhuisser 2003, 212f.
\textsuperscript{390} BUB II, no. 217
\textsuperscript{391} BUB II, no. 544-546
\textsuperscript{392} Christensen 1985, 215
\textsuperscript{393} Nedvitne 1983, 69-104, cited in Alopaeus and Elvestad 2004, 80
\textsuperscript{394} this specifically refers to the great deadrise angle, which would have increased the lateral plane, counteracting the side drift on course-hauled courses.
question whether Bremeners or other Hanseatic merchants could have obtained vessels from Scandinavian shipwrights for their own use? Although ship depictions on Hanseatic town seals consistently represent vessels built similar to the ‘Bremen Cog’, there is no reason to believe that the towns’ self-representation matched up with common practice. They could have relied on the local craft for lighter traffic, which would have been most suited to its respective environment. This would explain why ship-timbers associated with the Hanseatic tradition — as typified by the ‘Bremen Cog’ — were totally absent from the rich maritime archaeological material recovered from the Tyskebryggen excavations in Bergen,\(^395\) even though Bergen was one of the kontors of the Hanseatic League. The recent recognition that Avaldsnes served not only as anchorage but also had some basic infrastructure for the storage of merchandise could point to a place of transshipment — a roadsted easily accessible for sturdy and large seagoing vessels like the Avaldsnes Ship, where cargo was unloaded onto smaller, more manoeuvrable vessels, which could navigate in the narrow fjords to Bergen with greater ease. The fact that the Beluga Ship was discovered in the City of Bremen at a time, when larger vessels were bound to anchor in the roadsteads in the Weser estuary, may be an indication that the Beluga Ship operated as part of Bremen’s lighter traffic,\(^396\) a possibility that will be explored in the following section.

Between shoals and pirates: Embedding the Beluga Ship into the local historical context of Bremen and its Lower Weser policy

In spite of its “foreign” Scandinavian construction, the Beluga Ship may not have been an uncommon sight to contemporaries outside of Scandinavia (Illus. 5). There are by now sufficient examples to indicate that the clinker-technique practised by Scandinavian shipwrights was not unknown at the southern North Sea coast, with corresponding finds from the Netherlands.\(^397\)

\(^395\) Christensen 1989, 18
\(^396\) Large sturdy seagoing vessels which could not easily access rivers were often bound to anchor in a sheltered roadstead at some distance to the cities and were loaded and unloaded by lighters (often also referred to as “bordings” in written sources), which operated between the roadsteds and the city quays.
\(^397\) cf. van Holk 2003

It was even suggested that there could be a link between Frisian and Scandinavian shipbuilders with reference to clusters of clinker-nails from early medieval Frisian find contexts from Wijnaldum in Oostergo, Beetgum-Besscheuren and Oosterbeinnum.\(^398\) Although finds of clinker-nails are sparse, they are continuously present throughout the medieval period in Frisian populated areas,\(^399\) which gave rise to the assumption that a technology transfer may have occured as early as the fourth or early fifth century through visiting Scandinavian craftsmen.\(^400\) However, this was rightly called into question on the basis that the absence of rove blanks in the finds collection does not provide any tangible proof that the clinker-method was practised in this area.\(^401\) Visiting Scandinavian vessel could have simply been scrapped here. Nonetheless, clinker finds from the southern North Sea litoral are not restricted to Frisian areas, but also found in thirteenth century urban contexts from Vlaardingen, Tiel and Rotterdam,\(^402\) Stade,\(^403\) and the fourteenth to fifteenth century finds context from Harburg, including rove blanks,\(^404\) so it

\(^398\) Reinders and Aalders 2007, 115
\(^399\) Reinders and Aalders 2007, 117
\(^400\) Reinders and Aalders 2007, 119
\(^401\) van de Moortel 2011, 97
\(^402\) van Holk 2001 cited in Reinders and Aalders 2007
\(^403\) Andreas Schäfer, pers. comm.
\(^404\) Several rivets were catalogued by this author who is currently researching the maritime find collection from the Schloßstraße-excavation in Harburg – Hamburg’s southernmost district south of the Elbe
can be asserted that such vessels were at least repaired locally. This may be also assumed in the case of the Beluga Ship, as the upper strakes were amended with planks hewn in the second half of the fifteenth century in the Weser Lowland (Illus. 3), which was a predominantly Frisian populated area. The fact that it was not only scrapped in Bremen, but apparently also repaired with timber coming from a source nearby, suggests that the vessel operated in this region for some time. Its light construction would have made it suitable to be operated not only under sails, but also under oars, and there are indications for such vessels in Hanseatic towns.\textsuperscript{405} The Beluga Ship might have been identified by a range of names by contemporaries, for instance as bardge - which would have been a light raider which could be sailed and rowed.\textsuperscript{406} Likewise schnigge or snycke, which appears to be the German equivalent to the Scandinavian stokkja and used by Hanseatic towns for safeguarding its waterways, e.g. in Danzig for the year 1462.\textsuperscript{407} Clinker-built vessels operating under oars are mentioned in documents from both English and Hanseatic ports.\textsuperscript{408}

The possible use for such “light raider” becomes clear when illustrating the geo-political circumstances of the time. The Beluga Ship’s repair phase in the second quarter of the fifteenth century coincides with a period in which the City of Bremen lost its control of both Weser river banks. Around 1400 navigation on River Weser — Bremen’s international traffic, which used to be historically independent from Hamburg. At least two rivets appear to be blanks, providing concrete evidence that rivetting occurred locally.

\textsuperscript{405} Despite there are no archaeological remains of a plank with oar-holes, the Beluga Ship would have been predestined to be rowed, which also explains its find-spot some 50 km up the river at a time when most sailing vessels would have anchored at the Weser estuary and transshipped its cargo via lighter traffic to and from Bremen.

\textsuperscript{406} Heinsius 1986, 209

\textsuperscript{407} HUB VIII, no. 1150. The Scandinavian etymological origin is particularly thought-provoking with regard to the wreck’s Scandinavian means of construction.

\textsuperscript{408} In England with oar-lengths of between 16 to 23ft (4.88-7.02m) (Tinniswood 1949, 285) and in Hamburg, close to Bremen, prices for oars were fixed by two categories, for oars measuring more than 20ft (5.72m) and less than 18ft (5.15m) in length (Hamburg foot = ca. 28.6 cm according to Kiesselbach 1901, 89). According to a rule of thumb of an oar length being 1.5 times the beam, these oars would be suited for vessels of a beam greater than 3.81m or lesser than 3.43m. In comparison, the Dokoen 3 wreck, which is very similar to the Beluga wreck in many respects, has a reconstructed beam of 3.83m at a length of 13m, (Nielsen forthcoming, 110) corresponding to an oar length of 5.75m.

artery — has become threatened: On the one hand an increased fluvial sedimentation leading to the silting up of parts of the river, which posed difficulties to mariners, as they had to avoid numerous new shoals as navigation channels became narrower. These problems are reflected by the city’s well documented effort to safeguard navigation by claiming the right to set navigation marks and bouys in the Lower Weser in 1410,\textsuperscript{410} a duty that was soon thereafter — in 1426 — assigned to its merchant community.\textsuperscript{410} Nontheless large ships were increasingly required to anchor in the roadstead at the Weser estuary — probably near Blexen\textsuperscript{411} — and transship their commodities via lighters to Bremen.\textsuperscript{412} This, on the other hand, collided with the political destabilisation of the Frisian-populated Weser estuarine region. Since the second half of the fourteenth century, East Frisia had been characterised by the rise of Frisian chieftain dynasties, which were involved in conflict amongst each other and quite literally harboured Victual Brothers — pirates who were expelled in 1398 from the Island of Gotland — who were welcomed and redirected as “marine mercenaries” into the local Frisian conflicts.\textsuperscript{413} This was perceived as such a threat to Bremen’s mercantile interests, that the city sought to exert direct territorial control over the Lower Weser area in a period from roughly 1400 to 1425 , by assuming sovereignty over the Frisian land of Butjadingen — sanctioned by King Sigismund, by forming tight alliances with the Frisian territories Stadland, Lehe, Landwürden, and by regulating trade and salvages rights with the Frisian chieftain of Wursten in 1406\textsuperscript{414} to safeguard River Weser as libera et regia strata — as a free and royal “road”.\textsuperscript{415} At the same time, closer ties were formed with the Hanseatic League.\textsuperscript{416}

In the early fifteenth century Bremen has succeeded in establishing complete territorial rule over both river banks (Illus. 6).\textsuperscript{417} The newly gained territorial power in this region was set in stone by the building of Vredeburg Castle\textsuperscript{418} near the estuary, evidently to protect Bremen’s roadsteads and the lighter traffic.

\textsuperscript{409} HUB IV, no. 406

\textsuperscript{410} HUB V, no. 297

\textsuperscript{411} Weidinger 2002, 127

\textsuperscript{412} Hill 2004, 266

\textsuperscript{413} Although it is argued that Bremen too maintained mutually beneficial links with the pirates — serving as market for robbed goods, or supporting Bremen’s war efforts against the chieftain of Rüstringen Edo Wiemken around 1400 — this must have destabilised the entire region and threatened trade (Elmshäuser 2003, 227)

\textsuperscript{414} HUB V, no. 701

\textsuperscript{415} Hill 2004, 273f.

\textsuperscript{416} Elmshäuser 2003, 228; Hill 2004, 287

\textsuperscript{417} Schwarzwalder 1994, 4

\textsuperscript{418} literally a castle to “pacify”
Illus. 6: The local geo-political context of Bremen and the Frisian populated Lower Weser region. Territories temporarily controlled by — or associated to — the City of Bremen are marked in white letters. The hachured areas roughly indicate the reconstructed river course and coastline of the 15th century based on Behre 2013, fig. 4 and Hill 2004, fig. 17 (Graph: Daniel Zwick).

However, Bremen's regional supremacy was short-lived and Count Christian of Oldenburg in alliance with the chieftain of Rüstringen, Edo Wiemken, as well as rebels from Butjadingen destroyed Vredeburg in 1425 and — as consequence — Butjadingen and Stadland became eventually independent from Bremen. The Weser estuary, however, remained Bremen's roadstead, as lighter traffic became important as it became increasingly more problematic to sail to Bremen in large seagoing vessels.

Thus, both the modest size and style of construction of the Beluga Ship may reflect the environmental and political struggle, in that vessels of more modest sizes and capable to operate under oars were used to overcome the geomorphological changes in the fluvial topography, as well as to gain control of river navigation in an era of political instability.

Conclusion

In this paper the question was raised — possibly for the first time — whether there is a spatiotemporal correlation between late medieval clinker-built vessels in the North Sea area and Baltic timber imports. The evaluation has shown that there is indeed positive evidence to support the assumption, but it has also shown that the presently available data are not sufficient to establish more detailed constructional correlations. It could be however anticipated that different categories of import timber could be identified archaeologically by collecting statistical data on plank lengths. In the particular case of the Beluga Ship where only the bow section has survived, this would have made little statistical sense, as the longest planks are usually used in the midship section. Nonetheless there is a latent potential for a statistical evaluation, as has been demonstrated in the few known cases where planks were part of the cargo assemblage, which conversion and dimensions seem to match with timbers listed as export items (Table 2).

While only general assertions could be made on the correlation between clinker vessels and timber imports, one thing seems to be clear: The stereotypical impression of what constituted shipping in a Hanseatic port has to be revised and is certainly not adequately represented by ships like the 'Bremen Cog' alone. While this volume highlights the far-flung Hanseatic trade network in North-Western Europe and thereby opens up a new chapter of Hanse Archaeology, the findings of this paper suggest that the trade network in the 'Hanseatic sphere' was not a one-way lane for a predominantly Low German

419 Hill 2004, 301
420 Hill 2004, 308
421 Documentary evidence suggests that this became imminent in the mid fifteenth century, when for instance in 1441 a kraier under the command of the Bremen skipper Claues Boller is mentioned, anchoring at “our deep” with a cargo of Bergen stockfish (BUB VII, no. 109), or the Hamburg skipper Dietrich van der Beere, who in 1445 remained at the Weser to conduct legal transaction (BUB VII, no. 377). And in 1489 bordings are mentioned in the Kundigen Rolle, a type commonly associated with lighter vessels (Weidinger 2002, 127).

As no toll registers have survived from this time it is not possible to get an impression of the loadbearing capacities of vessels operating on the Weser River at that time, but if compared to toll registers from nearby Hamburg of 1418, whose transport geography would have been similar to Bremen’s, 56.5% of the port traffic was made up by small-scale shipping of less than 50 tons of capacity, engaged in regional coastal trade to the Flemish, Dutch and Frisian coasts (Weidinger 2002, 128).

mercantile and cultural influence, but that counter-influences will have occurred too.

The finding of the Beluga Ship may be testament to Danes, Norwegians or other foreigners conducting trade in a Hanseatic port, or possibly Bremen merchants or Frisian raiders who preferred Scandinavian-built vessels. The great maneuverability of such lightly constructed vessels with little draught would have not only been preferable in winding Norwegian fjords or the Frisian and Danish Wadden Sea with its many islands and shoals, but arguably also in the swiftly changing fluvial landscape of the Weser, which navigability has decreased dramatically in the course of the 15th century.
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In this synthesis divergent research strands are combined in order to gain a holistic perspective to what degree shipbuilders and mariners at the Atlantic coast where under a northern and southern European influence, how the differential implementation of innovations in shipbuilding became manifest, particularly where innovations are only partially adopted, and appropriated with technical solutions from the own tradition. A major emphasis of this study is the English-Basque maritime cooperation and the role of Basque shipbuilders in initiating a gradual transition from a shell-first to a skeleton-first principle.

1. Introduction

For the last decades the study of maritime affairs in medieval times remained largely the domain of historians, with an emphasis on written, iconographic and ethnological sources. As a maritime archaeologist, this author is struck with the impression that many historians have not given up their “claim” on having a monopoly on the narrative of how ship-types evolved over time, despite historical sources are mute on technical details and only indicate static type-labels, origin, sailing routes, and in rare cases details on cargo-bearing capacities and inventories. Shipwrecks, in contrast, are the tangible remnants of the maritime past, not restricted to the information contemporaries felt worth recording for legal or economic transactions. Admittedly, the corpus of shipwrecks studied in its pioneering phase was — until recently — considered not representative enough to infer general trends in technological development, and maritime archaeology therefore remained stuck in descriptive analysis. Mundane constructional features were not likely to add any deeper insights to the ‘big picture’ historians aspire to draw.

In recent times, however, maritime archaeology has entered a second phase, in which general patterns in construction have become more apparent, with a whole swath of other information illuminating medieval shipbuilding practises that paint a rich picture of the past, indicating mundane aspects such as the availability and management of resources, particularly in terms of timber-supply, culturally inherited preferences in technical solutions and foreign influences, which were implemented with varying degrees of success. Realising this potential, this synthesis presents an effort to bridge several gaps of scholarship that have divided a field of common interest. Most importantly, this study aims to combine a historical and archaeological approach in a meaningful sense, in that historical type-labels are not merely projected onto archaeological ship-remains, but the different source categories assessed on their true and restrictive informative value. As this study will show, type-labels are a floating concept and cannot be exclusively associated with ship-types in the constructional sense, although differences on a constructional level may indeed be implied. Another gap to be bridged is the linguistic gap between the Germanic and Romanic speaking world, which has artificially divided the discourse into a northern and a southern European narrative. It is striking how the academic discourse on cogs in particular has taken place in almost total isolation to southern European sources, and presented as exclusively northern European, Hanseatic or even Frisian ship-type. Although this can be attributed in part to the fact that shipwrecks associated with the cog-type were exclusively discovered in northern waters so far, there is rich iconographic and written evidence that cogs were also built and crewed on the Iberian Peninsula and the north-western Mediterranean Sea region.

Thus, an attempt is made in this paper to re-evaluate the mutual influences in medieval and early modern shipbuilding techniques between northern and southern Europeans and the underlying dynamics affecting change, while not getting “hung up” on ambivalent historical type-labels. Especially from an archaeological point of view shipbuilding traditions are surprisingly static in many respects, but whenever change occurred it is sudden and linked to major societal changes, which are often explicitly echoed in historical sources. Although primarily concerned with the technicalities involved in ship construction of large seagoing ships that were at one point in time regarded as the cutting edge of technology — like cogs and carracks — more general aspects of medieval society are illuminated in the process: What were the driving forces behind technical innovation? How do aspirations to emulate a superior foreign technology become manifest? And, quite generally, what is the human capacity for innovation by adaptation? An emphasis is put on a period in which northern European shipbuilding technology was lagging behind to that of their southern European counterparts in many respects, emphasising the transience of the ‘powerhouses of innovation’.

2. Northern crusader cogs in the Mediterranean Sea

The earliest references to cogs in the Mediterranean are connected to the crusades to the Holy Land predominantly of German, Frisian and Flemish origin. Although efforts have been made to trace the ‘cog’ etymologically in early medieval times, it has to be dismissed before the 12th century as being too ambivalent a term. For instance, the 9th-century term *cosculta* has been often interpreted as cog-tax, but may rather point to a *kole*, i.e. a judicial person in a regional Frisian dialect. Possibly the earliest definite reference to a cog as ship-type can be found in the chronicles of the Flemish town of Nieuwpoort in 1163, mentioning *ogghe*, alongside other vessels such as a *dimcnten*, *lubbn*, *byga* and *santa*. Other early references are found in Wolfram von Eschenbach’s poetry, one of the most widely read works of the Middle Ages and thus a great source for the colloquial use of terms. Within the context of the crusades he mentions an extraordinarily large army being transported in *kielen* (keels), *treimuden* and *ursieren* and in *kocken* (cogs). In another excerpt he mentions, amongst other types of vessels, *kocken*, *üssier* and *seytiez* and *snecken* used to ferry a crusader army on horseback and on foot across the river. Naturally, the largely legendary character of Eschenbach’s poems does not permit any conclusions on factual grounds, but he will have undoubtedly used terms familiar to his contemporaries. By listing a number of different vessels equivocally used to ferry an army across a river, it is safe to foreclose, that the reference did not touch on the vessels’ actual suitability to operate in a fluvial environment, but used instead to highlight the heterogeneity of the crusader contingents. Each vessel appears to be a stereotypical mode of transport for Europeans of different origin. For instance, the *snekkar* appears to be a typical Scandinavian type. The Danish King Canute VI ordered in 1187 explicitly *snekker* for the impending crusade.

Cogs on the other hand were initially associated with Germans, Flemings or Frisians — all people from the southern North Sea coast. The saga of Olav Tryggvason — written after 1200 retrospectively — referred to a fleet of *koggar* sent by German Emperor Otto I to Christianise Norway; *kogger* being the generic term for a Hanseatic ship at the time when the saga was written. In 1210, the King of England used five Frisian cogs for warfare and in 1217/18 German and Frisian crusaders are said to have sailed in cogs to capture Damiette in Egypt. It is perhaps no coincidence that cogs are typically ascribed to people from the German Empire in the same way as *snekker* are ascribed to the Danes, given that the earliest written sources on cogs are in Old and Middle High German. The first reference to cogs in the Baltic Sea can be found for the year 1206 in Henry of Livonia’s chronicles, written from the perspective of an eye-witness not long after the events occurred. The notion that the first genuine references to ‘cogs’ date all around the same time, yet in vastly different geographical regions, is striking.

However, the Low German “monopoly” on cogs in the late 12th and early 13th century became swiftly obsolete: While a reference to four Danish cogs travelling to Tallinn in 1221 may be due to the chronicler’s Low German linguistic bias regarding the classification of ship-types, the earliest Danish reference on cogs dates only few years later, when in 1224 King Valdemar II of Denmark pledged to join the crusades with *snekkar* and *kogger*. Albeit there is no evidence to suggest that the ships called cogs by Germans were similarly built to cogs called by the Danes thus, the sudden advent of the term ‘cog’ in written sources does not necessarily imply the development of an

424 Fiedlner 1969, 44; Heinsius 1986, 70
425 Asaert et al 1976, 46. An even earlier mentioning in 1147 refers to Flemish cogs in the Second Crusade, named by Asaert et al 1976, 45. However no reference is provided here and therefore has to be dismissed as conventional perception. Perhaps the reference on the preceding page to Albertus Aquensis’ mentioning of Flemish and Frisian pirates helping the crusaders at the siege of Tarsus in 1097 have persuaded the authors to imply that their vessels must have been cogs.

428 Bill et al 1997, 111
429 Frisia in present-day Germany and Holland was a semi-autonomous province of the German Empire
430 The Hanseatic League was a Low German speaking confederation of merchants and later cities
431 Falk 1912, 89
432 Hutchinson 1994, 153
433 Waitz 1880, 833f., see also Heinsius 1986, 74
434 Frisia in present-day Germany, Holland and Denmark was an autonomous province of the German Empire
435 Heinsius 1986, 73
437 Cf. Villads Jensen 2011, 246
438 Heinrich chronicon Livoniae XXIV,7, ed. Bauer 1975, 267
entirely novel type of ship in the mid-12th century. The connotation of the term cog may have been an identifier on the origin — as we have just seen — or may have been used with the operational capabilities of the vessel in mind, more in terms of a function than construction. In late 12th century sources cogs were generically characterised in the sources as large vessels, as opposed to small vessels: “(...) magnus navis, que koggen appellantur et minores quotquotque voluerrint naves alias”. This remains also the case a century later, in which a Pomeranian document from 1281 refers to “majoorius navis liburnis, id est cogensibus”. It is not clear however, whether the sudden advent of the term cog in all European seas was primarily owed to an entirely new way of naval architecture, or a type or class of ship that became prevalent in the wake of new requirements in maritime logistics, such as armed long-distance voyages in the time of the crusades.

It is not inconceivable that the fleet of 36 ‘large ships’ from Frisia and Bremen, anchoring off Lisbon in 1189 during the Third Crusade, would have been similarly built as ships later identified as cogs, but not yet commonly called so by contemporaries. Ships for the Third Crusade were built in different regions and towns and four left Cologne in 1189 with victuals for three years and with 115 armed men. Armed ships with sufficient victuals — “navis bellatorius armis et cibariis sufficienter” — also left Bremen in the same year to join the crusade. Most references to ships remain generic. Is the term “cog” only a linguistic alteration for such large seagoing ships?

Although Wolfram von Eschenbach’s use of ship-types is mostly generic, he specifically ascribes to cogs the capability of carrying provisions for long voyages and the transport of horses. If this premise is correct, cogs would have been the ideal long-distance vessels for armies, especially in waters foreign or hostile, in which there were but few suitable harbours. The two excerpts above stress that sufficient provisions for long voyages were taken onboard by the crusaders, which must have been a difficult task in terms of food preservation. One possible aspect of this high degree of seaborne self-sufficiency is the practice of keeping livestock on board of ships as source of fresh meat. Ships large and sturdy enough to transport horses could also transport livestock, and interestingly, archaeological evidence suggests that this practice was already known at this early time. The investigation of the mid-12th century Kollerup wreck, which may have been called a cog, revealed that cattle was slaughtered on board the vessel. Not unlike the crusader ships, which departed from Cologne, the Kollerup Ship is also likely to have departed from the Lower Rhine as indicated by pottery from the Low Countries and Rhenish slates. It foundered during the failed attempt of circumnavigating Cape Skagen, a dangerous area with no natural harbours and thus no protection whenever onshore winds turned the coast into a dangerous lee shore. Ships travelling on routes with no possibility to make safe landfalls over a long period of time would have most likely kept a supply for fresh meat on board. Aside from meat, fresh water supply made landfalls necessary. Emo von Friesland recorded an eye-witness account of a Frisian crusader fleet entering 1217 the Ebro River near Tortosa in Spain — dividing Christian from Muslim lands — in order to replenish its water supplies after exertions and thirst. This reflects the difficulty of replenishing supplies when sailing off hostile shores, in this case Granada, which was then under Saracen rule. In the later course of events some of the Frisian ships became unsavoury, so Count William and parts of his contingent followed the
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common practice of returning overland, leaving the ships behind. Although the long-distance voyages with only few landfalls would have facilitated little direct contact, the prospect of crusaders choosing the land route back home would have nevertheless provided Mediterranean shipwrights ample opportunities to study the clinker-built wrecks of the northerners in more detail. However, there is no evidence to suggest that northern European shipbuilding has left any traces in local shipyards at that time. Even at the destination of most crusader fleets, i.e. the Levantine ports, it were the Mediterranean-built crusader ships that left a visual impact, judging from ship graffiti in Acre from the second half of the 13th century. In fact, many central European — including German — crusaders boarding Levantine-bound vessels in Venice must have become more familiar with Mediterranean-built vessels than with northern European cogs. The ships in Venice were very distinctive in both construction and rigging. Most German crusaders travelling via Venice to the Holy Land would have originated from the inland, and thus were not acquainted to the shipbuilding techniques of their countrymen on the distant northern shores. The German Emperor Frederick II himself appears to have used locally-built Mediterranean ships in the 1220’s of the chelandre and taride type. This may well be due to the fact that the personal ties to the Mediterranean of the Staufer emperor were much stronger than to the northern fringe of his empire, due to his Sicilian roots.

One feature in particular, however, became synonymous with northern ships at that time: Rather than the clinker construction technique and hull design, it was first and foremost the single-masted square rig that was perceived as the most distinguishing characteristic for northern European vessels, forming a sharp contrast to the Mediterranean lateen riggers. This allowed Christian prisoners in Beirut 1197 to identify an approaching fleet with square-sails — vela quadranguia — as their own. The shape of the sail must have been perceived as the most distinctive criterion in this period, as in 1232, when a Genoese referred to the seal of La Rochelle (Fig.1) thus: «In alio vero sigilo erat imago cujusdam ligni ad similitudinem Cochae cum arbore et vello quadrata expenso». This excerpt has often been mistaken as a reference to a cog depiction. But in verity, the description merely likens the single square rig — cum arbore et vello quadrata — to that of a cog. Thus, the cog was evidently perceived by the referer as the most prominent or largest vessel to carry such a sail. An anonymous Teutonic Order chronicler described in 1245 retrospectively the siege of Acre of 1191, in which crusaders from Bremen and Lübeck are said to have used the sail of a ship called cog as canopy for a hospital. This reference might stress the perceived exceptionalism of the northern cog in this region, not least because its square-sail would have been much better suited to be used as canopy than a lateen sail.

![Fig. 1. La Rochelle seal of ca. 1200 (Graph: EWE 1972, cat. Nr. 89).](image)

While 13th-century documents from the time of the crusades referred to them as esas or coggones that were brought in by northerners they had evidently no perceivable influence on Mediterranean shipbuilding at that time, despite claims to the contrary. A lasting “northern” influence occurred not before the early 14th century, however, and it seems important to stress that “northern” has to be redefined when it comes to shipbuilding, as will be elaborated in the following section.

3. The southern border of the northern shipbuilding tradition

From the mid 9th century onwards Norman pirate raids have depopulated the Asturian, Galician, Cantabrian and Basque coastline. But when the raids ebbed away and maritime trade took its place, coastal urban settlements emerged, as testified by archaeological excavations with habitation horizons in San Salvador for the 10th/11th-century and San
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Sebastian for the 11th/12th-century. Shipyards in Bayonne are attested since 1131 after it was conquered by Alfonso I, King of Navarre. It has been presupposed, however, that Bayonese shipbuilding became most influenced by Norman and English traders, especially when Aquitaine became an English fief in 1154 and when the English king granted fishing and whaling rights to the people of Bayonne in 1170. Early on, Basque ships appear to have played an important mediating role in the coastal trade between England and its French possessions. In 1223, for instance, four nefs from Bayonne and one coca transported wine from Aunis near La Rochelle to Portsmouth. The English influence is well reflected in historical sources regarding the close commercial links of the Cantabrian and Basque cities of Santander, Bilbao and San Sebastian to England since the early reign of Henry III (1216-1272). This is also reflected by ship depictions on northern Iberian seals, resembling the ships of the Cinque Port seals in striking detail (Fig. 2).

These iconographic representations are often associated with keels or nefs, which Scandinavian ancestry is ostensive. Thus it is not surprising, that the northern Iberian Peninsula belonged to northern Europe in terms of shipbuilding and other aspects of culture. Ethnographic studies have revealed that the division line between the northern clinker tradition and the southern carvel tradition is marked by the Duero River — Portugal's largest river: Boats in the northern rivers of Minho, Lima, Duoro are clinker-built, whereas those in the southern rivers of Nabao and Tejo are not.

Fig. 2. 13th-century seals of Sandwich (left) and San Sebastian (right) (Graph: EWE 1972, cat. Nr. 170, 171).

4. Pan-Iberian voyages of Basque and Cantabrian clinker-built cogs

The year 1304 is often perceived as key date, when Mediterranean shipbuilding became subject to an Atlantic influence, or as noted by the Florentine chronicler Giovanni Villani: «At this time people from Bayonne in Gascony came with their ships, which they called Bayonne cogs, through the Strait of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean to privateer, and they caused a lot of damage. Since then, Genoese, Venetians, and Catalans started to use cogs and gave up shipping with their own large ships, because of the greater seaworthiness and lesser expenses of cogs. Through this, our ships have greatly changed, especially the hulls.» This was not a random event. It has to be seen as a punitive expedition in response to the alliance of France's King Philip IV with the Genoese, of which the latter disrupted English trade in Flanders with a galley fleet. The Bayonese privateers can be perhaps understood as the long arm of English influence, seeking to disrupt the Genoese adversaries in their home waters.

As a matter of fact, pan-Iberian cog voyages from the Basque and Cantabrian region occurred already in preceding decades. The earliest Catalan reference dates to 1230, where a coca from Bayonne was hired for a voyage to Mallorca. In 1277-78 Castilians are known to have hired Basque-owned and crewed vessels for service in the Mediterranean to secure the Guadalquivir River in the wake of the capture of Seville in 1248 and Sanlúcar in 1249 from the Saracens. And the earliest known reference to “a cog as a Cantabrian and Biscayan type” in Lisbon dates to 1297. Cogs are mentioned in the 1313 statutes of Genoa: «Chuod aliquis patronus alicuius navis, coca, galee, etc.» In 1320, 1327, 1341 several instances are noted in which particularly Castilian and Basque corsairs were involved in several captures in the Balearic Sea, of which the Mallorcan trade of Catalans suffered substantially. While the exact origin of the Castilian corsairs remains unmentioned,

468 Own translation from a German translation in Ewe 1981, 24 from an Italian manuscript: Giovanni Villani, Historia Fiorentine seu cronica (Muratori Rerum Italiarum scriptores XIII, 412 D, E) VIII, cap. 77: „In questo medesimo tempo certi di Bajona in Gascogna con loro navi, le quali si chiamassero cocche Baneesi, passaro per lo stretto di Silikilia e vennero in questo nostro mare correggiando, e fecero danno assai; e d'alti bora innanzi i Genoesi e Venticini e Catalani usaron di navigare con le cocche, e lasciaronvi il navigare delle navi grosse per più sicuro navigare, e perché sono di meno spesa. E questo fue in questa nostra marine grande mutazione di navigo.”
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it seems likely that they — like the Basques — originally came from the northern Iberian Peninsula, possibly Cantabria.

Ships and crews from the Bay of Biscay must have been considered an asset worth hiring. It is reasonable to suggest that all these vessels shared characteristics with the 'Bayonese cogs' mentioned by Villani. The latter also described how Count Guy of Flanders besieged a Dutch town with 1000 Flemish warriors and 80 castellated cogs 'of this sea'.475 This, and the explicit mention of 'Bayonese cogs' suggests that regional differences were perceived in the way how a Flemish cog differed from a Bayonese cog. It even seems that a 'Bayonese cog' might have become a "brand", which was not necessarily indicative of the vessel's or owner's actual origin. This is indicated by a reference from 1336, in which a Bayonese cog is said to be commanded by a Portuguese for a Mallorquin owner.476 In the years 1321, 1324, 1332 and 1340 Portuguese cogs sailed against the Saracens, of which 1332 four in five were cogs specifically named to be Bayonese.477

Majorcan sources identify a whole range of Basque-Cantabrian towns as home port for cogs that have been chartered for the par-Iberian route from Palma to Bruges and other Flemish towns for the years 1312, 1328, 1341, 1352, 1380, coming from Santander and Bayonne, while corsair cogs based in Seville were hired 1320 from Castro Urdiales and San Sebastián.478 In 1320 the Mallorcan fleet was restructured, in which cogs and naos were replaced by galleys,479 demonstrating that cogs were already in use, but were not the preferred vessels for all purposes, such as coastal defence. Basque shipping also played a central role in the alum trade from central Italy to north-west Europe in the 14th century.480

It is notable that cogs are sparsely mentioned in Catalan sources, however, the term cova

features more prominently, and Santander, San Sebastián and Bayonne are usually mentioned as port of origin for cogs known to have entered the Mediterranean.482 The absence of cogs in Castilian sources seems paradoxical, since Santander and San Sebastián formed part of the Kingdom of Castile, yet are said to originate from these cities in Catalan sources. This seeming paradox highlights that the term cog cannot be understood as an objectively fixed ship-type category. The difference may be purely owed to a regional dialect or difference in classifying ships, as the same three ships described 1320 in a Mallorcan source as covaes were described in a Castilian source as carracas.483 Majorcan records indicate a steady increase of cogs of Castilian and Portuguese origin from 1321 to 1340, with peaks in 1321 and 1330 and a total of 66 cog mentionings.484 Ortega Villoslada points out that the Bayonese adjective could be only found in 1330 and 1332, whereas a Bayonese or Cantabrian origin was implied when the vessel was of Castilian denomination. There are instances where the master of the ship was said to be Bayonese, yet his cog not explicitly referred to as 'Bayonese cog'.485

It is interesting to note, that the hired Biscayan cogs and other vessels were not serving the trade with their respective home ports, but operated on the pan-Iberian long-distance route, predominantly between Palma and Bruges. Both towns were often not the final destinations, as the goods were transshipped in Palma for Genoese and Venetian clients.486 Biscayan cogs were continued to be individually hired, which also had — besides their great deadweight capacity — the advantage of sailing under a neutral flag during the conflicts between Genoa and the Crown of Aragon.487 As the Aragonese-Genoese rivalry peaked in the early 15th century, the Castilians and Portuguese traded with Genoa, whereas Basque ships served the Aragonese-Catalan port of Barcelona, emphasising the great link between the Basque region and Aragon. Basque mariners also came in large numbers to Marseille, after the city's fleet was destroyed in 1423 and in need of ships.488

Now the question arises what made these 'Bayonese cogs' so special? They were certainly distinctive from the local carvel-built Catalan ships, which were propelled by lateen-sails and oars, as the Culic VI wreck from the late 13th / early 14th century, or the Sorres X wreck from the late 14th century.489 These
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local types, however, were deemed inapt to compete with Genoese ships and thus made it necessary to hire vessels from the Basque country. What were the principal differences? A 14th-century depiction of a *coca ballonesa* in a Majorcan document sheds light on the issue; a potentially very insightful source, as Mallorca was a hub for Basque cogs (Fig. 3).

An important feature might have been the advantageous stern or median rudder. Mediterranean ships, in contrast, usually had quarter rudders. Interestingly, the Sorres X wreck demonstrates a rare case, where both quarter rudders and a stern rudder were used, which may reflect a gradual transition which occurred at this time. The highly detailed depiction of the rigging might not be accidental, as the drawer might have intended to demonstrate how square-rigged vessels could be sailed close-hauled, namely with bowlines, with which the windward luff was stretched via the bow-sprit to allow for close-hauled sailing. Mediterranean mariners accustomed to latten sails — i.e. fore-and-aft type sails predestined for close-hailed courses — might have wondered how northerners managed to sail close-hauled with square-riggers. This drawing might be testament to explain it. What made the *coca ballonesa* distinctive to northern European ships believed to be cogs — like ship-depictions on Hanseatic town seals — is the great and curved rake of the stem post. This would have reduced the lateral plane, which might have been considered an advantage when tacking, increasing the manouevrability. Naturally, it can be only hypothesised what exactly Giovanni Villani meant when he referred to the greater seaworthiness of the Bayonese cogs, but this inference would serve as an explanation. Another favourable characteristic of Basque cogs appears to be their capabilities as cargo carrier, specifically suited for equestrian transport. Written records of 1338 and 1343 indicate that Catalans used cogs for horse transport. In terms of construction, Catalan sources indicate that at least some *cocos* were built in the northern European way by the occasional inclusion of the epithet *tincrat*. The etymology suggests that *tincrat* is the Mediterranean term for the clinker-technique, i.e. in which the the overlapping strakes are fastened with clinker-nails, i.e. rivets. This formed a stark contrast to Mediterranean shipbuilding, where planks were not only flush-laid — in a carvel fashion — but which entailed also the skeleton-first principle, which was almost complete absent in clinker vessels. A *cocha tincrat* was mentioned in 1362 and a ship owner of a *cocha tincrat* from San Sebastián was mentioned in 1374. The epithet *tincrat* is regularly found in connection with cogs, but also with other vessels from the Iberian Atlantic coast, particularly the *barcha*, or *barca tincrata*. In 1380, Majorcan merchants were reportedly chartering a clinker-built vessel of Diego Diez from the Cantabrian town of Castro Urdiales to sail to La Alcudia and then to Flanders. It is not astonishing that the vessels from the northern part of the Iberian Peninsula were clinker-built, as they shared a shipbuilding traditions with other northern Europeans. The similarities are not restricted to the Atlantic coast, as a relief of a ship in the Cathedral of Vitoria from the late 13th or early 14th century depicts a ship with an uncanny resemblance to the ‘Bremen Cog’ of 1380, featuring clinker-planking, protruding cross-beams and straight stem and stern posts. Another similar ship depiction, but with a

Fig. 3. Interpretation of a “coca ballonesa” from a 14th-century document in the Historical Archives of the Kingdom of Majorca. Key: green: Forestay and shrouds, blue: halyards, red: braces, orange: bowlines (Graph: Daniel Zwick. Redrawn and interpreted on the basis of a line drawing in GOYHENETCHE, BEGLA 1998, 154).
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curved stem is to be found in the Cathedral of Bayonne from the late 14th century (Fig. 4).

Despite many instances of cultural contact between northern and southern Europeans through mercantile cooperation and the crusades, this method seemed to be still considered alien in the Mediterranean, as the epithet appears to have been used as exceptional and non-local feature, as it was differentiated between «naves nostratae» — our ships — «et alie (...) tinclatae».499 The presence of such “other” clinker-built vessels in Catalonia has been recently confirmed by archaeological evidence, namely by the discovery of two wrecks in Barcelona. The better preserved Barceloneta I wreck is a shell-first construction, in which the lands of the oak planks were luted with moss and connected by rivets.500 The origin is almost certainly Basque or Cantabrian, as indicated by palynological analysis and the negative result of a dendrological analysis, suggesting a timber provenance somewhere between Aquitaine and Porto.501 The presence of medium to large Basque ships in Barcelona is corroborated by written sources for the period between 1438 and 1449.504 For this period in particular, many vessels from the Biscay were registered in the dret d’ancorage records.505 Although the clinker-technique is regularly associated with cogs, there is no compelling reason to imply that the Barceloneta I wreck would have been identified as such by contemporaries, as virtually all Basque ships from this period appear to be clinker-built.

5. Catalonian and Italian cogs: A Mediterranean appropriation in carvel?

It has been argued that northern and southern cogs only share few common criteria, i.e. a square sail, a stern rudder, a full hull shape and a flat bottom.506 Even this fairly minimal common denominator has been called into question regarding stern-rudders, as two rudders are listed in inventories for not few — especially small — cochas, which may be interpreted as the conventional Mediterranean side-rudders.507 However, such inventories often listed the entire inventory including materials for repair, so the presence of a second rudder may be also interpreted as spare rudder.
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There is a detailed inventory for a *coche* named *Sent Clement* in Barcelona from 1331, which includes, amongst other things, two sails — *dos tres* — and two bonnets — *duos bonetas*. Bonnets are commonly used in the Mediterranean to extend the sail area, whereas in northern Europe reef lines — with the first iconographic evidence around 1200 — were common, but inversely used to shorten the sail area. The presence of two sails and two bonnets may indicate a two-masted vessel, if one is willing to accept the premise that they were not spare sails. Canvas for repairs was in the inventory too — *un tres de canamas*. The presence of multi-masted cogs is confirmed few years later by a Catalan reference from 1353, which refers to a *coche* with bowsprit, a main mast and a mizzen mast. Iconographic evidence suggests that besides the square main sail also other features from the cog were adopted, like the stern rudder and the capacious hull. The advantages were recognized by a Genoese law of 1341, which refers specifically to the *coche baonesche* as having more loading capacity than other vessels and it was safer and cheaper to operate it.

Cogs are mentioned in the Adriatic Sea as early as 1258, but not before the late 1340s Venetian shipbuilders are known to have built cogs in Ragusa’s arsenal. A shipbuilding contract from Ragusa dating to 1382 specified that a *navigium* built at the local shipyard should assume the “shape” of a cog — *construendo...in formam coche* — and that a sixth of the building costs was added for the additional effort of this new form — *pro adictione nove forme ipsius navigij*. The fact that the bottom width, the beam and the height of the hold were specified strongly indicates that the vessel was built as skeleton-first construction in which all these parameters could be more easily predetermined. There is no evidence that a northern shipbuilding method was employed, but that merely shape and dimensions were modified for the construction of this *coche*. The additional specifications would have made the vessel’s bottom wider and the sides steeper, thereby increased the deadweight capacity. After this *coche* — named *Sanctus Nicolaus* — was launched, four caulkers were employed to finish the ship before its first voyage into the Levant. The mentioning of caulkers after the hull was completed strongly indicates that the hull is a carvel construction, because in clinker constructions the overlapping seams and scarfs are luted during the process of adding planks. Apart from an *antenna* — a lateen mizzen — a later document refers to this ship as *navis quadra*, which is used in Dalmatia and Venice synonymous for cogs; undoubtedly a reference to the characteristic northern square sail. Ship depictions that represent such square-rigged Mediterranean ships are shown on the portolan map of 1367 by the Italian Pizigani and the portolan map of 1426 by the Genoese Becharius (Fig.6).

A lateen sail — the typical Mediterranean sail — was evidently added as mizzen to one of the ships shown for better manoeuvrability, as it would have increased the weather helm. Moreover, the ship depictions on the portolan show also wales and skids, which are typical for carvel built hulls, giving strength to the structure, which becomes especially important whenever the ship is careened, a practice necessary to overhaul and caulk carvel-built ships from the outside (Fig. 7). It seems reasonable to suggest that the local carvel tradition was retained in Mediterranean-built *cogas* and that shipbuilding techniques remained essentially the same.

The differences between northern and southern ships in this transformational period is highlighted by two ship models from this era, i.e. the Ebersdorf model — a votive offering filled with gold donated by the German knight on a pilgrimage Wolf von Lichtenhagen after he barely survived a stormy passage from Acre to Venice, and the Mataró model from a chapel near Barcelona (Fig.8).
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Both models are true miniatures. The amount of details suggests that the model-builders were professionals or at least acquainted to the methods employed in shipbuilding. The former model represents a Baltic type and obviously not a ship-type used by the knight on his return passage to Venice. Whether this type would have been called cog or hulk cannot be said for certain.\textsuperscript{520} The Mataró model on the other hand is often described as nao\textsuperscript{521} or carrack\textsuperscript{522}. While nao was the generic term for a ship in the Mediterranean, the term carrack was used by the northerners for the Mediterranean coch\textsuperscript{a}, which might have become current through the Spaniards who used this term since the 13\textsuperscript{th} century and who were significantly involved in the Genoese coch\textsuperscript{e} voyages to England.\textsuperscript{523} In 1320, for instance, the same three ships referred to as \textit{coaes} in a Majorcan source were referred to as \textit{carracas} in a Castilian source.\textsuperscript{524} These mix-ups in written sources are not uncommon with the advent of new ship-types. Whether \textit{coaes}, \textit{cocha} or \textit{coche} was just another term for an early carrack is however not the decisive question. The factual similarities and differences are far more interesting and render speculations on etymological similarities obsolete. These include the bulkiness of both hulls, with much freeboard and a very low length-to-beam ratio. This has been often attributed to stylistic
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\textit{Fig. 6. Ship depictions on an excerpt – from the left side – of Becharius’s portolan chart of 1426, showing three square-rigged ships of which one – on the right side – also carried a lateen-rigged mizzen mast. Also the portolan itself is interesting: Note the astonishingly great accuracy of the coastlines of the Mediterranean, Atlantic coast and the English Canal in contrast to the area beyond Flanders, where the accuracy ends abruptly. On the one hand this can be attributed to the extensive Mediterranean-Flemish trade and on the other hand to the scientific navigation method employed by the Italians, through which the coastline could be mapped accurately (Source: Bavarian State Library).}
reasons, but some contemporary wreck finds indicate that this may in fact be a truthful representation. Both models are square-rigged and both are equipped with a stern-rudder. Both features are fairly recent in Mediterranean-built vessels; the stern-rudder was adopted for *cubus* not before the second half of late 14th century.\(^{525}\) Stern-rudders could be more easily fitted to the straight raking sternposts as they were common in northern Europe. The curvature of the sternposts in Mediterranean craft may have delayed the introduction of this rudder. But this would not have been the only difference. The Timbotta manuscript, one of the earliest treatises on shipbuilding published in Venice somewhere between 1444 and 1447, indicates that the eventual introduction of the stern-rudder was facilitated by a skeg.\(^{526}\)

![Fig. 7. The practice of careening commonly used for the maintenance and caulking of carvel-built vessels as shown in this excerpt from Sandro Botticelli’s “The Judgement of Paris”, ca. 1445-1510 (Source: Cini Foundation, Venice).](image)

Whether the Ebersdorf model had fore- and aftercastles — like the Mataró model — cannot be established, but the transom beam indicates at least the possibility of such superstructure. So, essentially, the main differences consisted in the preference of carvel-technique of Italian and other Mediterranean shipbuilders, while other northern “cog”-features were adopted. At the same time the Venetians tried to get hold of another foreign technology, which proved to be more influential than the northern tradition in terms of hull construction: The skeleton-first procedure. It is not entirely clear when and where the first genuine skeleton-first procedure occurred, but the latest Byzantine wreck indicates the full completion of this development and the Venetians have probably inherited aspects of Byzantine shipbuilding technology when they occupied the shipbuilding area of Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade in 1204 and again around 1400 when ‘Greeks’\(^{527}\) were mentioned as formidable galley builders in the Venetian Arsenal.\(^{528}\) There was a concerted effort to record and preserve features of existing vessels by means of simple sketches, which eventually led to the writing of several treatises since the early 15th century, of which the Timbotta manuscript was one.\(^{529}\)

![Fig. 8. Irrespective of the type-labels attached to the Ebersdorf “cog/bulk” model of ca. 1400 (left) and the Mataró “carrack/nao” model from 1389-1449 (right), they appear very similar, judging from the stout impression rendered by the high freeboard, the short length-to-beam ratio and the curved stem. To contemporaries they might have appeared as a same category of ship, yet the underlying constructional principle of shell-first clinker in the former and skeleton-first carvel in the latter could not be more different (Source: left: Holger Strauß, right: Maritime Museum Rotterdam).](image)

The carvel-technique originally encompassed — just like the clinker-technique — a shell-first building sequence, facilitated by the cumbersome mortise-and-tenon technique.\(^{530}\) The Byzantine Yenikapı wrecks from the 10th to 11th centuries show the last transitional phase towards a pure skeleton-first principle.\(^{531}\) This development entailed also the profession of caulkers, as planks that are fastened to the frames are not as tightly flush-laid as in the work intensive mortise-and-tenon technique, in which mortises were chiselled carefully for a tenon to be fitted in and butted with wooden pegs to hold the planks tightly together.\(^{532}\)

---

525 Hutchinson 1994, 43
527 i.e. Byzantines
528 Dotson 1994, 162
529 Dotson 1994, 163; cf. Anderson 1925; cf. Lane 1934
530 cf. Steffy 1994
531 Kocabaş 2012, 12
532 Pryor 1994, 66
6. Genoese carracks in England: exposure to a foreign technology

Roughly a century after the building of *cochas* began in the Western Mediterranean and the Adriatic Sea, a Mediterranean type of ship challenged English shipwrights during the Hundred Years War. Shortly after King Henry V returned victorious from the Battle of Agincourt, the English seized 1416/17 eight Genoese carracks in French service. It is no coincidence that these were "Genoese carracks", as this type seems to be a specific Genoese "brand", not unlike 'Bayonese cogs'. While there are several references to French and Venetian carracks, Genoese carracks feature most strongly in written sources and are also said to be the best in a reference from 1454.\footnote{Eberenz 1975, 94, see also Rose 1999, 573}

At this time, the English monarch has gained possession of wide parts of France, including Rouen in 1419, which had been a major French shipyard in which galleys with Genoese expertise were constructed, but which was burned down before the English could occupy it.\footnote{Runyan 1994, 56} The captured carracks were regarded as an entirely new type of ship in England, primarily admired for their size. The Libelle of Enlyshe Polycye of 1436 referred to these Genoese carracks as being "orrible, grete and stout" from a narrative in the context of the siege of Harfleur in 1415.\footnote{"And when Harflew had his sege aboute / There came carikkys orrible, grete and stout / In the narowe see wyllynge to abyde / To stoppe us there wyth multitude of pride" Warner 1926, 51, cf. also Friel 1994, 77} Their cargo capacity amounted to between 400 and 600 tons, whilst only few contemporary English ships exceeded 300 tons.\footnote{Friel 1994, 85} Six of the Genoese carracks bore next to the main mast a lateen-rigged mizzen mast as seen in the abovementioned *cochas*, like the *Sancta Maria & Sancta Brigida*, which was already seized in 1410. This mast was a novelty and it was not before 1420 that the term *mesan maste* (mizzen mast) was in use in England.\footnote{Friel 1994, 80; Hutchinson 1994, 44} The carving of a two-masted carrack on a church pewage in King’s Lynn of ca. 1415 testifies this early development, depicting the ‘cutting edge’ of naval technology\footnote{It would be an uncommon sight to find an aircraft carrier on a pewage in a modern Anglican church, but in those days, in which crowns were bestowed by the ‘grace of god’, the crown’s worldly tools of power achieved prestige too in the ecclesiastic sphere, as is also reflected by the sacred names given to ships in this era.} at that time (Fig.9).

\footnote{Eberenz 1975, 94, see also Rose 1999, 573} \footnote{Runyan 1994, 56} \footnote{"And when Harflew had his sege aboute / There came carikkys orrible, grete and stout / In the narowe see wyllynge to abyde / To stoppe us there wyth multitude of pride" Warner 1926, 51, cf. also Friel 1994, 77} \footnote{Friel 1994, 85} \footnote{Friel 1994, 80; Hutchinson 1994, 44} \footnote{It would be an uncommon sight to find an aircraft carrier on a pewage in a modern Anglican church, but in those days, in which crowns were bestowed by the ‘grace of god’, the crown’s worldly tools of power achieved prestige too in the ecclesiastic sphere, as is also reflected by the sacred names given to ships in this era.}
Between 1416 and 1422 six royal English ships were rigged with a second mast, according to the Genoese model, in which also the «flail» — probably a Spanish windlass — was introduced to ease the hoisting of the mainsail. But soon thereafter, a third mast was added. The earliest evidence indicates a date around a period of 1420-1436 in England, not long after the earliest known illustration of a three-masted vessel from a Catalan document of 1406. As could be anticipated after such a capital capture that incorporated advanced foreign technology, no efforts were spared to make use of the Genoese carracks for English royal service. But soon problems with the maintenance became apparent, when the keeper of the king’s ships begged in a petition for the permission to hire «carpenters and caulkers of foreign country[s]...for in this country we shall find few people who know how to renew and amend the same carracks». It was an event when northern European shipwrights — being deeply imbued in the tradition of clinker building — were faced for the first time with the substantially distinctive carvel technology. Although carvel-built ships were not new from the mere appearance, as Italian vessels sailed to Southampton since the late 13th century for trade, this was probably the first direct exposure to this foreign technology. Thereupon Catalan, Venetian and Portuguese shipwrights and caulkers were contracted by the English to carry out the specialized maintenance works on the carracks. One of their specialties was the practice of careening (Fig. 7), which they carried out on the two carracks George and Christofre, i.e. a practice until then unknown in England. For this purpose ships had to have skills as vertical reinforcements, as could be seen on nearly all contemporary depictions of large carvel-built vessels like the Mataró model (Fig. 8) or the Knaek (Fig. 14). Nevertheless, the maintenance costs were considered too high and both carracks were eventually sold in 1423 and 1424 to merchants, for just a fraction of the costs to which the upkeep has amounted to.

7. English “dromons”: reaching the limit of clinker technology?

Already few years before the aforementioned Genoese carracks were seized, their terrifying sight in previous encounters must have inspired Henry V to build ships of similar or even greater dimensions. This resulted in — what could be confidently called — a naval arms race, which culminated in a shipbuilding programme launched in 1413 for dromons, as they were retrospectively called in The Libell of Englishe Poyse from 1436. It can be conjectured that the English dromon had nothing in common with this Byzantine type, but that the term was used generically for large ships and possibly always for ships of war. As such, it was already characterized by the 13th-century chronicler Matthew Paris as the largest type of ship: «navis permaxima, quam dromundam appellabant». However, the use of such alien term — originally Greek or Byzantine — for a ship that «passed other grete shippes of all the comons» indicates a conscious break with the old practises of shipbuilding, and may even be seen as an attempt of elevating Henry V’s rule by attributing dromons — a “legendary” type of ship that is mentioned in the contemporary English translation of the Alexander Romance — to his fleet. Obviously, the English dromon would have looked very different to a Byzantine dromon. This point in particular illustrates that the use of ship-type labels in historical sources should not be taken at face value to infer constructional similarities. The Grâce Dieu — launched in 1418 — was the largest and last of Henry V’s four great dromons with 1400 tons, which would have even outclassed the Genoese carracks in size.

A shipwreck in River Hamble in Hampshire, England, has been identified as the wreck of the Grâce Dieu. Its study has revealed that the Grâce Dieu was built in the shell-first clinker technique. One might ask whether the difficulties to maintain the carvel-built Genoese carracks persuaded English shipwrights to build Grâce Dieu in a technology more familiar to them, yet appropriated to the new gigantic specifications. The drawback of using this technique was the cumbersome triple-planking (Fig. 10). This unique feature can be doubtlessly explained by the limitations of the shell-first clinker technique for large hulls. It was opined that the triple construction was a longitudinal reinforcement to prevent hogging. This is a feasible explanation for a construction based on the shell-first principle, for
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547 “Henry the fift, what was his purposyng / When at Hampton he made the grete dromons, / Which passed other grete shippes of all the comons, / The Trynity, the Grace Dion, the Holy Goste (...)”, cf. Warner 1926, 51
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553 Anderson 1934, 160
554 Reminding of southern European shipwrights who acted similarly when they were required to built ships similar to Bayonese cogs: They were primarily inspired by visually deducible criteria, such as the square-sail and the hull shape, rather than the intrinsic technology employed in hull construction.
555 Hutchinson 1994, 30
which there cannot be a slightest doubt, as demonstrably proven by wedges driven between the planking and the frames before trunnel-holes were drilled.\textsuperscript{556} Hoggning however, might not have been the main reason for this unique construction, as the hull could have been adequately supported by struts during the assemblage of the shell and — once the construction was finished — the longitudinal stresses of the shell could have been sufficiently compensated by the massive stringers and thick ceiling planking that were inserted afterwards.\textsuperscript{557} The observation of the planks only measuring 6-7 foot on average\textsuperscript{558} seems to be more significant in this respect to explain this unique triple construction. The availability of sufficiently long boards seemed to be a general problem in England,\textsuperscript{559} as the use of imported wainscot timber from abroad indicates.\textsuperscript{560} What is more, the use of iron was extremely wasteful, as each bolt-sized “nail” — 2 cm thick, 15 cm long and 20 cm spaced apart — had to protrude five layers of planking.\textsuperscript{561} According to a documentary record, about 23 tons of iron were used for roff & nayll — i.e. roves and nails.\textsuperscript{562} Although the captain of the Florentine galley fleet Luca di Maso degli Albizzi was visually impressed by the Grâce Dieu,\textsuperscript{563} it can be doubted that the ship construction was regarded as overall success. Aside from the wasteful use of material for this triple-clinker construction and the obsolescence of great ships after the supremacy of the English Channel has been decided in England’s favour, a contemporary report of a mutiny onboard the vessel may be ascribed to the difficulty and danger in ship-handling, although there is admittedly no clear indication.\textsuperscript{564} But it seems nevertheless conspicuous that the Grâce Dieu had been permanently moored in River Hamble for almost 10 years for representational purposes when visited by Albizzi, without having seen much active service. Thus, the attempt to outclass the mastery of Genoese carrack-builders in the local clinker-technique was evidently not regarded as success, given that the triple-clinker method remained a unique feature. However, the attempt itself reflects a very genuine aspect in social learning called a ‘perceptual set’, where the mode of solving problems is guided by the habitual constraints of the own tradition, even when simpler solutions are possible.\textsuperscript{565} Thus the triple-clinker can be seen as a genuine strand of development within the locally practiced clinker-building tradition, but prompted by and erroneously appropriated to an external influence. Not only in England but also elsewhere, the same trend to larger clinker-built ships connected to the same constructional problems can be observed. So a German merchant in Bruges lamented in a correspondence dating to 1412 about how nefarious the construction of ships have become lately.\textsuperscript{566} This may be linked to the limitations of building ever larger ships in clinker.

8. The English-Basque link: a common naval legacy?

Roughly simultaneous to the building of the Grâce Dieu, another building contract for a ship that would have even superseded the former was outsourced by King Henry V to Bayonne — his Basque enclave — as detailed in a letter from 1419. The building progress of this ship was described by the king’s inspector John Alcetre thus «xxxvj strakys in hyth y borelfd, on the weche strakys hyth y layde sx bumys» — i.e. 36 strakes in height and boarded, on which strakes been there laid 11 beams.\textsuperscript{567} This description too reflects the rationale employed in clinker construction, in which the shell is assembled with the strakes added first and, moreover, in which the finished shell is held together by protruding crossbeams, which are rebated in order to lock the curvature of the upper strakes. Protruding crossbeams were also present in the Aber Wrac’h wreck from ca. 1425, which was most likely also built in this region, and probably also in the Grâce Dieu, although they were initially interpreted as riders.\textsuperscript{568} Also in terms of workmanship there are similarities, as radially cleft planks were used for the English-built Grâce Dieu (1418)\textsuperscript{569} but also the Basque-built Barceloneta I (ca. 1410),\textsuperscript{570} Aber Wrac’h (ca. 1425)\textsuperscript{571} and Newport (after 1447)\textsuperscript{572} wrecks, although tangentially sawn planks have been also used in the Aber Wrac’h wreck and the Grâce Dieu. The use of radially-cleft planks was not uncommon in northern Europe at that time: A study by this author has found that roughly three-quarters of over 50 clinker-built wrecks hitherto known from the extended North Sea area in the period between 1300 and 1540 were built with radially cleft planks.\textsuperscript{573}

\textsuperscript{556} Anderson 1934, 165 \hfill 557 stringer (11 x 4 inch) and ceiling (1.5 inch thick) according to Anderson 1934, 169 \hfill 558 Anderson 1934, 165 \hfill 559 Cf. Tinniswood 1949, 287 \hfill 560 Friel 1993, 5 \hfill 561 Anderson 1934, 160; Hutchinson 1994, 30 \hfill 562 Friel 1993, 5 \hfill 563 Rose 1977, 5 \hfill 564 Cf. Rose 1977, 5 \hfill 565 Morgan et al 1992, 130

\textsuperscript{556} Hansensæve I. 6. 77, 1889, 80 \hfill 567 Locwen 1997a, 328 \hfill 568 cf. Anderson 1934, fig.9 \hfill 569 Hutchinson 1994, 22 \hfill 570 Soberón Rodríguez 2010, 147 \hfill 571 L’Hour and Veyrat 1994; also including tangentially sawn planks \hfill 572 Nayling & Jones 2014 \hfill 573 Zwick, forthcoming
Large bottom-based ships\textsuperscript{574} in contrast — often perceived as the epitomisation of the ‘Hanseatic cog’\textsuperscript{575} — were regularly built with very wide tangentially cleft planks, as reflected by the wrecks from Bremen (1380)\textsuperscript{576} or Doel (1326).\textsuperscript{577} Although the lines of archaeologically verifiable shipbuilding traditions on the one hand and historically determinable ship-type categories on the other hand are blurred, this essential difference fuels the

\textsuperscript{574}cf. definition Hocker 2004

\textsuperscript{575}This is still subject to an ongoing debate. Several authors support the claim that bottom-based shipwrecks like the so-called „Bremen Cog“ (beware the bias of a self-fulfilling prophecy regarding the naming) represented a cog-type consistent to its original historical definition (e.g. Bill 2009, Crumlin-Pedersen 2000, Ellmers 2014, Hocker 2004, 72ff.), whereas other authors doubt that the cog-type is defined as a category on the basis of constructional criteria alone (e.g. Jahneke 2011, Jahneke & Englert 2014, Paulsen 2010, Wessling 1999, 2002, Zwick 2014, 61ff.).

\textsuperscript{576}Lahn 1992

\textsuperscript{577}Vermeersch & Hanca 2014, 117
assumption that a ‘Bayonese cog’ might have indeed differed from a ‘Flemish cog’, as implied in Giovanni Villani’s earlier quoted reference. Many aspects point to a shared clinker tradition that was shared between English and Basque shipbuilders, and arguably other coastal regions of the Atlantic such as the northern Iberian Peninsula, France and Ireland, and in the wider sense — as seen above — all of northwestern Europe. The outsourcing of building contracts of the English crown to Bayonne shipbuilders is a recurrent practise, particularly for large ships: From as early as the 13th century, galleys were built in Bayonne for the English. In 1302, King Edward II commissioned the building of a large nef of 300 tons at a time when the average tonnage of nefs was 180 tons, and in 1411 King Henry IV commissioned the building of the nef of 60 m length. The historical link between English and Basque shipbuilding is well testified for over two centuries, but it was not exclusive, at least in the earlier period, as other powers also made use of the Bayonne shipbuilding expertise: In the 13th century King Alfonso X of Castile used lumber and shipwrights from Bayonne, and King Philip of France had galley built in Bayonne. This raises the question whether a discrete English-Basque shipbuilding tradition could be corroborated by archaeological findings. The westernmost extent of the clinker tradition can be arguably embraced as a discrete ‘Atlantic clinker tradition’ (Figs. 11, 12). There is evidently no singular ‘Nordic’ or ‘Scandinavian’ clinker-technique, but spatiotemporal variations, as particularly well demonstrated by the range of forms iron fasteners. Although it has been claimed that ‘clenching’ and ‘riveting’ describe the fastening techniques for hooked nails and clinker-nails, respectively, there is no etymological grounds for this definition, as the term ‘clenching’ has been historically used to describe clinker-fastenings. This is highlighted by an English account from 1336, which distinguishes between tenecium contra clenchature — holders and clenchers. The presence of holders is a clear indication for what would be today called riveting. ‘Clenchers’ were involved in repairing Grâce Dieu and ‘clenchnaill, roeffs, spikes, bolts, bondes’ were made in the royal forge at Southampton in the same year. Clenchnaill are obviously clenching nails and roeffs are roves, and the latter are being typically associated with riveting. But not exclusively so! Normally the tip of the nails were pinched off and the remainder deformed over a rove. However, there is also a variant where nail-tips were peened over roves, which McGrail associated with a French method. This fastening method is in fact neither limited to France nor to shipbuilding, but it is a technique very common in Basque vernacular architecture, aside from shipbuilding. Thus it is referred here as the “Basque clinker-technique” in order to highlight its distinctiveness (Fig. 10). In the case of the Basque-built Barceloneta I wreck, the nails appear to be peened over a rove at a 90° angle. At least one nail peened over a rove in this manner was also found in the 15th-century clinker-built Drogheda Ship, Ireland, while the strong concretions did not permit an assertion on whether this is also the case with other nails. In the Newport ship the concretions were too severe to determine whether the tip of the nail were deformed or peened over the rove. It has yet to be shown whether this way of fastening is a feature that can be consistently associated with a Basque, Biscayan or even Atlantic clinker tradition. Iron fasteners with roves may have been prematurely typified as generic clinker-fastenings in the past, as iron fastenings are usually strongly corroded. Another aspect in which the Atlantic clinker tradition is distinctive to Scandinavian shipbuilding are the massive scantlings of frames and small frame interspaces, which may be an indication for the gradual transfer of hull strength from a shell to a skeleton-oriented principle. The Barceloneta I, Aber Wrac’h and Newport ships all have closely spaced frames, a feature that has been also observed in 13th-century clinker wrecks on the Island of Guernsey. Despite the regional and cultural distance, English- and Basque-built ships may have become undistinguishable from each other at the time when Grâce Dieu was built due to longstanding historical links. It would be interesting whether Basque-built ships matched Henry’s expectations better than those built in England proper. This suggestion is not unreasonable, with regard to the prominence of Basque masters in English shipyards. As early as 1294, King Edward I of England had a clinker-built galley constructed in London by a Basque shipbuilder called Arnold de Bayonne, another master shipwright from Bayonne was called into consultation in Southampton a little later, and the king considered to have galleys built in Bayonne in 1276.
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Fig. 12. Overview of predominantly Basque-built 15th century vessels with clinker construction in comparison to two large ships built for the English crown, one built in Southampton and the other in Bayonne. Key: C = radiocarbon, D = dendrological, H = historical, N = numismatic, P = pottery, S = stratigraphic (Compiled by Daniel Zwick).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barceloneta I</td>
<td>Grâce Dieu</td>
<td>“Bayonne ship”</td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>Uribeita</td>
<td>Cavaillan-sur-Mer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction</td>
<td>abandonment</td>
<td>cargo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1410</td>
<td>1418 (H)</td>
<td>1419 (H)</td>
<td>15th (CPN)</td>
<td>1447+ (N)</td>
<td>c. 1455 (C)</td>
<td>1479- (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439-1477 (S)</td>
<td>1439 (H)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1435 (H)</td>
<td>1469+ (SD)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prob. Basque-</td>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>Bayonne</td>
<td>Basque?</td>
<td>Basque (D)</td>
<td>Basque (D)</td>
<td>Basque (D,T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantabrian (D)</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Castilla, Brittany (N), Brittany (P), English (H)</td>
<td>Portugal (P), Iberian Peninsula (P)</td>
<td>Castilla, Brittany (N), Brittany (P), English (H)</td>
<td>Basque (D), T</td>
<td>Savoy (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain</td>
<td>Hamble River, England</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aber Wrac'h River, France</td>
<td>Newport, Wales</td>
<td>Gernika, Spain</td>
<td>Cavaillan-sur-Mer, France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Preserved length</th>
<th>Total length</th>
<th>Preserved beam</th>
<th>Total beam displacement</th>
<th>Plank radial width</th>
<th>Plank tangential width</th>
<th>Frame spacings avg.</th>
<th>Floor-lumber moulded/sided</th>
<th>Futtock scantlings moulded/sided</th>
<th>Fastening</th>
<th>Caulking</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.23m</td>
<td>38m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.5m</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sobieron Rodriguez, 2010, Pujo, Hamelinck, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.3m</td>
<td>56.7m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.45m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Anderson, 1934, Loewen, 1997a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.5m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.65m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>L'Hour, Veyrat, 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.5m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Nayling, Jones, 2014, Nayling &amp; Susperregi, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>1400 t</td>
<td>1826-1937 t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>207 t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Rieht, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24cm</td>
<td>ca. 30cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23cm</td>
<td>17-25cm</td>
<td>18-21cm</td>
<td>19cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Loewen, Delhaye, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37cm</td>
<td>35-48cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-17cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13cm</td>
<td>15-25cm</td>
<td>21cm / 25cm</td>
<td>12-14cm</td>
<td>17cm / 17cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15-16/28cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-18 / 16-28cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10-14cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clenched over square roves</td>
<td>Clenched over square roves</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Clenched over square roves</td>
<td>Clenched over square roves</td>
<td>Clenched over square roves</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14cm / 14cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss</td>
<td>Moss and pitch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tarred animal hair</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Basque shipbuilders were consulted whenever advice on the construction of galleys was needed and may have also affected the introduction of new types, like the balinger or the pinnace.\footnote{Hutchinson 1998, 188} Also more than a century later, we see the same pattern. Shipbuilding in Southampton was still supervised by master shipwrights from Bayonne,\footnote{Hutchinson 1994, 23} whilst privateers from Dorset and Devon collaborated in 1406 with pirates from Bayonne, who had a longstanding reputation in piracy.\footnote{Rose 2000, 144} This English-Basque link is also highlighted by archaeological evidence: The Aber Wrac’h wreck — which was most probably built in the Basque country — appears to be the wreck of an English merchantman founded in 1435, as indicated by historical records.\footnote{L’Hour & Veyrat 1994} Conclusively, it can be said that not only the attempt to maintain the carvel-built Genoese carracks were imprudent, but also Henry V’s clinker-built dromons — judging from the fate of the Grâce Dieu — might have been likewise considered an unsatisfactory attempt to emulate large ships in the clinker tradition. Whether the Basque-built ships for the English crown matched Henry’s expectations more remains an interesting question.

The interest to obtain Mediterranean technology was evidently unabated. In 1430, the captain of the Florentine galley fleet Albizzi visited Southampton and was dined aboard the Grâce Dieu by William Soper,\footnote{Friel 1993, 17} the keeper of the king’s ships who — probably not incidentally — was the same individual who supervised the building of Henry V’s great ships.\footnote{Friel 1993, 3} Very impressed by the large and splendid construction, Albizzi was even allowed to take measurements of the ship.\footnote{Friel 1993, 17} Was William Soper merely chosen as an adequate peer, or in the hope to extract some secrets of Italian shipbuilding, especially by closely following the reactions and comments of his Italian counterpart on board the Grâce Dieu? There seems to be an interesting pattern, as Soper was again chosen to host the captains of the Florentine galley fleet Martelli, della Stufa and Ridolfi in 1442–43. The Italians had no other choice than to be hosted by an Englishman due to the restricted residence permit for foreign merchants.\footnote{Friel 1993, 3} The true intentions can be only speculated upon, but there can be no doubt, that the English had a vested interest in obtaining Mediterranean technology at a time, in which other northern European sovereigns and cities had similar aspirations in obtaining large modern warships for their fleets.

9. Iberian and Breton carvels in the north: adoption of a concept?

Around the mid-15th century a noticeable change occurred when shipwrights from the Atlantic coast were employed in northern European shipyards. Their mentioning by name in written sources is remarkable, demonstrating that those shipwrights were anything but ordinary craftsmen. The caravel appeared already in the 1430’s in northern waters, which was probably square-rigged apart from a lateen mizzen, for the lack of iconographic evidence of a full Mediterranean lateen rig.\footnote{Olechnowicz 1960, 10; Friel 1995, 177} The name caravel already indicates the terminological origin of the carvel-method, which revolutionized northern European shipbuilding within a comparatively narrow time frame. This development can be traced in various written sources as summarized in the following, which undoubtedly only represents the tip of the iceberg (Fig. 13).\footnote{Friel 1995, 177}

In 1438–1440 a caravel was built in Sluis, Flanders,\footnote{Sleeswyk 1990,345; Friel 1995, 177} and in 1439 the Count of Flanders commissioned the Portuguese shipwright Jehan Perouse to construct a nao and «une caravelle” in Brussels, which might have been eased through dynastic bounds, i.e. the marriage of Duke Philip of Flanders and the Portuguese princess Isabella.\footnote{Hocher 2004} Only after a quarter of a century after Henry’s V extensive shipbuilding programme, carvel-built ships feature also strongly in English sources, but — as opposed to the “great ships” of Henry V — these were of modest dimensions and not built locally, but captured. Between 1443 and 1450 a chancery document refers to a caravel of Foway in Cornwall, in 1448 an English royal grant of protection was given to «a certain ship or barge called le Carrell of Oporta» of 80 tons, and in1449 a Clais Stephen was named as master of a 60 ton Carvel of Calais, which formed part of the royal fleet, and in 1450 as privateer and master of — possibly the same — carvel in Portsmouth.\footnote{Ruddock 1946, 36

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{602} cf. McGrail 2001, 245}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{603} Please note that carvel-planked vessels incorporating skeleton-first technology were also built in Roman provinces, with corresponding wreck finds from the Rhine area and England (cf. McGrail 2013), but if remains highly speculative what aspects of the technique were retained.While carvel planking could be encountered in bottom-based shipbuilding (cf. Hocker 2004), northern European vessels were essentially built in clinker technology until carvel technology was systematically introduced in northern European shipyards since the mid-15th century.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{604} Hutchinson 2015, 188}
This new type of vessel became also known in wider parts of the British Isles: In 1449 a Spanish carvel of 55 tons was captured off the Irish coast and taken to Kinsale and between 1449 and 1450 a kervel of the King of Scotland underwent repairs. Between 1450 and 1455, three Portuguese and one Spanish caravel were captured by English pirates, in 1453 William Lord Saye purchased a carvel — perhaps one of the captured prizes — in Sandwich, and in 1453-1466 documents indicate that over 20 carvels were in English ownership. 

Apart from Flanders and England, carvels could be also encountered elsewhere in northern Europe. In 1451, a carvel was built in Dieppe, Normandy, for a Breton owner and until 1484 Dieppe’s municipal records indicate the construction and repair of 19 other carvels. Also the late 15th century customs account of Bordeaux indicates that Bretons owned many carvels. Bretons seemed to have played a central role in spreading this new technology eastwards beyond the English Channel. In 1459, a carvel was built in the Dutch town of Zierikzee in Zeeland by Juliaen de Bretoen, which appears to be echoed by a mid-sixteenth century compiler of the Chronicles of Zeeland, stating that caravels instead of hulks and crayers were built at this time, by following the example of a Breton. A strikingly similar development took place in Hoorn one year later, in which an early 17th-century chronicler retrospectively referred to events taking place in 1460: «(...) boyers, smaks en diergelijcke, daermen to vooren niet hadde dan hulken, raseylen en crayers, en die alltemael gewracht crapschuytswijse met de planken op malcander» in Velius 1617, quoted by Kammler 2005, 133.

---

608 Friel 1995, 177
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613 Modified translation by Jeroen Vermeersch, cf. "boyers, smacks en diergelijke, daermen to vooren niet hadde dan hulken, raseylen en crayers, en die alltemael gewracht crapschuytswijse met de planken op malcander" in Velius 1617, quoted by Kammler 2005, 133.
the same chronicle states that the old method incorporated only planks that were overlapping each other, but that one has started to build in carvel as was still practiced to the day on most shipyards. But not all ships defined by historical sources as carvels were built the same. In the Noorderquartier — the northern Netherlands — an aspect of the bottom-based method prevalent in the Hanseatic sphere was retained, i.e. bottom planks were laid out first, held together temporarily by cleats, until floor-timbers were inserted. In contrast, in the southern region Maaskant, which formed part of the Spanish Netherlands since the mid 16th-century, a moulding system existed that adhered exactly to the Iberian method. This suggests that the political circumstances were a decisive factor for local shipbuilding and the mobility of foreign shipwrights. Only two years after the significant change occurred, as mentioned in the Chronicles of Horn, the Breton carrack Saint Pierre de la Rochelle of 600 tons anchored off Danzig (today Gdańsk) in 1462 and was confiscated by the city when the owner went bankrupt. This year is often seen as a key date, in which three-masted kraaveels or kraffells were first encountered in the Baltic Sea. However, brick inscriptions from a monastery in Helsingor from the 1430’s depict three-masted vessels already several decades earlier. It seems very likely that the term carrack, carvel and caravel were synonymously used for multi-masted vessels with carvel planking. The most renowned depiction of a carrack was made by the Flemish engraver William A. Cruce (Fig. 14) as draft for 30 gilded carrack models, designed for elaborate banquettes on the occasion of the marriage of Charles of Burgundy to Margaret of York in Brussels. This reflects the high prestige that these novel multi-masted ships must have had, being not only the cutting edge of technology, but the pride of navies. Thus, it is not surprising that the said Breton carrack — renamed to Peter van Danzke and colloquially known as det groote Kraveel — was perceived by contemporaries as the mightiest ship of its age. The groote Kraveel was fitted out as a privateer in the war of the Hanseatic League against England and France.

Fig.14. William A. Cruce’s engraving of a Kraeck (ca. 1468) (Source: Ashmolean Museum Oxford, inv. PA 1310).

Its master Bernd Pawest reported to the City Council of Danzig the problems that the ship encountered during its privateering voyage in 1472. Although the vessel was caulked in the Zwin in the Low Countries, great problems with water-tightness were still experienced soon thereafter. Pawest reported the formation of two great leaks in the night, which could not be brought under control even after a night of pumping. The distress is quite literally reflected in the description, according to which the crew used everything “they knew and could” to caulk the leak in a makeshift-manner, using tablecloth, pieces of wainscot, moss and tar, which seemed to have amended the situation little, as the main leak in the forepeak remained inaccessible for caulking from inside the hull, making the grounding or careening of the ship necessary. Ironically, the groote Kraveel’s
crew seem to have encountered similar problems as the English with their Genoese carracks half a century before. This comes not as a surprise, due to the vast differences in caulking clinker and carvel constructions. At the same time, other Hanseatics apparently appreciated the novel technology more than their trouble-stricken brethren from Danzig: Hamburg fitted out own carvels for war against England — "dat grote Kraweel" and "dat latke Kraweel" — i.e. the great and the small carvel.625 In the previous course of the war from 1470 to 1474, prizes from Spanish, Bretonic, English and Irish origin were taken, which reinforced the fleets of the Hanseatic League626 and may have increased the familiarity and experience of maintaining or even constructing such ships.

The trend to fit out carvels for imminent wars is repetitive. In 1509, Lübeck prepared for war against Denmark and Holland and — aside from fitting out converted merchant hulls — also owned carvel-built warships referred to as "des rades kraffell" — the council's carvel — named Marie, which was the flagship, and the Barthun and Spannier. The latter two names leave no doubt to the Breton and Spanish origin of these ships.627 Denmark — likewise preparing for war — built in the same year two carvels as well.628 Interestingly, carvel technology in Danish shipyards seemed to spread by the employment of German and Dutch shipwrights from 1485 to the 1560's, with a marked change to an influx of English and Scottish shipwrights thereafter.629 With the rise of the kingdom of Sweden under the Vasa dynasty, a third power emerged in the Baltic Sea to employ carvel technology for naval warfare. Initially, this new player had to revert to hiring such ships from Lübeck, Danzig and other Hanseatic cities. A shipwreck in the Stockholm archipelago is tentatively identified as a ship described in written sources as one of his majesty's beste kraffwells sunk in 1525. The southern Baltic provenance of the planks cut in 1512 indicates that this might be one of the Hanseatic carvels hired by the Swedish king.630 The transom-stern construction with curved fashion-pieces atop is an innovation that found entrance with the skeleton-first method (Fig. 15) and is comparable to the Red Bay wreck in Canada — tentatively identified as the Basque whaler San Juan sunk in 1565.631 This construction was certainly an innovation in the Baltic Sea at that time, but — once again — slightly lagging behind the development in the North Sea, where it appeared several decades before, as indicated by a painting from St. Cosmas Church in Stade near Hamburg, dating before 1450.632

Despite earlier reservations concerning the employment of foreign shipwrights in Hanseatic ports — probably due to exclusively organised guilds — the restrictions were eventually lifted: Lübeck conceded in 1569 that skilled foreign shipwrights could work in Lübeck as long as they wanted, while Danzig did the same in 1552 and already few years later many foreign shipwrights, especially Dutch, worked there.633 Nevertheless, the Polish king still reverted to contract particularly Venetian shipwrights in 1570 for the building of the first Polish galleon.634 It becomes clear that there was more to it than the technical knowledge of building "Kraweels" and that the technique itself did not automatically conveyed the whole secret and art of designing a hull.

While in previous decades small carvels have gotten into English ownership by capturing or acquiring

---

625 Kammler 2005, 132
626 Kammler 2005, 130
627 Kammler 2005, 138
629 Bill 2009, 253
630 Adams & Rönnby 2013, 115
631 Adams & Rönnby 2013, 108
632 Winter 1978, 8f. and tab. 6
633 Olechnowicz 1960, 30
634 Litwin 1991, 56
vessels from mainly the Iberian Peninsula, the new technology was now implemented in English shipyards. In 1463-1466 a three-masted caravel was built for Sir John Howard in Dunwich. In 1487 and 1488, respectively, the Regent of 1000 tons and the Sovereign were launched for King Henry's VII royal fleet. The first was inspired by the French carrack Columbe and the king explicitly demanded that his ships should be built like her, i.e. in the "novel construction", which doubtlessly incorporated carvel technology, as carvel nails were listed in the accounts. Although there is no mention of foreign shipwrights when the Regent and Sovereign were built, it is testifed that during Henry's VIII reign (1509-1547) many Venetian shipwrights were employed in the royal shipyards. The Woolwich wreck has been identified as the abovementioned Sovereign, which frames feature bevelled notches as though it used to be a clinker-construction. This had been interpreted as re-planking a clinker-built ship in carvel, but it appears that the Sovereign was in verity built as carvel construction from the very start, as the bevelled notches can be explained by the order of the kings' clerk to break up Grâce Dieu for the «makyng of his Ship cald the Souveraigne», Thus, the notches date from the Grâce Dieu's clinker construction, which were evidently bevelled off before being reused for the Sovereign. The reuse of frames made from crooked timber was a very common practice at that time. It is not only the notched frames that illustrate in an exemplary way the gradual transition from clinker to carvel, however. The caulking of carvel-constructions remained a problem for northern shipwrights too, which led to a makeshift appropriation: Battens were nailed to the outside of the Sovereign's hull to keep the caulking material in place. Several decades later, this makeshift technique can be also observed in Swedish carvels: The seams of the Stora Kraveln — built around 1532 — were apparently covered by strips of lead after caulking and carvel-caulkers explicitly mentioned, and the Elefanten — another large Swedish warship built around 1554 — had battens between the frames. The use of battens or caulking laths were not a novelty in northern Europe, as they were used already for centuries in bottom-based constructions, held in place by cramps or sintels, which could have been synonymous with the aforementioned 'strips of lead'. The fact that such makeshift aids were not used by accomplished carvel-shipbuilders reveals that northern Europeans still encountered problems in embracing the accumulated know-how of carvel-technology.

It can be conjectured that the introduction of the carvel technology in northern European shipyards occurred within a relatively short period, but that the transition to this new technology — as could be expected — did not occur wholesale and minor difficulties were overcome and amended with local techniques.

10. Evolution towards an alternating framing-style via a Basque hub?

Amongst historians, there is a common — yet unspecified — realisation that some kind of mixture between Atlantic and Mediterranean influences must have occurred in 15th-century shipbuilding, which created new types of ships that plied the seas in the beginning period of the great ocean explorations. Although the details of this transition remain largely obscure, there are several indications in both historical and archaeological sources, which seem to reflect this transition. Not surprisingly, the Basque region appears to be yet again central to this development.

The introduction of carvel technology in northern Europe often seems to be tantamount to the breach with the local shipbuilding tradition, where foreign shipwrights were allowed to implement their own method from scratch. But this is only partly true, as some aspects of the local tradition were often retained and may have even abetted the adoption of carvel technology as a whole, like the Dutch-flush method in the northern Netherlands (Fig. 10). Some evidence suggests that the Atlantic clinker tradition may have likewise abetted a smooth transitional process from shell-oriented clinker to skeleton-oriented carvel technology, often involving both methods in the same construction. This has been hypothesized for the aforementioned Bayonne Ship of 1419, for which construction the use of moulded frames was suggested (Fig. 10). Moulded frames would have been an uncommon feature in a shell-first clinker construction, where frame dimensions were conditioned by the shell, and inserted and fashioned by the rule of thumb once the shell had been completed. A skeleton-first feature, however, was inferred by the term hamen, which was interpreted as tailframe on the basis of etymological and contextual information, for which fixed measurements were given, i.e. »...the mast beam is in

635 Friel 1995, 178; he rightly points out however that the absence of chence-nails and roves alone does not necessarily imply that the vessel was built skeleton-first.
636 Adams 2003, 66
637 Rieth 2003, 28
638 Salisbury 1961, 86
639 i.e. the second Grâce Dieu of 1449
640 Oppenheim 1896, 47, cited by Adams 2003, 66
641 Salisbury 1961, 87
642 Börjeson 1928, 155
643 Börjeson 1928, 149
644 Salisbury 1961, 87
645 cf. Goyenetche 1998, 154
646 cf. Maarleveld 1994
647 Loewen 1997a, 329
length 39 feet, and the beam of the hameron behind is in length 34 feet. \(\text{[648]}\) Can this be seen as evidence for a skeleton-oriented method for three masterframes? Not necessarily, as it can be objected that Alectre’s 1419 letter to King Henry V was merely meant to inform him about the progress and as-is state of the building of his royal ship. The measurements taken at the mast and hameron beams may have been a generically agreed upon measure for principal dimensions, rather than a skeleton-first feature for hull control. Besides, why should Alectre include such mundane aspects in the report when the dimensions are understood to be predetermined?

While the question of whether the construction of the Bayonne ship of 1419 incorporated some skeleton-first principles has to remain hypothetical, the presumably Basque-built Cavalaire-sur-Mer wreck dating to 1479 \(\text{[650]}\) undoubtedly combines features from both techniques. The floor timber and first futtocks were pre-assembled, as evidenced by mortices, whereas second futtocks simply overlapped and were therefore added at a later stage (Fig. 10).\(^{649}\) This coincides with tangentially sawn carvel bottom planking up to the water-line, continued by radially cleft clinker planking above. Roughly speaking, the building sequence was divided into two parts, the first being skeleton-based carvel and the second shell-based clinker construction. By analogy, this wreck would have looked similar to bottom-based ships from the Hanseatic sphere, but in verity, the sequence was inverted with a high degree of predefined geometry in the master frame,\(^{650}\) which is not the case in shell-oriented bottom-based shipbuilding. The alternating framing style in conjunction with the hull design and consistent growing and harvest patterns for crooked timbers indicate that the Cavalaire-sur-Mer wreck is the product of a cohesive shipbuilding tradition and not a product of chance.\(^{651}\) Moreover, the Cavalaire-sur-Mer’s clinker-planking above the water-line was made with radially-cleft planks to which — in a true shell-first fashion — the second futtocks were inserted later. This reflects that the ship was built within a community with a clinker-tradition, but may have been retained for a practical reason: Planks above the water-line wore out faster than those below the water-line due to a constant change in weather, from rain and spray to sun radiation. Radially cleft planks were more durable than tangentially sawn planks, as they were less permeable and less susceptible to form cracks. A similar way of planking can be also observed a century later in the Chalupa 1 wreck, the whaleboat of the Basque Whaler San Juan wrecked 1565 in the Red Bay, Canada, where the first three strakes are flush-laid and the topmost two strakes are clinker-fastened.\(^{652}\)

Unlike other Mediterranean ships, the Cavalaire-sur-Mer wreck is not a genuine skeleton-first construction, which raises the question of origin. In this respect, there is a current debate on moulding systems and its diverse traditions, which cannot deny a certain Venetian influence, whilst many other indications point to an independent Atlantic or Iberian tradition. The only common denominator of this debate is the realisation that the evidence is incomplete and sketchy, so it remains speculative how exactly the moulding systems spread. It is assumed that Venetian moulds must have had an impact on English ship design, as Mathew Baker noted in ca. 1570 that Venetian shipwrights have used twenty years earlier a master frame on the basis of four arcs of tangential circles of different radius.\(^{653}\) This reference is credible, as Baker participated in his youth in 1550 in a training voyage for English navigators to the Mediterranean.\(^{654}\) It was pointed out that the early moulds in the Fragments of English Shipwrighty are indeed similar to the Venetian moulds and that Baker might have used the Venetian style of 1550, though more cumbersomely.\(^{655}\) More cumbersomely because it lacked the sheer-narrowing scale and hence might have rather resembled the method of ‘whole moulding’, which application in itself is highly obscure due to the lack of contemporary documentary evidence.\(^{656}\) The origin of this technique is still a contested issue, believed by some to be Mediterranean\(^{657}\) or of an Atlantic or even discrete Basque origin.\(^{658}\) As the case may be, there seems to be a basic agreement on that Mathew Baker was at least initially inspired by the Mediterranean method that encompassed a master mould, a rising square and a sheer-narrowing scale, which indeed Baker recognised — implying that he knew at least a similar system — by commenting on the drawings of the Venetian main frame ‘

\[\text{[659]}\] the rising and narrowing\]’. However, the system applied by the English around 1570/1580 was neither the Mediterranean method nor ‘whole moulding’, but was based on tangent arcs within a grid of narrowings and risings, or in other words by ‘hauling up/down’ the futtock after which principle allegedly the Mary Rose was constructed.\(^{660}\) Despite the shipbuilding centre of Bayonne ceased to be under English rule in 1451, a continuing link of England to its former enclave cannot be excluded.\(^{661}\) In fact, the moulding
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systems between Mary Rose (1509) and the Basque whaler San Juan (1565) appears to be similar, as the futtocks were also ‘hauled up/down’. In the Mary Rose the framing and planking advanced in an alternating fashion, as indicated by the timbers, of which only a few are actually fastened and scarfed together. The pre-fastening of few planks relieved the strain from the ribs, which determined the shape of the frames in between the master frame and the tail frames. The same procedure was applied to the San Juan, in which frames and planks were also installed in an alternating fashion and nail holes indicated the position of temporary ribbands or battens (Fig.16).  

![Fig.16. Alternating sequence in frame-led building of the Red Bay wreck — tentatively identified as the Basque whaler San Juan (1536) (Source: GRENIER, LOEWEN, PROULX 1994).](image)

An alternating way of construction was also observed in Grâce Dieu (1418), where several futtocks were apparently inserted before their corresponding floor-timbers. Not only in geopolitical terms, but also in climatic terms, the Basque region was an important hub in shipbuilding between the north and the south, as evidenced by the unique way of fastening frames to planks. While in northern Europe only treenails were used, in southern Europe iron nails were used, as softwood treenails would have deteriorated faster in warm waters. In the Biscay area, however, the frames of 16th century ships were fastened with two treenails as well as two iron nails. In the case of the wreck of the Basque whaler San Juan, however, the iron nails were driven in at the quick assembly of planks and frames, and later solidified by treenails. The same “peculiar” feature was observed a century earlier in the Basque-built Newport ship, where iron spike nails were also used in addition to treenails in plank-to-frame fastenings. This technical solution may be testament to the Basque’s mediating role between northern and southern Europe, and the vastly different climate zones Basque ships were operating in.

11. Outdated clencher hulks: eclipsed by carvel technology?

The carvel revolution heralded in a new age in which large clinker-built ships were gradually superseded by carvel-built ships in many — though not all — northern European ports. In England the changes were so profound that between 1500 and 1510 no large clinker-built ships were used for royal service anymore and even dismissed as ancillary vessels. Some large German hulks described as clencher were arrested on the Thames for royal service in late July 1545 and sailed to Portsmouth, where the Lord High Admiral rejected them as unsuitable for naval use: «clenchers, both feeble, old, and out of fashion» While rejected in England, hulks were still used in the Baltic Sea in the 16th century. A war fleet summoned in Lübeck in 1509-1510 included both hulks and carvels. This indicates that the term hulk was synonymous with that of a large clinker-built ship. The same distinction was made in the Swedish Navy under King Gustav Eriksson Vasa, in which the king’s favoured kravels sailed alongside the large hulks. Fernando de Oliveira referred unfavourably to a bowl-like hull shape of a 16th century hulk from Riga, anchoring off Belem, Portugal, which reflects the absence of skeleton-oriented guiding principles. This bowl shape impression is not only caused by the absence of a tumblehome, but also the tapering bow and stern sections in a strong arch, as observable in the Ebersdorf model. Despite these ships were disdained in places where the transition to carvel technology has been completed, large lapstrake constructions were continued to be built in the Baltic Sea region in particular. The survival of such constructions can be ascribed to the mercantile nature of its use, where predominantly unfinished bulk commodities were transported, from rural communities that did not undergo the same pressures as the densely urbanised areas in the Low Countries and the English Canal, which fuelled innovation in the shape of carvel technology. Although hulks were occasionally fitted for war by Hanseatic merchants, the Dutch and Flemish in the 16th century, the advances in naval artillery rendered them obsolete for close combat, but deemed sufficient as mere supply vessels. The number of ordnance in the hitherto customary arrangement above the gunwale — in the fore and aftercastles — was restricted by the
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increased centre of gravity, jeopardizing the hydrostatic stability. The only viable solution of cutting gun ports below the deck would have weakened clinker-built shell-first structures considerably. The strategic necessity to deploy larger calibres of guns and to cut gun ports, however, became a driving force in Renaissance shipbuilding, especially in England. Although the Frenchman Descharges is often named as the inventor in 1501, the seal of Maximilian of Burgundy of 1493 and a ship depiction of 1497 from Hamburg's naval law shows gunports as well. Documents indicate that the Mary Rose was rebuilt in 1536 and dendrochronological analyses revealed more specifically that riders, diagonal and vertical braces and heavy transom knees were added around that date alongside with massive deck beam knees, probably to bear the increased strain of artillery recoil on a continuous gun deck. Although the early inventory of 1514 already indicated an impressive ordnance, the Anthony Roll lists an even heavier armament after her rebuilding with 6 bronze pieces of considerable size, 2 cannons, 2 semi-cannons and 2 culverins, which reflect great diversity of antiquated and modern guns. While such rebuilding measures provided no structural problem in carvel-built ship — at least with regards to structural stability rather than hydrostatic stability — such measure would have posed a problem in clinker-built vessels: As shell-first structure, principle stresses are transferred via the shell, and cutting holes into it would have weakened the hull structure considerably, despite being reinforced by frames. This is probably the reason why the abovementioned Lord High Admiral had such a disdain for the German danchers. Despite — or even perhaps — of the limited use of hulks for warfare, northern European merchants still relied heavily on hulks, particularly Hulks of Dantzick, Easterling Hulks, Hulks of Flanders and hulks are known to have sailed from Russia, Norway, Denmark, Friesland, Holland, Zealand and Brabant. How widespread this ship still was, could be estimated on the basis of a late 16th century Ibenian source, which notes that «there is in Lisbon upon 80 sails of hulks from 100 tons to 800 tons, of Holland, Zeeland, and Hamburg». The flagship of the Spanish Armada's only northern European squadron of 1588 was the 650 ton merchant hulk El Gran Griffin, built in Rostock, which sailed with other hulks from the Baltic and the Netherlands. Interestingly, only few additions were made to the hulks' light armament, and all ships of that squadron were used as troop carriers and supply vessels for the impending invasion, rather than for naval action. At the sight of these hulks, Sir Walter Raleigh noted that «Easterling hulkes, who were wont to paint great red portholes in their broadsides where they carried no ordnance at all». The fake gun-ports painted onto the hulks’ sides to deceive the English is another clear indicator that their hulls were not suited to cut gun ports into their sides.

This period is marked by the gradual establishment of professional navies and purpose-built warships. However, the practise of arresting merchant ships by sovereigns and city states to fit them out for war was still widespread, as illustrated above. By relying on the “outdated hull”, merchants may have attempted to evade the arrest of their ships. Thus, the refusal to adopt modern carvel-built ships may have been a calculated choice rather than a sentimental adherence to the native shipbuilding tradition.

12. Conclusion

By examining trends in shipbuilding from a diachronic perspective of more than three centuries, several recurrent patterns crystallise in the way different ship-types were perceived by contemporaries in a different way than the modern observer may expect. Historical ship-types are primarily indicative of origin rather than construction, but may have evolved into a “brand” in its own right, such as a ‘Bayonese cog’ or a ‘Genoese carrack’. These identification labels indicate that innovation in shipbuilding may have been driven decisively in a very regional — if not urban — context, rather than a general development on a broader scale, so gaining possession of cities or fiefdoms with renowned centres of shipbuilding — like Bayonne or Rouen — may have been a major strategic factor in an age in which city states and sovereigns aspired to safeguard trading routes. Ship-types should not be taken at face value, as they encourage stereotypical thinking: The distinction between late cogs and early carracks, for instance, might have been blurred by regional concepts, and archaeologists should therefore think outside historical type categories in tracing influences within shipbuilding. This study provided historical evidence, which supports that clinker-built and even carvel-built vessels were referred to as cogs in southern European sources, which should be incentive enough to stop referring to seagoing bottom-based vessels as “cogs in the archaeological sense”, which is plainly inaccurate, considering the accumulated evidence from an all European perspective.

Intrinsic insights in the mechanisms of the “naval arms race” can be gained by tracing modular solutions archaeologically, especially those that can be
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seen as flawed, anachronistic and transient, as they tend to reflect active phases of change by trial and error. Three major levels of technology transfer can be identified.

First level innovation

The first is exemplified by the Große Dieu, where a new construction is prompted to accommodate new specifications, inspired by foreign ship-design — i.e. Genoese carracks — but occurring within the boundaries of the own clinker tradition. This is the most isolated form of change and innovation.

Second level innovation

The second level is exemplified by the gradual introduction of carvel technology in communities, where some form of skeleton-oriented construction was already practised, as hypothesised for the Basque case. This transition occurred simultaneously — but different — in other Northern European centres of shipbuilding, like in the northern Netherlands in which this technology is appropriated to the local bottom-based tradition, retaining an aspect of the shell-first method in the initial stage of construction, but admiring the permeation of skeleton-first technology into the “Dutch flush” method, aptly described as cross-fertilization, and leaving an unmistakably local mark in the way of adoption. Other aspects of this technology — like the use of battens and cramps for the water-proofing of flush-laid plank seams — has also permeated the transitional phase. Ocularly, the transition to carvel-ships was complete, but not on a modular level, where several work processes were amended by familiar techniques carried out in the local shipbuilding tradition.

Third level innovation

Genuine and complete adoption however, tended to occur only by the hiring of foreign shipbuilders who were allowed to implement their skeleton-first carvel construction method from scratch. The fact that they were mentioned by name in historical sources reflects their importance and social status, which is far beyond that of ordinary craftsmen. The high cross-cultural mobility of specialists appears like a strikingly modern concept, but it was not uncommon for the examined period.

The impulses of technology transfer changed from a north-south and later to a south-north direction, highlighting the transience of innovation centres. This is a stark reminder that we — speaking from a

northern European perspective — should not take our current state of affairs for granted in an ever more globalised world order, which may change swiftly beyond recognition within the rate of few decades and less.
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